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The goal of this study is to demonstrate how the reception of T. S. Eliot, one of the leading 
proponents of Anglo-American modernism, shaped the aesthetics of Russian poetry in the 
second half of the twentieth century. In the twentieth century, Russian culture found itself in a 
unique situation of separation from the Western world, with which it had largely identified in the 
previous century. The official change of the cultural paradigm that took place in the aftermath of 
the October Revolution led to the advancement of the literary theory and practices of Socialist 
Realism, shutting off modernist tendencies and the dialogue with Western modernism. Despite 
the policy of the Iron Curtain, the Cold War period proved to be different. This study 
demonstrates that, in the second half of the twentieth century, the Russian poetry of the Soviet 
underground renewed the dialogue with Western modernism, engaging with it in terms of 
learning and influence, polemic and debates, recognition and a sense of affinity.   
This study inscribes theories of poetics into the political context of the Cold War culture. 
Eliot’s theory formed under the influence of Charles Maurras and T. E. Hulme, critics of the 
French Revolution, was in epistemological opposition to the values of the Soviet, also post-




late 1950s-the early 1990s, falls into the period of the Cold War broadly understood (1946-
1991). Attention to Eliot’s works, occurring in the poetry of the Soviet underground, was a 
search for alternative poetics, fueled by his hindered availability in the USSR and enormous 
fame in the West. Gravitating to Eliotic poetic theory, that was built on premises radically 
different from the Russian literary tradition nourished on humanism, Russian lyric poetry in the 
second half of the twentieth century absorbed the peculiar features of Western modernism and 
emerging postmodernism, stepping into the terrain of posthumanism.  
 I focus on how three seminal Russian poets—Joseph Brodsky, Arkadii 
Dragomoshchenko, and Olga Sedakova—engage with T. S. Eliot’s poetry and poetic theory. The 
Russian poets responded to two trends initiated by Eliot: his reconsideration of lyric subjectivity 
manifested in the depersonalization theory on the one hand and a possibility of modern liturgical 
poetry, on the other.  Joseph Brodsky’s multifaceted engagement with Eliot followed both lines. 
The first chapter of this dissertation discusses how Eliot’s theory and practice of 
depersonalization left traces in Brodsky’s essays and his mature poetics that avoids expressivity 
and follows the principles of the poetics of observation. The second chapter focuses on 
Brodsky’s intense poetical polemic with Eliot’s later career, when he aimed to merge poetry with 
religion. The third and fourth chapters discuss the elaboration of these two Eliotic lines in the 
works of two later Russian poets. The third chapter argues that Eliot’s poetic theory became part 
of Dragomoshchenko’s focus on poetic impersonality, merging with poststructuralist theory. The 
fourth chapter demonstrates how Olga Sedakova overturns Brodsky’s polemic regarding the later 
Eliot and addresses the Anglo-American poet’s later criticism and poetry in order to invent a 
Russian version of modernist liturgical poetry.  
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Upon learning about the topic of my dissertation, my colleague at Baruch College, Dr. Esther 
Allen, told me a story that happened to her friend, Eliot Weinberger, also a famous writer and 
translator, in the early 2000s. He was invited to read lectures in Albania. The newspaper that 
featured his visit had a large picture not of him but T. S. Eliot to accompany the message.1 This 
anecdote is quite illustrative of what T. S. Eliot meant in the communist countries, the former 
members of the Warsaw Pact: everyone heard about him, but no one saw him. Even though in 
the West, by the 1990s, Eliot ceased to be a cult poetic figure, in the post-Soviet space his name 
was still in fashion, even though his works and biography were not very well known.  
 During most of the twentieth century, the significance of Eliot’s work in the Anglo-
American world was such that the period of his active writing, the 1920s-1950s, was referred to 
as the Age of Eliot. Not only did the poet write works that expressed the outlook of Western man 
observing the collapse of moral values and cognitive wholeness after World War I, the 
sensibility of the “Lost Generation,” but he also changed the literary canon of the twentieth 
century, reshaped the tasks of literary criticism, and gave rise to the new poetic trends in English-
language poetry. Even though Eliot declined in popularity towards the end of the twentieth 
century, when his conservative views and suspected antisemitism added to the displacement of 
his figure caused by the change of literary paradigms, his name is still indispensable to the 
history of modernism and its discoveries.2 Eliot’s influence, too, went far beyond his national 
                                                          
1 I also found this story told in the article that discusses Weinberger’s talk at the New School (see Shapiro). 
2 The 2010s, actually, seems to be the renaissance of Eliot studies, as Megan Quigley argues: the recent years have 
seen a splurge in the publication of Eliot’s works: his complete works, letters, unpublished poems coming to the 
dozen of new volumes.  
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and linguistic frames: The International Reception of T. S. Eliot, a collection of articles dedicated 
to the reception of his works by foreign authors, includes exploration of his influence on 
German, Romanian, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, and authors of many other backgrounds 
(Däumer and Bagchee). An article on the reception of Eliot in Russia, however, is missing from 
this volume. 
 In twentieth-century Russia, the dialogue with the poetry of Western modernism was 
occurring in unique political and cultural circumstances. With the establishment of the Soviet 
State, in Russia Europe and the United States became the embodiment of the old and inimical 
order of things conflicting with the emerging communist experiment. Spreading the influence of 
ideology on all spheres of life, but particularly arts the Soviet state defined the requirements of 
the literary style suitable for the needs of communism—Socialist Realism. Modernism on the 
contrary was condemned, as evidenced by the proclamation of the 1934 Congress of the Union 
of Soviet Writers (see Barnhisel 49).  
Modernism became the embodiment of everything inimical to the officially privileged 
method of writing in the USSR: pessimism instead of Socialist Realist optimism, interest in 
formal experiments instead of Socialist Realist emphasis on ideological content, ambiguity 
instead of clear and simple narration. Naturally, the Western modernist authors did not enjoy the 
official welcome in the USSR under Stalin’s rule and afterwards. Modern theorists often imply 
that this division was paradoxical. Boris Groys, in The Total Art of Stalinism, famously argues 
that Socialist culture was the off-spring of the avant-garde fever of the early twentieth-century. 
Barnhisel too suggests that “modernism and the avant-garde themselves were inherently tainted 
with communism” (62), and only later became rhetorically associated with bourgeois culture  
hostile to communism—the phenomenon that he calls Cold War modernism. These speculations 
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are important, yet they overlook the fact that the theory and poetics of such a mainstream version 
of modernism as Eliot’s originally grew out of the epistemological shift in opposition to the 
leftist ideas.   
 A “classicist in literature, royalist in politics and anglo-catholic in religion” (Eliot, For 
Lancelot Andrewes, vii) Eliot could not be further from the “friendly” Soviet authors.3 Olga 
Ushakova, in her article, “Who’s afraid of T. S. Eliot?,” provides an excellent outline of the fate 
of Eliot and, more broadly, Western modernism in the USSR. The first translators of Eliot, who 
published a few excerpts in the anthologies in the 1930s, perished in Stalin’s purges after being 
accused of cosmopolitanism.4 Similarly to other Western modernists, Eliot’s name was mentioned 
only disparagingly in the Soviet press. His poems and essays were almost never translated, and 
access to his works was restricted: “an enemy of his nation,” “malicious aggressor,” “copper-
forehead Eliot” were some epithets he received in the Soviet press from the 1940s to the early 
1960s (Ushakova 87). After his death, however, a more relaxed attitude to Eliot’s poetry became 
evident. For example, one of Brodsky’s very few official publications in the USSR was “Verses 
on the Death of T. S. Eliot,” written in 1965 and published in Den' Poezii (Leningrad, 1967). 
As a matter of fact, the initial opinions of the Soviets regarding the famous author proved 
to be well grounded. Eliot’s literary theories and later social treatises were shaped by the 
awareness that Europe’s culture diminished with Russia’s falling off in 1917. He believed that 
the struggle for equality leaves a human soul free from self-criticism, which makes 
totalitarianism possible, and that the idea of equality is incompatible with high culture.  
                                                          
3 A term applied to the literati sympathetic to the Soviet cause. 
4 Igor Romanovich, also a translator of Joyce, and Svyatopolk-Mitsky, the editor of Antologiya novoi angliiskoi 
poezii, where translations of Eliot were published, perished in a concentration camp (Ushakova 85-86). 
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 The reception described in Ushakova’s article has been a general impression on how 
Eliot stood in twentieth-century Russian culture: unread, badly known, translated very late. She 
claims, “the response of twentieth-century Russian culture to Western modernist innovations was 
very limited” (91). But this is the discourse of the official Soviet literary history which should 
have lost its momentum at least thirty years ago. “Another” literature of the USSR, that of the 
underground, was attracted to the forbidden fruit of Western modernism. Poets wanted to read 
Eliot, whose fame was so reverberating that it penetrated the Iron Curtain. In this study, I will 
discuss the palpable presence of Eliot’s poetic theory and practice in the poetic world of three 
Russian authors of the highest significance—Joseph Brodsky, Arkadii Dragomoshchenko, and 
Olga Sedakova. Without evaluating this influence, our understanding of the history of Russian 
poetry in the twentieth century remains incomplete.  
 The decades in which Eliot was gaining significant readership in Russia, the late 1950s-
1991, roughly coincided with the period of the Cold War. Before this, some Russian poets of the 
Silver Age were familiar with Eliot: Anna Akhmatova enjoyed his work and borrowed an 
epigraph from Four Quartets for her Poem without a Hero; Boris Pasternak tried to read The 
Waste Land and exchanged a few letters with T. S. Eliot, although he did not find him very 
compelling reading. But Eliot’s major achievements did not leave any trace on the work of these 
Russian poets: Akhmatova, for example, described herself as an “anti-Browning,” commenting 
on her strong lyricism in comparison with the English dramatic tradition in poetry.5 None of 
                                                          
5 “Я какой-то анти-Броунинг. Тот всегда говорит от другого лица, за другое лицо. Я не даю сказать ни слова 
никому (в моих стихах, разумеется). Я говорю от себя, за себя все, что можно и нельзя” (I am some kind of 
anti-Browning. He always speaks on behalf of someone else, for a different person. I do not let anyone say a word 
(in my poems, of course). I speak from myself, for myself, to say everything what is allowed and what is not) (806). 
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them was familiar with Eliot’s depersonalization theory, without which his significance can 
hardly be completely grasped.   
 The second part of the twentieth century proved to be different. As Maurice Friedberg 
points out in A Decade of Euphoria: Western Literature in Post-Stalin Russia, 1954-1964, the 
late fifties-early sixties, the period called the Thaw, was the time of high enthusiasm regarding 
Western literature. Evgenii Evtushenko, the loudest poetic voice of the Thaw, proclaimed, “Both 
Esenin and Whitman are close to me” (“Мне близки / и Есенин, / и Уитмен”) (Prolog”). In the 
official Soviet records, as Friedberg points out, one still could not find the name of Eliot among 
the names of the greatest modern writers.6 Non-official literature—Russian poets who 
consciously distanced themselves from the literary officials and abandoned ambitions to be 
published—was looking for an alternative not only to Soviet literature in Russian, but also to the 
Soviet literary canon of Western literature. Such was the poetic group “Mansarda”, whose leader, 
Leonid Chertkov, united a group of people who could read foreign languages, mostly students 
majoring in foreign languages. In 1957, Chertkov was sent to a labor camp for organizing the 
group. While Chertkov’s own work did not undergo Eliot’s influence,7 Chertkov’s younger 
friends, Andrei Sergeev and Joseph Brodsky, brought the Russian Eliot into existence. Sergeev 
published the first book of selected translations from Eliot in 1971; Brodsky absorbed Eliot’s 
poetics in a way that defined the course of Russian poetry.  
 Traditionally, in the history of Russian literature, Joseph Brodsky, Arkadii 
Dragomoshchenko, and Olga Sedakova are ascribed to two different literary generations: 
                                                          
6 Maurice Friedberg comments on the list of great living foreign authors suggested by the USSR press: “a list that 
includes among the “great” Erskine Caldwell but not William Faulkner, Jack Lindsay but not T. S. Eliot, can only be 
described as absurd” (210-211).  
7 Although Chertkov translated “Gerontion.” 
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Brodsky—the earlier; Dragomoshchenko and Sedakova—the later. The age difference between 
the poets is hardly ten years, but this division makes sense for my approach: Brodsky’s 
engagement with Eliot—multifaceted, intense, and formative—lies at the core of Russian 
poetry’s response to Eliot’s poetics and poetic theory. Both Dragomoshchenko and Sedakova, 
while processing Eliot in their own ways, have to keep Brodsky’s engagement with the Anglo-
American poet in their minds. Each of them develops further a particular line of Eliot’s aesthetics 
reflected in Brodsky’s Eliotic metatext. The fact that all three poets gravitate to Eliot reflects a 
certain communality between them. Brodsky, Dragomoshchenko, and Sedakova belong to the 
“neo-baroque” direction of postmodernist poetry, according to Mark Lipovetsky’s division into 
“conceptual” and “neo-baroque” art. Indeed, Eliot himself has been strongly connected with the 
European “neo-baroque,” to whose literary revival he contributed (see Kaup).    
There are broad cultural implications that shape the experience of the poets’ interaction 
with T. S. Eliot. All three poets, in order to be able to read foreign poetry, had to learn English: 
without translations available, they had to do this work themselves. They started with reading 
Eliot’s poems in the anthologies that they managed to find in second-hand booksellers (such 
editions were sold in the USSR by international visitors), and they later received the anthologies 
and volumes of English poetry as gifts from their international friends. Eliot was hard to get, 
which gave him the additional value, as it were, of a forbidden fruit. The Russian poets’ attention 
to the English language was part of the global shift in linguistic and cultural hierarchy. If in the 
nineteenth and the early twentieth century it was French and German that captivated Russian 
literary minds, in the second half of the twentieth century, the capital of “the World Republic of 
Letters” moved to the United States. Also, in the Russian case, an interest in English was fueled 
by the dichotomy of the Cold War relations between the two main opposing powers, the USA 
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and the USSR.8 Both Brodsky and Dragomoshchenko have been called Americanophiles: they 
liked American poetry as a distinctive tradition and were obsessed with American culture in 
general; Sedakova is more engaged with European culture—English is one of the European 
languages that she speaks fluently. All three poets belong to the culture of samizdat and 
tamizdat: with very few exceptions, they were not able to see their poems officially published in 
the USSR and they consciously remained in the underground.   
 Eliot’s relation to the Cold War as a struggle between the US and the USSR needs to be 
clarified. Born in the US and naturalized in Great Britain, in many ways Eliot represented the 
Anglo-Saxon West.  From the point of view of poetics, however, it is important to remember that 
Eliot himself acknowledged that “the nerve” of his poetry is American. The same can be said 
about the impact of his avant-garde tendencies: depersonalization became a powerful trend in 
American poetry rather than British. Brodsky and Dragomoshchenko look at Eliot within the 
context of the American poetic tradition (particularly Dragomoshchenko; Brodsky sees Eliot as a 
transatlantic figure, but the American essence is important for the Russian poet); Sedakova sees 
Eliot as a spokesman for European Christian poetry and never links him with the US.   
Brodsky, Dragomoshchenko, and Sedakova are the most visible and significant Russian 
adaptors of Eliot’s modernism. Through them, one can see what twentieth-century Russian 
poetry was looking for despite the official discouragement. But interest in Eliot in the poetry of 
the Soviet underground is broader than these three authors: in Brodsky’s circle, besides 
Chertkov, Anatolii Naiman and Andrei Sergeev translated Eliot; Anatolii Naiman and Mikhail 
                                                          
8 Not unlike the reason for learning Russian that I heard from several American Slavists: they were curious about 
what was happening in the Soviet Union and wanted to figure out what was going on there on their own. This 
required learning the Russian language.   
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Meilakh have poems that allude to Eliot. The peers of Sedakova and Dragomoshchenko sustain 
an interest in Eliot too: Vladimir Aristov, for example, alludes to “The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock” in his poem, “The Dolphinarium” (“Дельфинарий”); Alexander Skidan refers to Eliot 
and the movie “Tom and Viv” in his poem, “The Piercing of the Lower Lip” (“Пирсинг нижней 
губы”)9 and sees his own poetics as a development of the discoveries of The Waste Land 
(“Kontrrevoliutsiia”). Even Bakhyt Kenzheev, one of the most famous Russian poets, who 
currently lives in New York but claims to be distant from Anglophone poetry, incorporates 
Eliot’s name in his poem, “Умрешь—и все начнется заново” (“You will die—and everything 
will start again”).10   
 Eliot’s strong presence in the Russian poetic landscape is so prevalent that it cannot be 
ignored if we want to understand how the Russian poetry of the second half of the twentieth 
century developed vis-à-vis the modernist and postmodern trends in Western literature.  The 
main goal of this study is to enrich our understanding of the history of Russian literature of the 
twentieth century through investigating its contact with Eliot as one of the most important 
representatives of twentieth-century Western poetry. Studies in twentieth-century Russian 
literature in general were not very successful in terms of comparativist approaches: during Soviet 
times, the studies of modern foreign literature in Russia were limited for political reasons; 
Western Slavists, too, were focused on understanding what was going in the “brave new world” 
rather than connecting it with their own. I do not mean to underestimate the existing important 
                                                          
9 I owe this observation to Thomas Epstein who delivered the paper “Resisting Poetry: The Case of Alexander 
Skidan” with the analysis of the poem at 2018 AATSEEL conference. 
10 и всхлипывает, и наконец-то             … and sobs, and finally 
спит, утомившийся от хмеля, от       is sleeping, tired from booze, from 
чернеющих во тьме предметов,      the objects blackening in the dark, 
и под подушкой – T.S.Eliot,      and under the pillow there is T. S. Eliot, 
несчастнейший из всех поэтов.      the unhappiest from all the poets.  
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critical works dedicated to Brodsky’s links with Anglophone authors—Valentina Polukhina, 
David Bethea, Adam Weiner, and other scholars paid attention to Brodsky’s debt to Anglo-
American poetry quite early. Dragomoshchenko’s and Sedakova’s interaction with foreign poets 
has been recently receiving more and more attention as well. Nevertheless, Eliot is rarely 
mentioned in these critical works, or is mentioned only in passing. Furthermore, these critical 
investigations of the links between Russian poets and western authors deal with singular 
encounters, while Eliot’s presence in Russian poetry is significant enough to be seen as an 
influential cultural strain. Through these three Russian poets, Eliot’s version of modernism has 
had an impact on contemporary Russian poetry.  
The prevalent idea in studies of transnational modernism is to look at it as a global 
epistemological phenomenon.  Such studies emphasize that twentieth-century Russian poetry 
was a constituent part of the enormous cultural shift leading to modernism. As Lawrence Rainey 
notes in the introduction to Modernism: An Anthology, modernism is often viewed as “a pan-
European and cosmopolitan phenomenon, one promulgated by an international community 
effectively removed from the contingencies of time and space” (xxii). But while Russian poetry 
did have common typological features with other European modernisms mentioned in several 
comparative works (Malcolm Bradbury and James McFarlane’s Modernism, C. M. Bowra’s The 
Creative Experiment and Kirsten Painter’s Flint on a Bright Stone. A Revolution of Precision 
and Restraint in American, Russian, and German Modernism), its approach to poetic subjectivity 
was quite distinct from its Anglo-American counterpart. The assumption of the inherent 
internationality of the phenomenon of modernism, together with the very scarce explorations of 
“contact” cross-cultural dialogues between Russian and other national modernist traditions, 
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misses the fact that they were constructed under very different canons and theories. This is 
particularly noticeable in discussions of subjectivity.  
The theoretical approaches that I invoke in my research can be discussed in several 
contexts. The largest is concerned with the studies of cultural Cold War—the reflection of 
political and ideological struggle in the sphere of culture. In this context, my exploration is about 
the Soviet literary “traitors,” spies, the fifth column—the poets who succumbed to the aesthetic 
and ethical values of the other side and propagated them. In addition, I aim to broaden the notion 
of cultural Cold War, which should embrace not only the continuation of the political 
antagonism through the means of culture, but also how literature as a phenomenon was 
conditioned by the Cold War. Comparative studies of the second half of twentieth-century 
literature cannot avoid dealing with this context, yet Slavic literary studies embrace this approach 
surprisingly rarely.  
The Cold War as a cultural phenomenon provided a unique context for the Russian 
encounters with the poetry of Eliot. In this period politics and poetics proved to be intertwined 
more strongly than in any other cultural moment—and consciously so. Being a war of ideologies 
that unfolded in the imaginary and rhetorical space, both poles politicized the aesthetic 
movements.  Greg Barnhisel calls this space “cultural Cold War,” in which “Cold War 
modernism redefined modernism as an affirmation of Western bourgeois liberal values that were 
considered particularly integral in the American self-construction” (10)—a perspective taken by 
both the American and the Soviet sides. Another important theoretical approach was Clare 
Cavanagh’s book, Lyric Poetry and Modern Politics: Russia, Poland, and the West, which she 
introduces with a claim about Russian poets: “the Slavist perusing the Anglo-American 
scholarship on literature and politics of recent years will be struck, though, not by these poets’ 
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ubiquity, but by their virtual absences from such discussions” (5). I follow Cavanagh in my view 
of lyric as a genre that elaborates its poetics vis-à-vis a political and cultural situation. At the 
more specific level, my theory is that of T. S. Eliot himself, since his theoretical stipulations 
were of great significance for the poets I discuss. Eliot and the thinkers whose ideas he develops, 
T. E. Hulme and Irving Babbitt, become the theoretical frame through which I address the 
correlation of lyric subjectivity and politics.   
As a comparative undertaking, this study includes a conglomeration of methods that are 
used to expose how the encounters with Eliot (the type of comparative connections that are 
called “contact”) and the typological kinship with him inform the development of poetics in 
Brodsky, Dragomoshchenko, and Sedakova. It includes the elements of close reading, translation 
studies, archival research, and historical poetics. But I am also sympathetic to Roland Barthes’ 
statement that “a work which constantly proclaims its will-to-method is ultimately sterile: 
everything has been put into the method, nothing remains for the writing” (318). I have aimed to 
keep my study free from such sterility.   
There have been two main trends associated with Eliot’s creative output important for 
Russian poets: depersonalization theory and the modern approach to liturgical poetry. The four-
chapter design of this thesis allocates two chapters to each of these trends. The first two chapters 
analyze the reception of T. S. Eliot in the works of Joseph Brodsky, whose implantation of the 
tradition of Anglo-American poetry on Russian has been widely acknowledged, but whose 
reading of Eliot has been given a very limited coverage in scholarship. Brodsky’s dialogue with 
Eliot, extensive and complicated, is discussed in two aspects: the first chapter deals with Eliot’s 
influence; the second with Brodsky’s insistent polemic.  
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The first chapter, “Away from Romantic Subjectivity: Joseph Brodsky and T. S. Eliot’s 
Depersonalization Theory,” addresses the main innovation that Eliot’s modernism revealed for 
the Russian author—his depersonalization theory. I argue that it was Eliot’s agenda that 
contributed to Brodsky’s mature vision of subjectivity in poetry and demonstrate that it was 
Eliot’s specific type of impersonality—“the poetics of observation”—that is common to them.  
 The second chapter, “Between Emptiness and Belief: Joseph Brodsky’s Polemic with T. 
S. Eliot,” explores Joseph Brodsky’s argument with Eliot’s later career as a religious poet who 
comes to believe that human suffering, personal and historical, is the path to redemption and 
salvation. The early Brodsky, who shared the revival of the religious feeling in the Soviet 
underground, started as an admirer of Eliot’s Christian message. Later, however, the Russian 
poet developed a rich intertextual polemic with Eliot’s later oeuvre, but embraced Eliot’s early 
modernism.  
 The third and fourth chapters trace how these two lines of Eliotic heritage, 
depersonalization and religious metaphysics, continued in the works of two later Russian poets, 
Arkadii Dragomoshchenko and Olga Sedakova. Unlike Brodsky, these poets did not experience 
“the anxiety of influence” towards the Anglo-American Nobel Laureate; their poems do not bear 
as many allusions to Eliot, polemical or otherwise. They, however, speculate intensely about his 
theoretical approaches; the comparative analysis of their poetic texts with those of Eliot and 
Brodsky reveal interesting affinities. The third chapter, “Exploring the Limits of 
Depersonalization: Dragomoshchenko, Eliot, Deconstruction,” argues that Dragomoshchenko’s 
focus on impersonality, coinciding with his fascination with the ideas of poststructuralism, has 
an Eliotic trace and an awareness of Brodsky’s work. According to Dragomoshchenko, poetry 
cannot ignore the claim that man is—or is potentially—evil. Moreover, Dragomoshchenko’s 
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poetics of depersonalization is embodied through techniques similar to those found in Eliot and 
Brodsky. The fourth chapter, “The Resurrection of Metaphysics: T. S. Eliot and Olga Sedakova,” 
addresses the side of Eliot that starts irritating the mature Brodsky, but becomes a breath of fresh 
air for Olga Sedakova, a poet who creates the tradition of Russian Christian poetry in the second 
half of the twentieth-century. For her, Eliot serves as an example of how a poet can combine the 
aesthetics of high modernism and religious belief, which she pursues in her own texts. I 
demonstrate how Sedakova works around Brodsky’s rejection of Eliot’s later religious poetry, 
making a case for liturgical poetry in an attempt to overcome the sensibility of the desert and 
ruins characteristic of both the early Eliot and Brodsky.  
 The goal of this study is to demonstrate how the reception of T. S. Eliot, one of the 
leading proponents of Anglo-American modernism, shaped the aesthetics of Russian poetry in 
the second half of the twentieth century. This study advances the perspective of Russian and 
Anglo-American literary links not through the lens of individual fragmented encounters, but by 
examining the diffusion of Eliot’s influence, which was well heard in Russian poetry even 
through the Iron Curtain.  
A Note on Transliteration and Translation 
Throughout the text and Bibliography, I use a simplified US Library of Congress transliteration 
system. The names of the Russian authors that have a traditional English spelling follow the 
tradition in the text of the dissertation but are transliterated in Bibliography. Translations from 
Russian, unless otherwise noted, are mine.   
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Chapter 1. Away from Romantic Subjectivity. 
Joseph Brodsky and T. S. Eliot’s Depersonalization Theory   
Part I. Preamble 
Subjectivity as a Problem in 20th-Century Poetry and Politics 
            While in the second half of the twentieth century in the West, the era of postmodernity 
witnessed an epistemological shift in the understanding of the subject and “the death of the 
author,” Russian poetry found itself at the end of the long Romantic tradition of open lyricism. 
Theoretical and poetic approaches to depersonalization were developed by two dissident Russian 
poets who went counter to the requirements of Soviet aesthetics: Joseph Brodsky and Arkadii 
Dragomoshchenko.  They are also among the most significant Russian poets of the twentieth 
century. Anglo-American modernist poetry and theory, first and foremost that of T. S. Eliot, was 
particularly influential for them.   
Eliot is central when it comes to discussing the aesthetic shift in approaches to 
subjectivity and authorship in poetry. Brian Crews comments on Eliot’s role:  
…he anticipates a number of contemporary attitudes. For example, Foucault suggests that 
the individual subject is a vacuum which is formed by those discourses that are put into it, 
and Lacan observes that we acquire individuality as we acquire language. Eliot’s view of 
tradition also implies that our concept of the world and of individuality are dependent on the 
discourses that constitute them and that essentially the world, time present and time past, 
resolve themselves into discourses or text. (21) 
Eliot’s poetic theory anticipated the coming poststructuralist theories of the death of the author 
and the writer as a scriptor. His work is especially important, since he applied his concepts of 
depersonalization, individuality and tradition to poetic texts, and made subjectivity the center of 
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poetic debates in American poetry, which as a result went through experimentation with 
subjectivity largely unknown to Russian modernism.11   
Eliot’s so-called “depersonalization theory” was introduced in his seminal essay 
“Tradition and the Individual Talent” (1919): “Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, but an 
escape from emotion; it is not the expression of personality, but an escape from personality. But, 
of course, only those who have personality and emotions know what it means to want to escape 
from these things” (Selected Prose 43). While Eliot’s notion of depersonalization has been 
extensively interpreted from different critical angles, it is possible to summarize what was so 
avant-garde in his early statement and what his depersonalization theory attempted to achieve: it 
meant to break with the traditions of the Romantic representations of lyric subjectivity. In his 
works, Eliot implemented two aspects of depersonalization directed against the Romantic notion 
of subjectivity: first, turning to the objective and elimination of the focus on “I”; second, the 
revival of the synthesis of the intellectual and emotional elements in poetry. 
According to Samson Broitman, a Russian scholar of poetic subjectivity and historical 
poetics, during the Romantic period in Europe the lyric was understood as the expression of 
emotions. The lyric emphasized the internal, individual, special, subjective, and monological. 
Broitman writes: “Послегегелевская теория надолго принимает как само собой 
разумеющуюся идею о том, что лирика является выражением субъекта—при этом имелся 
в виду именно новоевропейский и равный самому себе субъект, то, что Гессе резко назвал 
фикцией, а Бахтин мягче—абстракцией я” (Broitman, Russkaia lirika 14). (Post-Hegelian 
                                                          
11 On impersonality in American poetry, see Andrew Ross’s book The Failure of Modernism. Symptoms of 
American Poetry, which points to the inclination of 20th-century American poets to “attempt to purge poetic 
discourse of subjectivity” (xv) starting with T. S. Eliot and continuing with W.C. Williams, Charles Olson, John 
Ashbery, and the poets of the Language School.   
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theory has long taken for granted the idea that the lyric is the expression of the subject. This 
meant specifically the new-European subject equal to himself—what Hesse harshly called a 
fiction, and Bakhtin, more mildly—the abstraction of the “I.”)  
Russian poetry, before the mid-twentieth century, had been largely based on the romantic 
type of subjectivity. Since the blossoming of Russian poetry coincided with the epoch of 
Romanticism, the idea of the presence of the self and many other literary features of romanticism 
in lyric poetry have been taken for granted. Alexander Pushkin’s poetry and career might serve 
as a core example. According to his words, poetry “must be a little silly,” which reflects the 
Romantic distrust of reason and a typically romantic subjective mode. When he needed to turn to 
objectivity, Pushkin switched to prose.  
At the beginning of the twentieth century, amidst all the poetic experimentation, the 
problem of depersonalization did not enter the poetic agenda in Russian poetry on the same scale 
as in the American literary field. On the contrary, expressive subjectivity was omnipresent in 
Russian lyric poetry and tended to slide in the direction of megalomania, such as the Futurists’ 
super-egos or the Symbolists’ zhiznetvorchestvo.12 The only exception is Boris Pasternak, who 
shared T.S. Eliot’s background in neo-Kantian philosophy and Marburg school affiliation.  The 
poetics of the Acmeists, the school that shares features with American Imagism and Eliot, did 
not make subjectivity the central problem of their neo-classical approach, though it shared a 
similar phenomenological direction.13 Acmeism, the closest cousin to American Imagism, first 
came under the attack of the authorities in post-1917 Russia.  In the thirties, as Mikhail Epstein 
                                                          
12 Zhiznetvorchestvo is a neologism coined by the Russian symbolists to denote the idea of the conflation of art and 
life. See Wachtel 143. 
13 See the discussion about the similarities between these movements, for example, in Painter.  
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postulates, the development of Russian modernism was artificially halted, while in the West it 
continued smoothly up to the sixties (After the Future).14  
 The neglect of the difference in the approaches to subjectivity in 20th-century Russian 
and American poetry often results in theoretical stumbling and the non-differentiating 
generalization of the two distinct poetic traditions. For example, Clare Cavanagh, the author of 
one of the rare investigations of 20th-century Russian poetry in the context of political culture 
and Cold War dichotomies, Lyric Poetry and Modern Politics, which also became the basis for 
the entry on poetry and politics in The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, claims that 
W. B. Yeats and Alexander Blok were “antipodes to the powerful strain of Modernist writing 
that preached—in its Anglo-American incarnation, at any rate—a poetics of impersonality in 
which the poet worked assiduously to erase all traces of the artist’s life from his creation and to 
achieve ‘a continual extinction of personality’” (48).  Yeats and Blok (symbolist poets of Irish 
and Russian backgrounds, respectively) were not part of the depersonalization trend, but they 
were not exceptional in their relative cultures and traditions when it comes to poetic subjectivity. 
It would be much closer to the truth to say that Yeats’ and Blok’s poetry was traditionally 
personal and did not embark on experiments with impersonality. This came later: in Anglo-
American poetry with Eliot, and in Russian poetry with Brodsky.  
The Soviet phase of lyric poetry in Russia was particularly paradoxical.  Critics, 
especially Western scholars, who deal with the lyric voice, see an existential mismatch between 
the totalitarian state and lyric poetry, two forces that may be understood as the tension between 
                                                          
14 It is worth noting that contradictory notions of the Romantic often reappear in the discussion of Romanticism and 
Modernism: Romanticism can be understood as a romantic impulse, a rebellion (such as the Futurists’), and as a 
type of poetics. In the 20th century, these two interpretations of the Romantic became mutually exclusive, which 




the collective and the individual. The logical assumption about the poetry of Socialist Realism 
would be that Soviet poetry should be based on the idea of collectivity, while resistance to it 
would be grounded in individuality. Clare Cavanagh argues that the “disobedience” of lyric 
poetry written in the Soviet era was essentially based in its incompatibility with the Soviet idea 
of collectivity. She explores Aleksandr Blok, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Osip Mandelstam, and 
Anna Akhmatova to show how the individualistic, Romantic lyric posture put them in opposition 
to the discourse of collectivity.  
Cavanagh points to the requirements made by the Soviet ideologists of communist culture 
that contributed to the problematizing of the individual voice in poetry: Leon Trotsky proclaimed 
that “our epoch is not lyric” (Cavanagh 8); Bukharin advised that Communist individualism “is a 
contradiction in terms, an ‘oxymoron,’ a logical solecism” (ibid.13).  The attempt to preserve the 
individualism of the lyric “I” in the context of a state that demanded collectivism in every aspect 
of culture would be resistance to the communist agenda. The figure of the poet-prophet, an exile 
from Plato’s republic, or an individual distancing himself from society are familiar roles rooted, 
as Cavanagh notes, in Romanticism.  
While Cavanagh’s book is an interesting exploration of the interaction between poetry 
and politics in the USSR, it ignores a profound paradox entangling lyric poetry, subjectivity, and 
Soviet culture. All the Russian poets she examines belong to the Silver Age. When she develops 
her theme chronologically beyond World War II, she switches to Polish poetry where the revival 
of the traditions of Polish Romantic poetry is linked to Polish protest culture. Russian non-
official poets of the second half of the twentieth century—Joseph Brodsky in particular—are not 
discussed in her book, and there is a reason for this omission.  
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Brodsky, and later Dragomoshchenko, belonged to the underground cultural movement   
that contradicted the canons of Soviet aesthetics. For them, however, the idea of a poet-prophet-
martyr became unacceptable. Akhmatova’s famous words about Brodsky that “the authorities are 
making a biography for our ‘ginger’ as if he hired them,” frequently quoted by Western and 
Russian scholars, belong to a poet from the generation of the Silver Age very keen on prophecy. 
Brodsky himself, in a New Critical mode, always insisted that the biography of the poet should 
be cast off, put a ban on writing his biography, and sent out letters to his close friends asking 
them to refrain from giving out biographical details after his death.15  In this, he copied not only 
the will of his main poetic mentor, W. H. Auden,16 but also that of the originator of  
depersonalization theory, Eliot. As James Olney explains, a literary biography of Eliot has not 
been written for a long time, because the poet “declared that he wanted no Life written, and he 
inserted a clause to this effect into his will” (1). 
The truth is that the poetics of Romanticism is much closer to Soviet cultural politics than 
Cavanagh’s book suggests.17 Brodsky, who followed the path of Eliotic depersonalization in 
poetry, reacted against the immediate poetic (Soviet) milieu in his striving to get rid of the 
                                                          
15 In conversations with Volkov, Brodsky said, “For me personally—you know what suits me most of all? Suits me 
very well indeed! The fate of an ancient author, Archilochus or someone. All that’s left of him is rat’s tail. There’s a 
fate I could envy” (Volkov 294).  These statements are much sincerer than it might look at first sight as they are the 
principal manifestations of Brodsky’s poetics. While his career and biography fit the Romantic paradigm perfectly 
(imprisonment, exile, and the triumph of the Nobel Prize), it is worth taking his anti-biographical attitudes at face 
value. It is sufficient to speculate on what the other members of the Magical Chorus—Brodsky’s closest circle of 
fellow-poets in the early 1960s—are doing in this regard (Dmitrii Bobyshev’s Chelovekotext (Humantext), Anatolii 
Naiman’s multiple memoirs, Evgenii Rein’s late biographical poems) to understand how far Brodsky moved from 
this tradition.   
16 Noted by Viktor Kulle. See his interview “Nikakoi Evtushenko i prochie shestidesiatniki riadom ne stoiali.”   
17 Although the scholar does touch upon the problem of the dangerous bond when she discusses the Polish poet 
Czeslaw Milosz: “the bond that exists between the oppressive state and the persecuted poet. This bond is 
complicated, as Milosz notes repeatedly, by the messianic Romanticism that gave birth to Marxist philosophy and 
modern poetry alike.  (273) “Milosz himself was drawn at different points to Romantic messianism in both its 
Marxist and its national poetic modes” (274).  
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fixation on the “I” in lyric poetry. The emphasis on the lyric “I” was the mark of tradition for 
Russian poetry, which migrated into Soviet poetry that disapproved of “formalism” and 
attempted to be understandable to the masses. The underground poets definitely saw the 
Romantic nature of Soviet poetry: for example, Olga Sedakova writes that in its practical sense 
Soviet poetry, as well as all Soviet art, was a poor derivative of Romanticism (Chetyre toma, vol. 
3, 494-495). Brodsky, in his first interview upon arrival to the West, also connected romantic 
poetry with Socialist Realism.18  
The Soviet man, as prompted by the party, wanted traditional understandable poetry. In 
practice, it meant that all approved poetry had a strong lyric voice and a clear syntax, as well as 
some other quasi-romantic qualities. The Soviet idea of the poet as an inspirer, teacher, and voice 
of his people dates back to the Romantic understanding of the poet described by Shelley as the 
unacknowledged legislator of the world, a notion quite synonymous with Stalin’s definition of 
writers as engineers of human souls. Russia’s own Romantic Pushkin, whose speaker from the 
programmatic poem “The Prophet” had a mission to “burn the hearts of people with the word,” 
was accommodated into the Soviet canon without difficulty. Moreover, it is easy to notice that 
the poets recreating an open individualistic utterance during the Thaw, even if they criticized the 
regime, were comparatively easily tolerated by Soviet authorities: Evgenii Evtushenko and 
Andrei Voznesensky are good examples; the bards (Bulat Okudzhava, Vladimir Vysotsky) were 
also reluctantly permitted.  
                                                          
18 When asked about directions in contemporary Russian poetry, Brodsky answers: “There are directions, I suppose. 
And they all smack of something unpleasant. If the piece is about, say, national pride, then it’s full of chauvinism or 
just general idiocy. If it’s something romantic, there is an agenda.” “Socialist realism?”, the interviewer asks. 
“Exactly,” Brodsky replies. (“Man is Not a Rock”)   
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Scholars see the Romantic element in Soviet poetry too. Olga Ushakova distinguishes 
revolutionary Romanticism, along with Socialist Realism and Critical Realism, as one of the 
permissible guidelines for a Soviet literary canon (85). Tatyana Rybalchenko, the editor of an 
anthology of Russian poetry of the second half of the twentieth century, unites such diverse 
Soviet poets as Leonid Martynov, Boris Slutsky, Evgenii Evtushenko, and Vladimir Vysotsky 
under the category of “the poetry of social emotions.” Emotional involvement and declaration of 
ideals and desired outcomes were a key requirement of the Socialist Realism tuned to poetic 
purposes.  
 If a romantic lyric utterance was an organic form of Soviet poetry, Western modernism 
with its poetics of depersonalization, on the contrary, belonged to the category of “alien” 
literature in Soviet culture. In Cold War Modernists, Greg Barnhisel shows how each of the 
poles of the cultural Cold War was indicting the other side for dehumanization: the US accused 
Soviet culture of eliminating the artist’s individual freedom; the USSR literary officials saw 
dehumanization in depersonalization.  For the Soviets, capitalism reduced humans to their base 
functions and physical elements, while “communism was the true humanism” (51). Barnhisel 
quotes the VOKS Bulletin (the bulletin of All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign 
Cultures, 54 (1948)) saying, that “it is just this individualism and this false pretense that the artist 
is independent of society that really makes for the disintegration of the personality, for the death 
of the artist, and of art as a whole” (52). 
Thus, paradoxically, the idea of collectivity in society is at the opposite pole from the 
“death of the author” in poetics. Barnhisel’s illuminating exploration of the Cold War cultural 
institutions and politics, however, leaves the impression that this mismatch happened almost 
arbitrarily in the course of the Cold War political strategies to employ poetics as a form of 
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political rhetoric: he shows, for example, how high modernism, initially received with a 
sufficient level of distrust by the Western political establishment, started to serve as a 
representation of the free world in order to entice the undecided onto the American side.19  
 The understanding of the logic, poetics, and history of depersonalization in American 
and Russian poetry is essential for an account of the development of impersonality in 20th-
century Russian poetry. Brodsky—undoubtedly, an uncompromising individualist and an 
opponent of Soviet aesthetics20—increasingly developed reserve about the direct lyric utterance. 
Although  Brodsky’s poems feature claims that his songs are not to be sung in a choir, his 
signature attempt to oppose the Russian national tradition is connected with the annihilation of 
the direct subjective utterance. It was an agenda influenced by the aesthetics of American high 
modernism and Eliot’s depersonalization. Cavanagh is right to claim that the poet’s opposition to 
totalitarian politics took the shape of Romantic resistance conveyed through the individual voice. 
What she does not explain is why and how the resistance to the Soviet picture of the world led to 
the poetics of impersonality in poetry that expressed resistance to both Soviet aesthetic 
requirements and Romanticism, with its focus on the voice of the individual drawing creative 
energy from exclusivity and a pariah’s condition.    
Eliot in Russia. A History of Brodsky’s Familiarity with Eliot  
Eliot belonged to the category of literati that were “alien” to the canon of Soviet literature. It 
treated foreign authors with suspicion and found many modernist experiments, also known as 
                                                          
19Another fascinating example of the initial distrust towards modernism is the fact that, in the 1920s, Eliot was 
called a “literary Bolshevik” in a newspaper—see Smith, The Origins of Modernism, p. 29. 
20 “The surest defense against Evil is extreme individualism, originality of thinking, whimsicality, even—if you 
will—eccentricity” (essay “A Commencement Address,” Less 385). See, also, his critical comment on the anti-
individualism of the east in “Flight from Byzantium”: “The common denominator of all these deeds is the anti-
individualistic notion that human life is essentially nothing” (ibid. 422). 
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“formalism” in the Soviet cultural lexicon, unacceptable. As a result, he almost never appeared 
in the Soviet press, whether in translation of his works or critical discussions. Olga Ushakova in 
her article, “Who is afraid of T.S. Eliot?,” outlines the history of Eliot’s reception in the USSR 
and points out that there were just two anthologies containing  translations from Eliot’s work 
while he was alive,  Antologiia novoi angliiskoi poezii (Anthology of New English Poetry, 1937) 
and Iz amerikanskikh poetov (From American Poets, 1946)” (85-86).21 The translations were 
done by Mikhail Zenkevich, a member of the Acmeist group of poets, Ivan Kashkin, one of the 
founders of the modern Russian school of translation, and Igor Romanovich. In these selections, 
as Ushakova notes, Eliot’s poems were selected so as to reflect the sufferings of man in “rotting 
capitalism” (ibid.) The first translation of Eliot’s collected poems in Russian was published in 
1971,22 a year before Brodsky was forced to emigrate. 
Eliot’s fame was so enormous, however, that it penetrated the censorship barriers and the 
“silencing” approach of the Soviet literary authorities. And even though the desire to familiarize 
oneself with “the forbidden fruit” was problematic, it was not absolutely impossible: second-
hand bookstores were selling anthologies and some other books in foreign languages, so if one 
could read English, one could read Eliot.  As Brodsky says in his essay, “To Please a Shadow,” 
“for those of my generation who were interested in poetry in English—and I can’t claim there 
were too many of those—the sixties was the era of anthologies” (Less 365).   The older poets 
who were able to speak and read foreign languages, such as Pasternak and Akhmatova, were 
                                                          
21 Brodsky knew at least one of these anthologies and commented on it, “I first read Auden some twenty years ago in 
Russia in rather limp and listless translations that I found in an anthology of contemporary English poetry subtitled 
“From Browning to Our Days.” “Our Days” were those of 1937, when the volume was published. Needless to say, 
almost the entire body of its translators along with the editor, M. Gutner, were arrested soon afterward, and many of 
them perished. Needless to say, for the next forty years no other anthology of contemporary English poetry was 
published in Russia, and the said volume became something of a collector’s item” (Less 359-360).  
22 The pattern of official Soviet attitude to Eliot coincides with the observations of Maurice Friedberg in his book 
The Decade of Euphoria. He notes that, once the foreign author died, the official attitudes to him became milder. 
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familiar with Eliot.23 Brodsky and Dragomoshchenko learned English in order to read 
Anglophone poetry.   
The university students of foreign languages were also a very important and influential 
group that introduced foreign authors to Russian poetry. “Mansarda” (“The Attic”), the first 
unofficial poetic group after Stalin’s death, united poets with interest in Western poetry, most 
frequently students of foreign languages, including Andrei Sergeev, the translator of American 
poetry, who was Brodsky’s friend and who discovered Frost and Auden for him. The leader of 
“Mansarda,” the poet Leonid Chertkov, also Brodsky’s friend and mentor, was sentenced to a 
labor camp for the organization of this poetic group interpreted by the authorities as anti-Soviet 
propaganda. Chertkov served his sentence from 1957 to 1962. Later, Chertkov insisted that 
publishing in the Soviet press was an unacceptable compromise: when Andrei Sergeev managed 
to get some of his own translations published in the official journals, Chertkov cut off his 
friendship with him.24   
 Eliot’s criticism was even more taboo than his poetry in the Soviet Union. The preface to 
the first collection of Eliot’s essays in Russian published in 1994 (Naznachenie Poezii) informs 
the reader that just a few individual essays had been published previously in anthologies and 
literary journals, the first in 1974.  The only earlier translation of Eliot’s prose into Russian, 
Notes Towards the Definition of Culture, was published in 1968 in London by the tamizdat press, 
                                                          
23 Pasternak was in correspondence with Eliot and received his book as a gift, but was not impressed and gave it to 
Akhmatova. Vyacheslav Ivanov mentions that Akhmatova got acquainted with the poetry of Eliot in the mid-1940s 
(Akhmatova 134). She mentioned Eliot’s name several times in her prose and included an epigraph from Four 
Quartets in her Poem without a Hero. See more on this in Siladi; Toporov.  
24 See the interview with Andrei Sergeev, “Mansarda s oknami na zapad,” in Kulakov, pp. 340-351. 
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Overseas publication, dedicated to the spread of works banned or silenced in Russia 
(Zhiglevich).   
Brodsky started reading Anglo-American poetry in the early 1960s, first in translations, 
then in the original in 1964-1965, when he spent time in northern exile following the decision of 
the Soviet court indicting him for parasitism. It is widely known in Brodsky scholarship that he 
was transformed by the readings of the 17th-century English Metaphysical poets and W. H. 
Auden (Bethea; Shaitanov; Ivanov “Iosif” and “O Dzhone Donne”; Nesterov; Sokolov). 
Brodsky’s reading of Eliot, however, received rarer critical attention. The Russian poet’s attitude 
to Eliot was clearly more complicated than his admiration of his Anglo-American idols, W. H. 
Auden and Robert Frost, but I will argue that one of the reasons for this complexity is none other 
than the Bloomian “anxiety of influence”—the desire and necessity to overcome the influence of 
the immediate poetic “father.”  In most cases, scholars dealing with intercultural poetic relations 
note that the anxiety of influence does not apply to the poet’s interactions with poetry in foreign 
languages, and more readily interpret them through Mandelstam’s “longing for world culture,” or 
Pascale Casanova’s theory of the desire of the literary province for the literary “center.” The 
Brodsky-Eliot relationship, however, is of different type. The essence of Brodsky’s message to 
Eliot is given in the former’s poem “Песня пустой веранды” (“The Song of an Empty 
Verandah,” 1968) bearing an epigraph from “The Hollow Men,” “Not with a bang but a 
whimper.” The following stanza serves as a good summary of it: 
     Можешь спокойно лететь во тьму.  You can fly to the darkness without worries. 
     Встану и место твое займу.   I will get up and occupy your place. 
     Этот поступок осудит тот,   This deed will be judged only by someone 




Brodsky’s poem (and his whole attitude) falls into the Bloomian model of anxiety of influence as 
tessera, completion and antithesis to the work of a “mistaking” father. Bloom, who approached 
poetic influence from the negative point of view—as an attempt to overthrow the preceding giant 
poet through misreading, based on the desire of the younger poet to occupy his place—works 
surprisingly well in the case of Brodsky and Eliot. 
I will discuss the essence of Brodsky’s argument with Eliot in detail in the second 
chapter, but for now I will turn to the basic reasons for this atypical anxiety in order to see Eliot’s 
role in Brodsky’s development as a poet not only in terms of anxiety, but also of influence.  
Even though officially disapproved, Eliot’s fame was so widespread among Brodsky’s 
circle that the Anglo-American poet could be hardly perceived as an original discovery.  Brodsky 
himself recollects: “Имя Элиота в пятидесятые-шестидесятые было последним криком 
моды <…> В то время нельзя было сделать молодому поэту больший комплимент, чем 
сравнить его с Элиотом. И многие попадались на эту удочку. Мне повезло немножко 
больше” (Kniga interv’iu, 644-645). (The name of Eliot in the fifties and sixties was the latest 
fashion … In that time, it was impossible to make a bigger compliment to a young poet than to 
compare him with Eliot. And many fell for that bait. I got a little luckier.) The luck Brodsky 
means is that he went for a more original author, W. H. Auden. 
 So, in Brodsky’s immediate circle, Eliot was old news: Akhmatova used his line for an 
epigraph in her Poem without a Hero, Brodsky’s friends Anatoly Naiman and Leonid Chertkov  
made translations.25 The recent book of poems dedicated to Brodsky, Iz nezabyvshikh menia. 
                                                          
25 Brodsky tried to translate Four Quartets (Volkov 151) and translated a few pages from The Cocktail Party. 
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Iosifu Brodskomu. In memoriam, contains a poem by Brodsky’s friend, Mikhail Meilakh, which 
is densely saturated with allusions to Eliot.26  
Brodsky’s paradigm “Auden, not Eliot!” is played out in several accounts of his 
acquaintance with Auden: first, he remembers being intrigued when Andrei Sergeev compared 
him with Auden, because it was a new and mysterious name, not Eliot, whom everyone knew 
(Kniga interv’iu 645). Further, this pattern shows again through the account of the really 
transforming encounter with Auden:  
This time the anthology that I had was in English. Sent to me by a friend from Moscow. It had 
quite a lot of Yeats, whom I then found a bit too oratorical and sloppy with meters, and Eliot, 
who in those days reigned supreme in Eastern Europe. I was intending to read Eliot. But by pure 
chance the book opened to Auden’s “In Memory of W. B. Yeats” (Less 361).  
 Brodsky’s declared preference for Auden over Eliot has been accepted by a number of scholars 
who concentrate on the Auden-Brodsky link while leaving Eliot aside as though he were 
insignificant to Brodsky’s poetics. And while there are clear changes and idiosyncrasies in 
Brodsky’s attitude to Eliot, his significance for the formation of the Russian poet is enormous. 
Elsewhere, the poet himself says: “Элиотом я восхищаюсь. Но со многими оговорками. 
Чтобы верно понять его индивидуальность, я стараюсь видеть в нем не только поэта, но и 
эссеиста, а также драматурга” (Kniga interv’iu 647). (I admire Eliot, but with many 
reservations. To understand his individuality better, I am trying to see him not only as a poet, but 
also as an essayist and a playwright.)      
The very fact of Eliot’s popularity makes it safe to assume that Eliotic ideas were 
circulating and familiar to the poet. Brodsky possessed a range of books with Eliot’s texts, both 
                                                          
26 Meilakh gave Brodsky at least two books with Eliot’s texts, the above mentioned Gutner’s anthology and Eliot’s 
play, The Cocktail Party (see the catalogue of Brodsky’s books published in Iosif Brodskii: Uraniia: Leningrad-
Venetsiia-Niu-York.  P. 48.) 
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anthologies and separate texts, as well as critical works about the poet.27 It seems safe to suggest 
that already in Russia, by the mid-1960s, he was able to familiarize himself with all the most 
well-known poetry by Eliot, as well as with his criticism.  Brodsky does not mention the exact 
time when he encountered Eliot’s poetry, but it happened probably before 1963: Mikhail 
Meilakh remembers that he gave Brodsky Gutner’s anthology as a birthday gift in 1963, about 
which Brodsky himself had asked him (Kulle, Kommentarii, vol. 5, 370). In his conversations 
with Solomon Volkov, Brodsky says that he tried to translate Eliot’s Four Quartets but he did 
not like the result, since it had too much of his own devising (151). Brodsky remembers that he 
read Notes Towards the Definition of Culture not later than 1965 (191), which is probably a 
mistake, since he mentions that it was a translation published by the émigré press in the West:   
the above mentioned tamizdat translation came out in 1968.  
There is also a chronological dynamic in Brodsky’s reception of Eliot, somewhat 
corresponding to Eliot’s fading fame in the West. The Russian poet starts with the elegiac 
verses on the death of T. S. Eliot and ends with the anti-Eliot “Quintet” in the 1980s. In one of 
his interviews, Brodsky states, 
Вначале я был очарован Элиотом. Чем меньше я знал английский, с тем большим 
энтузиазмом к нему относился. И наоборот, чем лучше узнавал этот язык, тем 
меньшее впечатление на меня производил Элиот. Это выдающаяся 
индивидуальность, но, говоря о нем, мы должны помнить о его простой, хотя и 
необязательно позитивной, черте: собрание его сочинений занимает один том.  
(Kniga interv’iu 602-603) 
 
                                                          
27 Among them are: Eliot T. S. Milton. Annual Lecture on a Master Mind. Henriette Hertz Trust of the British 
Academy, 1947. Eliot T.S. Collected Poems 1909-1962. London: Faber and Faber, 1963; Eliot T.S. The Cocktail 
Party. Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1950; Eliot, T.S. The Confidential Clerk. N. Y. Harcourt, Brace and World, 
1954; Austin, Allen. T.S. Eliot. The Literary and Social Criticism. Bloomington-London: Indiana University Press, 
1971; Gallup Donald. T. S. Eliot: A Bibliography. A Revised and Extended Edition. New York: Harcourt, Brace and 
World, Inc., 1970; Stead C. K. The New Poetic: Yeats to Eliot. Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin 
Books, 1967.  Brodsky’s library is currently held in the stocks of the Museum of Anna Akhmatova in St. Petersburg. 
The catalogue of his books was partly published in Iosif Brodskii: Uraniia: Leningrad-Venetsiia-Niu-York. 
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(At first, I was enchanted with Eliot. The less I knew English, the more enthusiastic I 
was about Eliot. And, vice-versa, the better I learned this language, the less impressed I 
was. This is an outstanding individuality, but speaking about him we must remember 
one simple, although not necessarily positive, feature: his collected works occupy one 
volume). 
 
In his essays written in emigration, Brodsky often mentions Eliot in a critical mode, especially 
while comparing him with other 20th-century Western poets. Auden, Montale, Hardy, Frost—all 
of them, in Brodsky’s discussions—are free from the serious drawbacks of Eliot’s poetry. For 
example, in the essay “To Please a Shadow” (1983), Brodsky speaks about his impression of 
Auden in comparison with Eliot: “After ‘In Memory of W.B. Yeats,’ I knew that I was facing an 
author more humble than Yeats or Eliot, with a soul less petulant than either, while, I was afraid, 
no less tragic” (Less 364).  
 Eliot’s heritage is extremely diverse, and Brodsky’s attitude to different aspects of it is 
unequal. From his interviews we know that the major work of the poet that made him famous in 
the West, The Waste Land, left Brodsky indifferent, but he says that he likes “The Love Song of 
J. Alfred Prufrock” (1917), “Sweeney Among the Nightingales” (1920), “Ash Wednesday” 
(1930), “Marina” (1930), and “The Dry Salvages” from Four Quartets (Kniga Interv’iu 551, 
603).   
In his complicated attitude toward Eliot, Brodsky is clearly torn between two poles: “the 
anxiety of influence” provoked by his excessive popularity and inevitability (Brodsky even calls 
Eliot the “Führer of English letters” in one of the interviews (ibid. 560), making one remember 
the Bloomian idea of poetry as oppression), and attraction to the Casanovian literary center, the 
Age of Eliot as it was in the West. Both poles testify to Eliot’s burning importance for the 
Russian poet.   
 There are not many works discussing Eliot-Brodsky connections specifically. In most cases, 
Eliot is mentioned in the analyses of the “Verses on the Death of Eliot,” which is interpreted in 
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the light of Brodsky’s engagement with Auden rather than Eliot (Bethea; Polukhina, A Poet;; 
Sverdlov and Stafieva). Some of Eliot’s imagery is discussed in Adam Weiner’s article dedicated 
to Brodsky’s links with Anglo-American poetry, but there is nothing specific on Eliot’s role as a 
propagator of a new, influential poetics for Brodsky.    
 The most profound and relevant thoughts about the proximity of the two poets are found in 
critical works dedicated to different issues in Brodsky’s works:  Viktor Kulle and Valerii Tupa  
mention Brodsky’s relation to Eliot as an adept of neoclassicism; G. S. Smith, in his close 
reading of the poem “August,” notes that Brodsky’s poetics is akin to American post-WWI 
poetry. These observations are important and congruent with my argument, but since Eliot comes 
into them peripherally, they give the impression that the proximity between Brodsky and Eliot is 
a typological coincidence, while I assert it is much more than that.  
 
Part II. Brodsky’s Anti-Romanticism 
 The Conception of Man and the Literary Canon in Eliot, Babbitt, and Hulme 
“When and why did we decide that poetry must be tailored to the dimensions of the 
human I?”—asks Mikhail Epshtein in his book Postmodern v Rossii (178). “In the period of the 
Enlightenment,” Hulme, Eliot, Auden, and Brodsky would answer. 
Brodsky’s understanding of poetics, literary canon, and lyric subjectivity is linked with 
the disparagement of Romanticism in Anglo-American high modernism and a changed 
conception of man in the aftermath of World War I, which found a response in his philosophical 
and literary understanding of human nature, given that the Russian poet himself belonged to 
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another post-war generation.28 Brodsky grew to reject the model of poet-versus-government 
conflict dating back to the epoch of Romanticism in Russia with its poet-and-the-Tsar 
dichotomy: its primary model was Alexander Pushkin, exiled, censured, and banned from going 
abroad by the Tsar for his freedom-loving poems. Brodsky’s ignoring of Soviet culture and 
rejection of the psychological position of victim point to the conscious effort to break this 
pattern. The paradoxical combination of individualism and impersonality in poetry, glaring in 
most studies that examine Brodsky, has been a problem in Eliotic studies too.  Greg Barnhisel 
describes it in Cold War Modernists:    
modernism was now about the expression of the individual’s imagination and his or her 
response to the modern age, and Encounter’s critics echoed this orientation. Several 
Encounter critics confronted but never resolved the conundrum that Eliot’s own critical 
statements, in particular, “Tradition and Individual Talent,” advocated impersonality in 
poetry and argued forcefully against individualism. (174)  
 
To resolve this conundrum, it is important to look at the sources of Eliot’s idea of 
depersonalization and his response to the heritage of Romanticism, where he attempts to reverse 
the Romantic representations of lyric subjectivity grounded in the focus on the lyric “I,” 
expressivity, and emotions. Eliot’s ideas became so wide-spread that, in Anglo-American  
criticism, modernism would be frequently defined against Romanticism (cf. with Russian 
modernism traditionally defined against Symbolism): as Lawrence Rainey speculates in his 
preface to the anthology of modernist texts, “critics in the 1960s and 1970s still wrote in the 
shadow of Eliot’s enormous reputation; modernism, it was held, was a reaction against 
Romanticism, and individual works by other authors were cajoled to conform to some vague 
standard of neoclassicism” (xxvi).   
                                                          
28 Although Brodsky himself said that his generation is not “lost,” in opposition to the well-known description of the 
first post-war generation articulated by Gertrude Stein (see Less 29). 
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Eliot’s modernism does call back for neoclassicism: it is done to bypass Romanticism 
understood as an offspring of the Enlightenment. In one of his essays, the poet describes the 
contrasts between Classicism and Romanticism as “the difference between the complete and the 
fragmentary, the adult and the immature, the orderly and the chaotic,” and he clearly votes for 
the former. Eliot condemns Romanticism as “part of the whole movement of several centuries 
towards the aggrandizement and exploitation of personality” (After Strange Gods 53).  The 
danger of this movement, according to Eliot, is the disappearance of the idea of Original Sin, 
since “with the disappearance of the idea of intense moral struggle, the human beings presented 
to us both in poetry and in prose fiction today, and more patently among the serious writers than 
in the underworld of letters, tend to become less and less real” (ibid. 42).   
  Eliot’s early ideas were influenced by the teachings of the American philosopher, Irving 
Babbitt, whose class Eliot took during his studies at Harvard, and the British poet and critic T. 
E. Hulme, whom he met after moving to England.29 Their writings expose the sources of the 
widespread cultural disappointment with the Enlightenment even more overtly than does Eliot. 
Both Babbitt and Hulme are looking to debunk the ideas of the Enlightenment and the focus on 
man as the measure of all things. In particular, they are dissatisfied with Rousseau’s conception 
of man as innately good.   
The connection between the poetry and politics of Romanticism, discussed by Hulme and 
Babbitt, helps us understand why Soviet poetry was linked to the ideas of Romanticism and 
why, for Brodsky and other “dissident” poets of his generation, the Anglo-American modernist 
grudge against romantic subjectivity produced a familiar echo. 
                                                          




 Both Babbitt and Hulme trace the ideals of Romanticism back to the French Revolution 
and the ideas of the Enlightenment. Hulme argues that “it was romanticism that made the 
revolution” (69), for if “you don’t believe in god, so you begin to believe that man is a god” (71).   
The French revolutionaries, according to Hulme, “had been taught by Rousseau that man was by 
nature good, that it was only bad laws and customs that had suppressed him. Remove all these 
and the infinite possibilities of man would have a chance. This is what made them think that 
something positive could come out of disorder, this is what created the religious enthusiasm” 
(69).  
In literature, according to Hulme, the romantic fixation on subjective expressivity occurs, 
because the new conception of man as innately good increased interest in “the actual 
characteristics of man.”  He distinguishes two opposite understandings of the nature of man, that 
he calls romanticism and classicism:   
here is the root of all romanticism: that man, the individual, is an infinite reservoir of 
possibilities; and if you can so rearrange society by the destruction of oppressive order then 
these possibilities will have a chance and you will get Progress. One can define the classical 
quite clearly as the exact opposite to this. Man is extraordinarily fixed and limited animal 
whose nature is absolutely constant. It is only by tradition and organization that anything 
decent can be got out of him. (216) 
 
Eliot shares Hulme’s disbelief in the innate goodness of man from the earliest poems. One of 
such examples is “Sweeney Erect” (1917) which, as Jewel Spears Brooker notes in her analysis 
of the poem, represents an ironic debunking of Emerson’s Romantic ideas about the moral 
evolution of man that were falling apart by 1917, three years into WWI. She also quotes Eliot’s 
1916 review, where he says that “At the bottom of man’s heart there is always the beast” 
(Brooker 436). This view only increased in his later poems criticizing the utopian “dreaming of 
systems so perfect / that no one will need to be good” (from “Choruses from the ‘Rock’,” 1934). 
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Babbitt connects the romantic conception of man not only with the French, but also with 
the Russian revolution itself, as well as with Soviet ideals: 
much that has passed as an expression of the Russian ‘soul’ is, according to Jules Lemaitre, only 
the Kalmyck exaggeration of French romantic ideas. In much the same way the economic and 
deterministic explanation of history proclaimed by the Bolsheviks is only the Kalmyck 
exaggeration of the pseudo-science of the West. (259)  
  All social utopias, including the Soviet State, as Babbitt argues, are linked to a wrong 
understanding of ethics and morals: 
quite apart from tradition and purely as a matter of psychological analysis the underlying 
opposition in all this clash of tendencies is that between those who affirm in some form the inner 
life and those who corrupt or deny it. Among the latter are those from Rousseau to Lenin who 
have discredited the higher will on which the inner life finally depends by their transfer of the 
struggle between good and evil from the heart of the individual to society. (260)  
This argument explains why Soviet literature is essentially romantic if read through the literary 
conceptions offered by the Anglo-American forefathers of modernism.  Hulme, Babbitt, and 
ultimately Eliot reacted against the conception of man offered by the Enlightenment and 
Romanticism and called back to classicism, being dissatisfied with democracy and witnessing 
the First World War.  Since Romanticism is, according to Babbitt, “the literary version of 
liberalism,” in Russia, the arrangement of actual political life before the First World War, 
monarchy, did not provide any reasons to look for faults in democracy just yet; on the contrary, 
Russia’s participation in the First World War became the ultimate reason of the revolution of 
1917 whose first stage was conceived as a step to democracy, and gave way to the political 
experimenting with the arrangement of statehood. Eliot’s anti-romantic agenda found a response 
in Russian culture later, in the second half of the twentieth century, when Russia had already 
tried its own version of “the power of the people” almost immediately metamorphosing into a 
totalitarian state and going through another World War. As Brodsky remembers in one of his 
biographical essays, “Less Than One” (1976), he and his generation would ironically comment 
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on the French ideals of the Soviet Union: “‘There, there…” They grin. Liberté, Egalité, 
Fraternité … Why does nobody add Culture?” (Less 30). The verdict corresponds well to Eliot’s 
late essays on culture (Notes Towards the Definition of Culture, The Idea of a Christian 
Society), where he opposes the prosperity and normal development of culture to the liberal 
ideals, frequently referring to communist Russia as an example of what happens with culture if 
it moves towards “égalité.”30   
Additionally, the attempt to stay away from the rhetoric of propaganda, shared by Eliot 
and other poets during and after WWI, prompted disappointment in the poetry of enthusiasm 
and emotional involvement. Rebecca Beasely in her book, Theorists of Modernist Poetry: T.S. 
Eliot, T. E. Hulme, Ezra Pound, connects the poetics of modernism with the intention to oppose 
the propaganda discourse: “the poems’ arguments cannot be made in the authorial voice: that 
would be to descend to the level of the propagandist” (88); “many personae in Eliot and 
Pound…supply minimal explanation and interpretation. In this, they react against the tendency, 
so evident during the First World War, to turn literature into propaganda” (93).  
Any poet in Soviet Russia who would be tired of the propagandistic proclamations 
surrounding him or her in the late 1950s-1960s would find that they and Eliot, as well as the 
other writers of the lost generation, were fighting on the same side of poetics: impersonal, 
reserved, and non-emphatic.31  
 
                                                          
30 Cf. Brodsky's line “равенство, брат, исключает братство” (equality, brother, excludes brotherhood) from the 
poem “Речь о пролитом молоке” (“Speech about the Spilled Milk”). 
31 Interestingly, Eliot himself quite often referred to Russian culture as a symbol of sensuality or sentimentality, as 
exemplified by his remarks on Dostoevsky’s sentimentality in “Reflections on Vers Libre” and the image of 
Grishkin in the poem “Whispers of Immortality.” These references to modern sensuality are contrary to the ideas of 
“unified sensibility” in Donne and Webster. 
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Brodsky’s Essays as a Continuation of Eliot’s Tradition 
Brodsky’s prose demonstrates that he follows Eliot and his mentors in the critical 
approach to humanism and romanticism. Brodsky’s conception of man, the rules by which he 
constructs his own literary tradition and interprets the literary canon, are close relatives of those 
introduced by Hulme, Babbitt, and Eliot.  
In his essay on W.H. Auden’s poem “September 1, 1939” that is dedicated to ruminations 
about the events that led to WWII, Brodsky makes a statement almost identical to the quotation 
from Hulme above, which shows his familiarity with sources of Anglo-American modernism and 
its disillusionment with the romantic focus on personality:  
It is enlightenment with a capital “E,” that houses the origins of the malaise in question, not 
Sparta… And the closest thing in sight was Rousseau’s idea of a “noble savage” ruined by 
imperfect institutions. Hence, obviously, the necessity of improving those institutions. Hence, 
then, the concept of the Ideal State. And hence an array of social utopias, bloodshed in order to 
bring them about, and their logical conclusions, a Polizeistaat. … he does not mention Mr. 
Rousseau here by name, although this man is almost solely responsible for the concept of any 
ideal ruler, i.e., in this instance Herr Hitler. (Less 332-333)  
Brodsky also finds a connection between (1) the Romanticist preoccupation with natural 
simplicity and the rejection of the idea of Original Sin and (2) the catastrophic consequences of 
the twentieth century. Further in the essay, he quotes Hulme very closely, almost word for word:   
The appeal the concept of the “noble savage” enjoyed among the literati and, subsequently, 
with the rest of society had clearly to do with a very vulgar notion of paradise, i.e., with a 
generally garbled reading of the Bible. It was simply based on the notion that Adam, too, was 
naked, as well as on the rejection of Original Sin… Both attitudes—especially the latter—were 
presumably a reaction against the omnipresence and redundancy of the Catholic Church. In 
France, more particularly, it was a reaction against Protestantism.  
But whatever its pedigree, the idea was shallow, if only because it flattered man. 
Flattery, as you know, doesn’t take you too far. At best, it simply shifts the emphasis—i.e. 
guilt—by telling man that he is inherently good and that it’s the institutions which are bad. 
(ibid. 334)  
These views are part of Brodsky’s own worldview and his literary taste. As early as his first 
essay in the New York Times Brodsky wrote: 
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 I do not believe in political movements, I believe in personal movement, that movement of 
the soul when a man who looks at himself is so shamed that he tries to make some sort of 
change—within himself, not on the outside. … Every political movement is a way to avoid 
personal responsibility for what is happening. Because man fighting on the exterior with Evil 
automatically identifies himself with Good and begins to consider himself a bearer of Good. 
(Lamont 566) 
In his discussions of European poetry, Brodsky follows the Eliotic model of modernism 
as opposition to romanticism. For example, in his essay, “In the Shadow of Dante,” the poet 
states that modernism happened because “there was an aesthetic inflation caused by the absolute 
domination of the poetics of Romanticism (whether in its naturalistic or symbolist version) (Less 
96). In his evaluations of Russian literature, Brodsky applies criteria of modernism identical to 
Eliot’s and Hulme’s. He deplores the path that Russian prose took, the path of Realism instead of 
modernism (both in published and underground literature) and relates it to the fact that the 
disappointment in the main Rousseauist idea has never entered Russian culture. Keeping to 
romantic/humanist ideals preserved Russian prose in a realistic paradigm that mutated into 
Socialist Realism. For this, he blames the influence of Tolstoy, the most famous Russian 
Rousseauist and “the idea of man being the measure of all things” (ibid. 295).  In his lecture to 
students at Queens College in 1973, Brodsky actually claimed, that “Tolstoy created Socialist 
Realism” (Lamont 576).  Even in 20th century underground Russian prose, Brodsky says, the 
same paradigm works: “No matter how devastating one’s indictment of the political system may 
be, its delivery always comes wrapped in the sprawling cadences of fin de siècle religious 
humanist rhetoric… The human being is always extolled, his innate goodness is always regarded 
as the guarantee of the ultimate defeat of evil” (ibid. 273-274); he suspects “a dependence 
between aesthetic conservatism and resistance to the notion of man being radically bad” (ibid. 
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299).  Tellingly, Brodsky’s modernist (Calvinist) conception of man is still criticized by the 
poets of pro-Soviet or Romantic direction, such as Evgenii Evtushenko or Dmitry Bykov.32 
   Brodsky’s essays provide us with a strong theoretical foundation for connecting his own 
patterns of thinking to Eliot’s neoclassical views.  Now I turn to Brodsky’s poetic manifestoes to 
demonstrate how and when the subjectivity of humanism and Romanticism gave place to neo-
classicism and Calvinism in his poetry.  
Early Brodsky’s Humanism. Calvinism and Servetus 
Brodsky’s “conversion” into the Eliotic paradigm of impersonality and conception of man 
emerged simultaneously with his increasing familiarity with Anglo-American poetry. The 
dramatic change can be noticed in his 1964-1965 departure from the poetics of humanism 
(which, according to Hulme, always mutates into Romanticism). In her dissertation, The 
Independent Turn in Soviet-Era Russian Poetry. How Dmitry Bobyshev, Anatoly Naiman and 
Evgeny Rein Became the ‘Avvacumites’ of Leningrad, Margo Rosen argues that the poets 
belonging to Brodsky’s circle turned independent from the canon of Socialist Realism in order to 
reinvigorate the language and approach reality from a non-Soviet, humanist, perspective. She 
shows that their impulses were not unlike the humanism of other official Soviet poets who were 
finally able to introduce the humanist perspective during the Thaw (Boris Slutsky, Leonid 
Martynov, Konstantin Vanshenkin, Evgenii Vinokurov).  
                                                          
32 For example, in his introduction to the volume of poetry by the Soviet poet Vladimir Lugovskoy, Evtushenko 
favors his mildness, in contrast to Brodsky’s toughness and mercilessness (7-8). Recently, Dmitry Bykov criticized  
Brodsky for the lack of high emotions in a widely publicized lecture: “Очень редко, очень немного у него стихов, 
в которых встречаются эмоции высшего порядка: сентиментальность, нежность, умиление, упоение, пусть 
даже собственными литературными возможностями” (Very rarely, in very few poems one can find emotions of 
the highest order: sentimentality, tenderness, affection, rapture, even if it concerns his own literary capabilities).   
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Rosen mentions Brodsky’s poem, “Стихи об испанце Мигуэле Сервете, еретике, 
сожженном кальвинистами” (“Verses on the Spaniard Miguel Servetes, a Heretic Burned by 
Calvinists”), as an illustration of her discussion about the turn to humanism uniting Brodsky 
with other poets of the 1960s, official and non-official (156). I turn to this poem too, since it 
reflects not only the young poet’s humanism and the conception of man characteristic of the 
Russian poetry of the era of Communism with a human face, but also Brodsky’s early reception 
of Calvinism contrasting with his later views transformed by Anglo-American literary theory 
and poetry, something that Rosen, who studies only the early Brodsky, does not address in her 
analysis. 
The poet, who later singled out Calvinism as the branch of Christianity closest to his 
worldview,33 wrote the following verses about the Spaniard Miguel Servetes, a heretic burned by 
the Calvinists, in 1959:     
Истинные случаи иногда становятся притчами.  True events sometimes become parables. 
Ты счел бы все это, вероятно, лишним.             You would consider all this, probably, superfluous. 
Вероятно, сейчас     Probably, now 
ты испытываешь безразличие.    you feel indifference.  
___       ____      
Впрочем, он      But then, he 
не испытывает безразличия,    does not feel indifference,  
ибо от него осталась лишь горсть пепла,                for all that is left from him is just a handful of ashes 
смешавшегося с миром, с пыльной дорогой,  mixed with the world, with the dusty road, 
смешавшегося с ветром,     mixed with the wind, 
с большим небом,     with the big sky, 
в котором он не находил Бога.    in which he did not find God. 
Ибо не обращал свой взор к небу.   For he never turned his eyes to the sky. 
Земля—она была ему ближе.    The earth—it was closer to him. 
И он изучал в Сарагоссе право Человека   He studied in Saragossa the law of Man 
и кровообращение Человека—    and the blood circulation of Man— 
в Париже.      in Paris. 
Да. Он никогда не созерцал    Yes. He never contemplated  
Бога       God 
ни в себе,      either in himself, 
ни в небе,      or on the sky, 
                                                          




ни на иконе,      or on the icon, 
потому что не отрывал взгляда    because he did not tear his eyes 
от человека и дороги.     from man and the road.  
Потому что всю жизнь уходил    Because all his life he was escaping 
от погони.      from the chase.  
Сын века—он уходил от своего    The son of the age—he was escaping from his 
века,       age, 
заворачиваясь в плащ     wrapping himself in his coat 
от соглядатаев,      from eavesdroppers, 
голода и снега.      hunger and snow. 
Он, изучавший потребность    He, who studied the necessity 
и возможность      and capability  
человека,      of man,  
Человек, изучавший Человека для Человека.  Man, studying Man for Man. 
Он так и не обратил свой взор    He never turned his eyes 
к небу,       to the sky, 
потому что в 1553 году,     because in 1553, 
в Женеве,      in Geneva,  
он сгорел между двумя полюсами века:   he burned between the two poles of the age: 
между ненавистью человека    between the hatred of man 
и невежеством человека.     and the ignorance of man.  
 
The poem contrasts Michael Servetus, a 16th-century humanist, a scholar and a martyr 
epitomizing the idea of ultimate suffering for the freedom of consciousness, with the Calvinists. 
The persecution and execution of Michael Servetus was performed by the newly emergent 
branch of Protestantism. Remarkably, Calvin himself infamously played the leading role in 
sentencing Servetus to capital punishment by fire. Calvinism, upon conquering influence, started 
practicing those very methods that the Catholic inquisition had used before them in the treatment 
of so-called heretics. In this sense, Servetus was “the son of his age,” an age that got even with 
dissidents no matter what religious dogma obtained power.   
 The parallel between (1) the inquisition and hunting for heretics, and (2) the recent 
history of the Soviet regime is too obvious, and the first line of Brodsky’s poem declares it as a 
“parable.” Moreover, Servetus’ death and Sebastian Castello’s fight with Calvin’s intolerance 
already appeared transparently as a parable for the fate of a free individual in a totalitarian state 
(Nazi Germany in this case) in Stephan Zweig’s novella, “The Right to Heresy, Castello against 
Calvin,” written in 1936. Brodsky could hardly have read it, since the first fragments in Russian 
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appeared only in 1984, but he could have heard of it. As a thinker, theologian, writer, translator, 
and poet, Servetus is a fitting emblem for the fates of many among the Russian intelligentsia: 
1959, the year when the poem was written, for example, is the year following Pasternak’s Nobel 
Prize and harassment case, which might have been another immediate catalyst for Brodsky to 
write the poem. 
The poem has been discussed in the article of Dmitrii Gorbatov who addressed two 
“mistakes” concerning Servetus in the poem. First of all, Servetus was executed in 1553, not 
1653 as Brodsky’s Sochineniya has it. I checked Brodsky’s early poems collected by Vladimir 
Maramzin in Beinecke library, the first attempt of collecting his works in samizdat: there, the 
poem has the correct date, 1553 (Box 98, Folder 2339).  Gorbatov also comments on the 
distortion of the name of the Spanish thinker, which in the standard Russian transcription of 
Spanish must be “Мигель” rather than “Мигуэль.” It looks like Brodsky might have checked the 
name in Brockhaus and Efron Encyclopedic Dictionary, since it is one of the few sources where 
the name of the Spanish humanist is written in the same manner as Brodsky has it (unlike in 
other encyclopedias).    
 While the parabolic quality of the poem is quite obvious, it is important to look into the 
core of the dispute between Servetus and Calvin, since it corresponds to the dichotomous 
conceptions of man in Hulme’s understanding of romanticism and classicism. Historically, the 
opposition between Servetus and Calvin embodies the conflict between humanism and 
Protestantism. Servetus’ focus on man is rooted in his principal, proto-romantic negation of the 
predestination of man: according to Servetus, human salvation depends on man, his deeds and 
belief. For Servetus, man and God were inseparable, and man himself kept the trace of the 
divine. For Calvin, predestination is absolute. God selects those who will be saved, and man is 
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unable to know his destiny and influence god’s will. Supreme God and innately evil man are the 
basics of Calvin’s picture of the world.  He believes in Original Sin, or total depravity, following 
St. Augustine: man is not born innocent, on the contrary, he is always tempted by his evil 
inclinations, and only God’s will can help him resist.  
 In the poem, Servetus is seen as a humanist opposing the religious dogmatism of his 
century. Gorbatov criticizes Brodsky for the atheistic representation of Servetus who did not find 
God in the sky, even suggesting the author did it in the hope of being published. I agree with 
Rosen who sees the poem as a focus on the humanist shift of the 16th century: man took his 
place as the center of the universe, but it did not cancel the religious foundation of humanism. 
Servetus, the poem says, did not find God in the sky (“не находил Бога”), he never 
contemplated God either in himself, or in the sky, or in the icon (“Он никогда не созерцал / 
Бога / ни в себе, ни в небе, ни на иконе”). The nature of the Russian verbs “находил” and 
“созерцал” allows them to be interpreted, with negation, both as processes (was not finding, or 
was not occupied with finding and was contemplating, or was busy contemplating) and as results 
(did not find and did not see). If Servetus has not found God in the sky, as Brodsky’s John 
Donne did not,34 it would emphasize that he was trying to see God there, and came to the 
conclusion that God was non-existent. If he was not looking, or was not contemplating, it means 
that he was busy with something else. The context always helps to resolve the ambiguity of 
grammar forms, and the context of the sentences in the poem argues for the latter interpretation: 
Servetus did not find God since he was not looking at the sky: he did not tear his eyes from man 
                                                          
34 Another confirmation that Gorbatov was wrong to assume that Brodsky was ignorant about Servetus’ main 
occupation, theology, or made him an atheist to make the poem more appealing to Soviet publishing norms: by the 
time he wrote “Elegy to John Donne,” Brodsky certainly knew the basic facts of Donne’s biography. The fact that 
Donne became a priest did not preclude Brodsky from writing the poem the way it is: Donne’s soul went back to 
earth for, roughly, the same poetic reasons as Servetus. 
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and the road—“он не находил Бога. / Ибо не обращал свой взор к небу. / Земля – она была 
ему ближе” (“he did not find God. / For he never turned his eyes to the sky. / The earth—it was 
closer to him), “…потому что всю жизнь не отрывал взгляда / от человека и дороги” 
(because he did not tear his eyes from man and the road). Servetus’ attention to the earth and the 
human is opposed to the sky and can be read as the opposition of humanism to religious 
dogmatism. Servetus, as a person of the Renaissance, knowledgeable in anatomy and law, is 
preoccupied with practical things oriented towards human good rather than pure dogma. 
Calvinists in the poem function as the representation of human hatred and ignorance.  
  Brodsky’s Calvinists symbolize blind and cruel dogmatism that destroys a thinking and 
creative man, which is a far cry from his later self-association with Calvinism.  But the latter is 
not surprising if one considers Calvinism’s formative role for American individualism and 
modernism. For example, Loris Mirella in her article “T.S. Eliot’s Calvinist Modernism,” 
explains that Eliot’s aesthetic agenda has deep roots in Calvinism:  
Calvinism issues from a protest against presumptuous human overreaching that dares to 
identify itself with the Absolute. … In aesthetic terms, Eliot opposes the classicist and 
romantic primarily in their respective attitudes toward the nature of art. The romantic 
attitude is based on the possibility of glimpsing and identifying with the eternal or 
absolute, whereas the classicist is based on the belief in art’s limitations, accepting and 
respecting the inherited models of representation. (26)  
 
 Somewhere in the mid-1960s Brodsky departed from the humanist approach uniting him 
with others of Akhmatova’s orphans and “sixtiers.” The change was brought about by his 
encounter with Eliotic modernism and its skepticism regarding humanism and romanticism. By 
1965, classicism is declared to be a conscious choice by Brodsky in a programmatic poem.  
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Brodsky’s Manifesto of Classicism. Apollo Instead of Dionysus 
The second portion of the title of this section is borrowed from a chapter of Hugo 
Friedrich’s book, The Structure of Modern Poetry. In the chapter “Apollo instead of Dionysus,” 
he proves that most modernist artists are “under the sway of Apollo, the lucid artistic 
conscience” (126), with Eliot of course fitting this category. Russian modernist poetry, too, has 
internalized this paradigm, with the Acmeists promoting the Apollonian element as an antithesis 
to the Symbolists’ Dionysian preoccupation.  
In the 1965 poem “To One Poetess,” that can be considered one of Brodsky’s early poetic 
manifestos, the poet declares himself to be a poet-classicist, a posture that turns out to be 
marginal in the Soviet system.35 Below is the poem and the interlinear translation: 
    Я заражен нормальным классицизмом.    I am infected with normal classicism.  
     А вы, мой друг, заражены сарказмом.   And you, my friend, are infected with sarcasm. 
     Конечно, просто сделаться капризным,     But indeed, it is easy to become capricious 
     по ведомству акцизному служа.   if you serve in the Board of Excise.  
     К тому ж, вы звали этот век железным.   Besides, you called this century an iron one. 
      Но я не думал, говоря о разном,               But I did not think, talking about different things,  
     что, зараженный классицизмом трезвым,               that, being infected with sober classicism,  
     я сам гулял по острию ножа.    I was walking on the edge of the knife myself.  
 
     Теперь конец моей и вашей дружбе.   Now it’s the end to your and my friendship. 
     Зато—начало многолетней тяжбе.                Instead—a beginning of a long dispute. 
     Теперь и вам продвинуться по службе              Now you also cannot get promotion in your service 
     мешает Бахус, но никто другой.              because of Bacchus, and not someone else. 
     Я оставляю эту ниву тем же,    I am leaving this field the same 
     каким взошел я на нее. Но так же                as I was when I entered it. But also 
     я затвердел, как Геркуланум в пемзе.   I petrified like Herculaneum under pumice. 
      И я для вас не шевельну рукой.   And I will not move my hand for you.   
 
     Оставим счеты. Я давно в неволе.      Let’s leave our accounts. I’ve been in captivity for a long time. 
     Картофель ем и сплю на сеновале.                 I eat potatoes and sleep in the hayloft. 
     Могу прибавить, что теперь на воре                 I can add, that, on the thief,  
                                                          
35 The poem was thought to be dedicated to Bella Akhmadulina, the most well-known woman poet from the 
generation of “sixtiers.” She also had trouble with alcohol, which cements the allusion. However, Brodsky, in one of 
his private interviews to Valentina Polukhina, rejected the suggestion that the addressee of the poem was 
Akhmadulina, saying that the prototype was someone else and it is not particularly important (“Moi glavnii vrag–
vulgarnost”  http://rg.ru/2009/10/02/brodskij.html).  The complicated twists of his attitude to the contemporary 
official Soviet poets are well known: besides the open irritation towards Evgenii Evtushenko and Andrei 
Voznesenski, he used to get snippy towards Alexander Kushner and Akhmadulina too.   
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     уже не шапка—лысина горит.                           it is already not the hat, but the bald spot that is burning. 
     Я эпигон и попугай. Не вы ли                  I am an imitator and a parrot. Didn’t you 
     жизнь попугая от себя скрывали?                 hide the life of a parrot from yourself? 
     Когда мне вышли от закона вилы,                 When I got the  indictment from the law,  
     я вашим прорицаньем был согрет.                  I was warmed with your prophecy. 
 
     Служенье Муз чего-то там не терпит.               Service to Muses is impatient of something. 
     Зато само обычно так торопит,                But itself, it usually rushes you so much 
     что по рукам бежит священный трепет,              that the sacred awe is running through your hands, 
     и несомненна близость Божества.               and the proximity of God is beyond doubt.  
     Один певец подготовляет рапорт,               One singer prepares a report, 
     другой рождает приглушенный ропот,               another one gives birth to a muffled grumble, 
     а третий знает, что он сам—лишь рупор,                        and the third one knows that he is just a mouthpiece, 
     и он срывает все цветы родства.                and he picks all the flowers of kinship.  
 
     И скажет смерть, что не поспеть сарказму              And death will say that sarcasm will not catch up 
     за силой жизни. Проницая призму,               with the power of life. Penetrating the prism, 
     способен он лишь увеличить плазму.               it can only magnify the plasma.  
     Ему, увы, не озарить ядра.                 Alas, it won’t illuminate the nucleus.  
     И вот, столь долго состоя при Музах,                So, having been with the Muses for so long, 
     я отдал предпочтенье классицизму,                I gave my preference to classicism,  
     хоть я и мог, как старец в Сиракузах,                              although, I, too, could, like an old man in Syracuse,     
         взирать на мир из глубины ведра.                  have been looking at the world from the depth of a bucket.  
 
     Оставим счеты. Вероятно, слабость.   Let’s leave our disputes. Probably, it’s weakness. 
     Я, предвкушая ваш сарказм и радость,   I, anticipating your sarcasm and joy, 
     в своей глуши благословляю разность:   in my wilderness, give a blessing to the difference: 
     жужжанье ослепительной осы    the humming of a blinding wasp 
     в простой ромашке вызывает робость.   causes shyness in a simple chamomile.  
     Я сознаю, что предо мною пропасть.   I realize that there is an abyss in front of me. 
     И крутится сознание, как лопасть   And consciousness rotates, like a blade 
     вокруг своей негнущейся оси.    around its unbending axis.  
 
     Сапожник строит сапоги. Пирожник   The bootmaker builds boots. A pastry-cook 
     сооружает крендель. Чернокнижник   constructs a pretzel. A practitioner of black magic  
     листает толстый фолиант. А грешник   turns over the pages of a thick folio. And a sinner 
     усугубляет, что ни день, грехи.   aggravates, every day, his sins. 
     Влекут дельфины по волнам треножник,  Dolphins are drawing a tripod on the waves,  
     и Аполлон обозревает ближних—   and Apollo observes the neighbors— 
     в конечном счете, безгранично внешних.  in the long run, infinitely exterior. 
     Шумят леса, и небеса глухи.    The forests are noisy, and the skies are deaf. 
 
     Уж скоро осень. Школьные тетради   The fall is coming. The school notebooks 
     лежат в портфелях. Чаровницы, вроде   are in the briefcases. Fairies, like 
     вас, по утрам укладывают пряди   you, in the morning put their locks 
     в большой пучок, готовясь к холодам.   in a big bun, preparing for cold times. 
     Я вспоминаю эпизод в Тавриде,   I remember the episode in Taurida, 
     наш обоюдный интерес к природе,   our mutual interest in nature, 
     всегда в ее дикорастущем виде,   always in its wild aspect, 
     и удивляюсь, и грущу, мадам.    and I get surprised and sad, madam.  
 
The preferable literary method, classicism, is represented as a conscious choice of the 
practicing poet: “И вот, столь долго состоя при Музах, / я отдал предпочтенье 
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классицизму” (So, since I’ve been with the Muses for so long, / I gave my preference to 
classicism).  Classicism is clearly to blame for the unenviable place of the speaker: it is a 
dangerous method of writing in the state of the proletariat.  The trope of infection points to the 
peril of the whole undertaking of being a classicist in ‘the iron age.” The Russian verb 
“заразить” (to infect), derived from the old Slavic root “раз,” “разить,”36 (to cut or hit with a 
knife) connotes the idea of being wounded with a cold weapon that is interconnected with the 
images of the blade of a knife and “вилы” (indictment, trouble, in Russian thieves’ cant and a 
homonym for a pitchfork); it alludes both to the danger of being wounded by “an iron age” and 
the forced labor in the sphere of agriculture to which Brodsky was sentenced after 1964.  
The idea of the poet-classicist as a criminal gets a development further in the poem.   The 
third stanza incorporates a transformed Russian saying, “на воре шапка горит,”37 into “Могу 
прибавить, что теперь на воре / уже не шапка–лысина горит” (I can add, that, on the thief, / 
it is already not the hat, but the bald spot that is burning). Infection, semantically connected with 
the idea of influence (interestingly related to Harold Bloom’s witticism “influence is influenza, 
astral disease” (95)) and the idea of the poet as a thief alludes to the idea of influence from the 
previous models of poetry and resurrecting the tradition—claims of 20th-century neo-classicism 
propagated by Eliot.38 His well-known formula of the poet’s relation to tradition, “immature 
poets imitate, mature poets steal” (Sacred Wood 125), phrased in terms of criminal law, gets a 
literal interpretation in the Soviet context: a poet-classicist, whose method is “to steal,” is treated 
as a real criminal who deserves a labor camp. Brodsky’s poem  correlates with Pasternak’s 
                                                          
36 See Etimologicheskii on-lain slovar Maksa Fasmera. 
37 The story goes that, once upon a time, the village could not identify a thief. Then, during a holiday celebration 
someone yelled, “the thief’s hat is burning,” and when one person in the mob touched his hat, scared, everyone 
knew he was the thief.  
38 Also, Mandelstam’s famous statement in “The Fourth Prose” that all permitted literature is scum, while prohibited 
literature is stolen air (Polnoe sobranie 598), seems to be at play here.   
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poem, “О, знал бы я, что так бывает...” (“Oh, if I knew that this might happen…”) which 
describes an outcome of being a poet that he could not expect at the beginning of the poetic 
career: the fate identical to that of gladiator who has to really die in his “performance.” 
Pasternak’s poem reflects the reality of being a poet in Stalin’s time: it was sufficient just to be a 
poet to risk one’s life.  Brodsky’s poem written during the Thaw links the idea of being a poet-
criminal not with the poetic activity as such, but with the kind of poetry one writes: a poet-
classicist, a thief, receives a name that is likewise unexpected when he started his business: “Но 
я не думал, говоря о разном, / что зараженный классицизмом трезвым, / я сам гулял по 
острию ножа” (But I did not think, talking about different things, / that, being infected with 
sober classicism, / I was walking on the edge of the knife myself”). The self-derogatory “я 
эпигон и попугай” (I am an imitator and a parrot) also points to the idea of repetition, 
following predecessors’ models. All of the derogatory terms, accidentally, are quite easily 
imagined in the mouth of a Soviet critic defaming a poet who deviates from the government-
approved method, which is only intensified if one considers the intertextual source of the poem. 
In his commentary for the poem, Lev Loseff points to Aleksei Tolstoy’s poem, “Popov’s 
Dream,” as the source of the first line (vol.1, 495). In Tolstoy’s poem, richly ironic as it is, the 
question “Are you infected with classicism?” comes out of the mouth of the minister in Popov’s 
dream, exasperated and puzzled about the fact that Popov appeared at his reception without 
trousers. 
The poet-classicist is opposed to other callings and methods of writing poetry. The 
mission of a classicist is described similarly to Eliot’s idea of a poet-medium rooted in tradition: 
“он сам–лишь рупор, / и он срывает все цветы родства” (he is just a mouthpiece, / and he 
picks all the flowers of kinship). The other two types of poets mentioned in the texts are of the 
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Romantic/realistic kind characteristic of the Soviet era: the method of preparing a report 
(“подготовляет рапорт”) links the poet sticking to the official Soviet method, Realism, to the 
Soviet investigation system; the one who prepares rebellion (“рождает приглушенный ропот” 
(gives birth to a muffled grumble)) hints at Romanticism. Both types use poetry and the role of 
the poet as a venue for social change, unlike the observing Apollo who does not intrude.  Apollo 
is busy looking around (“обозревает”), which associates the nature of classical art with the 
poetics of observation and alienation: “ближние” (neighbors) become “безгранично внешние” 
(infinitely exterior). It is worth noting that Apollo is also mentioned in Brodsky’s “Verses on the 
Death of T.S. Eliot” written in the same year (“Аполлон, сними венок / положи его у ног / 
Элиота” (Apollo, take off the wreath, / put it near the feet / of Eliot): Eliot is indeed connected 
with the modern idea of classicism for Brodsky. “To One Poetess” follows the same rhythmical 
(iambic pentameter) pattern and a rhyme pattern similar to the first part of the “Verses,” 
(AAABCCCB in the “Verses” and its variations in “To One Poetess”) which provides an 
additional, intonational, connection between the texts.  
The most important opposition of the poem is between the position of the classicist 
advocated by the lyric subject and the addressee of the poem. The method of classicism 
described as a norm and sobriety gets juxtaposed to the poetess, whose image is connected with 
drinking (the Board of Excise, Bacchus).  The name of the Greek god of poetry and creativity, 
as well as Apollo’s symbols, a tripod and dolphins, is used in the poem to point to the tradition 
of classical poetry and alludes to Nietzsche’s theory of two elements in art. Apollo symbolizes a 
classical element—beauty, clarity, order; Dionysus, implied in the figure of Bacchus associated 
with the vis-a-vis of the speaker, stands for the irrational, emotional, unrestrained.  
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The poem is structured so that the speaker takes revenge on the addressee and confirms 
his own chosen method as the right one. To start with, the word “poetess” (поэтесса) is hardly 
complimentary in Russian. It is a vernacular word emphasizing the gender and immaturity of the 
female poet: Akhmatova, for example, found the word “poetess” insulting and demanded to be 
called a poet. The echo of the condescending word in the title is given in the last stanza 
comparing the poetess with the school-girls preparing to start the academic year:  
Уж скоро осень. Школьные тетради    The fall is coming. The school notebooks 
Лежат в портфелях. Чаровницы, вроде   are in the briefcases. Fairies, like 
вас, по утрам укладывают пряди    you, in the morning put their locks 
в большой пучок, готовясь к холодам.    in a big bun, preparing for cold times. 
 
The comparison emphasizes her youth, femininity and conformity, while the masculine lyric 
subject of the poem, on the contrary, is self-described as old, bold, and experienced. She is not in 
the dialogue with tradition (“Не вы ли / жизнь попугая от себя скрывали?” (Didn’t you hide / 
the life of a parrot from yourself?)).  
In the poem, Brodsky ingeniously plays with the metaphors embracing the social status of 
the poet, not only when it comes to his own role, but also when he deals with the sarcastic 
poetess. As Loseff notes in his commentary, serving in the Board of Excise points to both 
alcoholism and some government occupation (maybe even the Writers’ Union, according to 
Loseff) of the poetess. Bacchus, in turn, continues the theme of alcohol abuse which precludes 
the promotion. But the Dionysian method is definitely less dangerous than following Apollo in 
terms of success in the Soviet state: Brodsky’s lyric subject is in captivity, while the poetess just 
cannot get a promotion.  
 The biggest flaw of the poetess by Brodsky’s criteria is sarcasm, a curious sin, since the 
poem is not deprived of sarcastic irony itself, just as many other poems of Brodsky are not. The 
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explanation of why sarcasm gets categorized as a poetic vice worthy of the whole programmatic 
poem can be found in the records of Brodsky’s lectures at Queens College in 1971, published by 
Rosette Lamont in The Massachusetts Review as an article “Joseph Brodsky: A Poet’s 
Classroom.” As well as other Brodsky teaching materials, it contains invaluable information that 
contributes to the understanding of his theory of poetics. Sarcasm is attacked because it is a very 
tempting method for the poet himself: like Brodsky’s neo-classicism, it also fights Romantic 
sentimentality.  According to Lamont’s record, Brodsky said in one of his classes:  
Poems are celebrations of self-humiliation, not of self-indulgence. But one must also remember 
that a sardonic man will come, and he will laugh at the poet’s grief. To exclude that possibility 
the poet must write beyond personal grief. Nobody wants to be pitied. … If, as a poet, you do not 
wish to leave yourself open to the pity of the sardonic reader, if you hope that even much later 
when future generations read your work no-one will decipher clearly your pain, saying with the 
smile of self-satisfaction: ‘Oh, the poor man, how he suffered!’ then you can do one of two things. 
You can write in the satirical vein. The satirist seems objective and his detachment sets him above 
other human beings, thus on the same plane with the ironic reader. On the level of satire, you can 
wage battles. Satire solves the problem and dismisses it. The trouble with that kind of writing is 
that it keeps you within the vicious circle of the realities you mock. You cannot get out. For my 
part, I believe it is an inferior position, or solution. The other way is to write on the metaphysical 
level, that is beyond personal emotion. One writes with passion, but it addresses itself to the 
human condition to which, as human beings, we all have a share. In the first instance, the sardonic 
reader is dismissed, in the second, swallowed up. (564-565)  
 
 The poem, too, reveals sarcasm as a position close to the intentions of the speaker, 
something Brodsky contemplated, but rejected in favor of classicism. The line “хоть я и мог, 
как старец в Сиракузах, / взирать на мир из глубины ведра” (although I could, like the old 
man from Syracuse, / look at the world from the depth of a bucket) suggests the possibility, for 
the poet, to take a different attitude to the world. Lev Loseff notes in his commentary, that it is 
not quite clear which old man from Syracuse is meant in the poem, since the immediate 
identification for him would be Archimedes, a Greek physicist and mathematician born in 
Syracuse. But, he concedes, Diogenes, who has no association with Syracuse, is a more natural 
allusion suggested by the idea of looking from the “depth of a bucket”. Likewise, the Greek 
philosopher inspired the cynics’ school, lived in a barrel, denounced and mocked the vices of 
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society, and can be easily associated with sarcasm. Nevertheless, exploration of the drafts of the 
poem shows that Brodsky did mean Archimedes; Maramzin writes in comments to the collection 
of Brodsky’s early poems, that initially, instead of “старец” (old man), Brodsky had the word 
“физик” (a physicist) (Brodsky’s manuscripts, Box 98, Folder 2346, p. 497). Thus, looking at 
the world from the depth of abucket alludes to Archimedes’ experiments with liquids, and the 
law of Archimedes about the volume of the object equal to the volume of the water ejected by it; 
the law, according to the legend, was discovered by him in the bathtub. Brodsky’s lyric subject is 
not satisfied with the worldview based on a merely scientific approach.  
  The criticism of sarcasm in poetry is delivered in terms of physics in the first lines of 
this stanza, too: “Проницая призму, / способен он лишь увеличить плазму. / Ему, увы, не 
озарить ядра” (Penetrating the prism, / it is able only to magnify the plasma. / Alas, it won’t 
illuminate the nucleus). In mentioning plasma, the poem alludes to the scientific idea of the 
controlled thermonuclear fusion popular in the 1960s: the hypothesis goes that it is possible to 
warm up the plasma from protons and electrons in a special device so that the protons (the nuclei 
of hydrogen) merge into the nuclei of helium, and a nuclear fusion reaction takes place. This is 
the mechanism according to which stars glow, hence the association with light in the poem: there 
is no stronger source of light than such plasma. However, “light”-sarcasm, in all its brightness, is 
not able to get to the nucleus, its power is comparable only with magnifying optics.39  
  Sarcasm, as a result, is represented as a less powerful mode of cognition in 
comparison with classicism.  Markedly, both positions, the one of a classicist and the one 
of a sarcastic poet, are structured through the metaphors of vision: the quote from 
                                                          
39 I had to consult Dr. Sergey Gavrilov, Professor of theoretical physics at Petersburg State Pedagogical University, 
to clarify these lines. 
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Brodsky’s lecture clarifies that they are on the same “viewing,” objective side unlike the 
poets who prepare reports or rebellion, i.e. are busy in social activities. The cobbler and the 
pastry-cook fit well into the building agenda and priorities of the state encouraging manual 
labor; Brodsky’s Apollo does not build (not an engineer of human souls indeed), he 
observes—and this is the essence of the craft of poetry. The sarcastic striving to “cut the 
flesh” (etymologically, the word “sarcasm” is derived from this expression) does not let 
one see; it bites and blinds, as the blinding wasp, a metaphoric name for the sarcastic 
poetess, implies.  
 Brodsky’s neo-classical position, conception of man, and anti-Romantic literary canon 
start forming around the time this poem is written and keep developing to the end of his life. The 
following poems variously explicate connections between Brodsky’s conception of man and 
literary canon and those of the founders of Anglo-American modernism: “Речь о пролитом 
молоке,” (“A Speech on the Spilt Milk” (1967)), “Мексиканский дивертисмент” (“Mexican 
Devertismento,”1975), “Римские элегии” (“Roman Elegies,”    1981), “Примечания к 
прогнозам погоды” (“A Footnote to Weather Forecasts, 1986), “Выступление в Сорбонне” 
(“Lecture at the Sorbonne,”1989), “Примечания папортника” (“Notes of the Fennel,”1989), 
“Ответ на анкету” (“Answer to the Questionnaire,” 1993). I will turn to the later poem, 
“Примечания к прогнозам погоды” (“A Footnote to Weather Forecasts”), to show that after 






“A Footnote to Weather Forecasts:” The Indecency of Being the Center of the Universe 
 In Brodsky’s later career, the conception of man as the center of the universe points to 
both Russian totalitarian culture and Romanticism, this time written from the perspective of an 
outsider.  Brodsky’s own translation of the poem “Примечание к прогнозам погоды” (“A 
Footnote to Weather Forecasts”) can be found in his Collected Poems in English. Even though 
the poem is written in vers libre, the translation departs from the original. For this reason, I 
present the interlinear translation based at times on the English-language translation made by 
Brodsky, and at times on a more literal translation of the original Russian:40     
Аллея со статуями из затвердевшей грязи,  An alley with statues of hardened mud, 
похожими на срубленные деревья.   akin to cut trees. 
Многих я знал в лицо. Других    Some of them I knew personally; the rest 
вижу впервые. Видимо, это – боги   I see for the first time ever. Presumably they are gods 
местных рек и лесов, хранители тишины,   of local rivers and woods, guardians of silence,  
либо—сгустки чужих, мне невнятных воспоминаний. or—the clots of foreign, unclear to me, memories. 
Что до женских фигур—нимф и т. п.—они                       As for the feminine figures—nymphs and so forth—they   
выглядят незаконченными, точно мысли;   look unfinished, like thoughts; 
каждая пытается сохранить    each one strives to keep,   
даже здесь, в наступившем будущем, статус гостьи. even here, in the future that came, her guest’s status. 
 
Суслик не выскочит и не перебежит тропы.  A chipmunk won’t pop up and cross the path. 
Не слышно ни птицы, ни тем более автомобиля:  No bird is audible, nor even a car: 
будущее суть панацея от     the future is a panacea against 
того, чему свойственно повторяться.   anything prone to repetition.  
И по небу разбросаны, как вещи холостяка,  And in the sky there are scattered, like a bachelor’s clothes, 
тучи, вывернутые наизнанку    clouds, turned inside out 
и разглаженные. Пахнет хвоей,    and pressed. It smells of conifer— 
этой колкой субстанцией малознакомых мест.  this prickly substance of not so familiar places.  
Изваяния высятся в темноте, чернея   Sculptures loom in the twilight, darkening 
от соседства друг с дружкой, от безразличья       thanks to their proximity to each other, thanks to the indifference 
к ним окружающего ландшафта.    of the surrounding landscape. 
 
Заговори любое из них, и ты    Should any of them speak, you would 
скорей вздохнул бы, чем содрогнулся,   sigh rather than shudder 
услышав знакомые голоса, услышав   upon hearing well-known voices, hearing 
что-нибудь вроде "Ребенок не от тебя"   something like “The child wasn’t yours”   
или: "Я показал на него, но от страха,   or “I testified against him, but out of fear, 
а не из ревности"—мелкие, двадцатилетней  not jealousy”—petty, twenty-year-old 
давности тайны слепых сердец,     secrets of purblind hearts 
одержимых нелепым стремлением к власти  obsessed with a silly quest for power 
над себе подобными и не замечавших   over their likes and not noticing  
тавтологии. Лучшие среди них                                                the tautology. The best ones among them   
                                                          
40 The elements coming from Brodsky’s translation are in italics.  
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были и жертвами и палачами.                                                  were both executioners and victims. 
 
Хорошо, что чужие воспоминанья   It’s good that someone else’s memories 
вмешиваются в твои. Хорошо, что   interfere with your own. It’s good that some 
некоторые из этих фигур тебе    of these figures, to you,   
кажутся посторонними. Их присутствие намекает  appear alien. Their presence hints 
на другие событья, на другой вариант судьбы—  at different events, at a different variant of fate— 
возможно, не лучший, но безусловно   perhaps, not a better one, yet clearly 
тобою упущенный. Это освобождает—   the one you missed. This unshackles— 
не столько воображение, сколько память   not so much imagination as memory— 
—и надолго, если не навсегда. Узнать,   and for a while, if not forever. To learn 
что тебя обманули, что совершенно             that you’ve been deceived, that you’ve been completely 
о тебе позабыли или—наоборот—                 forgotten, or—the other way around— 
что тебя до сих пор ненавидят—крайне   that you are still being hated 
неприятно. Но воображать себя    is extremely unpleasant. But to imagine yourself 
центром даже невзрачного мирозданья   as the center of even a negligible universe is 
непристойно и невыносимо.    unbearable and indecent.  
 
Редкий,          A rare, 
возможно, единственный посетитель   perhaps the only, visitor   
этих мест, я думаю, я имею    to these parts, I suppose, I have   
право описывать без прикрас    a right to describe without decorations   
увиденное. Вот она, наша маленькая Валгалла,  what I saw. Here it is, our little Valhalla,   
наше сильно запущенное именье    our long overgrown estate     
во времени, с горсткой ревизских душ,   in time, with a handful of mortgaged souls   
с угодьями, где отточенному серпу,   with meadows, where a sharpened sickle   
пожалуй, особенно не разгуляться,                won’t roam, in all likelihood,     
и где  снежинки медленно кружатся, как пример and where snowflakes slowly float in circle, as an example of 
поведения в вакууме.     poise in a vacuum.  
 
1986 
   
The title of the poem presents us with programmatic information—the poem declares its own 
genre as “a note,” suggesting the marginality of the utterance on the one hand, and the informed 
status of the author on the other. Its marginality is displayed in relation to the major text, which 
is the absent weather forecast here.  
 The speaker is described as a knowledgeable observer who is contrasted to those whose 
striving for power makes them blind: “тайны слепых сердец, одержимых нелепым 
стремлением к власти / над себе подобными и не замечавших /тавтологии” (petty, twenty-
odd-year-old secrets of blind hearts obsessed with a silly quest for power / over their likes and 
not noticing / the tautology).  The latter are easily identified as the generation of 20 years prior to 
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the poem’s composition, i.e. the mid-1960s, when the poet lived in Russia. He draws the 
psychological portrait of a national character that is weak on empathy.  
Brodsky turns to the praise of the status of marginality as such:  
Узнать,          To learn 
что тебя обманули, что совершенно  that you’ve been deceived, that you’ve been completely 
о тебе позабыли или—наоборот—                             forgotten, or—the other way around— 
что тебя до сих пор ненавидят—крайне   that you are still being hated 
неприятно. Но воображать себя    is extremely unpleasant, but to imagine yourself 
центром даже невзрачного мирозданья   as the center of even a negligible universe is  
непристойно и невыносимо.    unbearable and indecent.  
    
The poem’s moral rejection of regarding the “self as center of the universe” points to and 
condemns this definitively humanist idea, and its Romantic poetic reincarnation. In the Russian 
original, their connection is reinforced by the use of the words with the same root as 
“imagination” (“воображать,” “воображение”) also compromised as a romantic poetic cliché: 
“это освобождает—не столько воображение, сколько память /—и надолго, если не 
навсегда” (This unshackles not so much imagination as memory—and for a while, if not 
forever). “To imagine oneself as the center of the universe” is the position informed by 
imagination, not the real state of affairs. The marginal position of the speaker is preferable to the 
imaginary centrality that is accompanied by the desire for power over the others, which is 
represented as a consequence of life in that time.  The self-sufficient scraps of dialogues— “Я 
показал на него, но от страха, а не из ревности” (I testified against him, but out of fear, not 
out of jealousy), “Ребенок не от тебя” (The child is not yours)—trace betrayals in both social 
and intimate relationships to the striving for power over the other, a manipulation that springs 
from anthropocentric egotism. This psychological fallibility is treated in the poem as a stylistic 
interpretation, viewed by the author as deeply tautological, a major sin in the poet’s 
consideration of poetic and ontological values.  
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The unacceptability of tautology is derived not only from the tautological propaganda of 
the totalitarian state, but also from the argument with the romanticist (Wordsworth’s) praise of 
tautology.  For Brodsky, tautology is a rhetorical lack which, traditionally, has been understood 
either as the unnecessary repetition of the same words, or the repetition of the same idea with 
different words. In the poet’s estimation, the unpleasant all-the-sameness is the common 
denominator of everyday Soviet social institutions which are based on the inability to imagine 
someone other than the self as the center of the world. If tautology is understood as the repetition 
of the same words, its semantic properties are also connected with tyranny. As Lucille Gaudin-
Border writes in her article “La tyrannie tautologique: l’évidence comme outil énonciatif et 
stratégie discursive,” “la tautologie represente un immobilisme de la pensée  … et, peut étre, de 
la parole” (56) (tautology represents an immobility of thought … and, perhaps, of language). She 
proves that the intention of a tautology as a discursive practice is not to communicate something, 
but to defend one’s point of view and suppress the interlocutor, which connects well with the 
poem’s ideas. Contrarily, tautology—a term generally viewed as compromised in rhetoric—was 
defended by Wordsworth who claimed it was an appropriate, even unavoidable device in the 
poetics of Romanticism:    
There is a numerous class of Readers who imagine that the same words cannot be repeated without 
tautology: this is a great error: virtual tautology is much oftener produced by using different words 
when the meaning is exactly the same. Words, a Poet’s words more particularly, ought to be 
weighed in the balance of feeling, and not measured by the space which they occupy upon paper. 
For the Reader cannot be too often reminded that Poetry is passion: it is the history and science of 
feeling; now every man must know that an attempt is rarely made to communicate impassioned 
feelings without something of an accompanying consciousness of the inadequateness of our own 
powers or the deficiencies of language. During such efforts there will be a craving in the mind, and 
as long as it is unsatisfied the speaker will cling to the same words, or words of the same 
character.” (Lyrical Ballads and Other Poems, 1797-1800, Cornell University press, 1992. Quoted 
from Corinna Russell’s article “A Defense of Tautology” 351; 105) 
Stylistically, tautology is directly connected to the Romantic understanding of poetry as a 
spontaneous expression, passion admitting the inadequacy of language; for Brodsky, who 
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deemed language the primary source and synonym of poetry, the collapse of language under the 
force of passion would be blasphemy.   
 The lyric subject’s approach to processing the past is executed as a description: 
“единственный посетитель  / этих мест, я думаю, я имею / право описывать без прикрас / 
увиденное” (the only visitor to these parts, I suppose, I have a right to describe without 
decorations what I saw). The landscape is depicted as an abandoned estate in decline. In his 
commentary on the poem, Loseff notes the thematic connection of the autumnal and abandoned 
estate with the poems of Baratynsky, a poet whose works Brodsky appreciated and knew by 
heart.  But the commonality of features with The Waste Land is even more striking.41 Eliot’s 
wasteland creates metaphors for the state of culture, history, and human civilization just as 
Brodsky’s poem does. Brodsky’s abandoned estate is not fruitful: petrified mud, cut trees. The 
state-“estate,” whose symbol is a sickle, does not bring any crops.  The first part of The Waste 
Land, “The Burial of the Dead,” also draws the deserted landscape that is interrupted by 
alienated memories and phrases that betray the diagnosis of the civilization. Brodsky’s alley 
echoes an alley in “A Game of Chess” (“I think we are in rat’s alley / Where the dead men lost 
their bones”) and an empty alley and abandoned, autumnal estate with a dried-out pool from 
“Burnt Norton” (“So we moved, and they, in a formal pattern, / Along the empty alley, into the 
box circle, / To look down into the drained pool”). Brodsky’s nymphs, who are not inclined to 
stay for a long time, reflect Eliot’s repeated line from “The Fire Sermon”—"The nymphs are 
departed.” 
                                                          
41 Eliot himself, in a way, inherits the theme from the Romantic tradition: similar motifs of abandoned wastelands, 
for example, are found in the poetry of Swinburne.  
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The poem is also akin to Eliot’s formulas for evaluating the end of times in “The Hollow 
Men,” a poem from which Brodsky frequently used the famous lines, “not with a bang but a 
whimper,” once as an epigraph (the poem “The Song of an Empty Verandah”), and several times 
as an arguable point (essay “In the Shadow of Dante,” poem “Strophes”). In “A Footnote,” 
Brodsky is close to the reusing of Eliot’s formula while describing the continual lowering of 
emotional involvement with experience: “Заговори любое из них, и ты / скорей вздохнул бы, 
чем содрогнулся” (Should any of them speak, you would sigh rather than shudder): a sigh and a 
whimper are the signs of the pettiness of the emotions and stakes involved.    
Finally, Brodsky’s poem is written in vers libre, the form advocated and practiced by 
Eliot. The appearance of this form in Brodsky is peculiar when considering his well-known 
reservations about vers libre, criticism of its popularity in contemporary Anglo-American poetry, 
and insistent practice of rhymed and metered verse. In this poem in particular “the free verse” 
corresponds clearly to the motif of liberation.  
 The poems “To One Poetess” and “A Footnote on the Weather Forecasts” reflect 
Brodsky’s conception of man, critical of humanist ideas as presented by Soviet culture, and 
demonstrating resistance to both Romanticism and the contemporary Russian poetry that was 
nourished by it. In the further parts of this chapter I will demonstrate how a new type of lyric 
subject and techniques of depersonalization became important venues for Brodsky’s poetic 







Part II. “Escape from Emotions” in Brodsky and Eliot 
Eliot’s “Escape from Emotions” 
The core of Eliot’s reconceptualizing of the structure of poetic subjectivity in the modern 
age was his approach to emotion, which has two distinct aspects: 1) emotion is not the opposite 
of reason (“There is no greater mistake than to think that feeling and thought are exclusive—that 
those beings which think most and best are not also capable of the most feeling”) (Eliot, 
Knowledge, 18); 2) emotion is not exclusively subjective: “Yet we persist in believing that about 
feelings there is something private, in that we cannot ‘know’ them from the outside; although we 
are compelled to admit that often an observer understands a feeling better than does the person 
who experiences it” (ibid. 24).     
Eliot’s philosophical approach to emotion led to his reconsideration of the status of 
emotion in poetry. For Eliot, from the literary point of view, the major problem of the clichéd 
approach to poetic subjectivity was connected with the Romantic focus on emotion, grounded in 
the value of expressivity and creative spontaneity. Following Babbitt, Eliot was seeking to prove 
that this emphasis on emotion was just an unhealthy habit of the period, and that poetry did not 
have to exist exclusively in the dimension of affect and its expression. Babbitt, even before Eliot, 
explained that Imagination was under suspicion in the neo-classic age and the romantic rebels 
simply took over the neo-classic opposition between reason and the imagination and turned it 
upside down: “If there is to be any important advance in criticism at the present time a first step 
would seem to be to overcome the neo-classic and romantic opposition between reason and 
imagination and seek to recover the Aristotelian idea of a cooperation between the two” (Babbitt 
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93). Eliot took up this task and built his own version of the literary tradition. He established his 
literary criteria based on the history of sensibility according to which the 17th-century 
Metaphysical poets combined intellectual and emotional elements. This synthesis in poetry was 
governed by the concept of “a felt thought,” the perfect model of such a combination that was 
according to modernists disrupted by the Romantics. 
 Eliot is critical of the understanding of art as emotion characteristic of the post-classical 
era. In his essay, “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” he argues with Kant’s idea of sublimity 
as the intensity of emotion and with Wordsworth’s formula of poetry as “emotion recollected in 
tranquility.” In another essay, After the Strange Gods, he writes:  
This extreme emotionalism seems to me a symptom of decadence; it is a cardinal point of faith 
in a romantic age, to believe that there is something admirable in violent emotion for its own 
sake, whatever the emotion or whatever its object… if somewhat deficient in vitality, people 
imagine passion to be the surest evidence of vitality… (59-50). 
These claims for the anti-emotional and objective in poetry turned out to be one of the 
main lessons inherited by Brodsky. 
Poetry as Feeling in Brodsky’s Earliest Poems 
Brodsky started as a poet for whom the essence of poetic creativity came from the 
Romantic idea of poetry as an expression of passion; only after the increasing familiarity with 
Anglo-American poetry, “escape from emotions” became his poetic principle too.  Brodsky’s 
earliest poems abound in first-person pronouns and emotions, as well as the words “чувство” 
(feeling), “чувствовать” (to feel) (see such poems as “Теперь все чаще чувствую усталость” 
(“Now I feel tired more often”), “В темноте у окна” (“In darkness near the window”), 
“Пограничной водой наливается куст…” (“The bush swells up with the border water…”), 
“Эстонские деревья озабоченно” (“Estonian trees worrisomely…”), “Не то вам говорю, не 
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то…” (“I am telling you this wrong, wrong…”) and others, up to 1964-1965). The 1961 poem 
“Памяти Е. А. Баратынского” (“To the Memory of E. A Baratynsky”) vividly reflects 
Brodsky’s pre-Eliotic version of poetic tradition:  
     Поэты пушкинской поры,    The poets of Pushkin’s epoch, 
     ребята светские, страдальцы,    guys of high-society, sufferers, 
     пока старательны пиры,    while the feasts are assiduous,  
     романы русские стандартны    the standard Russian novels/romances 
 
     летят, как лист календаря,    fly like a page of the calendar, 
     и как стаканы недопиты,    and like unfinished glasses, 
     как жизни после декабря    like lives after December, 
     так одинаково разбиты.    are equally so broken.  
 
    Шуми, шуми, Балтийский лед,    Make noise, make noise, Baltic ice, 
     неси помещиков обратно.    carry the landowners back. 
     Печален, Господи, их взлет,    Lord, their rise is sad,  
     паденье, кажется, печатно.    their fall, it seems, is printable. 
 
     Ох, каламбур. Календари    Oh, pun. The calendars 
     все липнут к сердцу понемногу,   keep sticking to the heart, little by little, 
     и смерть от родины вдали    and the death far away from homeland 
     приходит. Значит, слава Богу,    is coming. It means, that, thank god,  
 
     что ради выкрика в толпе    for the sake of a shriek in the crowd 
     минувших лет, минувшей страсти   of the passing years, of the passing passion, 
     умолкла песня о себе     the song about the self stopped 
     за треть столетия.     during the third of a century. 
            Но разве      But was it 
    о том заботились, любя,    what you cared about, loving, 
     о том пеклись вы, ненавидя?    worried about, hating? 
     О нет, вы помнили себя    Oh no, you remembered yourselves 
     и поздно поняли, что выйдет    and understood too late what would appear 
 
      на медальоне новых лет    on the medallion of new years 
     на фоне общего портрета,    on the background of the common portrait, 
     но звонких уст поныне нет    but the clear voices are still absent 
     на фотографиях столетья.    from the photos of the age.  
 
       И та свобода хороша,    And that freedom is good, 
     и той стесненности вы рады!    and you are glad about that tightness!  
     Смотри, как видела душа    Look, how the soul saw 
     одни великие утраты.     only the great losses.  
 
     Ну, вот и кончились года,    Well, those years ended, 
     затем и прожитые вами,    lived through by you 
     чтоб наши чувства иногда    so that we could name our feelings, sometimes, 
     мы звали вашими словами.    with your words. 
 
     Поэты пушкинской поры,    The poets of Pushkin’s epoch, 
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     любимцы горестной столицы,    the favorites of the sorrowful capital, 
     вот ваши светские дары,    here are your worldly gifts, 
     ребята мертвые, счастливцы.    dead guys, lucky men. 
 
     Вы уезжали за моря,     You went overseas, 
     вы забывали про дуэли,    you forgot about duels, 
     вы столько чувствовали зря,    you felt so much in vain, 
     что умирали, как умели.    that you died as you could.  
Brodsky’s interest in Baratynsky is frequently interpreted as the recognition of the metaphysical, 
reasonable constituent in poetry that became the characteristic feature of Brodsky’s own poetics. 
The 1961 poem reveals a strikingly Romantic discourse representing many themes and attitudes 
which the mature Brodsky will have chosen to delineate. Like the poem about Miguel Servetus, 
the text addresses the conflict between the creative individual and the state: the poets of 
Pushkin’s epoch are historically contextualized through the mentioning of the Decembrist 
insurrection in 1825 which became a gloomy turning point for the history of the country and for 
many friends from Pushkin’s circle. Many of them participated in the insurrection and were 
exiled afterwards, while the leaders of the insurrection were executed. In the poem, the poets are 
represented as sufferers whose lives are broken and who have to die far away from the 
homeland. The typicality of their opposition to the state is emphasized in the phrase, “Романы 
русские стандартны” (Russian standard novels and romances).  At the same time, the Soviet 
interpretation of history viewed the December insurrection largely positively; it was deemed to 
be one of the predecessors of the Great October revolution sharing the revolutionary romanticism 
of the latter. Brodsky’s poem ironically alludes to the favorable attitude of Soviet censorship to 
the Decembrists in the lines “Печален, Господи, их взлет, / паденье, кажется, печатно” (Lord, 
their rise is sad, / their fall, it seems, is printable).   
 The poets of Pushkin’s epoch, according to Brodsky, have their deeds, both poetical and 
political, rooted in passion described in the polar manifestations of love and hatred: “Но разве / 
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о том заботились любя, / о том пеклись вы ненавидя?” (But was it / what you cared about, 
loving / worried about, hating?). Brodsky’s vision of the golden age of Russian poetry is 
connected with the idea of the suffering Romantic self—“песня о себе” (the song about the self) 
and “о нет, вы помнили себя” (oh no, you remembered yourselves)—resolving in the 
expression of feeling. The lines “что ради выкрика в толпе / минувших лет, минувшей 
страсти” (for the sake of a shriek in the crowd / of the passing years, of the passing passion) can 
be seen as the poet’s interpretation of the Decembrists’ participation in the insurrection: it comes 
from the same source as poetry, i.e. passion, and ultimately takes their “song” away from them:  
“умолкла песня о себе” (the song about the self stopped), “но звонких уст поныне нет / на 
фотографиях столетья” (but the clear voices are still absent / from the photos of the age).   
 The declared mission of poetry is to give feelings names (“чтоб наши чувства иногда / 
мы звали вашими словами” (so that we could name our feelings, sometimes, / with your 
words), even though passions that give rise to poetry are excessive and dangerous (“вы столько 
чувствовали зря, / что умирали, как умели” (you felt so much in vain / that you died as you 
could).    
  The feelings of the exiled poets of the epoch of Russian Romanticism appealed to the 
young Brodsky, in 1961, before his own exile and persecution, and were rather inspired by the 
landscape and experience of his geological expeditions: the poem was written in Yakutsk. It also 
reflects the discovery of Baratynsky by the young Brodsky. He remembers in one of his 
interviews:  
Но вот в очередной экспедиции, на Дальний Восток, я прочел томик стихов Баратынского, 
поэта пушкиского круга, которого в каком-то смысле я ставлю выше Пушкина. И 
Баратынский так на меня подействовал, что я решил бросить все эти бессмысленные 
разъезды и попробовать писать всерьез. Так я и сделал: вернулся домой до срока и, 
насколько помнится, написал первые свои по-настоящему хорошие стихи.  
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(Kniga Interv’iu, 86) 
(But in one expedition, to the Far East, I read a book of poems by Baratynsky, a poet from 
Pushkin’s circle whom in a certain sense I put higher than Pushkin. And Baratynsky affected 
me so much that I decided to quit all these senseless trips and try to write poems seriously. 
That was what I did: I returned home ahead of schedule and, as far as I remember, wrote my 
first really good poems.)42  
 
In spite of Brodsky’s life-long interest in Baratynsky and the above mentioned story of his 
inspirational role, the dedication of this particular poem to him does not quite match Brodsky’s 
reception of the 19th-century poet as the main proponent of the Russian elegiac tradition and the 
poet of thought. Although Baratynsky did make friends with some of Pushkin’s friends and 
future Decembrists (Kukhelbeker, Delvig), his sympathies for the Decembrists’ ideas were 
fleeting and moderate: he never belonged to the secret societies, did not participate in the 
insurrection, and did not go through the suffering of exile to Siberia; Baratynsky died in Naples 
during a tourist’s trip around Europe. Nevertheless, the social and historical context 
predominates in the poem: Brodsky fits the poet whom he likes into the pattern of a Romantic 
poet and a liberal citizen, characteristic of the Decembrists. The reason for this, at least partially, 
lies in the Soviet criticism accompanying the volume Brodsky read: following the Soviet method 
of social-historical criticism, it was striving to represent Baratynsky in light of his relation, 
convergence, and divergence with the Decembrists (see Kupriianova).  
 Young Brodsky’s fascination with the passions and fates of the 19th-century rebellious 
poets shifts in 1982 to a clear mockery of Romanticism: 
 
О, девятнадцатый век! Тоска по востоку! Поза  Oh, nineteenth century! Oh, lure of the East! And oh, clifftop poses 
изгнанника на скале! И, как лейкоцит в крови,           of exiles! And, like leucocytes in the blood, 
луна в твореньях певцов, сгоравших от туберкулеза,  full moons in the words of bards burning with tuberculosis, 
                                                          
42  A similar story is told in Kniga Interv’iu 425.  
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писавших, что—от любви. (“Венецианские строфы” (1))   claiming it is with love.43 (Collected Poems 303) 
            
 Brodsky’s essays and teaching materials also demonstrate that his arts of poetics, by that 
time, took the direction of Eliot’s early proclamations that poetry must be an escape from 
emotions. 
Brodsky’s Essays and Teaching Materials on Emotions 
  We have already seen Rosette Lamont’s record of Brodsky’s lecture in which emotion 
was perceived as an undesirable quality. We must keep in mind this was the poet whose 
metaphysical approach, above the sarcastic one specifically, came from a self-prescribed 
necessity to avoid personal emotion: “Poems are celebrations of self-humiliation, not of self-
indulgence. But one must also remember that a sardonic man will come, and he will laugh at the 
poet’s grief. To exclude that possibility, the poet must write beyond personal grief. Nobody 
wants to be pitied… One has to write on the metaphysical level, that is beyond personal 
emotion” (564). Brodsky’s resistance to emotion in poetry is both resistance to Soviet poetic 
practices, which as Margo Rosen notes, “sometimes…border on the sentimental” (84) and the 
adaptation of Eliot’s interpretation of the literary canon disapproving excessive emotionality.  
Brodsky’s metapoetical comments on expressivity in Russian and American poetry reveal 
his strong preference for reserve. In my 2012 class of modern poetry, one of my students made a 
comment on Brodsky’s line from the well-known poem, “May 24, 1980,” “издавал все звуки 
помимо воя” (“uttered all sounds except for the howl”): they are interestingly juxtaposed to 
Allen Ginsberg’s “Howl.” Now, after reading Brodsky’s teaching materials, I believe the 1980 
                                                          
43 Translated by Jane Ann Miller and Brodsky.  
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poem alludes to the famous “Howl” quite consciously. Already in 1972, Brodsky said: 
“Mayakovsky, Neruda, they shouted their poems, and the poet must never shout … you are not 
free of this love of shouting, of howling poetry… Your San Franciscan poets have occupied the 
whole of the land. Terrible! And all these self-proclaimed bards” (Lamont 566).44 “The self-
proclaimed bards” of America, indeed, reminded him of those in the abandoned fatherland, with 
whom the American beat poets are frequently compared—the Soviet poets of the “sixtiers’” 
generation, Andrei Voznesensky and Evgenii Evtushenko.45  
Brodsky’s story of enchantment with Auden reveals that the encounter with the poetics of 
emotional reserve was seen as something going counter to the native poetic tradition: “its 
mixture of negative extension and common sense. Having being brought up on an essentially 
emphatic and self-asserting diet of Russian verse, I was quick to register this recipe whose main 
component was self-restraint” (Less 360). 
Brodsky’s “positive” literary canon, in its core, is identical to Eliot’s: Donne, Marvel, 
other Metaphysical poets, Dante, Greek and Latin classics. It has been frequently noted, that 
Brodsky’s familiarity with the English Metaphysical poets itself is part of Eliot’s reintroduction 
of attention to 17th-century English poetry in the 20th century. Brodsky’s use of metaphysical 
poetics, wit, conceits, and scientific metaphors have been substantially explored46 and I will not 
dwell on them, but it is worth noting that Brodsky’s attention to Russian pre-Pushkin poets 
demonstrates that he was also in search of the baroque alternative to Romantic poetics in his 
                                                          
44  Akhmatova’s mentioning of howling in “Requiem” also comes to mind as the epitome of the poetic expression of 
the oppressed voicing the oppression (Буду я, как стрелецкие женки, / Под кремлевскими башнями выть” (I will 
be, like the streltsy’s’ wives, / howling under the Kremlin towers). 
45 See Lauridsen, Inger. The Poetry of the Beat Generation and the Russian New Wave: A Comparison. PhD Diss. 
46 See Shaitanov; Bethea; Nesterov. 
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native tradition.  Interest in Eastern philosophy, with its focus on the elimination of the 
subjective and personal desires, is also something that unites Brodsky, Eliot, and Babbitt.  
“Felt thought,” dryness of tone, objectivity are the notions and positive criteria used in 
Brodsky’s criticism in his essays on Cavafy, Auden, and Montale that come from Eliot’s critical 
lexicon. In the essay on Auden’s “September 1, 1939,” Brodsky discusses Auden’s objective and 
dispassionate discourse, inevitably associating him with the initiator of impersonality in poetry:    
what he tries to demonstrate here is his capacity for objective, dispassionate discourse. 
“Accurate scholarship” is evoked here to dispel any possibility of a romantic, poetic shadow 
supposedly cast by the first stanza’s diction over the ethical argument in progress. This 
pressure for objectivity, dryness of tone, etc. has been both the curse and the blessing of 
modern poetry. It choked quite a lot of throats; Mr. Eliot’s would be one, although the same 
force made him a superb critic. What’s good about Auden, among other things, is that he 
proves to be capable of manipulating this pressure to suit his lyrical ends.  (Less 319)  
We can see that, for Brodsky, the position of oscillation between the lyrical and the 
impersonal is preferred. The impersonal element and appreciation of emotional non-involvement 
was developed under the influence of Eliot’s theory of depersonalization.   
  Brodsky’s teaching assignments found in his archives in the Beinecke library (they bear 
the stamp of March 25, 1987) represent an excellent poetic manifesto of the type, “How to make 
poems,” which is nowhere else to be found in Brodsky’s writings. In his assignments, Brodsky 
gives particular genres, themes and points of view for the poems to be composed by students: 
write a poem about an inanimate object, about an event, about a stranger, a walk, etc. All the 
further instructions teach how to write in an alienated manner and avoid being emotionally 
involved. He recommends, “your tone here should not be very animated or energetic. Better 
display a flabby muscle, better be objective,” “avoid being directly anthropomorphic,” “keep 
your distance from what you observe,” “even if you are describing something you participated 
in, try to stay objective, keep your feelings to yourself. That is: let the words do the emotive job: 
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don’t interfere with your own evaluations,” “try to keep enthusiasm out of it,” “avoid sounding 
either apocalyptic or sardonic; try come off sober or even severe,” “try to be soulless as it were. 
Try to depict [sic!] world not through a prism but through a surface.”47  Basically, the only type 
of poem which Professor Brodsky permits to be emotional is the elegy. On the second page in 
the archival folder, there are handwritten notes containing, evidently, recommended criticism. 
On the bottom on the right margin, indeed, we find “critical essays by T. S. Eliot.” 
A New Lyric Subject: Young Poets and Aging Bodies 
Young Brodsky’s focus on feeling that can be found in many of his frequently sentimental early 
poems starts to disappear in the mid-1960s. The transition begins with an abrupt change in the 
representation of the lyric subject, who from a “boy” in such poems as “Стансы” (“Strophes,”, 
1962), “Письма к стене” (“Letters to the Wall”) almost immediately turns into an aged, balding 
character losing sight and ear in 1964 (for example, “Чаша со змейкой” (“A Bowl with a Little 
Snake,” 1964), “Северная почта” (“Northern Mail,” 1964), “Новые стансы к Августе” (“New 
Stanzas to Augusta,” 1964)).   
  In modernism, as David Rosen notes, this type of poetic persona was started by “Eliot’s 
strenuous insistence on his maturity, the poet disallowing any developmental or historical 
understanding of self and so needing simply to assert with sustained vehemence his own 
adultness and knowledge. Thus, the next generation of modernists. Auden and his critic—the 
culmination of this phenomenon—hopelessly worn at seventeen” (487).48  Benjamen Hagen, 
following Edward Said, also writes that “though historical and critical accounts of literary 
                                                          
47 Notice the metaphor found in the poem “To One Poetess” analyzed above. 
48 The author takes the catchy phrase from Nabokov’s Lolita, “hopelessly worn at seventeen,” as an epigraph to his 
article as well. 
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modernism often underscore its youthful proclamations of aesthetic and/or political revolution, 
the trope of aging nevertheless figures prominently in the work of many of its key authors” 
(391). Eliot is deemed to be the initiator and most prominent introducer of aging in Anglo-
American modernism: “old age cuts across the work of Eliot’s youth and mid-life” (ibid. 392).  
 Like Eliot, Brodsky turns away from the romantic glorification of innocence and 
simplicity and uses an aging and non-heroic outsider as his lyric subject. Some of the features 
Brodsky mentions while discussing Auden originate in Anglo-American modernism, and in 
Eliot. For example, Brodsky connects the anti-heroic poet with maturity, and the trivial 
understanding of poetry in society with immaturity: Auden “dehydrated his verse of any sort of 
deception, be it a rhetorician’s or a bardic one… for in every one of us sits that red-pimpled 
youth thirsting for the incoherence of elevation” (Less 380). And our species, according to 
Brodsky, is clinging to immaturity “not because such a choice reflects its demographic makeup 
or because of poets’ own ‘romantic’ habit of dying young, but because of the species’ innate 
unwillingness to think about old age, let alone its consequences” (ibid.). Brodsky echoes Eliot’s 
moral statement in “Whispers of Immortality,” where the bodily and sexual, but spiritless 
Grishkin, the emblem of modernity, is juxtaposed to the metaphysical sensibility of Donne and 
Webster.49  
Eliot’s approach to emotion as an entity that does not have to be subjective and does not 
have to be separated from the intellectual and analytical, started with a new character in poetry—
aging, non-heroic, estranged and superfluous characters, the subjects of “The Love Song of J. 
Alfred Prufrock” and “Gerontion.” Brodsky followed Eliot’s path: his reconceptualization of 
                                                          
49 The phrase from the poem, “pneumatic bliss,” is quoted in Brodsky’s essay “Less Than One.” 
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subjectivity in poetry was also started with the introduction of the figure of an old man congruent 
to impassibility, tiredness, and over-analysis that work well together as the antithesis to romantic 
poetry’s elevation and the young enthusiasm of the sixtiers. 
One of the earliest poems where the old speaker makes an appearance is “Отрывок” (“A 
Fragment,” 1964), with the self-characterization of the lyric subject as an old man directly 
connected with an ultimate position of alienation: 
                Sad man jokes his own way  
     Я не философ. Нет, я не солгу.   I am not a philosopher. No, I won’t lie. 
     Я старый человек, а не философ,  I am an old man, but not a philosopher,  
      хотя я отмахнуться не могу   although I cannot wave away 
     от некоторых бешеных вопросов.  some wild questions.  
     Я грустный человек, и я шучу   I am a sad man, and I joke 
     по-своему, отчасти уподобясь   in my own way, partly becoming like  
     замку. А уподобиться ключу   a lock. And becoming like a key 
     не позволяет лысина и совесть.  is not allowed by my bald spot and conscience.  
     Пусть те правдоискатели, что тут  Let those searchers of the truth, who here 
     не в силах удержаться от зевоты,  cannot  stop themselves from yawning 
     себе по попугаю заведут,   get themselves parrots, 
     и те цедить им будут анекдоты.  and those will be telling them jokes. 
     Вот так же, как в прогулке нагишом,  So, just like in going for a walk naked, 
     вот так—и это, знаете, без смеха—  this way—and, you know, without laughing— 
     есть что-то первобытное в большом  there is something primitive in a big 
     веселии от собственного эха.   merriness from one’s own echo.  
     Серьезность, к сожалению, не плюс.  Seriousness, unfortunately, is not a plus. 
     Но тем, что я презрительно отплюнусь, But, by spitting away with contempt, 
     я только докажу, что не стремлюсь  I will only prove that I am not striving 
     назад, в глубокомысленную юность.  to go back into my thoughtful youth. 
     Так зрелище, приятное для глаз,  Thus a spectacle, pleasant to the eyes, 
     башмак заносит в мерзостную жижу.  is carried into the foul slush with a boot. 
     Хоть пользу диалектики как раз  Although I see the use of dialectic, by the way, 
     в удобстве ретроспекции я вижу.  in the convenience of retrospection.  
 
     Я не гожусь ни в дети, ни в отцы.  I fit neither among children, nor fathers. 
     Я не имею родственницы, брата.  I do not have a female relative or a brother. 
     Соединять начала и концы   Joining beginnings and ends 
     занятие скорей для акробата.   is an occupation more suitable for an acrobat. 
     Я где-то в промежутке или вне.  I am somewhere in between or outside. 
     Однако я стараюсь, ради шутки,  But I try, for the sake of joke, 
     в действительности стоя в стороне,  in reality standing on the side, 




The poem starts with the claim of the speaker being not a philosopher, but an old man, and the 
self-analysis follows. As Loseff notes, the shaking off the label of philosopher is parallel to the 
speaker’s desire not to belong to any system: he would prefer to be likened to a lock, not 
permitting any intrusion, and opposing the enthusiastic searching for truth. This dichotomy 
resembles the one we observed above in the poem “To One Poetess.” The rejection is in tune 
with the claim of a younger Eliot that a poet must not be a philosopher.50   
 The poem “I am not a philosopher” advocates irony, even dialectic, as an antidote to 
being profound (philosophical), which is connected with thoughtful youth (“глубокомысленная 
юность”). Sadness in this paradoxical combination serves as a mark of opposition to the joyful 
exhuberance preferred by public or other poets: “Вот так же, как в прогулке нагишом, / … 
есть что-то первобытное в большом / веселии от собственного эха” (So, just like in going 
for a walk naked. / … there is something primitive in a big / merriness from your own echo).  
 The last stanza of the poem contains a claim immediately referring to late Eliot: the lines 
“Соединять начала и концы / занятие скорей для акробата” (joining beginnings and ends / is 
an occupation more suitable for an acrobat) argue with Eliot’s famous lines from Four Quartets, 
“In my beginning is my end” and “In my end is my beginning,” a poem with which Brodsky was 
polemicizing throughout his life.51 Brodsky, of course, knew the poem and these lines by 1964, 
since he tried to translate Four Quartets and was familiar with Akhmatova’s Poem Without a 
Hero where it was used as an epigraph. Eliot’s joining of the beginning and the end belongs to a 
                                                          
50 Later Eliot changed his point of view to the opposite.  
51 Andrei Ranchin tracks the intertextual link of the poem to Vladislav Khodasevich’s “Памятник” (“A 
Monument”). According to Ranchin, Brodsky’s lines are polemical: “Во мне конец, во мне начало, / мной 
совершенное так мало! / Но все же прочное звено: / мне это счастие дано” (In me there is a beginning, in me 
there is an end / what’s being completed by me is so small! / But still it’s a solid link: / this happiness is given to me) 
(373-374). A bite at Eliot is even more likely to appear in the context of Brodsky’s consistently and expressly 
polemical attitude to Four Quartets. 
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poem written in his late period, when the poet changed his views on poetry and philosophy: now, 
a true poet for him should possess a certain philosophical vision, as in the case of Dante. Eliot’s 
poem itself is a search for the transcendental, the overcoming of the transience of the present and 
history that are promised in the Christian philosophy of redemption.  The leitmotif of the poet-
prophet aiming at temporal transcendence, an inheritance from Romanticism, is promptlly 
rejected by Brodsky who did not tolerate the religious and traditional element in the works of the 
converted Eliot.  
  Brodsky, in the poem, cleaves to the early Eliot. His announcement in the second line, “I 
am an old man,” is reminiscent of Gerontion’s statement in the first line of Eliot’ poem, “Here I 
am, an old man in a dry month.” Eliot’s old character inexpressively manifests non-heroic and 
alienated sensibility; the story of “Gerontion” is the story of non-doing things: 
I was neither at the hot gates 
Nor fought in the warm rain 
Nor knee deep in the salt marsh, heaving a cutlass,  
Bitten by flies, fought.  
 
Further in Eliot’s poem, heroism is directly condemned: “Unnatural vices / are fathered by our 
heroism.” Gerontion is also not the “owner” of his life which is emphasized by the description of 
his dwelling as rented throughout the poem—something Brodsky’s English-language poem 
“Blues” echoes.  
  Unlike Gerontion, Brodsky’s lyric “I” is full of vigor and lively contempt, so this is an 
alienation of a very different, even affirmative, kind. But already in this early poem, the 
discourse of the old speaker infuses estrangement and irony in its message, if not in its poetics. 
Brodsky’s poem “1972,” written in 1972, will almost quote “Gerontion” in its development of 
the poetics of the old.  Gerontion lost the ability to feel emotions and also his senses of 
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perception: “I have lost my sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch.” The same is envisioned by the 
speaker in “1972”: “здесь и скончаю я дни, теряя / волосы, зубы, глаголы, суффиксы” (here 
I will end my days losing / hair, teeth, verbs, suffixes).  
 
 
“1972”52 and “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” 
 
  Brodsky’s poem “1972,” his post-immigration manifesto of new poetics, has a similar 
agenda to Eliot’s classic poem launching new Modernist sensibility in Anglo-American poetry. 
The depersonalization sieve that Eliot uses in “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” is akin to 
Brodsky’s trajectory in his own poem. It was associated with the Eliotic theme of senility by 
Brodsky’s Western readers: Masha Vorobiova’s interlinear translation of “1972,” for example, 
renders the repeating “старение” initially as “gerontion” (Brodsky Papers, Box 55, Folder 977). 
 “Prufrock” was one of Eliot’s poems that Brodsky liked, as he revealed in the interview 
to David Bethea (Kniga interv’iu 592). Characteristically, Brodsky wasn’t struck by the puzzling 
simile of the evening sky and a patient etherized upon the table in the first lines of “Prufrock,” 
mesmerizing for many Anglophone readers. According to Brodsky, Pushkin did it better in 
Eugene Onegin, in lines “Нева металась, как больной, / в своей постели беспокойной” (The 
Neva was tossing, like a patient, / in its restless bed) (ibid.). The new and interesting element, for 
Brodsky, lay somewhere else.  
                                                          
52 “1972” is lengthy, so I do not quote it here in full. Its translation can be addressed, for the general idea, in 
Brodsky’s Collected Poems. I give my literal translations of the quotes from the Russian original in parenthesis.  
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Eliot’s “Prufrock” introduced a new type of poetic persona—non-heroic, non-emotional, 
and non-young. The subject of “Prufrock” is fixed on his aging, the weakness of the body, and 
unattractiveness to women. Eliot started writing “Prufrock” in 1910, when he was 23, and he was 
27 when he published the poem. The old age of the speaker did not correspond to the age 
experience of the author unlike, for example, W. B. Yeats’ late poems speculating about old 
age.53 Eliot’s poem arrives at the central theme of old age, bypassing the theme of love 
announced in the title, a romantic theme that suggests very different properties from the genre at 
work here.  
 Brodsky finalizes “1972” when he is 32, but it is known that he started the poem earlier.  
He titles “1972” for the year when he was forced to emigrate and when the poem was written 
(Losev, vol. 1, 576). It addresses a biographical fact that also has been a persistent theme of 
romantic poetry—exile. But the poetic text, ostensibly dedicated to exile, turns out to be a 
detailed discussion of the aging body. While this theme has been interpreted by critics as a 
metaphysical rendering of exile—old age as an expulsion from youth and, eventually, life—the 
representation of the speaking subject as an aging person is also a specific, “lowering” device 
used by both Eliot and Brodsky to deconstruct the discourse of Romantic elevation on the themes 
of love and exile.54  
Eliot and Brodsky use the aging speaker in several poems, but “1972” and “The Love 
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” are especially representative. Both poems include the realization of 
the approaching end of life, old age, tiredness, and self-disappearance: Eliot’s poem is finalized 
                                                          
53 Eliot himself claimed that Prufrock was partly a man of about forty, partly himself (Mayer 183). 
54 Brodsky’s concern with mitigating the romantic effect of exile is further underscored by his mention of the 
problem in his essay about Auden’s “September 1, 1939”: “Hence this exhaling feeling in “exiled”—which he could 
apply to his own physical situation as well, but only in a minor key, for this adjective is loaded with a possibility of 
self-aggrandizement” (Less 328). 
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with the ambiguous motif of drowning, Brodsky incorporates more overt pondering about 
suicide as an option—“Но не ищу себе перекладины / совестно браться за труд господень” 
(But I’m not looking for a crossbeam for myself / it’s a shame to take up the Lord’s labor). The 
posture of an old speaking subject allows both poets to treat their past in the poem as an alienated 
part of their life. In Eliot’s poem, Prufrock’s past is the source of tiredness and boredom (“I have 
known them all already”), later Brodsky will also use this tone frequently, as, for example, in “A 
Footnote to the Weather Forecasts.”In “1972,” the past is the part of life that is gone forever: 
“отрезана / лучшая часть” (the best part is cut off). Despite this difference, the old mask 
provides both speakers with the dispassionate, inactive attitude to selfhood.   
Both poems transfer the discourse about the “I” into discourse about the body: the trope 
of bodily synecdoche becomes one of the ways to represent and perceive the self in an alienated 
way, a recurring motif in modernist poetry. Kirsten Painter, in her detailed exploration of poetic 
tendencies in Russian, German, English, and American modernism, compares “The Love Song 
of J. Alfred Prufrock” and Akhmatova’s poems and finds that both poets borrow novelistic 
techniques and use “parts of the body to express the speaker’s alienation from both himself and 
society” (157):  “just as the speaker of Akhmatova’s poems objectifies her braid and her hands, 
creating an ironic distance between herself and her emotional experience, so does Eliot’s speaker 
objectify his head and arms, observing himself as if from a mocking distance” (ibid. 158).  
Painter’s observation is true, but only in very general terms. Akhmatova’s writing of the 
body does follow a novelistic path in self-representation, but it does not represent the body itself 
as betraying and destroying the integrity of the inner world of the speaker in the same way as 
Eliot does in “Prufrock”: the fact that the body in Akhmatova’s poem belongs to a young and 
attractive woman puts it in a very different network of associations, not even free from self-
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admiration; her heroine, in most cases, has control of her body. For example, mistaking the left 
glove for the right one in the famous poem, “Песня последней встречи” (“The Song of the Last 
Encounter”) is an easily corrected mistake.  
The aging body of Prufrock more effectively serves the purpose of dehumanizing the self.  
Prufrock is not in possession of his body that brings him to the edge of self-disappearance. He 
does not know what to do with his body: it is always constructed by the other and acted upon by 
the other, for example:  
With a bald spot in the middle of my hair— 
[They will say: “How his hair is growing thin!”] 
My morning coat, my collar mounting to the chin,  
My necktie rich and modest, but asserted by a simple pin— 
[They will say: “But how his arms and legs are thin!”]  (The Complete Poems 4) 
 
In “1972,” a 32-year-old Brodsky uses the discourse of the aging body naturalistically: 
heart, ribs, throat, blood, and legs work together to constitute the core imagery of the poem. The 
signs of aging and immanent death are perceived: “Крови медленное струение” (the slow 
streaming of blood), “некогда стройное ног строение” (once slender structure of legs), “силы 
из мышц у меня украдены” (the strength from my muscles is stolen). More broadly, this is a 
contrast to Whitman whose lyric subject informs the reader in “The Song of Myself,” “I, now 
thirty-seven years old in perfect health:” Thirty-two is not necessarily the poetic moment where 
aging and decline has to start.  
The aging body in Brodsky’s poem, similarly to “Prufrock,” projects the view of the self 
with the eyes of the other: the image of the girl that protects her blouse like a beast, someone 
with a spade, of those who will take your body out are not so intense as Prufrock’s self-conscious 
paranoia, but they still bring out a similar effect of self-objectification.  
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Brodsky’s “1972” is at the same time a manifesto of a new poetics: “Вот оно то, о чем я 
глаголаю, / о превращениии тела в голую / вещь” (This is what I’ve been talking about, / 
about the transformation of the body / into the naked / thing). The statement performs an 
important function, an analytical injection into the treatment of the theme. Eliot’s theme of old 
age in “Prufrock” is still very palpably connected to the decadent sensibility.55 Brodsky’s 
ironically cheerful tone and serious self-commentary takes it further away from the aesthetisation 
of decay: the speaker exposes the device of bodily objectification as an attempt to mute the 
feeling. Even though he states, “Коли ж / переборщит—возоплю: нелепица / сдерживать 
чувства. Покамест—терпится” (If it / gets too much / I will yell: / it’s nonsense to hold your 
feelings./ So far, I can handle it”), this is a statement of a stoic. The text keeps proving that the 
poem, quite contrary to the howl, is silence—“первый крик молчания” (the first shriek of 
silence).   
The body as a thing is a body deprived of its traditional counterpart, soul—an ultimate 
device of depersonalization. Body as an alienated, “thingish” view of the self, characteristic of 
modernist poetics and art, is discussed by Brodsky in one of his essays, “Flight from 
Byzantium”: 
 … among the teeming ruins, an individual catches himself gazing in terror and alienation at 
his own hand or protractive organ, not in Wittgensteinian fashion but possessed, rather, by a 
sensation that these things don’t belong to him at all, that they are but components of some do-
it-yourself toy set: details, shards in a kaleidoscope through which it is not the cause that peers 
at the effect but blind chance squinting at the daylight. (Less 426) 
 
In this sensibility, the body serves as a proof of the fragmented nature of the self and its 
groundedness in the uncontrollable.  
 
                                                          
55 On the roots of Eliot’s body imagery in Decadence see, for example, Laity. 
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 The pathos of dehumanization is sustained by both speakers when they compare the self 
with non-human forms. Prufrock says: “I should have been a pair of ragged claws / Scuttling 
across the floors of silent seas.” For Eliot’s character, to exist and be a person is just too hard: 
hence he thinks about being a crab deep down in the sea, where the encounter with the human 
form of life is improbable. Brodsky, in some other poems, plays with the comparison of the self 
with the crab too. For example, the Prufrockian trace can be found in the reference to old age and 
crab-ness in the poem “Прилив” (“The Tide,” 1981): “Повернись к стене и промолви: "я 
сплю, я сплю". / Одеяло серого цвета, и сам ты стар. … и в исподнем запутавшись, где 
ералаш, где гладь, / шевелясь, разбираешь, как донный краб” (Turn to the wall and mutter: “I 
am sleeping, I am sleeping.” / The blanket is of grey color, and you are old yourself … and 
getting caught up in your underwear, / you are figuring out where the muddle and where the 
smooth is, / moving like a bottom crab).  In “1972,” Brodsky’s speaker attempts to get rid of the 
hardship of being a human through the rhetorical call for turning into a thing that does not feel. 
Alienation from the self is accompanied by existential fear in both poems. Brodsky’s 
glorification of dehumanization is directly explained by the desire to arrest horror: “у вещицы 
чувство ужаса не обнаружится” (the thing will not express the feeling of horror). The feeling 
of fear is common for Prufrock and Brodsky’s speaker: “In short, I was afraid,” says Prufrock; 
“Боязно. То-то и есть, что боязно” (I am afraid. That’s the thing, I’m afraid), comments the 
speaker of “1972.” 
However, there is a principal difference, always present in Brodsky’s dialogue with Eliot, 
between the finales in these two poems: Eliot’s poetic world is deprived of the belief in the 
power of poetry as redemption. Fear is something Brodsky advised his vis-à-vis to get rid of 
from early on, since “Verses on the Death of Eliot”: “Томас Стерн, не бойся коз!” (Thomas 
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Stearns, don’t be afraid of goats!) alludes to the coughing goats in “Gerontion” and is followed 
by the variation of Horace’s “Monument” specifying that a poet will be saved through poetry.56 
While “Prufrock” ends in the motif of drowning, Brodsky’s lyric subject is marching and beating 
the drum, while requiring attraction and potency as mention of the naked couple at the end 
reveals. Prufrock, on the contrary, must remain frustrated by the feminine.  
The poem “1972,” like many poems I have discussed, shows kinship with Eliot’s poetics as 
a manifesto, but nevertheless, it maintains a highly personal voice and keeps the lyric “I” with 
the recognizable biographical features of the poet.  In much of Brodsky’s later poetry, the 
broader mechanisms of poetics itself embody the features that allow him to write impersonally 
and “objectively.” Alluding to Roland Barthes’s conception of the death of the author, we can 
summarize this path in the following way: in poetry, before dying, the author had to get old. 
 
Part IV. Turn to the Objective: Style and Poetics 
The Age of Eliot was characterized by a shift toward objectivity in poetry. Born out of 
his dissatisfaction with the romantic emphasis on the subjective, gravitation toward the objective 
was for Eliot a necessary innovation. This tendency was not unique to Eliot’s poetry: his 
proximity to imagism lies first of all in the rhetoric of writing an object, which has been 
frequently noted by scholars;57it was Eliot, however, who coined the term “an objective 
correlative” that turned into a cliché and entered most encyclopedias of poetics and literary 
                                                          
56 Brodsky felt the emphasis of fear in Eliot very precisely. Altieri demonstrates that in Eliot’s poetry fear is a 
special theme where the subjective comes through the largely impersonal.  
57 “Eliot’s attitude towards the objects of poetry is similar to that of the imagists” (Austin 19); “Eliot’s valorization 
of sight owes a lot to this new philosophical conscientiousness about doing justice to the object, and it stands up well 
in the light of the phenomenologists’ obsession with the ideally unmediated. This is no less an obsession in other 
modernist poets…” (Ross 23). 
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terms. His idea to introduce an objective correlative to the emotional state rather than the 
description of emotion itself, introduced in the essay about Shakespeare’s play Hamlet, has been 
broadly understood as an emphasis on objectivity in poetry. This is not without reason, since 
Eliot’s poetics, indeed, represent a version of writing objectively.   
The term “objective correlative” has been applied to Brodsky’s poetics by some scholars 
(see Losev; Sukhanov); but their discussions of this correspondence do not go beyond the 
impressions Brodsky’s poetry gives. I find it important to point out the specific features of 
poetics, common for Brodsky and Eliot, that create the effect of impersonality. 
The Poetics of Observation 
Eliot’s first book of poems published in 1917 was called Prufrock and Other Observations. 
Observation as a genre of poetry implies an emphasis on objectivity, a scientific type of 
discourse and visuality. From the philosophical point of view, observation was for Eliot an 
important cognitive condition linked to the problem of objectivity/subjectivity discussed in his 
Harvard dissertation on the British idealist philosopher F. H. Bradley: “Yet we persist in 
believing that about feelings there is something private, that we cannot ‘know’ them from the 
outside; although we are compelled to admit that often an observer understands a feeling better 
than does the person who experiences it” (Knowledge 24). 
 Brodsky’s interest in the poetics of observation and its connection to Eliot can be found 
in many examples. In 1975-1976, he alludes to the title of Eliot’s book of poems from the cycle 
“A Part of Speech”: “this is a list of observations” (“Это—ряд наблюдений”). In the poem, 
“Квинтет” (“Quintet,” 1977), while alluding to Eliot’s poem, Four Quartets, Brodsky meta-
poetically defines his works as “the notes of a naturalist” (“это—записки натуралиста”). For 
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Brodsky, observation as an aesthetic approach was of significant interest, just as his essay, 
“Flight from Byzantium,” testifies:  
Bearing in mind that every observation suffers from the observer’s personal traits—that is, it too 
often reflects his psychological state rather than that of the reality under observation—I suggest 
that what follows be treated with a due measure of skepticism, if not with total disbelief. The only 
thing the observer may claim by way of justification is that he, too, possesses a modicum of 
reality, inferior in extent, perhaps, but conceding nothing in quality to the object under scrutiny. A 
semblance of objectivity might be achieved, no doubt, by way of complete self-awareness at the 
moment of observation. (Less 393) 
 
Brodsky’s favorite poet, W. H. Auden, is admired by him as “a man of terrific lyrical gifts, who 
disguised himself as an observer of public mores,” which according to Brodsky, “had to do less 
with matters of style and tradition than with the personal humility…” (Less 364).  
What unites Brodsky more with Eliot than Auden, however, is the poets’ similar 
tendency toward a poetics of observation, while simultaneously avoiding rhetoric and an overt 
attention to the political and the public themes.  
Eliot’s posture of the poet playing a scientist, the dispassionate observer, is sustained by 
Brodsky who by the mid-1970s develops similar poetic techniques for writing objectivity—
something that became an innovation in Russian poetry which had been prone to open lyricism 
before Brodsky.    
 
Eliot’s and Brodsky’s Techniques of Depersonalization 
I will demonstrate Eliot’s and Brodsky’s common poetic techniques through the example of 
Eliot’s poem “Preludes” (1910-1911) and Brodsky’s poem “У океана, при свете свечи” (“Near 
the ocean, by candlelight,” from the cycle of poems “A Part of Speech,” 1975-1976). “Preludes,” 
according to Charles Altieri, is Eliot’s next step for dealing with emotions after Prufrock, who 
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represented a unified speaker and could be given “dramatic license.” “Preludes” reaches for 
depersonalization not through the dramatic but through the objective. I quote the poem below: 
I  
The winter evening settles down  
With smell of steaks in passageways.  
Six o’clock.  
The burnt-out ends of smoky days.  
And now a gusty shower wraps  
The grimy scraps  
Of withered leaves about your feet  
And newspapers from vacant lots;  
The showers beat  
On broken blinds and chimney-pots,  
And at the corner of the street  
A lonely cab-horse steams and stamps.  
And then the lighting of the lamps.  
 
II  
The morning comes to consciousness  
Of faint stale smells of beer  
From the sawdust-trampled street  
With all its muddy feet that press  
 To early coffee-stands. 
With the other masquerades 
That time resumes, 
One thinks of all the hands 
That are raising dingy shades 
In a thousand furnished rooms. 
 
III 
You tossed a blanket from the bed, 
You lay upon your back, and waited; 
You dozed, and watched the night revealing 
The thousand sordid images 
Of which your soul was constituted; 
They flickered against the ceiling. 
And when all the world came back 
And the light crept up between the shutters 
And you heard the sparrows in the gutters, 
You had such a vision of the street 
As the street hardly understands; 
Sitting along the bed’s edge, where 
You curled the papers from your hair, 
Or clasped the yellow soles of feet 
In the palms of both soiled hands. 
 
IV 
His soul stretched tight across the skies 
That fade behind a city block, 
Or trampled by insistent feet 
At four and five and six o’clock; 
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And short square fingers stuffing pipes, 
And evening newspapers, and eyes 
Assured of certain certainties, 
The conscience of a blackened street 
Impatient to assume the world. 
 
I am moved by fancies that are curled 
Around these images, and cling: 
The notion of some infinitely gentle 
Infinitely suffering thing. 
 
Wipe your hand across your mouth, and laugh; 
The worlds revolve like ancient women 
               Gathering fuel in vacant lots. (The Complete Poems 12-13) 
 
Brodsky’s cycle, “A Part of Speech”, is the culmination of his mature poetics. The analysis of 
the poem from the cycle is particularly illuminating for the study of comparative poetics, since 
there are two versions of its translation into English and it is possible to track which English 
models would correspond for Brodsky to his Russian original. The first was done by Daniel 
Weissbort and published in Poetry (March 1978); later, the translation was revised by the author 
and published in New York Review of Books (December 20, 1979) and in Brodsky’s Collected 
Poems in English.  
 Daniel Weissbort, who wrote a book about his experience on working with Brodsky as a 
translator, finds Brodsky’s variant of the poem’s translation superior to his own: “his version is 
firmer, more businesslike, more confident. It is brisk, as befits a catalogue, whereas mine is 
almost dreamy, sentimental or romantic. The tone is wrong” (231).  
Comparing these two translations allows us to see how Brodsky was trying to 
“deromantisize” Weissbort’s translation when he very significantly revised it. Below the Russian 
original and my interlinear translation come first; Weissbort’s translation and Brodsky’s 




Около океана, при свете свечи; вокруг   Near the ocean, in the light of the candle; around, 
поле, заросшее клевером, щавелем и люцерной.  a field full of clover, sorrel, and lucerne. 
Ввечеру у тела, точно у Шивы, рук,   In the evening the body has as many hands as Shiva, 
дотянуться желающих до бесценной.   trying to reach for the beloved.  
Упадая в траву, сова настигает мышь,   Dropping into the grass, an owl catches the mouse, 
беспричинно поскрипывают стропила.   for no reason the roof timber is squeaking. 
В деревянном городе крепче спишь,   In a wooden town you sleep better, 
потому что снится уже только то, что было.                           because you dream only of what happened. 
Пахнет свежей рыбой, к стене прилип                  It smells of fresh fish, to the wall  
профиль стула, тонкая марля вяло  a profile of the chair got stuck, a thin cheesecloth is limply   
шевелится в окне; и луна поправляет лучом прилив, moving in the window; and the moon fixes the tide with the 
 help of its ray, 
как сползающее одеяло.     like a slipping blanket,. 
1975       (interlinear translation) 
 
“Near the ocean,” by candlelight, all around—  Near the ocean, by candlelight. Scattered farms, 
a field, lush with clover, sorrel and alfalfa.   fields overrun with sorrel, lucerne, and clover.  
In the evening, like Siva, the body grows arms  Towards nightfall, the body, like Shiva, grows extra arms 
that yearn to reach out and touch the beloved.   reaching out yearningly to a lover.  
An owl drops into the grass, onto a mouse,   A mouse rustles through grass. An owl drops down. 
and rafters creak for no reason,    Suddenly creaking rafters expand a second. 
in a wooden city you sleep more sound,   One sleeps more soundly in a wooden town, 
because these days dreams contain only what has happened.    since you dream these days only of things that happened. 
There’s smell of fresh fish. The silhouette   There’s a smell of fresh fish. An armchair’s profile 
of a chair is sticking to the wall.     is glued to the wall. The gauze is too limp to bulk at 
Limp gauze stirs in the window, and in the bay the moon’s beam /the slightest breeze. And a ray of the moon, meanwhile, 
pulls up the tide, like a blanket that has slipped.   draws up the tide like a slipping blanket.  
 Translated by Daniel Weissbort              Translated by Daniel Weissbort and Joseph Brodsky 
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Both “Preludes” and “Near the Ocean…” address the situation of waking at night. This 
recalls the long tradition of “night poems” in English and Russian poetry. Romantic poets in 
particular found that night, providing time for loneliness and meditation away from the hassle of 
the day-to-day, was a very suitable setting for concentrating on lyrical feeling.58 For Eliot and 
Brodsky, night as a setting is interesting due to the opportunity to write the self, undergoing the 
condition of natural depersonalization, mental and emotional inactivity, and being overcome by 
the power of sleep. In these poems, modulations in expressing subjectivity correspond to the 
activity/inactivity of the lyric subject’s consciousness: it momentarily goes to the forefront only 
when dreaming and memories appear, but steps back in the end.  This is a modernist 
interpretation of a night poem led by a drive for depersonalization: both Brodsky and Eliot avoid 
directly addressing the lyric subject or the feeling and instead stuff their poems with “objective 
correlatives” which provide the means for Eliotic lyrical observation.  I distinguish the following 
features of what I call the poetics of observation:   
1) Poetry without “I” and the Indirect Expression of Subjectivity  
Linguistics sees the first-person pronoun as the main element responsible for the 
subjectification of discourse. According to Emile Benveniste, “it is by identifying himself as a 
unique person pronouncing I that each speaker sets himself up in turn as the ‘subject’” (220).   
The first logical step in trying to achieve impersonality is to avoid the first-person singular 
pronoun. Brodsky was conscious of this as a device. The essay “To Please a Shadow” comments 
on the use of “I”: “As I write these notes, I notice the first-person singular popping its ugly head 
up with alarming frequency” (Less 365). The desire to fence off from the self, declared in a 1966 
                                                          
58 See the discussion of night poems and night elegies as a specific genre in Kozlov. 
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poem (“Сумев отгородиться от людей, / я от себя хочу отгородиться” ((Being able to fence 
off myself from people, / I want to fence off myself from self)) becomes stylistically developed 
in the mid-1970s.  
In “Preludes,” Eliot uses the personal pronoun “I” only in the last section of the poem. 
The other parts, as Altieri points out, have “a progression towards the human” (12): the 
metonymic opening in the poem creates an aura of absence” of the subject (10); the second part 
has the impersonal pronoun “one” which “must give way to the more intimate and more 
threatening second person pronoun” (13). In the fourth part, “I” appears, but, in the last lines, the 
poem turns to objectivity again. Throughout the poem, Eliot objectifies the self as a body: “your 
feet,”” your hair,” “the yellow soles of feet / In the palms of both soiled hands,” “your hand,” 
“your mouth” are metonymical and alienating references to the self.59 
Brodsky’s poem approaches the expression of subjectivity in the same indirect ways as 
does “Preludes.” At the beginning, the self is absent; in the third and fourth lines, the most 
personal, speaking about desire, the subject is objectified as the body and arms. Later, Brodsky 
uses the generalized second person singular of the verb, “спишь” (you sleep) and impersonal 
“снится” (one dreams). The poem returns to objective imagery in the end. Brodsky’s final 
English version of the poem repeats Eliot’s structure of subjectivity: the objective (absent 
subject)-body-one-you-the objective. The only difference is that Eliot’s poem has “his” and “I” 
appearing in the fourth part.   
                                                          
59 “your” is used here as a self-address a generalization.  
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Many scholars of Eliot’s early poetry note that it contains very few instances of the 
pronoun “I”.60 Brodsky’s mature poetry is also acknowledged to avoid the first-person singular 
pronoun. Samson Broitman, a scholar of subjectivity in Russian poetry who worked in the field 
of historical poetics, calculated, on the material of “A Part of Speech,” the percentage of 
utterances with “I,” utterances with no “I,” and utterances with indirect forms of subjectivity.  He 
concluded that Brodsky’s statistics looked radical even in comparison with Boris Pasternak, a 
poet famous for his weak “I”.  I did the same calculations on the material of two poems from 
Eliot’s Prufrock and Other Observations.61 They are represented in the table below that 
combines Broitman’s and my results. 
Utterances               Pasternak  Brodsky    Eliot62 
 
 only with the first person singular         24%     5%       9% 
 only indirect forms of expressing subjectivity (without “I”)       20%     46.4  45.5% 
 without “I” or substituting forms         16%      10.4%     45.5% 
 with “we”                         8. 2%    
 with “I” combined with indirect forms of expressing subjectivity       40%     30%  
 
The proximity between Brodsky and Eliot in two categories is visible: utterances with “I” in 
Brodsky—just 5%, in Eliot—9%; indirect forms of subjectivity (without “I”) in Brodsky—
46.4%, in Eliot—45.5%. This is the percentage with which the general tendency to the reduction 
                                                          
60 For example, David Rosen writes: “The sense of a self is so weak that, for large stretches of the March Hare 
manuscript, the first-person pronoun disappears altogether. In poem after poem, each clearly spoken by a solitary 
narrator, Eliot resorts to the plural, or the second person, as if his speakers required the support of imagined 
companions to be heard at all.” (478) 
61 The poems are “Preludes” and “Morning at the Window.” I chose these two since all the other poems in Prufrock 
and Other Observations either have a narrative nature or include dialogical speech. Broitman did not count these 
kinds of utterances.  
62 On Brodsky and Pasternak, the results are taken from Samson Broitman’s “Avtorskaya positsiya v lirike 
Brodskogo (na materiale knigi “Chast rechi”)”. Iosif Brodskii. Strategii chteniya. Moskva, 2005. P. 19. Calculations 




of pure “I”-utterances and increasing the role of indirect forms, discovered by Broitman in the 
early 20th-century Russian poetry, reaches the poetics of impersonality. 
The absence of the first-person utterances in the poem as such, however, is not a sufficient 
or absolute factor for writing objectively the way Eliot understood it, for example without the 
emphasis on a personal emotion and expressivity. There are some other qualities of poetics that 
comprise the poetics of observation. 
 
2) Writing the Surroundings: Time, Place, Smells, and Sounds 
Both Eliot and Brodsky begin their poems with the description of surroundings given as a 
spatial-temporal frame. In Eliot’s “Preludes,” it is a winter evening at six o’clock accompanied 
by the images of city street. Brodsky’s poem, too, describes the surroundings and indicates the 
time of the day at the beginning: “около океана, при свете свечи; вокруг / поле, заросшее 
клевером, щавелем и люцерной. / Ввечеру...” (Near the ocean, by candlelight; around / there 
is a field full of clover, sorrel, and lucerne. / In the evening…).  They both record the sensual 
perceptions of phenomena coming from a non-domestic, outside setting, and comprised of smells 
and sounds as in Eliot’s—“smell of steak in passageways,” “faint stale smells of beer,” “A lonely 
cab-horse steams and stamps”, and in Brodsky— “пахнет свежей рыбой” (it smells of fresh 
fish), “беспричинно поскрипывают стропила” (the roof timber is creaking for no reason).     
3) The Objective Imagery  
The objects and surroundings described in the poems are common and even trivial—there is 
nothing outstanding in what happens. The organization of the objective imagery reveals the 
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direction of attention to objects, which moves parallel in both poems: first, the landscape around, 
then the space of the room, then the cosmic image at the end incorporating a personifying simile: 
“The worlds revolve like ancient women / Gathering fuel in vacant lots” in Eliot and “и луна 
поправляет лучом прилив, / как сползающее одеяло” (and the moon fixes the tide / like a 
slipping blanket, with the help of its ray) in Brodsky.    
4)   The Present and Past Indefinite Tense     
In more “objective” parts of the poem (I, II, and the very end) Eliot uses verbs in the present 
indefinite tense which renders the factual recording of what’s happening, but excludes any 
dynamism of action. Brodsky’s poem also uses almost exclusively the present tense. In Russian, 
there is only one present tense, but in translation, where Brodsky had to choose between the 
present indefinite and present continuous, he went for the present indefinite. The phrases where 
Weissbort initially introduced other tenses, the present continuous and the present perfect, were 
changed by the author (Weissbort’s “The silhouette of a chair is sticking to the wall” turns into 
“An armchair’s profile / is glued to the wall,” Weissbort’s “in the bay the moon’s beam / pulls 
up the tide, like a blanket that has slipped”  turns into  “And a ray of the moon, meanwhile, / 
draws up the tide like a slipping blanket”). The latter example, in combination with another 
correction of the only reference to the past, Weissbort’s “because these days dreams contain only 
what has happened” substituted by “Since you dream these days only of things that happened,” 
testifies to Brodsky’s intention to keep the present perfect tense out of the English text. 
According to cognitive linguistics, “the perfect is imbued with subjectivity,” since “current 
relevance is an inherently subjective notion in that the link between the past event and the current 
situation is dependent on the attitude/judgment of the speaker” (Carey 83). Brodsky turns to the 
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more objective and disconnected past indefinite. In keeping with these grammatical parallels, 
Eliot does not have any present perfects either. 
5) Weak Predicativity 
Brodsky’s poem in general provides a static impression: several sentences lack predicative finite 
forms of the verbs: “около океана, при свете свечи; / вокруг поле...” (Near the ocean, in the 
light of the candle; around a field…); “Ввечеру у тела, словно у Шивы рук...” (In the evening 
the body has as many hands as Shiva). This is found in Eliot’s poem as well: “Six o clock” at the 
beginning of “Preludes” and whole parts of section IV.   
6) Parataxis 
In both poems, syntax is paratactic: the lack of conjunctions adds to the impression that the 
phenomena are not organized by imposed logic but are represented the way they are.     
7) Adjectives Out of Favor 
Many close readings of Brodsky’s poetry refer to the lesson of poetics that he received from 
the poetic mentor of his youth, Evgenii Rein: if you put a magic blotter on the text of the poem 
that erases all the adjectives and verbs, what’s left should be still black from words.63 The advice 
to avoid adjectives, consciously or not, dates back to the dislike of adjectives in Western avant-
garde poetry of the beginning of the twentieth century. F. T. Marinetti, in his “Technical 
Manifesto of Futurist Literature” (1912), stated that “Adjectives must be abolished” (Modernism. 
Anthology 16); Ezra Pound, in his programmatic manifesto “A Few Don’t’s by an Imagiste” 
                                                          
63 For example, see Smith, G. S.; Ventslova. Brodsky’s description of Rein’s advice can be found in his interview to 
Natalya Gorbanevskaia in Russkaia mysl’ (1983, February 5): № 3450, reprinted in Kniga Interv’iu (241).  
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(1912), reiterated this advice in a milder form: “Use no superfluous word, no adjective, which 
does not reveal something” (ibid. 95). 
Brodsky’s poem has only three adjectives in a total of 67 words: “деревянный” (wooden), 
“свежая” (fresh), “тонкая” (thin), which makes up 4.5% of the words. Eliot has 28 adjectives in 
a 306-word poem, 9.1%—more than Brodsky, but less than his predecessors. To compare, I 
chose three other “night” poems representative for English and Russian Romanticism and for 
Soviet poetry: Pushkin’s “Воспоминание” (“Recollection”) has 12.3% adjectives; 
Wordsworth’s “Composed upon Westminster’s Bridge”—11%; the Soviet poet, Vladimir 
Lugovskoy’s “Лимонная ночь” (“The Lemon Night”)—16.5%, the highest of all. 
Adjectives, especially qualitative, tend to diffuse the effect of precision and communicate a 
subjective assessment to the objects they describe. In the attempt to be dispassionate and 
impartial, Brodsky and Eliot minimize the allowance of adjectives, similarly to the Imagists 
striving for a direct treatment of the object, and not unlike the Italian originator of futurism 
calling for dehumanization in art.  
Summing up the above, I distinguish the following features of the poetics of observation 
characteristic for Eliot and Brodsky: 1) no (or minimal) use of the first person singular pronouns; 
2) addressing the subject metonymically, as a body;64 3) addressing the subject through 
syntactical circumlocution—“you,” “one,” impersonal sentences; 4) focus on the description of 
the surroundings: indication of time, space, sounds, smells; 5) minimal use of adjectives 6) the 
absolute domination of the present indefinite tense.   
                                                          
64 Valetina Polukhina, a scholar of Brodsky’s poetics of the self, notes that synecdoche takes up 23% of all the 
tropes expressing selfhood. See “Avtoriskoe ‘ya’ v izgnanii” in Bol’she samogo sebya. O Brodskom. P. 35.  
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The features I have discussed are quite typical for Brodsky’s mature poetry.  Among other 
poems where the same features can be found are: “Загадка ангелу” (A Riddle for the Angel,” 
1962), “В деревянном окне. В ночи” (“In the wooden window. In the night,” 1963), “В 
Паланге” (“In Palanga,” 1967), “С видом на море” (“With a View of the Sea,” 1969), 
“Осенний вечер в скромном городке” (“An Autumn Evening in a Little Town,” 1972), 
“Лагуна” (“Lagoon,” 1973), “Барбизон Террас” (“Barbizon Terrace,” 1974), “Над Восточной 
рекой” (“On the East River,” (1974), “Песчаные холмы, поросшие сосной” (“Sand Hills 
Overgrown with Pine-trees,” 1974), “Темза в Челси” (“The Thames at Chelsea,” 1974), 
“Колыбельная Трескового мыса” (“Lullaby of Cape Cod,”1975), “Шорох акации” (“The 
Rustle of Acacias,” 1974-1975), “Декабрь во Флоренции” (“December in Florence,” 1976), 
many poems from “A Part of Speech” (1975-1976): “Потому что каблук оставляет следы–
зима” (“Because the heel leaves the traces, winter”), “Деревянный лаокоон” (“The Wooden 
Laokoön”), “С точки зрения воздуха...” (“From the Point of View of the Air”), “Всегда 
остается возможность...” (“There is always a possibility…”), “Если что-нибудь петь...” (“If to 
sing something…”); “Сан-Пьетро” (“San Pietro,” 1977), the whole cycle “В Англии” (“In 
England,” 1977), “Эклога 4-я (зимняя)” (“Eclogue 4, Winter,” 1980), “Римские элегии” 
(“Roman Elegies,” 1981), “Венецианские строфы” I and II (“Venetian Stanzas” I and II, 1982), 
“В окресностях Александрии” (“In the Suburbs of Alexandria”), “В этой маленькой комнате 
все по-старому” (“In this little room everything is as it was,” 1987), “Жизнь в рассеянном 
свете” (“Life in Dispersed Light,” 1987), “Вид с холма” (“View from the Hill,” 1992), 
“Снаружи темнеет” (“It is getting dark outside,” 1992). 
Brodsky does not completely follow the poetics of impersonality in all poems and defies 
simple categorization. His work is perhaps closer to what The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry 
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and Poetics defines as “hybrid” poetry, i.e. poetry oscillating between the impersonal and the 
lyrical: in his case, these are modulated between parts of long poems or cycles of poems. But the 
substantial impersonal element of Brodsky—an innovation in Russian poetry—is technically 
akin to early Eliot’s embodiment of his famous theory.65 
 The combination of these characteristics is especially important to emphasize. Some of 
these features appear very early in Brodsky’s poetry, for example his seminal “Я обнял эти 
плечи и взглянул…” (“I hugged these shoulders and took a look…”). Widely acknowledged as 
an early herald of the mature Brodsky, the poem presents the lyrical moment of departure with a 
description of the objects seen behind the shoulders of an embraced beloved. Eliot’s term 
“objective correlative” has been applied to this poem by Viacheslav Sukhanov. However, 
Brodsky’s early poems almost never possess all the qualities of the poetics of observation and 
retain some elements of subjective discourse or narrativity. The poem “I hugged these 
shoulders,” for example, starts traditionally with the first-person singular pronoun and uses all 
the verbs in the past tense, which communicates a narrative dynamic quality to the poem. Still, 
the poem testifies to the law offered by the Russian comparativist Zhirmunski in his work 
“Проблемы сравнительно-исторического изучения литературы” (“The Problems of the 
Comparative-Historical Literary Studies”): that one is influenced only by those literary ideas for 
which one is already inherently prepared. 
The position of the observer and the relation between the subject and the object 
formulated as gazing became a characteristic feature of poets inheriting Brodsky’s poetics, as can 
be seen in the works of poets belongning to the poetic movement of the Metametaphorists, or 
                                                          
65 Eliot’s own career is very diverse in this regard as well. Some critics claim that he returns to the traditional 
lyricism later in his career, especially in Four Quartets, his last masterpiece.    
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Metarealists. Arkadii Dragomoshchenko further developed the poetics of impersonality and the 





               
 

















Chapter 2. Between Emptiness and Belief: Joseph Brodsky’s Polemic with T. S. Eliot 
 
Brodsky’s attitude to T. S. Eliot is quite multifaceted, grounded in the mix of anxiety of 
influence, sincere admiration, and principal differences. The first chapter of this dissertation 
investigated Brodsky’s confluence with Eliot’s most famous modernist claim that poetry should 
be impersonal and showed the similar principles in their poetics of observation.  This chapter 
will focus on the dense intertextual dialogue with Eliot that permeates Brodsky’s poetry. Eliot’s 
poetry provoked Brodsky’s insistent polemical responses increasingly revealed in open and 
hidden allusions that comprise an Eliotic intertext.   
After his early masterpieces, written in the aftermath of WWI, that expressed the 
sensation of the decay of civilization and disappointment in humanism, Eliot embraces religion 
as a personal choice, converting to Anglo-Catholicism. If in his early years, Eliot wrote satirical 
poems about the church (“The Hippopotamus”), after 1927 he writes Ariel poems (1927-1954), 
Ash Wednesday (1930), Four Quartets (1935-1942) and a number of essays arguing for the 
necessity of Christian faith in Western culture and political organization (Notes towards the 
Definition of Culture (1943), The Idea of a Christian Society (1939)). He reevaluates the balance 
between poetry and religion. After conversion, poetry starts yielding to the prayer: “the poetry 
does not matter,” he says in Four Quartets (The Complete Poems 125). In “The Modern Mind,” 
Eliot agrees with Maritain that religion saves poetry from arrogance (The Use of Poetry 131).   
Brodsky’s polemic with Eliot lies along the themes of emptiness, belief, and the role of 
poetry. The Waste Land, “The Hollow Men,” and Four Quartets are the major texts with which 
the Russian poet conducts a dialogue after 1965. It is not surprising that these themes, 
championed by Eliot in the earlier 20th-century poetry, found a response in Brodsky’s generation 
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that similarly perceived their post-World-War II and post-Stalin era as a wasteland. Brodsky 
recollects in his Nobel lecture:   
Looking back, I can say now that we were beginning in an empty—indeed, a terrifyingly 
wasted—place, and that, intuitively rather than consciously, we aspired to the re-creation of the 
effect of culture’s continuity, to the reconstruction of its forms and tropes, towards filling its 
few surviving, and often totally compromised, forms with our own new, or appearing to us as 
new, contemporary content.  
 
There existed, presumably, another path: the path of further deformation, the poetics of ruins 
and debris, of minimalism, of choked breath. If we rejected it, it was not at all because we 
thought that it was the path of self-dramatization, or because we were extremely animated by  
the idea of preserving the hereditary nobility of the forms of culture we knew, the forms that 
were equivalent, in our consciousness, to forms of human dignity. We rejected it because in 
reality the choice wasn’t ours but, in fact, culture’s own—and this choice, again, was aesthetic 
rather than moral. (On Grief 55-56) 
 
The first part of this passage echoes Eliot’s insistence that one has to fight for his tradition to win 
it back, an idea particularly relevant for the poets in the USSR writing in the aftermath of the real 
cultural gap, when the publications from the preceding tradition were censored and many of the 
poets who would not fit into the new Soviet frame were imprisoned, executed, or silenced.  The 
second path mentioned in this passage speaks to Eliot too. “The poetics of ruins” and “choked 
breath” evoke the poetic approaches of the author of The Waste Land, “these fragments I have 
shored against my ruins” (The Complete Poems 50). Ruins appear in Brodsky’s own poetry to 
the extent that it can be can called, as David Rigsbee did it in his monograph, “the styles of ruin.” 
When Brodsky speaks about the futility of this path, he means not the motifs and imagery, but 
the mimicry of chaos in the poetic form: fragments, collapse of language, and breakages. In the 
eyes of Brodsky, the modernist Eliot is too close to that other temptation—an understandable but 
not satisfactory choice for a poet in the situation of civilizational catastrophe. 
 Eliot’s solution to the crushed ethical system, re-evaluation of his religious stance, also 
provoked mixed responses in Brodsky. Eliot’s development from religious skepticism to ardent 
belief, as Brodsky commented in his interview to Sven Birkerts (Kniga Interv’iu), is less clear to 
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him than the path undertaken by Auden. It would be interesting to speculate why. Erik Toning, in 
his Modernism and Christianity, compares the approaches to religion between the two poets, 
with Auden following, but also revising Eliot’s approach. They both come from the 
disappointment with the atheistic versions of liberalism, the First World War, and the subsequent 
totalitarian regimes. They both arrive at the necessity of religious ethics and the fundamental 
understanding that a human being is flawed. In Eliot, however, this belief is accompanied by the 
thirst for the absolute, the total embrace of Christian dogma and desire for order revealed in his 
predilection for monarchy. Auden supports democracy, but claims that, in order for it to survive, 
democracy should get reconnected with its Christian roots. He is also much more open to 
skepticism than the later Eliot is.  
In a way, Auden’s path is isomorphic with the one of Brodsky’s generation in the USSR. 
Auden started with strong leftist (and atheistic) sympathies and arrived at Christian belief in his 
later years. Historians speak about the revival of religion in the Soviet Union during World War 
II, as well as about religion being a substantial element of the dissident mood (Anderson 1-28). 
When Brodsky notes that Auden’s development is more understandable for him, it is because the 
switch from the Communist sympathies to Christian belief would be a familiar disposition for a 
Soviet poet: after the experiments of materialism embodied, Christian values became newly 
appealing.  The infatuation with religion as an alternative set of values is echoed in some of 
Brodsky’s early poems that have a tint of religious nostalgia, such as “В деревне Бог живет не 
по углам” (“In the country, God does not live in the corners,” 1965) and “Остановка в 
пустыне” (“A Halt in the Desert,” 1966).  
The early Brodsky emphasizes presence rather than emptiness, associated with belief, 
which goes parallel to Eliot’s later conviction that Christianity will save civilization from falling 
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into the abyss. The early Brodsky and late Eliot share the idea that Christianity is the necessary 
basis for Western culture to continue. For example, they both express concern regarding the 
disappearance of churches, interpreting it as the loss of faith and spirituality. In his “Choruses 
from ‘The Rock’” (1934), Eliot ruminates on the necessity of the Church and deplores its 
disappearance:  
I journeyed to London, to the timekept City,  
Where the River flows, with foreign flotations.  
There I was told: we have too many churches,  
And too few chop-houses. There I was told:  
Let the vicars retire. Men do not need the Church 
In the place where they work, but where they spend their Sundays.  
In the City, we need no bells: 
Let them waken the suburbs.  
I journeyed to the suburbs, and there I was told: 
We toil for six days, on the seventh we must motor 
To Hindhead, or Maidenhead.  
In industrial districts, there I was told 
Of economic laws. 
In the pleasant countryside, there it seemed 
That the country now is only fit for picnics. 
And the Church does not seem to be wanted  
In country or in suburbs; and in the town 
Only for important weddings. (The Complete Poems 96-97) 
 
Without faith and church, the world would turn into the metaphysical desert: 
 The desert is not remote in southern tropics,  
 The desert is not only around the corner,  
 The desert is squeezed in the tube-train next to you,  
 The desert is in the heart of your brother. (ibid. 98) 
 
 The dichotomy church/desert works almost identically in Brodsky’s poem, “A Halt in the 
Desert.” Valentina Polukhina, in her analysis of the poem, observes:  “The basic theme of this 
poem—the indissoluble link and interdependence of ethics and aesthetics, of religion and culture 
—has also been written about by T. S. Eliot: ‘I do not believe that the culture of Europe could 
survive the complete disappearance of the Christian Faith… if Christianity goes, the whole of 
our culture goes” (Polukhina, A Poet, 46). Even the title of “A Halt in the Desert” (“Остановка в 
пустыне”) echoes The Waste Land through the reference to the desert.   
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 Brodsky’s corpus of texts has a special set of poems dedicated to Nativity. Brodsky 
reminiscences, that at the age of 24-25 he decided to write a Nativity poem for every Christmas:    
Первые рождественские стихи я написал, по-моему, в Комарове. Я жил на даче, не помню на 
чьей, кажется, академика Берга. И там из польского журнальчика — по-моему, “Пшекруя” — 
вырезал себе картинку. Это было “Поклонение волхвов,” не помню автора. Я приклеил ее над 
печкой и смотрел довольно часто по вечерам. Сгорела, между прочим, потом картинка эта, и 
печка сгорела, и сама дача. Но тогда я смотрел-смотрел и решил написать стихотворение с этим 
самым сюжетом. То есть началось все даже не с религиозных чувств, не с Пастернака или 
Элиота, а именно с картинки. (Bol’shaia kniga 601) 
 
I wrote the first Nativity poems, I think, in Komarovo. I lived in a dacha, I do not remember whose, 
probably the academician Berg’s. And there, from the Polish magazine—I think, Przekrój—I cut out a 
picture. It was “The Adoration of the Magi.” I do not remember the artist. I stuck it above the stove and 
looked at it quite often in the evening. It burned later, by the way, that picture, and the stove, and the 
dacha itself. But then I looked and looked at it and decided to write a poem with this very theme. That 
is, it started not with religious feelings even, not with Pasternak or Eliot, but with the picture.   
 
 In the context of this research, it is particularly significant that Brodsky relates his turning 
to Nativity themes to Eliot, even though he undermines his (as well as Pasternak’s) primacy in 
this interest. Brodsky’s intertextual links with the Nativity poems of Pasternak have been 
discussed on several occasions (see Fedotov; Ranchin), but Eliot, who also has a cycle of 
Nativity poems (Arial poems) and who played an important role in reinstating the religious 
theme in Western poetry, has not been explored in this context.66  
The trajectory of Brodsky’s development never leads him to the unconditional embrace 
of Christian faith. On the contrary, his metaphysical swinging between skepticism and belief 
progressively develops in the direction of skepticism. In the late 1960s, the proclamation of 
emptiness instead of the afterlife is a frequent motif of his poems. It does not stop Brodsky from 
                                                          
66 Fedotov even argues that “Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot” is one of Brodsky’s Nativity poems.  
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being a metaphysical poet, but he becomes a poet whom the later Eliot, requiring complete 
devotion, would criticize as he criticized John Donne.67  
Eliot arrives at belief from the drastic existential feeling of being located among the 
ruins. This is where Brodsky, who started with some kind of Christian positivism, ultimately 
arrives. Irina Sluzhevskaia states, that, in the late 1960s-1970s, Brodsky goes through a God-
fighting period, when divinity is non-responsive, and emptiness and silence emerge as the new, 
non-religious aspects of metaphysics. After his immigration in 1972, and until 1986, religious 
motifs disappear from his poetry:  
Христианская модель бытия окончательно подчиняется модели Бродского. Согласно 
которой поэт и язык есть последняя надежда мира, без них обреченного не только на 
отсутствие голоса, но на отсутствие знания бесконечного о себе самом. Так размыкается 
последняя оппозиция Бродского. 
 
Изгнание стало для Бродского той "бесплодной землей" ("Wastе Land" Элиoта), опираясь 
на которую он постиг и пересоздал свой поэтический мир. Бесплодная земля, пустоте 
которой он отдается, позволили поэту остаться наедине с языком. Но это последнее 
одиночество, эта тотальная чистота неба Урании в поэзии Бродского равнозначны не 
белизне Малевича, а белизне луча: богатству, многосоставности и глубине нового зрения. 
В котором позицию Бога занимает язык—как почва бытия для неравных и бессмысленных 
врозь половинок вселенной, человека и мира. 
 
The Christian model of being finally submits to Brodsky’s model. According to which the poet 
and language are the last hope of the world, doomed without them not only to the lack of voice, 
but also to the lack of infinite knowledge about itself. This is how Brodsky’s last opposition 
resolves.  
 
Exile became, for Brodsky, that “Waste Land” of Eliot, basing on which he conceived and 
recreated his poetic world. The waste land, to whose emptiness he succumbs, let the poet remain 
face to face with language. But this last loneliness, this total purity of the sky of Urania in the 
poetry of Brodsky are equal not to the whiteness of Malevich, but to the whiteness of the beam: 
richness, complex construction, and the depth of a new vision. In which the position of God is 
occupied by language—as the ground of being for the two unequal halves of the universe, man 
and the world, which are meaningless if they are separated.  
 
                                                          
67 In The Varieties of Metaphysical Poetry, Eliot is displeased that it is impossible to conjecture what John Donne 




In other words, while Eliot moved from godless emptiness to the divine presence, Brodsky 
journeyed in the opposite direction. This “wrong movement” on Eliot’s part turned out to be 
quite significant, even though irritating, for Brodsky, whose poetic discussion of living among 
the ruins and comfort in religion frequently goes together with the polemical processing of 
Eliot’s texts. This chapter will address the specific poems where this polemic develops. It starts 
at the point where the younger poet writes a dedication on the death of the elder.   
 
“Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot” as a Polemical Tribute 
“Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot” (1965) was written in Northern exile on January 12, the day 
when Brodsky found out about Eliot’s death which had occurred on January 4. It is the first 
poem where Brodsky mentions Eliot directly and where the Russian poet’s polemical 
engagement starts. Below follows the text of the poem and my literal translation:  
                  I 
     Он умер в январе, в начале года.  He died in January, at the beginning of the year. 
     Под фонарем стоял мороз у входа.  Under the streetlamp stood frost near the entrance. 
     Не успевала показать природа   Nature did not have time to show 
     ему своих красот кордебалет.   him its beauty’s corps de ballet. 
     От снега стекла становились уже.  From the snow, the windowpanes became narrower. 
     Под фонарем стоял глашатай стужи.  Under the streetlamp stood the herald of cold. 
     На перекрестках замерзали лужи.  At the crossroads, the puddles were freezing. 
     И дверь он запер на цепочку лет.  And he locked the door on the chain of the years.  
 
     Наследство дней не упрекнет в банкротстве      The heritage of days will not reproach for its bankruptcy  
     семейство Муз. При всем своем сиротстве,        the family of the Muses. With all its orphanhood,  
     поэзия основана на сходстве   poetry is based on the similarity of  
     бегущих вдаль однообразных дней.  the monotonous days running further. 
     Плеснув в зрачке и растворившись в лимфе,      Having dabbled in the pupil and dissolved in the lymph, 
     она сродни лишь эолийской нимфе,  it is akin only to the Aeolian nymph,  
     как друг Нарцисс. Но в календарной рифме like the friend Narcissus. But in the calendar rhyme, 
     она другим наверняка видней.   it is probably much more visible for the others.  
 
     Без злых гримас, без помышленья злого, Without angry grimaces, without an evil plan, 
     из всех щедрот Большого Каталога  from all the bounties of the Big Catalogue 
     смерть выбирает не красоты слога,  death picks not the beauties of the style,  
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     а неизменно самого певца.   but, invariably, the singer himself.  
     Ей не нужны поля и перелески,  It does not need the fields and copses, 
     моря во всем великолепном блеске;  seas in all their magnificent glitter,  
     она щедра, на небольшом отрезке  it is generous,  
     себе позволив накоплять сердца.  allowing itself to collect the hearts on a little section. 
 
     На пустырях уже пылали елки,  On the vacant lots, the fir-trees were already burning 
     и выметались за порог осколки,  and the chips  were swept outside the threshold, 
     и водворялись ангелы на полке.  and the angels were returned to their shelves. 
     Католик, он дожил до Рождества.  Catholic, he survived till Christmas. 
     Но, словно море в шумный час прилива, But, as the sea in the noisy hour of the tide, 
     за волнолом плеснувши, справедливо  splashing behind the breakwater, justly 
     назад вбирает волны, торопливо  takes the waves back in a rush, 
     от своего ушел он торжества.   he went away from his own celebration. 
 
     Уже не Бог, а только Время, Время  Now not God, but only Time, Time 
     зовет его. И молодое племя   is calling him. And the young tribe 
     огромных волн его движенья бремя  of huge waves easily elevates his movement’s burden 
     на самый край цветущей бахромы  to the very edge of the blossoming fringe, 
     легко возносит и, простившись, бьется  and, having said goodbye, beats 
     о край земли, в избытке сил смеется.              against the edge of the earth, and, in excess of strength, laughs.  
     И январем его залив вдается   And by January, his gulf flows into 
     в ту сушу дней, где остаемся мы.  that land of the days where we are left. 
 
        II 
 
     Читающие в лицах, маги, где вы?  Reading in the faces, magi, where are you? 
     Сюда! И поддержите ореол:   Come here! And support the aureole: 
     Две скорбные фигуры смотрят в пол.  Two mournful figures are looking at the floor. 
     Они поют. Как схожи их напевы!                         They are singing. And how alike their tunes are! 
     Две девы—и нельзя сказать, что девы.  Two virgins—and one cannot say that they are virgins. 
     Не страсть, а боль определяет пол.  Not passion, but pain determines sex.  
     Одна похожа на Адама впол-   One of them looks like Adam half- 
     оборота, но прическа—Евы.   turned, but the hairdo is that of Eve. 
 
     Склоняя лица сонные свои,   Bending their sleepy faces, 
     Америка, где он родился, и—   America, where he was born, and—  
     и Англия, где умер он, унылы,   and England, where he died, sad, 
     стоят по сторонам его могилы.  stand on two different sides of his grave.  
     И туч плывут по небу корабли.  And the ships of the clouds float on the sky. 
 
     Но каждая могила—край земли.  But every grave is the edge of the earth. 
 
        III 
 
     Аполлон, сними венок,    Apollo, take a wreath,  
     положи его у ног     put it at the feet 
     Элиота, как предел     of Eliot as a boundary 
     для бессмертья в мире тел.    for immortality in the world of bodies. 
 
     Шум шагов и лиры звук    The noise of steps and the sound of the lyre 
     будет помнить лес вокруг.    will be remembered by the forest around. 
     Будет памяти служить    Only those things will serve memory  
     только то, что будет жить.    that will live.  
 
     Будет помнить лес и дол.    The wood and the valley will remember. 
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     Будет помнить сам Эол.    Aeolus himself will remember. 
     Будет помнить каждый злак,    Every grain will remember,  
     как хотел Гораций Флакк.    as Horace Flaccus wanted. 
 
     Томас Стернс, не бойся коз.    Thomas Stearns, don’t be afraid of the goats. 
     Безопасен сенокос.     Haying is safe. 
     Память, если не гранит,    Memory will be preserved, if not by granite,  
     одуванчик сохранит.     then by the dandelion.  
 
     Так любовь уходит прочь,    So love leaves,  
     навсегда, в чужую ночь,    forever, into the foreign night, 
     прерывая крик, слова,     interrupting a cry, words,  
     став незримой, хоть жива.    becoming invisible, although it’s alive. 
 
     Ты ушел к другим, но мы    You joined the others, but we 
     называем царством тьмы    call the kingdom of darkness 
     этот край, который скрыт.    this land that is hidden. 
     Это ревность так велит.    It is jealousy that tells us to do so. 
 
     Будет помнить лес и луг.    The forest and meadow will remember. 
     Будет помнить все вокруг.    Everything around will remember. 
     Словно тело—мир не пуст!—    As if the body—the world is not empty!— 
     помнит ласку рук и уст.                 remembers the caress of the hands and the mouth.  
 
This poem has been frequently scrutinized by scholars as symbolic in Brodsky’s career. It is a 
commonplace now that the poem’s structure and rhythm copy Auden’s “In Memory of W. B. 
Yeats.” “Verses” epitomizes the life-changing encounter with Auden. Eliot’s role in “Verses” 
has been discussed much more rarely, which, at times, led to paradoxical conclusions.   For 
example, David Bethea takes the elegy at face value, as praise. In one of the earliest books on 
Brodsky, he concludes that when it comes to Eliot, “there is almost no room here for parody, for 
the complex polemical relationship that Auden actually felt as he tried to do justice to Yeats…” 
(128). Adam Weiner, on the contrary, states that “Brodsky's relatively cool reception of Eliot's 
poetry should, to some extent, warn the reader against scrutinizing Eliot's work as an important 
source for Brodsky” (42). Neither of them is correct: Brodsky does have polemical relationship 
with Eliot, but Brodsky’s “cool reception” does not mean that Brodsky is not engaged with Eliot 
intertextually. His ambivalent response to Eliot’s works contained enough enthusiasm to build 
the polemical intertext in several of his poems.      
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Auden’s model poem mixes elegy and parody in relation to Yeats. Brodsky’s verses look 
purely elegiac, based on the positive message of the tribute without any grudges against his vis-
à-vis. If Brodsky’s verses are read against Eliot himself, however, it is possible to see that 
Brodsky actually mirrors the Audenesque poetic model and its uneasy relationship with the 
object of his eulogizing. In his essay commemorating Auden, the Russian poet points out that, 
while reading “In Memory of W. B. Yeats,” he was struck by the fact that the poem was focused 
not on the author, the way it often happens in poems dedicated to the death of a poet, but on the 
object of the dedication:  
I was young then and therefore particularly keen on elegies as a genre …  So I read them 
perhaps more avidly than anything else, and I frequently thought that the most interesting 
feature of the genre was the author’s unwitting attempts at self-portrayal with which nearly 
every poem ‘in memoriam’ is strewn—or soiled. Understandable though this tendency is, it 
often turns such a poem into the author’s rumination on the subject of death, from which we 
learn more about him than about the deceased. The Auden poem had none of this; what’s 
more, I soon realized that even its structure was designed to pay tribute to the dead poet… 
(Less 361-362) 
 
Although this is not quite true (Auden’s poem indeed expresses quite a lot about Auden himself), 
this statement makes it hard to imagine that the young Brodsky would completely brush off what 
he knew about Eliot by that time and would not try to incorporate at least some elements from 
his works into his poem, since this quality was precisely what impressed him in “In Memory of 
W. B. Yeats.” Even though the metrical structure of the “Verses” puts them into the semantic 
aureole of Auden’s meter, the motifs from Eliot’s works are noticeable and important for 
understanding how Brodsky actually pays tribute to Eliot.  
Those few critics who do speak about Brodsky’s elegy in the light of Eliot’s oeuvre, point 
to the presence of Four Quartets’ motifs in the first two parts of the poem. Both G. A. Levinton 
and Valentina Polukhina connect the poem’s theme of time with Eliot’s late work: the echo of 
“in my end is my beginning” can be heard in Brodsky’s first line, joining death and the 
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beginning of the year (“он умер в январе, в начале года” (He died in January, at the beginning 
of the year)) and the connection between death, Nativity and birthday: “дожил до Рождества” 
(survived till Christmas),  “от своего ушел он торжества” (he went away from his own 
celebration). The metaphoric association of life with land and the water with death resonates 
with Eliot’s metaphors in “Dry Salvages” (Polukhina 83). Polukhina rightly notes that the poem 
engages with the religious aspect of Eliot’s creativity in the lines “Уже не Бог, а только Время, 
Время...” (Now not God, but only Time, Time) but “the two poets place different emphases on 
the two parallel, and no less important, themes of faith and language. Brodsky only introduces by 
implication in the first part of the fourth stanza the theme of faith which is absolutely central for 
Eliot” (84).  Subtle as it is, this slight difference in emphasis will grow into an abyss in 
Brodsky’s oeuvre by 1976.  
In the “Verses,” religious belief as the central principle of late Eliot is treated 
sympathetically by the Russian poet. He calls Eliot a “Catholic,” probably familiar with Eliot’s 
famous self-identification in the preface to On Lancelot Andrews—"classicist in literature, 
royalist in politics, and anglo-catholic in religion” (vii). Interestingly, Brodsky drops “Anglo”— 
Eliot is called just “Catholic.” Since Eliot belonged to the Anglican Church, not Roman 
Catholicism, labeling him “Catholic” seems to be slightly off. Lev Loseff notes in his 
commentary on the poem, that the possible sources of this imprecision could be the 
commentaries to Antologiia novoi angliiskoi poezii which Brodsky had in Norenskaia: it 
mentioned Eliot’s belonging to Anglo-Catholic church which, Loseff suggests, Brodsky might 
have understood as the Catholic church in England, while in reality, this is the Anglican church, 
a branch of Protestantism (Losev “Kommetarii,” vol.1, 494). But Loseff is not quite precise 
either. Anglo-Catholicism is a specific movement within the Anglican church. If Anglicanism in 
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general can be perceived as a “mid-way” between Protestantism and Catholicism, with 
movements within that are attracted more to one of the poles, Anglo-Catholicism heavily 
gravitates to Catholicism. This confusion among the Russian poets can be easily forgiven, since 
it appeared among many readers of Eliot’s poetry, including professional readers of his work 
(Spurr x). As Barry Spurr demonstrates in his book, Anglo-Catholic in Religion, Eliot’s 
confession works precisely within the frame he declares. And although Brodsky’s definition of a 
Catholic might be just an aberration from the simplified dichotomy Orthodox-Catholic (the way  
the Russians call December 25 Catholic Christmas, for example68), even though imprecise, 
Brodsky is not altogether wrong. In his essay “Goethe as the Sage” (1955), Eliot says about 
himself that he possesses “a Catholic cast of mind, a Calvinistic heritage, and a Puritanical 
temperament.” The motifs in Eliot’s later poetry incorporate the religious overtones, such as the 
focus on the Virgin Mary, for example, that are unique to Catholicism (see Ward). 
Brodsky’s poem mentioning that the poet survived till Christmas alludes to Eliot as a 
religious poet, an author of Nativity poems (the so-called “Ariel poems”). One of them, “Journey 
of the Magi” is further echoed in the second part of the “Verses.” In the lines, “Читающие в 
лицах, маги, где вы?” (Reading in the faces, magi, where are you?), the Russian “Маги” seems 
to be a direct calque from the English “magi.” A more traditional rendition into Russian would 
be “волхвы,” as it was used in Brodsky’s own earlier and later Christmas poems (“Рождество 
1963” (“Christmas, 1964), “В Рождество все немного волхвы” (“All are a little magi on 
Christmas,” 1971). The invitation for the magi to appear in the “verses on death” differs from 
their normal association with the Nativity, but it is quite in accord with the way Eliot deals with 
                                                          
68 The different dates of Christmas might also be the reason why “Catholic” is mentioned: Eliot died before the 
Russian Christmas (January 7), but “survived till” the 25th of December.  
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this motif. His “Journey of the Magi” interprets the encounter with the infant Christ as a painful 
event of the first conversion, the beginning of the new and the death of the old way. Speaking 
from the perspective of the magi, the poem says:    
Were we led all that way for 
Birth or Death? There was a Birth, certainly,  
We had thought they were different; this Birth was 
Hard and bitter agony for us, like Death, our Death. (The Complete Poems 69) 
 
Brodsky invites the magi to honor this time not the birth of Christ, but the death of the poet.  
To this scope of intertextual references, one can add the street lights, a dominant of “Rhapsody 
on a Windy Night”; “lymph,” alluding to “the circulation of the lymph” in “Burnt Norton”; 
ascension, echoing the main religious metaphor of Four Quartets.  
In the second part of the “Verses,” Brodsky defines Eliot not so much through religion as 
through nationality. He is claimed to belong to both England and America, which are rendered 
through the unstable metaphor-personification reconstructing the scene of mourning.  Comparing 
England and America to Adam and Eve, the poem is purposefully equivocal about which country 
is Eve, and which is Adam: 
     Две девы—и нельзя сказать, что девы.  Two virgins—and one cannot say that they are virgins. 
     Не страсть, а боль определяет пол.  Not passion, but pain determines sex.  
     Одна похожа на Адама впол-   One of them looks like Adam half- 
     оборота, но прическа—Евы.   turned, but the hairdo is that of Eve. 
 
One could assume Eve is America, made from the rib of Adam-England. On the other 
hand, the poem states that Adam has the hairdo of Eve. It seems that a possible source for the 
metaphorization can be Osip Mandelshtam’s poem, “Europe”: 
Как средиземный краб или звезда морская,                       Like a Mediterranean crab or a starfish, 
Был выброшен водой последний материк.           The last continent was thrown from the water. 
К широкой Азии, к Америке привык,            Used to the broad Asia, to America, 
Слабеет океан, Европу омывая.             The ocean weakens, washing Europe. 
 
Изрезаны ее живые берега,             Her live coasts are broken,  
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И полуостровов воздушны изваянья;            And the statues of peninsula are airy; 
Немного женственны заливов очертанья:            The outlines of the gulfs are a little feminine: 
Бискайи, Генуи ленивая дуга.                           The lazy arc of Biscay, Genoa. 
 
Завоевателей исконная земля—             The original land of the conquerors— 
Европа в рубище Священного союза—             Europe in the sackcloth of the Holy Alliance— 
Пята Испании, Италии Медуза             The heel of Spain, the jelly-fish of Italy, 
И Польша нежная, где нету короля.             And tender Poland where there is no king.  
 
Европа цезарей! С тех пор, как в Бонапарта         The Europe of Caesars! Since  
Гусиное перо направил Меттерних, —           Metternich directed his goose-quill at Buonaparte — 
Впервые за сто лет и на глазах моих for the first time in one hundred years and in my own eyes 
Меняется твоя таинственная карта!             Your mysterious map is changing! 
 
  In Mandelstam’s poem, Europe is juxtaposed to America: it is represented as feminine 
due to its curves and uneven edges contrasted with the even American coast. Brodsky’s self-
correction that Adam has the hair-style of Eve, therefore, combines the adamic, original, status of 
Europe regarding America, with Mandelstam’s visuality based on cartography. Mandelstam’s 
poem offers the reading of Europe’s map and its contours as symbolic of its essence, with 
feminine curves symbolic of its tender character. Brodsky, who had not been to the West till his 
forced emigration in 1972, also reads the Western world through the map, adding meaning to its 
cartographic pictures.69    
 The references to Eliot in the first two parts of “Verses” are not particularly polemical, 
rather they pay tribute to his poetic imagery and themes, the world to which he belongs. The 
polemic element enters vividly in the last section of the poem. It deals with the idea of poetry 
and immortality, a theme reoccurring in Brodsky’s intertextual references to Eliot. The first 
                                                          
69 Mandelstam’s “Europe” also haunted Brodsky in “Lullaby of Cape Cod”: in “Europe,” continents are represented 
as a crab or a sea-star thrown out of the ocean, i.e. life that emerges from the ocean as a remnant of the previous life 




stanza of the third part claims that the boundary between the mortal and the immortal lies 
between the body and Apollo’s wreath:  
      Аполлон, сними венок,    Apollo, take a wreath,  
     положи его у ног     put it at the feet 
     Элиота, как предел     of Eliot as a boundary 
     для бессмертья в мире тел.    to immortality in the world of bodies. 
 
 
The human body belongs to the dimension of mortal corporeality. Apollo’s wreath, the classical 
symbol of the lasting glory of the poet, is represented as the only possible version of immortality 
available to man.     
This is said about the poet, who, in his last poem, Four Quartets, announces that “The 
poetry does not matter.” In one of his early poems, however, Eliot does speak about the same 
themes: poetry, body, and immortality. His “Whispers of Immortality” juxtaposes the modern 
sensibility emblemized by the bodily and sexual Grishkin free of metaphysical concerns and the 
sensibility of Donne and Webster, the poets who were “possessed by death” and saw the mortal 
in the bodily.70 Even though the title of the poem, “Whispers of Immortality,” can be interpreted 
as a metonymy for “all poems which substitute for the senses of dying bodies the sense of their 
own immortal lines,” as Stan Smith puts it (119), this promise is weak, made in a whisper, and 
no monuments are promised. Besides, Eliot’s “whispers of immortality” itself is an ironic 
response to Wordsworth. He alludes to Wordsworth’s bucolic “Ode: Intimations of Immortality 
from Recollections of Early Childhood” in the title and refutes its pantheistic optimism.  
M. Svedrov and E. Stafieva, in their article analyzing the Yeats-Auden-Brodsky link, show 
that the poets respond to the genre of a pastoral elegy in which the poet-shepherd is mourned and 
remembered by nature around him. Auden, in his “In Memory of W. B. Yeats,” parodies this 
                                                          
70 Brodsky quotes “Whispers of Immortality” (“pneumatic bliss”) in his essay “Less Than One” (Less 27).  
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tradition, noting that nature is not particularly concerned with the death of the poet, which 
reflects his complicated attitude to the symbolist Irish poet. Brodsky’s poem, on the contrary, 
follows the genre of a pastoral elegy closely. Essentially, in the Eliotic system of coordinates, 
Brodsky goes back to Wordsworth’s “Yet Nature still remembers / What was so fugitive!” and 
refutes Eliot. Life after death is identified with memory and the images of commemorating 
wood, dale, dandelion, and other natural objects. Ironically, the role of the shepherd-singer-poet 
whom nature remembers in the spirit of the pastoral genre falls to the poet who introduced urban 
landscapes as a signature feature of Anglo-American modernism. It vividly corresponds to 
Harold Bloom’s rendering of the pastoral elegy as a place where the “anxiety of influence” is at 
work: “the great pastoral elegies, indeed all major elegies for poets, do not express grief but 
center upon their composers’ own creative anxieties. They offer therefore as consolation their 
own ambitions” (151).  
In the fourth stanza of the third part of the verses, Brodsky for the first time addresses Eliot 
as “you”:  
    Томас Стернс, не бойся коз.    Thomas Stearns, don’t be afraid of the goats. 
     Безопасен сенокос.     Haying is safe. 
     Память, если не гранит,    Memory will be preserved, if not by granite,  
     одуванчик сохранит.     then by the dandelion.  
 
In all the previous stanzas of the poem, the Anglo-American poet is referred to in the third 
person. Here the Russian poet starts a direct dialogue with Eliot. The poem overtly ceases to 
sound like a pure elegy and hymn to art’s longevity but acquires a polemical stance.  The 
Russian poet also addresses Eliot by his first and middle name.71  
                                                          
71 In the most authoritative editions of Brodsky’s poetry, collected works published by the Pushkinskii Dom and 
selected poems published by the Biblioteka poeta, unfortunately, it looks like Brodsky addresses Eliot wrongly—
Thomas Stern¬ instead of Thomas Stearns, the final “s” is omitted. The journal Den’ Poezii, where the poem was 
first published, has it correctly “Томас Стернc”; so does the manuscript, typed by Brodsky, that he gave his 
translator George Kline to be smuggled from the Soviet Union.  The mistake probably creeped in from the misprint 
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 After the direct address, the Russian poet asks Eliot not to be scared of goats. Fear, as 
Charles Altieri notes, is one of Eliot’s most prominent poetic themes and moods. “Goats,” to 
which Brodsky refers, evokes the image from Eliot’s poem “Gerontion.” The poem was 
composed as a preface to The Waste Land, reflecting the mood of decay, infertility and 
hopelessness of the longer masterpiece.72 Gerontion describes himself as “an old man in a dry 
month” (21) whose “house is a decayed house.” The goat appears in the further fragmented 
description of the surroundings: “The goat coughs at night in the field overhead; / Rocks, moss, 
stonecrop, iron, merds.” The moribund symbol of the goat, who, in addition to its symbolic 
connection with Satan, also evokes sickness through its coughing, is read by Brodsky as a fear of 
disappearance which he is determined to resist. Haymaking, which alludes to Eliot’s “field 
overhead” and metaphorizes death itself (in Russian, even phonetically, “сенокос” is associated 
with “коса” (a scythe), a tool of death’s popular image), he insists, does not bring any danger.73 
 Further, the poem continues to debunk the understanding of death as something fearful 
and dark:  
     Ты ушел к другим, но мы    You joined the others, but we 
     называем царством тьмы    call the kingdom of darkness 
     этот край, который скрыт.    this land that is hidden. 
     Это ревность так велит.    It is jealousy that tells us to do so. 
 
                                                          
in the collection prepared by Vladimir Maramzin, which misspells the name. The manuscript given to George Kline 
is at “Joseph Brodsky Papers.” Beinecke Library. Box 61, Folder 1328. The poem in Maramzin’s collection—Box 
98, Folder 2345. 
72 For a Russian reader, there is also an invocation of the nursery rhymes purporting to scare children, “Идет коза 
рогатая / за малыми ребятами” (“A horny goat / is going to get little kids”), which makes the speaker’s advice in 
the poem sound even more paternalistic.   
 
73 The poem alludes to another elegy, Evgenii Boratynsky’s “Autumn,” where the latter poet develops the metaphor 
of autumn as the end of life and peasant’s harvesting as the reaping the fruits of one’s life. Boratynsky, however, is 
quite terrified of “reaping the hay” as well and his poem is deprived of any consolation in poetry. Brodsky’s poem 
contains allusions to Pushkin and Akhmatova as a Russian “counterbalance” to the idea of death.  
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This “мы,” however, includes not so much the author of the poem as Eliot himself: “death’s 
other Kingdom,” “death’s dream kingdom,” “death’s twilight kingdom” appear, most famously, 
in Eliot’s “The Hollow Men,” but also in minor poems, such as “Eyes that Last I Saw in Tears” 
and “The Wind Sprang Up At Four O’Clock.” 
 Brodsky’s exclamation in the final stanza, “Мир не пуст!” (the world is not empty!), is 
an existential argument with the object of his dedication and his most famous oeuvre, The Waste 
Land, which describes contemporary Europe as an infertile desert. Sandra Gilbert, in her article 
"Rats' Alley": The Great War, Modernism, and the (Anti) Pastoral Elegy,” argues, that The 
Waste Land belongs to the genre of anti-pastoral elegy propagating modernist nihilism in relation 
to life after death. Paradoxically, Brodsky affirms memory for Eliot and his poetry through the 
polemic with Eliot’s worldview: according to Brodsky’s verses, memory functions well, poetry 
has meaning, and this world is not a wasteland. Even the status of the body gets reaffirmed at the 
end: if, in the first stanza, the world of bodies was limited, in the last stanza it too gets endowed 
with the power of memory and love:  “тело… /помнит ласку рук и уст” (“the body … 
remembers the caress of the hands and the mouth”).   
This model mirrors Auden’s reaction to Yeats in his poem on the death of Yeats which 
Brodsky structurally imitates. Auden polemicizes with Yeats, a poet much more prone to 
attributing mystic qualities to poetry than Auden. In the Brodsky-Eliot pair, it is the other way 
around: Eliot is disillusioned about the power of the poetic word, while Brodsky argues that 
poetry does matter.  Harold Bloom famously argues that “anxiety of influence” works 
particularly vividly in pastoral elegies. In Brodsky’s case, his disagreement with Eliot’s 
antipastoral sensibility and the role of poetry turns his polemical tribute into glorification. 
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“Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot” in Den’ Poezii 
 Brodsky’s polemical tribute is especially interesting in connection with another paradox 
concerning “Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot”: the poem appeared as one of Brodsky’s very 
few official Soviet publications. It appeared in the 1967 issue of Den’ Poezii, the most reputable 
and widely-read yearly almanac of poetry in the USSR, published by the Leningrad branch of the 
“Sovetskii Pisatel’” publishing house. Taking into account that Eliot himself had been persona 
non grata in the Soviet Union for a few decades before that, the fact that his name appeared on 
the pages of the mouthpiece of Soviet poetry is quite fascinating.74 Even the text of Brodsky’s 
poem itself contains a hint at the non-welcome attitudes to the world from which Eliot comes in 
the homeland of the Russian author: the lines “…мы / называем царством тьмы / этот край, 
который скрыт. /Это ревность так велит” (we / call the kingdom of darkness / this land that is 
hidden. / It is jealousy that tells us to do so) can be read not only as a metaphysical argument, but 
also a perception of the West as an unknown and suspicious environment.75 In his later 
interviews, Brodsky remembers how the poem appeared in the almanac:   
Когда я освободился, у меня появился шанс попасть в истеблишмент, была такая 
возможность, просто надо было себя активно двигать. Они вроде бы приняли “Новые 
стансы к Августе,” хотя строчку “В болотах, где снята охрана” пропускать не хотели. 
Мне предложили изменить ее, и я ответил “Нет, я ничего не буду менять.” Тогда они 
сказали: “Давайте поставим другое стихотворение.” Я набрался смелости и предложил 
им “Памяти Элиота.” По крайней мере, у меня его имя было признесено в позитивном 
контексте, потому что в последний раз об Элиоте писали в печати около десяти лет 
назад, и это был журнал “Крокодил,” и там была следующая фраза: “Каким же надо 
быть Элиотом...”. Да, по-русски это звучит как “идиотом.” “Каким же надо быть 
Элиотом, чтобы написать...” и т.д. Так что я хотел вернуть Элиоту его прежний статус. 
(Kniga interv’iu 558-559) 
 
When I was released, I got a chance to become part of the establishment, there was such an 
opportunity, I just had to promote myself. They almost accepted “New Stanzas to Augusta,” 
although they did not want to include the line, “In the swamp, where the guard is taken off.” 
They suggested changing it, and I said “No, I will not change anything.” Then they said, “Let’s 
                                                          
74 About the reception of Eliot in the USSR, see: Ushakova; Friedberg.  
75 The connotation of meaning present in these lines was pointed out by Professor Boris Gasparov  in a personal e-
mail on November 23, 2016.  
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publish a different poem.” I got brave and offered them “To the Memory of Eliot.” At least I 
had his name pronounced in a positive context, because the last time Eliot had been mentioned 
in the press about ten years before, and it was the magazine “The Crocodile,” and it had the 
following phrase: “What an Eliot one has to be…”. Yes, in Russian it sounds like “an idiot.” 
“What an Eliot one has to be, to write…” and so on. So I wanted to return Eliot his previous 
status.  
 
In his dialogues with Solomon Volkov, Brodsky mentions that he was touched by this 
publication, since the Soviet authorities allowed Eliot’s name to appear in the press (118-119). 
An additional element to this paradox is added by the fact that the 1967 issue of Den’ Poezii 
commemorated the fiftieth anniversary of the October Revolution and demanded the 
glorification of this event: 
        
Figure 1. The cover of the 1967 almanac Den’ poezii (The Day of Poetry) 
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   The epigraphs on the front pages say:  
“With all the body, with all the heart, with all 
conscience—listen to the revolution.” Alexander Blok. 
“My revolution. Went to Smolny. Did everything 
that I had to.” Vladimir Mayakovsky. 
   
Figure 2. The first page of the 1967 issue of Den’ Poezii  
  Most of the poems contained in this issue focus on the theme of the October Revolution, 
confirming that the appearance of “Verses on the Death of Eliot” does look strange here. A self-
explanatory poem by Boris Nekrasov, for example, would be a good comparison:  
Есть такое имя     There is such a name 
История—великий ревизор—    History—a great inspector— 
По свомему большому разуменью   According to its own big thinking 
Венчает славой, предает забвенью   Crowns with glory, gives to oblivion 
Или выносит строгий приговор.    Or issues a strict sentence. 
Она диктует нам свои права,    It dictates us its own rights, 
Незыблемые, жесткие законы.    Immutable, firm laws. 
Романовы, Cтюарты и Бурбоны    The Romanovs, the Stuarts and the Bourbons 
Для нас—как грош, истертые слова.   For us are like a groschen, worn-out words. 
Но есть такое слово в мире!    But there is such a word in the world! 
Есть!       There is! 
Нетленное, как сам народ нетленен.   Imperishable, as the people itself is imperishable. 
То имя, дорогое людям,—Ленин—   That name, dear to people, is Lenin—  
Эпохи нашей совесть, ум и честь.                The conscience, mind, and honor of our epoch. 
Оно и в планах наших и в делах.    It is both in our plans and in things we do. 
Оно, как звезды на Кремлевских башнях,   It, like the stars on the Kremlin towers, 
Сияет нам не только в дне вчерашнем,                                Glows on us not only in the past, 
Но и сегодня, и в грядущих днях.    But also today, and in the future days.  
И потому все крепче год от года        And the reason why stronger and stronger from year to year 
То имя-знамя наш скрепляет строй,    That name-banner ties our formation together, 
Что он—не бог,       Is that he is not a god, 
  не царь и не герой,      not a king and not a hero, 
А мозг народа      But the brain of the people 
  и душа народа,       and the soul of the people, 
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With characteristic Soviet self-affirmation and odic overtones,76 the poem glorifies the leader of 
the October Revolution and even quotes his own words to describe him: “the conscience, mind, 
and honor of our epoch” is a popular quote from Lenin’s article “Political Blackmail,” describing 
the moral role of the Bolshevik party: its profit should substitute all other speculations of the 
moral character.   
 In this context, Brodsky’s poem about Eliot does look out of place. But in 1967, an elegy 
commemorating Eliot seemed to Soviet censors less harmful than the metaphor with camp 
associations.  The reason for this is likely to be the law of Soviet literary politics described by 
Maurice Friedberg in his fascinating book on the Soviet reception and representation of Western 
literature in the 1950s-1960s: after the foreign “non-friendly” author had died, his chances to be 
translated and appear somehow in the Soviet press exponentially grew.77 Another reason, though, 
is the text of the poem itself: it is hard to say whether the censors of Den’Poezii caught the 
polemical spirit of the verses, but its general positive message and the genre of pastoral elegy, 
with its secular approach to immortality, suited the Soviet expectations about poetry better than 
the decadent or religious Eliot himself.   
The issue contains poems that treat themes identical to “Verses” in a similar manner. For 
example, a poem written by a Soviet poet, the future editor of the journals Neva and Iunost’ 
                                                          
76 At the end, the poem itself becomes aware that it sounds like an ode, so it has to excuse its object, noting that he is 
not a god, not a hero, and not a tsar.  
77 In the same year, Kochetkova’s article giving a critical overview of Eliot’s works in a comparatively objective, 
non-vulgar mode is published by Vestnik Moskovskogo universiteta (Kochetkova, E. K. “Poeziia T. S. Eliota.” 




Vladimir Toropygin, on the death of another Anglophone author, George Bernard Shaw, 
propagates the conception of posthumous memory strikingly similar to that of “Verses on the 
Death of T. S. Eliot”:78 
 Знаете, как похоронен Шоу?   Do you know how Shaw is buried? 
 Знайте, ушел—и могилы нет.   Know, that he is gone and there is no grave. 
 Где-то за вишнями сада большого—  Somewhere behind the cherry-trees of the big garden, 
 cловно шалаш—его кабинет.    like a hut, there is his study. 
 
 Знойны в июньском цветеньи травы,  Grasses are hot in the June blossoming, 
 Пчелы качаются на цветах...   Bees sway on the flowers… 
 Это и память его и слава—   This is his memory and glory— 
 здесь, на поляне, развеян прах.    Here, on the glade, his ashes are scattered. 
 
 Мудро завещано поколеньям:   It is willed wisely to the generations: 
 пусть, позабыв о могильной мгле,  let people, forgetting about the darkness of the grave, 
 люди приходят на поклоненье—   come for veneration 
 как бы к нему—     as if to him—  
 к весенней земле. (Den’ Poezii 97)  to the spring earth.  
 
 The mitigation of the focus on death as the dark side of existence is praised. The sustaining 
memory and fame are suggested to be identified, in a pagan way, with nature and natural cycles.  
 Brodsky’s affirmative message, derived from Horace and the tradition of pastoral elegies, 
interestingly, puts him close enough to the Soviet treatment of the theme of life after death.  It 
will change in the late 1960s-early 1970s, when the presence, divine or natural, will yield to the 
metaphysics of emptiness in Brodsky’s poetry. 
The almanac contains another poem by Brodsky, “В деревне Бог живет не по углам” 
(In the country, God lives not in the corners) where the religious elements and amazement with 
the country life are unified. Written on June 6, 1965, the poem posits an interesting, for the 
atheistic Soviet milieu, rumination on the presence of God. It takes a pantheistic approach that 
finds more God in the country than in the city: 
                                                          
78 George Bernard Shaw, unlike Eliot, would be considered a “friendly” author in the USSR. 
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В деревне Бог живет не по углам, In the country, God lives not in the corners, 
как думают насмешники, а всюду. as mockers think, but everywhere.  
Он освящает кровлю и посуду  He blesses the roof and utensils 
и честно двери делит пополам.  and honestly divides the doors into half.  
В деревне Он—в избытке. В чугуне In the country, He is in abundance. In cast iron, 
Он варит по субботам чечевицу,  He cooks lentils on Saturdays, 
приплясывает сонно на огне,  dances drowsily on the fire, 
подмигивает мне, как очевидцу.  winks at me as a witness. 
Он изгороди ставит. Выдает  He builds fences. Marries 
девицу за лесничего. И в шутку  a girl and a forester. And as a joke, 
устраивает вечный недолет  sets up an eternal miss 
объездчику, стреляющему в утку. for the ranger shooting at the duck. 
Возможность же все это наблюдать, And the opportunity to observe all this, 
к осеннему прислушиваясь свисту, listening to the autumnal whistling,  
единственная, в общем, благодать, is the only grace, generally speaking,  
доступная в деревне атеисту.  available to the atheist in the country.  
 
 Even though the country’s antithesis, the city, does not appear in the poem verbally, 
there is an implication that the perspective we get comes from a city dweller who observes “the 
country” as a space external to his every-day existence. The poem responds to the mockers, 
mentioned in the second line, who think that God lives in corners. The lyric subject speaks in 
opposition to the point of view of sceptics. “По углам” (in the corners), on the one hand, refers 
to the orthodox tradition to keep an icon in the further right corner of the room, on the other—it 
has a connotation of not particularly respectful expression dealing with someone who has to hide 
“in the corners”—a connotation understandable in the conditions of the Soviet society where one 
would have to hide their icons. The mockers’ sarcasm might be connected not only with the 
condescending position of a progressive atheist to the believer, but also with the superficiality, 
timidity and “halfheartedness” of the remnants of the religious practice.  
 The poem argues against this bias and insists on the representation of God as 
omnipresent, although hardly Christian. He is found in quite quotidian objects, from the roof to 
utensils. The activities of the omnipresent deity remains at the level of cooking and house 
repairing: “в чугуне / он варит по субботам чечевицу” (in cast iron / he cooks lentils on 
Saturdays), “он изгороди ставит” (he builds fences). This increasingly pagan description 
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becomes even more overtly such in the lines where the deity does not let the ranger hit the duck: 
he functions like some pagan god of the forest, leshii rather than Christ. This characteristic is 
supported by the light-hearted character of the deity—he winks at the lyric subject and jokes 
with the ranger. 
The vocabulary used—“девица” (girl), “лесничий” (forester), “объездчик” (ranger)— 
hints at distant times, a fairy-tale world detached from contemporary civilization. Although the 
poem is autumnal (autumnal whistling is mentioned), it does not contain a typical autumnal 
elegiac mood emphasizing emptiness and withering, but focuses on abundance, no doubt 
prompted by the fullness of the divine presence. 
The poem was written in 1964. It reflects the poet’s exile to a Northern village. Its stance 
regarding the contemporary religious policy in the USSR, although not manifested in the text of 
the poem itself, is quite dissident in spirit. By 1964, the Soviet authorities just finished 
Khrushchev’s anti-religious campaign that was directed specifically at “overcoming peasant 
backwardness” in the villages. In particular, the anti-religious campaigners pursued the forms of 
beliefs deviating from Orthodox Church practices, with which the state started to come to terms: 
the pagan elements were seen as particularly retarded (see Stone). In this sense, Brodsky’s 
mockers and atheists are likely the echoes of this campaign, with the poem itself admiringly 
speaking not just about Christianity as such, but specifically its country version, half-pagan 
variant. 
 The lyric subject of the poem does not call himself directly an atheist, but there is an 
implication that he is not part of this abundance of divinity: he calls himself an observer 
(“очевидец”), and observation is claimed to be the only grace available to the atheists in the last 
lines of the poem. At the same time, since his claim about atheists is general and is not directly 
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applied to the “I” of the poem, he seems to be somewhere in between the country divine and the 
urban atheist. Observation itself allows one at least some kind of grace.  
Appearing together with “The Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot” on the pages of Den’ 
Poezii, “In the village, God lives…” testifies that the religious moment, as long as it was 
optimistic and generally affirmative in spirit, was acceptable in 1967 more readily by the Soviet 
Press than the mentioning of persecutions and a critical approach to Stalinism.  
The TsGALI (Central State Archive of Literature and Art of St. Petersburg) archives 
contain the records of the Den’ Poezii’s editorial gathering. The available 1967 records do not 
mention Brodsky, but they contain the criticism of the collection in its May version. M. I. 
Dikman, for example, says about it: “Общее впечатление—мертвая зыбь, в которой тонут 
очень интересные стихи” (The general impression is a dead ripple in which very interesting 
poems sink);  Kuz’michev: “По по поводу стихов нового раздела поражает преобладание 
сермяжно-псковской, какой-то великолуцкой темы. Без конца солнце, грачи” (Regarding 
the poems from the new section, I am struck by the predominance of the local Pskov, some kind 
of Great-Lutzk theme. The endless sun, rooks).79 One of the editors objects to the excessive 
quantity of poems glorifying nature and their low quality. Brodsky’s poems, probably, were 
accepted since they brought a desirable improvement to the quality of poetry in the almanac, but 
remained, thematically, in tune with the poets wishing to be published but avoiding writing about 
Lenin.    
Both “Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot” and “In the country, God does not live in the 
corners” reflect Brodsky’s sympahtetic attitude to religious feeling. This early moment is distinct 
                                                          
79 F 344, op. 3, delo 538, Protocal #12 of the editorial meeting of May 7, 1967.  
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in that Brodsky keeps the positive notion of the world, interestingly akin to the Soviet idea of the 
permissible in poetry.  
It was precisely the pastoral affirmative view that made it possible to “please the shadow” 
of the Anglo-American poet on the official pages of the Soviet press. “The verses” is Brodsky’s 
first direct engagement with Eliot. The 1965 poem is most complementary, but it already outlines 
the pattern for Brodsky’s future critical attitude to the Anglo-American poet: the regular meter 
versus Eliot’s vers libre, the importance of poetry as the only possible immortality for the poet 
versus Eliot’s later disappointment in the power of the poetic word, the temporal entropy over 
transcendentality.    
 
“The Song of An Empty Verandah” 
The next poem where Eliot’s name figures is Brodsky’s “Песня пустой веранды” (“The Song 
of an Empty Verandah”) written in 1968. Its epigraph, “Not with a bang but a whimper,” is 
borrowed from Eliot’s “The Hollow Men.” Below is the text of Brodsky’s poem:  
Not with a bang but a whimper. 
                                                           T.S. Eliot 
Март на исходе, и сад мой пуст.   March is about to end, and my garden is empty. 
Старая птица, сядь на куст,   Old bird, sit on the bush 
у которого в этот день    which, on this day,  
только и есть, что тень.    has only a shadow.  
 
Будто и не было тех шести   This is as if there were none of those six 
лет, когда он любил цвести;   years when it liked to blossom; 
то есть грядущее тем, что наг,   that is, the future through the fact that it is naked  
делает ясный знак.    makes a clear sign.  
 
Или, былому в противовес,   Or, contrary to the past, 
гол до земли, но и чужд небес,   it is naked to the earth, but also foreign to the sky,  
он, чьи ветви на этот раз-   it, whose branches this time 
лишь достиженье глаз.    are just the attainment of the eyes.  
 
Знаю и сам я не хуже всех:   I know no worse than everyone else: 
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грех осуждать нищету. Но грех   it is a sin to judge poverty. But it is a sin 
так обнажать—поперек и вдоль—  to expose so much—far and wide— 
язвы, чтоб вызвать боль.    ulcers, to cause pain. 
 
Я бы и сам его проклял, но   I would curse it myself, but 
где-то птице пора давно    it’s high time for the bird  
сесть, чтоб не смешить ворон;   to sit not to make the crows laugh; 
пусть это будет он.    let it be it.  
 
Старая птица и голый куст,   The old bird and the naked bush, 
соприкасаясь, рождают хруст.   touching each other, give birth to a crunch.  
И, если это принять всерьез,   And, if one takes this seriously,  
это—апофеоз.     this is apotheosis. 
То, что цвело и любило петь,   What liked to blossom and to sing 
стало тем, что нельзя терпеть   became what one cannot tolerate 
без состраданья—не к их судьбе,   without compassion—not for their fate, 
но к самому себе.    but for oneself.  
Грустно смотреть, как, сыграв отбой,  It is sad to see how, having played the rebound,  
то, что было самой судьбой   what was supposed by  fate itself 
призвано скрасить последний час,  to brighten up the last hour 
меняется раньше нас.    changes before we do. 
 
То есть предметы и свойства их   That is the objects and their features 
одушевленнее нас самих.   are more animated than ourselves.  
Всюду сквозит одержимость тел   Everywhere there is an obsession of bodies 
манией личных дел.    with the mania of personal things.  
 
В силу того, что конец страшит,   Due to the fact that the end is scary, 
каждая вещь на земле спешит   every thing on the earth is in a rush 
больше вкусить от своих ковриг,   to taste more of their loaves 
чем позволяет миг.    than the moment allows.  
 
Свет—ослепляет. И слово—лжет.  The light blinds. And the word lies. 
Страсть утомляет. А горе—жжет,  Passion exhausts. And grief burns,  
ибо страданье—примат огня   for suffering is the predominance of fire 
над единицей дня.    over the unit of the day. 
 
Лучше не верить своим глазам   It is better not to believe one’s own eyes 
да и устам. Оттого что Сам   and mouth. Because God 
Бог, предваряя Свой Страшный Суд,  Himself, forestalling his Judgment Day,  
жаждет казнить нас тут.    is eager to punish us here. 
 
Так и рождается тот устав,   This is how appears the charter 
что позволяет, предметам дав   that, letting the objects 
распоряжаться своей судьбой,   control their fate, allows one 
их заменять собой.    to substitute them with oneself. 
 
Старая птица, покинь свой куст.   Old bird, leave your bush.  
Стану отныне посредством уст   I will start now, through my mouth,  
петь за тебя, и за куст цвести   singing for you and blossoming for the bush 




Так изменились твои черты,   Your features have changed so much,  
что будто на воду села ты,   as if you sat on the water,  
лапки твои на вид мертвей   your feet look more dead 
цепких нагих ветвей.    than the clinging naked branches.  
 
Можешь спокойно лететь во тьму.  You can quietly fly into the dark.  
Встану и место твое займу.   I will get up and occupy your space.  
Этот поступок осудит тот,   This action will be judged by the person 
кто не встречал пустот.    who has not met emptiness.  
 
Ибо, чужда четырем стенам,   For, alien to the four walls,  
жизнь, отступая, бросает нам   life, stepping back, throws to us 
полые формы, и нас язвит   the hollow forms, and we are wounded 
их нестерпимый вид.    with their unbearable look.  
 
Знаю, что голос мой во сто раз   I know that my voice is one hundred times 
хуже, чем твой—пусть и низкий глас.  worse than your, even though low, voice. 
Но даже режущий ухо звук   But even the sound annoying for the ear 
лучше безмолвных мук.    is better than silent tortures.  
 
Мир если гибнет, то гибнет без   The world, if it perishes, then perishes without 
грома и лязга; но также не с   thunder and clang; but also not with 
робкой, прощающей грех слепой   the timid, forgiving the sin, blind 
веры в него, мольбой.    faith in it, a prayer. 
 
В пляске огня, под напором льда   In the dance of the fire, under the pressure of the ice 
подлинный мира конец—когда   the real end of the world is when 
песня, которая всем горчит,   the song, which is bitter for everyone,  
выше нотой звучит.    sounds one note higher.  
 
As mentioned in the first chapter, this poem is a parable for the Bloomian model of the 
anxiety of influence, according to which the new poet attempts to overthrow the preceding giant 
in order to occupy his place. 
“The Song” is focused on the image of two birds, a traditional poetic symbol for the poet. 
One of them, an old bird, is associated with Eliot and the type of poetry he represents; the other 
bird functions as the metaphor for the new poet, the author of the “Song.” The roots of these 
metaphors can be found in Eliot: the poet refers to himself as “the aged eagle” in Ash 
Wednesday: “Why should the aged eagle stretch his wings?”, a likely subtext behind the image 
of the bird in the “Song.” In the first part of Ash Wednesday, Eliot speaks about the inability of 
the bird to fly and invokes a prayer:  
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Because these wings are no longer wings to fly 
But merely vans to beat the air 
The air which now is thoroughly small and dry 
Smaller and drier than the will  
Teach us to care and not to care 
Teach us to sit still.  
Pray for us now and at the hour of our death 
Pray for us now and at the hour of our death. (The Complete Poems 61) 
 
Brodsky’s poem, like “The Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot,” processes the motifs of 
memory, immortality, and the essence of poetry through natural images, but this time it is written 
in an anti-pastoral spirit perusing the emptiness. The poem embraces the pathos of The Waste 
Land and “The Hollow Men,” interpreting the world as a desert and future as eschatology. 
Brodsky restructures the central elements of his polemic regarding Eliot in comparison with 
“The Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot.” Now Brodsky agrees that the world is empty. He 
polemicizes with the religious hope for salvation, but still insists on the supreme role of poetry 
for the poet.   
 In the Eliotic context, the “Song”’s images acquire striking consistency. Like The Waste 
Land, the poem starts with an indication of a spring month, which, however, does not function as 
the promise of the coming summery rejuvenation, but emphasizes emptiness and desolation 
(“April is the cruelest month”; “Март на исходе и сад мой пуст”—“March is about to end and 
my garden is empty”). Brodsky’s poem does not express hope for any blossom; rather, the lyric 
subject offers to blossom instead of the bush. The naked bush is the predominant trope in 
Brodsky’s poem, and emptiness and nakedness (“наг,” “гол до земли”) are the leitmotifs in its 
description. The bush to the bird is like reality to the poet. The poem is not only a response to 
Eliot’s poetics, it is the reconstruction of Brodsky’s earlier worldview. Both the bush and the 
garden are Brodsky’s earliest metaphors involved in reflections on how the poet processes 
reality, and it is worth looking into the elements of self-referentiality present in the “Song.” 
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The poem abounds with self-references. “My garden is empty” is a quote from Brodsky’s 
earlier poem, “О сад мой, как ты пуст и нем” (Oh, my garden, how empty and mute you are) 
where the poet describes the empty garden and its decay:  
     О, как ты пуст и нем!    Oh, how empty and numb you are! 
     В осенней полумгле    In the autumnal dusk, 
     сколь призрачно царит прозрачность сада, how transparent reigns the transparency of the garden, 
     где  листья приближаются к земле  where the leaves approach the earth 
     великим тяготением распада.   with the great gravitation of decay. 
                (Socineniia, vol.1, 30) 
 
In this early poem, “the bitter idyll,” the symbolic autumnal emptiness of the garden becomes the 
reason for the lyric speaker, impatient for spring, to leave: 
              О, как дожить    Oh, can your trunks and my sad soul survive 
         до будущей весны    till the future spring 
     твоим стволам, душе моей печальной,    
     когда плоды твои унесены,   when your fruits are blown away, 
     и только пустота твоя реальна.  and only your emptiness is real.  
 
     Нет, уезжать!     No, to leave! 
         Пускай куда-нибудь    Let the huge train cars 
     меня влекут громадные вагоны.  drag me somewhere. 
     Мой дольний путь и твой высокий путь— My long way and your high way—  
     теперь они тождественно огромны.  now they are equally enormous. 
 
      Прощай, мой сад!    Good bye, my garden! 
         Надолго ль?.. Навсегда.   For how long? … Forever. 
     Храни в себе молчание рассвета,  Keep in yourself the silence of the dawn, 
     великий сад, роняющий года   great garden, dropping the years 
     на горькую идиллию поэта.   on the bitter idyll of the poet.  
     
This elegiac poem works in tune with Eliot’s antipastoral modality. Nostalgia for the fullness of 
spring and the reality of emptiness make the decision to leave most appealing for the poet.  The 
early poem transmits the idea that the later Brodsky would see as excessive self-importance (he 
would never call himself a poet in the later works echoing Akhmatova’s words that calling 
oneself a poet is the same thing as calling oneself a good person). The impulse to leave is more 
emotional and less stoic—romantic in other words—as a poetic credo, if we compare it with the 
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message of the “Song.” In the “Song,” the similarly empty garden provokes the hymn of the 
necessarily different reaction.  
 The “Song”’s bush similarly evokes an image from Brodsky’s earlier works. In his 
early poem written on the biblical story, “Abraham and Isaac” (1963), the bush functions 
as the symbol of the universe, a witness and essence of the human. Aleksandr Ranchin 
writes in his analysis of the poem,  
Куст, как и другие образы поэмы, символичен. Это своеобычный связующий образ 
в произведении. В нем соединены предметное и смысловое, вещественное и 
духовное, словесное. Бродский наделяет значением каждую букву слова “куст” и 
одновременно подчеркивает сходство их начертаний и облика растения. 
 
(The bush, like the other images of the poem, is symbolic. This is a peculiar linking 
image in the work. It connects the objective and meaningful, material and semantic, 
verbal. Brodsky gives meaning to every letter of the word “kust” (bush) and 
simultaneously underlines the similarity of their tracing and the look of the plant.) 
(Chelovek est’ ispytatel’ boli) 
 
  “Abraham and Isaac” gives an ontological meaning to the bush:  
     По сути дела, куст похож на все.  As a matter of fact, the bush looks like everything else.  
     На тень шатра, на грозный взрыв, на ризу, Like the shadow of the shade, a threatening blast, a chasuble, 
     на дельты рек, на луч, на колесо—  the delta of the river, a ray, a wheel—  
     но только ось его придется к низу.  but only its axis happens to be at the bottom. 
     С ладонью сходен, сходен с плотью всей. Looks like a palm, looks like all flesh. 
     При беглом взгляде ленты вен мелькают. With a quick glance, the ribbons of veins appear. 
     С народом сходен—весь его рассей,  Looks like the people—if you disperse all of it, 
     но он со свистом вновь свой ряд смыкает.  It will, with a whistle, bring its rows together again. 
     С ладонью сходен, сходен с сотней рук. It looks like a palm, looks like a hundred hands. 
     (Со всею плотью—нет в нем только речи,        (With all of the flesh—the only thing it does not have is speech, 
     но тот же рост, но тот же мир вокруг.)  but the same height, the same world around.) 
     Весною в нем повсюду свечи, свечи.  In spring, it has candles, candles everywhere.  
 
The poem comments, that most of all the bush is similar not to the body, but to the soul. The 
bush in Russian (“kust”) rhymes to the word “empty” (“pust”), so the bush is poetically tied to 
the idea of emptiness. This rhyme is found in both “The Song of an Empty Verandah,” (“Mart na 
ishode i sad moi pust /  staraia ptitsa, siad’ na kust”) and in “Abraham and Isaac.”  
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 Ranchin also exposes a connection of “Abraham and Isaac” to Marina Tsvetaeva’s poem 
“The Bush.” Containing biblical connotations that invoke the cross and the Burning Bush, it 
serves as the embodiment of the deep meaning of being and the poet’s dialogue with it. “The 
Song of the Empty Veranda” sustains Tsvetaeva’s subtext even more vividly. In Tsvetaeva’s 
“The Bush,” to which Brodsky’s image of the bush goes back, “куста” (bush) is also rhymed 
with “pusta” (emptiness). Her poem also speculates on the interaction between the poet and 
being: the first part questions what the bush wants from her; in the second part, she explains what 
she wants from the bush:  
А мне от куста—не шуми   And I from the bush—don’t make noise 
Минуточку, мир человечий!—   for a minute, a human world! 
А мне от куста—тишины:   And I from the bush—silence: 
Той,—между молчаньем и речью. (vol. 1, 303) That one: between silence and speech.  
 
Further, she associates the bush with “unclearness” (“невнятица”) which suits well both the 
bush and poetry: they both speak a language unclear to men absorbed in the quotidian articulated 
speech. Opposition to the articulated human world is what creates kinship between the bush and 
poetry.  
 The bush from Brodsky’s “Song” is the development of his and Tsvetaeva’s motif of the 
existential human encounter with ontology and poetic interaction with it. The emphasis on the  
old age of the bush akin to the old bird betrays the intention of this poem to announce a new kind 
of attitude to poetry and reality. The degradation and sickness of the bush invites a poet’s 
reaction (similarly to the empty garden in Brodsky’s early poem). Brodsky’s poem 
acknowledges that it would be wrong to judge its poverty (“грех осуждать нищету”—“it is a 
sin to judge poverty”), but states that to emphasize one’s own pitiful condition is equally wrong: 
“грех /  так обнажать—поперек и вдоль—/ язвы, чтобы вызвать боль” (“it is a sin to expose 
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so much—far and wide—ulcers to cause pain). Closer to the end of the poem, Brodsky deciphers 
the ontological metaphor of the bush in Eliotic terms: “жизнь, отступая, бросает нам / полые 
формы, и нас язвит / их нестерпимый вид” (life, stepping back, throws to us / the hollow 
forms, and we are wounded / with their unbearable look). The disappearance of the past, life 
stepping away and Eliotic poetry focused on it is what the bush metaphorizes.     
  Brodsky declares what the poetic response to this kind of bush should be. His “куст” 
(bush)  rhymes not only with “пуст” (empty), but also with “хруст” (crunch) and “уст” (mouth). 
The sound imagery points at Tsvetaeva’s interpretation of the bush as poetic невнятица 
(inclearness), the inhuman part of the bush that is also present in the phenomenology of poetry. 
The crunch is the sound born from the interaction between the bird and the bush, likely made 
when the branch gets broken. The poet’s strategy is to transform them into the sound of a higher 
matter: hence the latest rhyme of “куст” (bush) with “уст” (mouth) rather than “пуст” (empty). 
The rhyme “куст”-“уст” does not appear in Tsevtaeva’s “The Bush,” but does appear in 
Brodsky’s “Abraham and Isaac.” In the finale, the eschatological fate of the world and its 
auditory components become most prominent: the alternatives considered are the low voice, the 
high voice, and silence (silent torments). The alternative associated with the old bird, i.e.  Eliot’s 
version of dealing with the catastrophe, would be the low voice and silence. The alternative 
offered by Brodsky is the song whose pitch is getting higher and higher.   
Brodsky rewrites the interaction of the poet with the objective reality. Instead of giving in 
to the bush’s nakedness and degradation, the lyric subject takes responsibility for its existence:  
 Так и рождается тот устав,   This is how appears the charter 
что позволяет, предметам дав   that, letting the objects    
распоряжаться своей судьбой,   control their fate, allows one 




In “Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot,” we saw a similar glorification of poetry as 
resistance to mortality. “The Song,” however, demonstrates that Brodsky’s initial “the world is 
not empty!” is substituted by a turn towards the Eliotic spirit of “The Hollow Men.” The old 
bird’s association with the bush is performed through imitating its sickly condition: it sings the 
song that exposes the wounds and recreates them in its poetics. By joining the nakedness of the 
bush, the old bird becomes dead itself: “лапки твои на вид мертвей / цепких нагих ветвей” 
(your feet look more dead / than the clinging naked branches).  
The main point of disagreement with Eliot for Brodsky is the posture of the poet 
regarding emptiness as developed in Eliot’s The Waste Land and “The Hollow Men.” Eliot 
describes the hollowness of people and civilization while succumbing to the horror, which he 
later resolves through the acceptance of religion and the interpretation of suffering through the 
lens of religious salvation. Brodsky’s speaker is determined to fill the void with the word. The 
title of Brodsky’s poem itself suggests, that, unlike Eliot’s permanently empty land and men, his 
text deals with a temporary vacancy: on the empty verandah, a newcomer can always appear. 
The necessity of this approach, he declares, would be understood by those who encountered real 
emptiness. 
The last four stanzas of the poem comment on the reaction to hollowness in Eliot: 
… жизнь, отступая, бросает нам  life, stepping back, throws to us 
полые формы, и нас язвит   the hollow forms, and we are wounded 




“Полые формы” (hollow forms) clearly refers to “The Hollow Men,” translated into Russian as 
“Полые люди,”80 which mentions “shape without form” as well. Eliot’s “The Hollow Men” 
                                                          




describes what happens with modern souls experiencing the traumatic postwar meaninglessness 
of existence: they balance between life and death, deprived of belief and vitality. Brodsky’s bush 
represents “The Hollow Men’s” spirit: “куст, у которого в этот день / только и есть, что тень” 
(the bush which, on this day, has only a shadow). It echoes Eliot’s emphasis on Shadow at the 
end of “The Hollow Men”:  
Between the idea 
     And the reality 
     Between the motion 
    And the act 
    Falls the Shadow 
                                   For Thine is the Kingdom 
     
    Between the conception 
    And the creation 
    Between the emotion 
    And the response 
    Falls the Shadow 
                                   Life is very long 
     
    Between the desire 
    And the spasm 
    Between the potency 
    And the existence 
    Between the essence 
    And the descent 
    Falls the Shadow 
                                   For Thine is the Kingdom (The Complete Poems 58-59) 
 
Eliot’s shadow transmits the paralysis of will, the damnation of non-fulfillment that absorbs 
reality and prohibits it from being.  
The penultimate stanza of the “Song” comments on the end of Eliot’s poem—the 
epigraph to Brodsky’s “Song”—but does not repeat it precisely: 
 Мир если гибнет, то гибнет без   The world, if it perishes, then it perishes without 
грома и лязга; но также не с    thunder and clang; but also not with 
робкой, прощающей грех слепой   the timid, forgiving the sin, blind 






While the epigraph signals the validity to the formula offered by Eliot, Brodsky “remakes” his 
line into quite different terms. The lines “мир если гибнет, то гибнет без / грома и лязга” (the 
world, if it perishes, then it perishes without / thunder and clang) seems to agree with “this is the 
way the world ends / not a with a bang but with a whimper.” At the same time, “thunder” evokes 
the finale of The Waste Land: in “What the Thunder Said,” the last words belong to the 
Upanishadian thunder spreading its pacifying “shanti shanti shanti.” “The whimper,” in 
Brodsky’s lines, is substituted with a “prayer”: “но также не с / робкой, прощающей грех 
слепой / веры в него, мольбой” (but also not with / the timid, forgiving the sin, blind / faith in 
it, a prayer). The criticism of the blind faith and prayer evokes the finale of “The Hollow Men” 
that contain the fragments of a broken prayer (“For Thine is the Kingdom”). But more 
importantly, this is Brodsky’s first overtly critical comment regarding Eliot’s search for salvation 
through religious conversion. 
In “The Song of an Empty Verandah,” instead of getting absorbed in Eliot’s gloomy 
revelations, Brodsky insists on the stubborn singing of his song of blossom. The absence of 
stoicism in Eliot’s works gets rejected, and Brodsky criticizes late Eliot’s indulgence in religious 
prophetism. On the autograph of the “Song of an Empty Verandah,” next to Brodsky’s modest, 
but hardly sincere, lines, “Знаю, что голос мой во сто раз / хуже, чем твой—пусть и низкий 
глас” (I know that my voice is one hundred times worse / than your, even though low, voice), 
there is a note, in Brodsky’s handwriting, “или нимб” (or a nimbus), ironic both in regard to the 
poet’s religious conversion and his popularity.81 
Unlike “Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot,” sympathetically embracing the motifs of 
Four Quartets, “The Song” starts a subtle polemic with them. In “The Song of an Empty 
                                                          
81 See “Joseph Brodsky Papers,” Box 63, Folder 1469. 
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Verandah,” there are also lines that speak of the acknowledgement of the motifs of suffering as 
represented in Four Quartets: 
Свет—ослепляет. И слово—лжет.  The light blinds. And the word lies. 
Страсть утомляет. А горе—жжет,  Passion exhausts. And grief burns,  
ибо страданье—примат огня   for the suffering is the predominance of fire 
над единицей дня.    over the unit of a day. 
 
 
Like Four Quartets, the poem interprets existence as inevitable suffering emblematized through 
the metaphor of fire that Eliot’s poem uses throughout. The “Song” follows Four Quartets even 
in the skeptical attitude towards the word (“слово-лжет” (the word lies)). Brodsky’s last two 
lines in this stanza turn to the motifs of temporality. Instead of the transcendental solution to the 
entropy of time offered by Eliot in Augustinian manner, the Russian poet keeps to singularity: at 
any particular moment of time, “the unit of the day,” that is suffering, prevails.   
Eliot’s comfort is found in treating suffering as the necessary redemption. Brodsky’s 
“Song” addresses this problem in a manner that anticipates his anti-Eliot “Quintet”:   
 Лучше не верить своим глазам   It is better not to believe one’s own eyes 
да и устам. Оттого что Сам   and  mouth. Because God 
Бог, предваряя Свой Страшный Суд,  Himself, forestalling his Judgment Day,  
жаждет казнить нас тут.    is eager to punish us here. 
 
Instead of the hope for salvation through purgation, Brodsky offers a Calvinistic interpretation of 
the relationship between God and man, who is a sinner in the eyes of God and whose salvation is 
not guaranteed at all. Earthly suffering is not relieved by the promise of redemption and the 
future love of God, as Four Quartets claim. Brodsky’s God is an executioner, not a surgeon who 
inflicts pain on the patient in order to heal him, as does Eliot’s. For Brodsky, earthly suffering 
foreshadows the suffering of the Judgment Day.   
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  Among Brodsky’s religious motifs in the poem, the concept of sin, mentioned three 
times, is central. According to Brodsky, one has to see the sin and live through it, without turning 
to blind faith and hope for forgiveness: “не с робкой, прощающей грех слепой / веры в 
него...” (not with a timid, blind faith forgiving sin). The question of faith grows more dubious. 
Unlike “Verses,” authoritatively arguing for its metaphysical visions, the “Song” is skeptical 
about the ability to see (“свет ослепляет” (the light blinds), “лучше не верить своим глазам” 
(it is better not to believe one’s own eyes), “слепая вера” (blind faith) “язвит нестерпимый 
вид” (“we are wounded / with their unbearable look”).   
 In several of his interviews, Brodsky mentioned that Mayakovsky’s phrase that the poet 
has stepped on the throat of his song, is truly applicable only to Eliot (Kniga interv’iu 108). This 
metaphor of the smothered song, as the analysis of this poem shows, starts, in Brodsky’s mind, 
as early as 1968.   
The “Song” shows that Brodsky’s switch from sympathy regarding religious humanism 
to the nervous, but stoic interaction with emptiness, happens around this time. The dialogue with 
Eliot highlights and, no doubt, partly helps him reformulate the grounds for the philosophy of 
poetry, belief, and ontology.  
Instead of the whimper and prayer, Brodsky suggests the song:  
В пляске огня, под напором льда   In the dance of the fire, under the pressure of the ice 
подлинный мира конец—когда   the real end of the world is when 
песня, которая всем горчит,   the song, which is bitter for everyone,  
выше нотой звучит.    sounds one note higher.  
 
Brodsky shares Eliot’s apocalyptic premonitions, but not the reaction to it given in Eliot’s 
poems.82 Brodsky’s end of the world is eschatological: the dance of fire and the pressure of ice 
                                                          
82 The stanza above also refers to Robert Frost’s poem, “Fire and Ice” 
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are extraneous, fatal forces amidst which the poet should preserve his voice. This choice to sing 
in spite of the end of the world paraphrases Khlebnikov’s famous lines, “Когда умирают люди, 
поют песни” (When people die, they sing songs). Brodky follows the Russian poetic pathos to 
reinstate the power and necessity of poetry.83 
  In Brodsky’s “Song,” Eliot’s heritage is not discarded altogether, but it is taken to be 
reworked in order to make the bush of civilization blossom again. The Russian poet says: 
 Старая птица, покинь свой куст.   Old bird, leave your bush.  
Стану отныне посредством уст   I will start now, through my mouth,  
петь за тебя, и за куст цвести   singing for you and blossoming for the bush 
буду за счет горсти.    at the expense of the handful.  
 
“Горсть’” (a handful), ambiguous if taken outside of the Eliotic context, comes from The Waste 
Land’s line “I will show you fear in a handful of dust.” In the “Song,” this handful serves as 
fertilization for the bush that will start blossoming again with the help of a new poet.84  
Brodsky’s ruminations about the state of Russian culture losing its Christian roots, 
manifested in the 1966 “A Halt in the Desert,” changes into a very different stance in 1972:  
        Идет четверг. Я верю в пустоту.        It is Thursday. I believe in emptiness. 
       В ней как в Аду, но более херово.        In it, it is like in Hell, but shittier. 
       И новый Дант склоняется к листу        And the new Dante bends above the page, 
       и на пустое место ставит слово.       and, on the empty place, places a word.  
 
The motif of emptiness renders the absence of God, an unpleasant theological discovery in which 
the divine non-presence glares, somewhat similar to the notion of emptiness in The Waste Land.  
                                                          
83 It is important to note that Eliot’s poems do not avoid songs either: “The Hollow Men” and The Waste Land 
contain several children’s nursery songs (“London bridge is falling down,” “Here we go round the mulbury bush”), 
quote the opera Tristan and Isolde, and, indeed, “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” is a song. Eliot, however, 
never articulates the pathos of a singing voice. His songs disintegrate into fragments. “A voice descanting” in Four 
Quartets will be the voice of the preacher, not of the poet.  
 
84 Brodsky will comment on this line in Eliot much later in a less flattering statement, when he will lament that Eliot 
read Laforgue instead of Hardy in the essay, “Wooing the Inanimate”: “For one thing, where Eliot needs a handful 
of dust to perceive terror, for Hardy, as he shows in “Shelley’s Skylark,” a pinch is enough.” (On Grief 314) 
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The theme of emptiness that is worse than hell is repeated on more than one occasion in 
Brodsky’s works of this period (“Пустота вероятней и хуже ада” (Emptiness is more probable 
and worse than Hell), from “The Song of Innocence, also Experience,” 1972). Calling himself 
the new Dante, Brodsky does not approximate himself to the religious views of the medieval 
poet, but rather invents a Dante in the contemporary world without faith and God. The new 
Dante’s Inferno is connected precisely with the modern version of the absence of God’s love—
the absence of God itself. 
“Quintet” and “Sextet” as Anti-Eliot Poems 
The more Brodsky immersed into the Anglophone culture after immigration, the more his poetry 
would sustain the spirit of The Waste Land. And the more Brodsky practiced his own styles of 
ruin and carious teeth symbolic of the rotting civilization, the more anti-Four Quartets he 
became. In 1978, he writes the poem “Strophes,” a love poem dedicated to his most frequent 
addressee of love poems, M. B. It deals with the themes of eternal separation and exile. It ends in 
the following stanza:  
     Облокотясь на локоть,  Leaning on my elbow,  
     я слушаю шорох лип.  I’m listening to the rustle of the lindens.  
     Это хуже, чем грохот  This is worse than the bang 
     и знаменитый всхлип.  and the famous whimper. 
     Это хуже, чем детям  This is worse than “bo-bo” 
     сделанное "бо-бо."  done to the children. 
     Потому что за этим  Because after this, 
     не следует ничего.  nothing follows.  
 
 
“The bang and the famous whimper” are followed not by the song accompanying the end of the 
world, as in “The Song of an Empty Verandah,” but by nothing. Even the pathos of poetry starts 
yielding to emptiness.  
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In the poem, “A list of some observations” (from “A Part of Speech”), where Brodsky 
refers to Eliot in the title, the verandah yields to the pressure of chaos: “веранда под натиском 
ивняка” (verandah under the onset of the willows) echoes “The Song of an Empty Verandah.” 
The line “Man is scarier than his skeleton” (“человек страшней чем его скелет”) repeats 
Brodsky’s words in the interview that Eliot put the skeleton on the stage, but the skeleton is less 
horrifying than a live human being (Kniga interv’iu 31). The poem is paradigmatic evidence of 
how Brodsky comes to the poetics of observation, inherited from Eliot, but sustains the 
polemical attitude to the decadent element of his oeuvre.  
In 1977, Brodsky writes a poem “Квинтет” (Quintet), his most overtly polemical oeuvre 
regarding T. S. Eliot’s Four Quartets. Evgenii Rein says that in the book Urania which the 
author gave him as a present, Brodsky marked it as an anti-Eliot poem (Rein 193). In 1984, 
Brodsky writes a self-translation of the poem into English, with an additional part that gets the 
name “Sextet.” “Quintet” and “Sextet” have been analyzed in several critical pieces (Givens; 
Turoma; Berlina), but none of them approached them as an anti-Eliot text. Alexandra Berlina, 
who is aware of Brodsky’s “anti-Eliot” note, rightly notes in her comparative analysis of 
“Quintet” and “Sextet”: 
Interestingly, this is a comment on the original version. There might be allusions to 
Eliot in Russian, too; I hope a scholar better versed in Eliot’s work will find them… 
Brodsky’s statement makes it clear that the quotations in “Sextet VI” have not 
landed there out of the blue but conclude a well-hidden dialogue which began in the 
earlier parts. (173) 
Four Quartets poetically finalize the significant change in the balance between belief and 
literature in Eliot. In the 1930s, after his conversion, the Anglo-American poet speaks about the 
necessity to put religion before literature. In his essay, “Religion and literature,” for example, he 
suggests that Christian readers should read with their faith in mind and be aware of the alien 
nature of secular fiction. In his later works on metaphysical poetry, Eliot increasingly praises the 
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works that emerge from a coherent religious-philosophical position. Dante, whose works are 
rooted in the unshattered medieval faith, supersedes John Donne, for example, whose poems are 
equivocal about whether the poet is a believer.  
Brodsky’s earliest works, such as “Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot” or “A Halt in the 
Desert” do not argue with Eliot’s Four Quartets, sharing an idea that religion gives meaning to 
existence. The “Song of an Empty Verandah” starts the polemical fight against the religious 
views of Eliot. “Quintet” is a harsh and well thought-out blow against the Quartets. In the 1984 
English version of the poem, Brodsky intensifies this polemic even more, evidently encouraged 
by the opportunity to demonstrate this argument in the same linguistic code to the audience that 
will easily understand his intertextual play.  
Eliot’s conviction that man is evil takes him from modernist innovations in poetics to the 
search for salvation in religion as the absolute through which earthly troubles, from absurdity 
and suffering to the entropy of time, can be resolved. This switch puzzled not only Brodsky, but 
many other writers. Virgnina Woolf famously would note about Eliot’s conversion: “He has 
become an Anglo-Catholic, believes in God and immortality, and goes to church. I was really 
shocked. A corpse would seem to me more credible than he is. I mean, there’s something 
obscene in a living person sitting by the fire and believing in God. (Letters to Vanessa Bell, 11 
February 1928, The Letters of Virginia Woolf 1975-1980, III, 457-458 – quoted from Tonnink 
5).85   
 
                                                          




I will begin with an analysis of the Russian-language poem. Its text and literal translation, 
prepared by Alexandra Berlina, can be found below:  
I 
     Веко подергивается. Изо рта    An/the eyelid is twitching. From a/the mouth 
     вырывается тишина. Европейские города  escapes silence. European cities 
     настигают друг друга на станциях. Запах мыла          catch up with each other at stations. A/the smell of soap 
     выдает обитателю джунглей приближающегося врага.  betrays an/the approaching enemy to a/the  
jungle inhabitant. 
. 
     Там, где ступила твоя нога,    Where your foot has been set,  
     возникают белые пятна на карте мира.   white spots appear on the world map.  
 
     В горле першит. Путешественник просит пить.  [There is] a tickle in a/the throat. The traveler asks for a drink. 
     Дети, которых надо бить,    Children, who need to be beaten, 
     оглашают воздух пронзительным криком. Веко fill the air with piercing shrieks. An/the eyelid 
     подергивается. Что до колонн, из-за   twitches. As for columns, from behind 
     них всегда появляется кто-нибудь. Даже прикрыв глаза,  them someone always emerges. Even with your 
 eyes shut, 
     даже во сне вы видите человека.   even in your dream, you see a/the human. 
 
     И накапливается как плевок в груди:   And it congests like a spittle in the breast: 
     "Дай мне чернил и бумаги, а сам уйди                “Give me some ink and paper and get 
     прочь!" И веко подергивается. Невнятные причитанья    our of here!” And an/the eyelid is twitching.   
        Insistent lamentations 
     за стеной (будто молятся) увеличивают тоску.  behind the wall (as though they were praying),  
        increase the ennui. 
     Чудовищность творящегося в мозгу   The monstrosity of what’s happening in your brain 
     придает незнакомой комнате знакомые очертанья. gives an/the unfamiliar room familiar features.  
 
 
        II  
    Иногда в пустыне ты слышишь голос. Ты  Sometimes in a/the desert you hear a/the voice. You 
    вытаскиваешь фотоаппарат запечатлеть черты.  get out a/the camera to capture the features. 
    Но—темнеет. Присядь, перекинься шуткой  But—it darkens. Sit down, exchange a joke 
    с говорящей по-южному, нараспев,  with a/the [little] monkey who talks in a Southern singsong,   
    обезьянкой, что спрыгнула с пальмы и, не успев              who had jumped from a/the palm tree, and, having 
          hardly/not 
    стать человеком, сделалась проституткой.                 become human in time, turned into a prostitute.  
 
     Лучше плыть пароходом, качающимся на волне, [It is] better to sail on/like a/the steamer, swaying on a/the 
 wave, 
     участвуя в географии, в голубизне, а не                taking part in geography, in blueness, and not 
     только в истории—этой коросте суши.                 just in history—this dry land’s scabs. 
     Лучше Гренландию пересекать, скрипя                Better to traverse Greenland, squeaking  
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     лыжами, оставляя после себя                    with [your/ one’s] skis, leaving behind 
     айсберги и тюленьи туши.                    icebergs and seal carcasses.  
 
     Алфавит не даст позабыть тебе     The alphabet won’t allow you to forget 
     цель твоего путешествия—точку "Б."     the aim of your journey—the point B, 
     Там вороне не сделаться вороном, как ни каркай;  There a/the crow can never become a raven, however  
        hard you caw;  
     слышен лай дворняг, рожь заглушил сорняк; there the barking of mongrels is heard, rye is choked with weed; 
     там, как над шкуркой зверька скорняк,                  there, like a/the furriers above an animal pelt, 
     офицеры Генштаба орудуют над порыжевшей картой. Joint Staff officers handle a/the rusted map.  
 
        III 
     Тридцать семь лет я смотрю в огонь.   For thirty-seven years I’ve been staring into [the] fire. 
     Веко подергивается. Ладонь                 An/the eyelid is twitching. A/the palm   
     покрывается потом. Полицейский, взяв документы,  becomes covered in sweat. A/the policeman,  
        having taken the papers, 
     выходит в другую комнату. Воздвигнутый впопыхах,  goes out into another room. Constructed hastily, 
     обелиск кончается нехотя в облаках,   an/the obelisk ends against its will in the clouds, 
     как удар по Эвклиду, как след кометы.   like a blow against Euclid, like a comet’s trace.  
 
     Ночь; дожив до седин, ужинаешь один, Night; having lived to see your hair go gray, you dine alone, 
     сам себе быдло, сам себе господин.   your own scum, your own master. 
     Вобла лежит поперек крупно набранного сообщенья A/the roach [fish] lies across a report in block letters 
     об изверженьи вулкана черт знает где,                about a volcano erupting devil knows where, 
     иными словами, в чужой среде,   in other  words, in an alien environment, 
     упираясь хвостом в "Последние Запрещенья."  leaning its tail against “[The] Latest Prohibitions.” 
 
     Я понимаю только жужжанье мух   I understand only the buzz of flies 
     на восточных базарах! На тротуаре в двух  in [the] Eastern bazaars! On the sidewalk, two 
     шагах от гостиницы, рыбой, попавшей в сети,        steps away from a/the hotel, like a fish caught in a/the net, 
     путешественник ловит воздух раскрытым ртом:          a/the traveler is catching air with his open mouth: 
     сильная боль, на этом убив, на том            severe pain, having killed in this [world], continues 
     продолжается свете.              in the other world.  
 
        IV 
 
     "Где это?"—спрашивает, приглаживая вихор,                   “Where’s that?”—asks, smoothing down a forelock, 
     племянник. И, пальцем блуждая по складкам гор,   the nephew. And, her fingers wandering along 
       mountain folds, 
     "Здесь"—говорит племянница. Поскрипывают качели “Here,”—says the niece. Swings creak [slightly] 
     в старом саду. На столе букет    in the old garden. On the table, a bouquet 
     фиалок. Солнце слепит паркет.   of violets. The sun’s blinding the parquet. 
     Из гостиной доносятся пассажи виолончели.  From the drawing room, cello passages resound. 
 
     Ночью над плоскогорьем висит луна.   At night, the moon hangs above a/the plateau. 
     От валуна отделяется тень слона.   A/the elephant’s shadow separates itself from a/the 
        boulder. 
     В серебре ручья нет никакой корысти.   A/the brook’s silver does not seek profit. 
     В одинокой комнате простыню   In a/the lonely room, the sheets 
     комкает белое (смуглое) просто ню—             are rumpled by a white / swarthy / simply [some] nude- 
     жидопись неизвестной кисти.             a kike painted/written by an unknown/unfamiliar brush. 
 
     Весной в грязи копошится труженик-муравей,        In spring, an/the ant, a toiler, crawls/potters about in dirt, 
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     появляется грач, твари иных кровей;            a/the rook appears, [so do] creatures of other bloods;  
     листва прикрывает ствол в месте его изгиба.               leafage covers the trunk where it bends. 
     Осенью ястреб дает круги    In autumn, a/the hawk circles 
     над селеньем, считая цыплят. И на плечах слуги     above a/the village, counting chickens. And on a/the 
        servant’s shoulders 





        V 
     Было ли сказано слово? И если да,—   Was a/the word ever said? And if yes—  
     на каком языке? Был ли мальчик? И сколько льда in what language? Has there [ever] been a boy? And 
         how much ice 
     нужно бросить в стакан, чтоб остановить Титаник should be thrown into a glass to stop a/the Titanic 
     мысли? Помнит ли целое роль частиц?       of thought? Does the whole remember the role of particles? 
     Что способен подумать при виде птиц   What could a/the botanist think seeing 
     в аквариуме ботаник?     birds in an aquarium?  
 
     Теперь представим себе абсолютную пустоту.           Now let us imagine absolute emptiness.  
     Место без времени. Собственно воздух. В ту           [A] place without time. Air as such. In this 
     и в другую, и в третью сторону. Просто Мекка               and in that, and in the third direction. Simply a Mecca 
     воздуха. Кислород, водород. И в нем                of air. Oxygen, hydrogen. And in it 
     мелко подергивается день за днем                slightly twitches day after day 
     одинокое веко.                  a lonely eyelid.  
 
     Это—записки натуралиста. За-                These are the notes of a/the naturalist. The no- 
           [for/behind] 
     писки натуралиста. Капающая слеза   tes [squeals] of a naturalist. A/the dropping tear /  
     падает в вакууме без всякого ускоренья.  falls in a /the vacuum without any acceleration. 
     Вечнозеленое неврастение, слыша жжу  An evergreen neurasthenic plant, hearing the zhzhu 
     це-це будущего, я дрожу,    [of the] tsetse of the future, I shiver, 
     вцепившись ногтями в свои коренья.   grabbing my roots with my fingernails. (153-168) 
 
 (Sochineniia, vol. 3, 151-153) 
 
The title of Four Quartets reflects the composition of Eliot’s work. It consists of four poems, 
each having its own title. Each poem, in its turn, consists of five numbered parts. Each part is a 
quartet not because of the number of parts within it, but because of the suggested musical 
orchestration inspired, as Eliot acknowledged himself, by Beethoven.  Each of the quartets is 
focused around one of the four elements (fire, water, air, earth) and four Christian events 
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(Ascension, Annunciation, Pentecost, and Good Friday). At the same time, each quartet also 
deals with the same motifs of time, movement, language.86 
Brodsky’s poem follows the structure of one quartet from Eliot’s work: it contains five 
parts.87 Solzhenitsyn is right to note that Brodsky’s “Quintet” is among those poems with 
musical titles that are not musical at all. No doubt, Brodsky does it purposefully. Each of the 
parts in “Quintet” plays the role of one instrument rather than the whole ensemble.88 Even in this 
arrangement itself Brodsky’s argument in favor of temporal linearity contrasts with Eliot’s 
search for synthesis. Brodsky’s poem also deals with the elements (earth, water, fire, and air) and 
the themes of time, space and language, but they are not structured in the same strictly 
orchestrated manner. The Christian themes of Four Quartets are visibly absent from “Quintet.”  
 The most noticeable repeated motif in Brodsky’s poem is the twitching eyelid. John 
Givens sees in it a reference to Mark Strand’s book of poems, “Sleeping with One Eye Open.” 
He argues that the poem shares Strand’s absurdist manner and nervous anxiety. But the image 
also has a meaning that is organic for the poem itself.  Brodsky’s “twitching eyelid” is, literally, 
a medical condition, an involuntary spasm of the eyelid that can be caused by stress, tiredness, or 
dry eyes. If Strand’s “Sleeping with One Eye Open” metaphorizes inability to sleep soundly due 
to anxiety, Brodsky’s is a nervous tic of the observer. In terms of temporality, this motif 
embodies involuntary repetition, and its reoccurrence textually emulates what happens with the 
twitching eyelid. Eliot’s comfort in the idea of return turns into a tiring, bad infinity. 
                                                          
86 My analysis of Four Quartets is indebted to the discussion of the poem in Professor John Brenkman’s class, 
Modernism, Nihilism, and Belief.  
87 Brodsky’s title, “Quintet,” corresponds to the number of parts his poem contains, as confirmed by its 
transformation into “Sextet”: when he writes the English-language version of this poem, he adds another instrument, 
a sixth part. 
88 This feature has been noted by Elena Petrushanskaia as well, but it is hard to take her comments on Eliot seriously 
since she ascribes Four Quartets to Yeats and spells Eliot as Elliot elsewhere (134).  
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 Brodsky’s “Quintet” deals with space more than with time. The spatial setup of “Quintet” 
is dramatically different from that of Four Quartets. Eliot’s space is organized around the 
memorable places of the past that trigger ruminations about the nature of time and the variants of 
“conquering” it: “Dry Salvages” pictures the American landscape of Eliot’s childhood, a cape in 
Massachusetts; Burnt Norton is a memorable place in England that he visited with Emily Hale, a 
woman in whom he was romantically interested; “East Coker” is dedicated to the town where the 
ancestors of the Eliots lived in England. Brodsky does not engage with the idea of return at all.89  
Brodsky’s “Quintet” juxtaposes not the old motherland with the new but generalized European 
civilization with a space that is southern, or eastern, and palpably colonial. This choice of 
emphatically non-Western and alien space might reflect Brodsky’s rejection of Eliot’s late 
mysticism, similarly to Brodsky’s rejection of mysticism in W.B. Yeats, with whom Brodsky’s 
essay, “Flight from Byzantium,” implicitly argues.   
  The encounter between Europe and its Other is described in the spirit of mutual enmity, 
as the clash of civilizations. Cleanliness (the smell of soap) is the symptom of a foreigner for the 
jungle barbarians, but also that of destructive colonialism:  “белые пятна на карте мира” (“the 
white spots on the map of the world”), a metaphor habitually applied to the unknown and badly 
explored geographical areas, here gets an additional meaning of the forceful whitening of the 
colonized space. In the self-translation, where the same notion would have to be expressed 
differently (“blank spots” do not work), Brodsky resorts to an additional metaphor: “Wherever 
you set your sole or toe, / The world map develops blank spots, grows balder” (Collected Poems 
263). The lost pun on whiteness is compensated with the image of baldness: the oldness of 
                                                          




Europe is transposed on the young civilization, it thins it out. The motif reappears in the second 
part of the poem, where the officers cut the map like a pelt,90 pursuing the orientalisit dichotomy 
of Western civilization as a hunter or furrier, and the colony as nature, a beast.  
  Brodsky’s traveler is not so much a colonist as an irritated tourist: he stays in a hotel and 
keeps his camera ready. Although in “The Flight from Byzantium” Brodsky perceives the 
common roots of tourism and conquest, the parallel between them in the poem is free of any 
triumph. This tourist is tired of people, bored, thirsty, and can barely breathe.  
 The colonial motif and Indian realia (a sahib), an area of the globe that Brodsky never 
visited, can be explained through Brodsky’s cultural allusions. Eliot, in Four Quartets, like in his 
earlier works, attracts Hindu mythology and metaphysical horizons (Krishna, Arjuna), implying 
that all earthly life is just an illusion. Although Brodsky, in general, is interested in Hinduism as 
well, in this poem he treats the East as the alienated space where the drama of the colonizer and 
the colonized takes place. It seems to be related to Brodsky’s reading at this time. In 1977, as 
Polukhina’s and Losev’s chronology demonstrates, he translated Orwell’s essay, “Shooting an 
Elephant” (Iosif Brodskii 368). The essay, partly biographical, is based on Orwell’s experience of 
serving as a policeman in Burma. Orwell’s speaker is referred to as a sahib, a white person 
among the locals who, against his will, finds himself involved in the shooting of the elephant 
who killed a man. Knowing that imperialism is evil, Orwell describes how it makes both sides 
unfree: “when the white man turns tyrant it is his own freedom he destroys. He becomes a sort of 
hollow, posing dummy, the conventional figure of sahib” (22).  Brodsky’s poem, in addition to 
the introduction giving similar premonitions, also refers to the elephant and sahib.91  
                                                          
90 The word evokes Derek Walcott’s “Far Cry from Africa” (1962) with Africa represented as a pelt.  
91 Lev Loseff notes that Brodsky greatly admired Orwell’s essays. The Southern and Eastern versions of colonialism 
were discussed in Orwell’s several essays. In “Quintet”’s manner, they emphasize not so much the evils of 
imperialism for the colonized as its absurdity and impending danger for white culture itself.  
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In the poem, Brodsky reinstates one of his favorite thoughts on history and geography, 
with history understood as an accumulation of human deeds (always ugly, according to the 
Russian poet), and geography—as pure ontology. Hence, the better areas to hide, the ocean and 
the North Pole, offered in the poem:  
 Лучше плыть пароходом, качающимся на волне, [It is] better to sail on/like a/the steamer, swaying on a/the 
 wave, 
     участвуя в географии, в голубизне, а не                taking part in geography, in blueness, and not 
     только в истории—этой коросте суши.                 just in history—this dry land’s scabs. 
     Лучше Гренландию пересекать, скрипя                Better to traverse Greenland, squeaking  
     лыжами, оставляя после себя                    with [your/ one’s] skis, leaving behind 
     айсберги и тюленьи туши.                    icebergs and seal carcasses.  
 
 
The word “короста” (scabs) denotes the covering of the wound that is not yet healed. Like 
Eliot’s poem, it equivocally approaches the theme of history and current civilization. Brodsky’s 
and Eliot’s verdict is, more or less, similar, and the tragic nature of history is acknowledged. 
Eliot does not particularly deal with the colonial dimension the way Brodsky speaks about it 
(although Eliot’s admiration for Joseph Conrad might be a distant echo), but he does speculate 
on history and journeys.   
 In “Dry Salvages,” Eliot gives the following interpretation of the journey:  
When the train starts, and the passengers are settled 
To fruit, periodicals and business letters 
(And those who saw them off have left the platform) 
Their faces relax from grief into relief, 
To the sleepy rhythm of a hundred hours. 
Fare forward, travellers! not escaping from the past 
Into different lives, or into any future; 
You are not the same people who left that station 
Or who will arrive at any terminus, 
While the narrowing rails slide together behind you; 
And on the deck of the drumming liner 
Watching the furrow that widens behind you, 
You shall not think “the past is finished” 
Or “the future is before us.” 
At nightfall, in the rigging and the aerial, 
Is a voice descanting (though not to the ear, 
The murmuring shell of time, and not in any language) 
“Fare forward, you who think that you are voyaging; 
You are not those who saw the harbour 
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Receding, or those who will disembark. 
Here between the hither and the farther shore 
While time is withdrawn, consider the future 
And the past with an equal mind. 
At the moment which is not of action or inaction 
You can receive this: ‘on whatever sphere of being 
The mind of a man may be intent 
At the time of death’—that is the one action 
(And the time of death is every moment) 
Which shall fructify in the lives of others: 
And do not think of the fruit of action. 
Fare forward. 
                      O voyagers, O seamen, 
You who came to port, and you whose bodies 
Will suffer the trial and judgement of the sea, 
Or whatever event, this is your real destination.” 
So Krishna, as when he admonished Arjuna 
On the field of battle. 
                                  Not fare well, 
But fare forward, voyagers. (The Complete Poems 134) 
 Eliot addresses the theme of a journey, both over the sea and by train, to look into the 
human processing of time through movement in space. The linear perception of temporality, 
from the past to the future, is the equivalent to the spatial thinking about a journey from point A 
to point B. Four Quartets, whose main obsession is indeed time, invites one to reconsider the 
essence of the journey as well. Eliot insists that they are “not escaping from the past / into 
different lives, or into any future.” He suggests seeing a journey as a “still point,” the moment of 
non-presence between the point of departure and arrival, when “time is withdrawn.” While the 
point of Eliot’s final destination, “death,” might be not too far from Brodsky’s general memento 
mori spirit, “Quintet”’s touristic journey is full of annoyance with life and death as dry essences. 
Eliot’s passage is followed by the marine prayer for the voyagers. Brodsky’s choice of 
geography over history reveals his ethical denial of the latter. Eliot, after elaborating his method 
to “conquer time,” comes to terms with history. In the last quartet, “Little Gidding,” he states, 
“History may be servitude, / History may be freedom.” If suffering is the divine test, then history 
is a path to redemption: “A people without history / Is not redeemed from time, for history is a 
pattern / Of timeless moments.”  
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Brodsky would disagree with the attempt to see travelling as a timeless moment: 
“Алфавит не даст позабыть тебе / цель твоего путешествия – точку ‘Б’” (The alphabet won’t 
allow you to forget / the aim of your journey—the point B). Eliot’s recommendation to avoid 
being conscious, for “to be conscious is not to be in time,” in the final part of “Quintet” is 
responded to with an ironic question, “И сколько льда / нужно бросить в стакан, чтобы 
остановить / Титаник мысли?” (And how much ice / should be thrown into a glass to stop a/the 
Titanic / of thought?). The awareness of unavoidable death, shown in the image of the Titanic 
and the iceberg, sustains the linear conception of temporality.92  
 Four Quartets, written during World War II, meditates on observed suffering. The main 
theme of the poem is an attempt to “conquer” time, to step out of the entropy of time whose 
linearity, Eliot advises, should be overcome through transcendence. This approach is different 
from his “anthropological” method that puts a particular historical moment within the historical 
perspective and finds parallels in myth, with which Brodsky would definitely agree. For the Eliot 
of Four Quartets, this is the implication of meaning behind historical suffering, the 
understanding of the redemptive power of suffering that is supposed to bring the real 
transcendence.  
 The fifth part of “Quintet” polemicizes with Eliot’s way to conquer time. For Brodsky, 
Eliot’s time without time is absolute emptiness: “Теперь представим себе абсолютную 
пустоту. / Место без времени. Собственно воздух <...> Просто  /  Мекка воздуха” (Now let 
us imagine absolute emptiness. / [A] place without time. Air as such… Simply a Mecca of air).  
The metaphor of air, parallel to air-Ascension in Eliot’s “Burnt Norton,” is associated here with 
                                                          
92 The metaphor is wittingly intertwined with the image of drinking in order to forget onseself, hence adding the ice 
to the glass (Berlina 170). 
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the Islamic East: Mecca, the place from which the Christians are banned, echoes Brodsky’s 
representation of the Islamic elements as a place of death.  
 The speaker of Brodsky’s poem is quite misanthropic, as Alexandra Berlina notes (155). 
He is also irritated. This irritation can be credited to the thoughts about Four Quartets whose 
praying tone, as Brodsky says in his interview, just annoys him (Kniga Interv’iu 646). The text 
of the poem is quick to support it: “Невнятные причитанья / за стеной (будто молятся) 
увеличивают тоску”; in the English-language version of the poem, Brodsky translates it as 
“Odd, funereal / whinings—as though someone’s praying upstairs—poison the daily grind” 
(Collected Poems 263) This is the attack not only on Eliot’s liturgical method, but also on his 
later claim that poetry should yield to prayer, literature to religion: 
You are not here to verify,  
Instruct yourself, or inform curiosity 
Or carry report. You are here to kneel  
Where prayer has been valid. (The Complete Poems 139) 
 
 In the second part of “Quintet,” Brodsky introduces a biblical setting of a desert, a voice 
in the desert, and temptation. Brodsky’s speaker, instead of listening to the voice in the desert, is 
trying to take a picture. It is ambiguous whether the depersonalized subject of the poem actually 
gets tempted by the prostitute: on the one hand, they do start talking and joking, so he might be 
falling for it, and this is what the voice in the desert amounts to. On the other hand, the general 
contempt of the speaker is for all living-beings, including “the prostitute,” compared to a 
monkey.  
Eliot, too, comments on the voice in the desert, pointing to the travesty and insignificance 




Words strain,  
Crack and sometimes break, under the burden, 
Under the tension, slip, slide, perish, 
Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place, 
Will not stay still. Shrieking voices 
Scolding, mocking, or merely chattering,  
Always assail them. The Word in the desert 
Is most attacked by voices of temptation,  
The crying shadow of the funeral dance,  
The loud lament of the disconsolate chimera. (121-122) 
 
In Eliot, the problem of the imprecision of words will be solved similarly to the problem of time: 
the instability of meaning, “chimera,” is able to acquire transcendence when seen as the shadow 
of the transcendental (“Every phrase and every sentence is an end and a beginning, / Every poem 
an epitaph” (The Complete Poems 144).  
We have seen in other poems incorporating Eliotic intertext that Brodsky always 
emphasizes the idea of poetry as transcendence. “Quintet,” in this sense, is more pessimistic than 
earlier poems. Like “Verses,” it does refer to Horace’s famous “Monument,” appropriated by 
Pushkin: “Воздвигнутый впопыхах, / обелиск кончается в облаках, как удар по Эвклиду, 
как след кометы”  (Constructed hastily, a/the obelisk ends against its will in the clouds, / like a 
blow against Euclid, like a/the comet’s trace). This rushed monument does not provide a path to 
the divine, stopping in the clouds. Comparing it to the trace of the comet, Brodsky redirects its 
verticality: comets fall from the sky on the earth, not the other way around. In the final stanza, 
Brodsky will pose the question about the word ironically, “Было ли сказано слово? И если да, 
—/ на каком языке? Был ли мальчик?” (Was a/the word ever said? And if yes—/ in what 
language? Has there [ever] been a boy?”. Putting together the biblical, “At the beginning there 
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was the word” and Gorky’s cliched phrase symbolic of doubts about most obvious things, the 
status of the word is weakened.93  
 In Eliot’s Quartets, the idea of redemptive suffering is fulfilled through the images of 
fire, which include both Purgatorial fire and Pentacostal fire. Brodsky’s poem also mentions fire 
that can be interpreted as suffering: “Тридцать семь лет я смотрю в огонь” (For thirty-seven 
years I’ve been looking into [the] fire). The following lines in the stanza communicate more 
recognizable events of the biography “made” by the state for the Russian poet: “Полицейский, 
взяв документы, выходит в другую комнату” (A/the policeman, having taken the papers, / 
goes out into another room). Further, the roach fish on the newspaper depicts a typical bachelor’s 
meal in the USSR, with the “Latest prohibitions” symbolic of the totalitarian media. In the third 
part, one can see the continuation of the ideas in “The Song of the Empty Verandah” concerning 
suffering and redemption: the lines “сильная боль, на этом убив, на том / продолжается 
свете" (severe pain, having killed in this [world], / continues in the other world) tackle the more 
overtly religious vision of the afterlife as wishful thinking. “The primacy of fire” (“примат 
огня”) that Brodsky mentioned in the “Song” does not have the purpose of purification; it is the 
essence of human existence.  
The lyric subject of the poem is also represented through the master/slave dichotomy. In 
the first part, the speaker behaves as a master of life, a capricious noble who can yell, “дай 
чернил и бумаги, а сам уйди” (Give me some ink and paper and get out of here). In the fourth, 
he is the epitome of loneliness, both the master and the slave: “сам себе быдло, сам себе 
                                                          
93 In Russian, the phrase “А был ли мальчик?” (And was there a boy?) is a conversational cliché that denotes the 
doubts of the speaker about the existence of the object of discussion, or, sometimes, doubt about obvious things. It 
comes from Maxim Gorky’s novel The Life of Klim Samgin where the question was asked by one of the characters 
about the boy who drowned.  
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господин” (your own scam, your own master).  In the fifth, only the jacket swinging on the 
shoulder of the servant is left from the “master,” sahib, which hints at the class reasons for   the 
disappearance of the latter and the new acquisition of the former.  
Another metaphoric motif describing the lyric subject, sustained throughout the poem, is 
that of a fish. Not unique to this poem (“в каждом из нас рыба дремлет”—“in each of us a fish 
sleeps,” says Brodsky in “Lullaby of Cape Cod”), this motif is particularly persistent in 
“Quintet.” In the third part, there are two fish: one is the roach fish on the newspaper that the 
traveler is preparing to eat; the other one is part of the simile: “на тратуаре в двух шагах от 
гостиницы, рыбой, попавшей в сети, / путешественник ловит воздух раскрытым ртом” (on 
the sidewalk, two / steps away from the hotel, like a fish caught in a/ the net, / a traveler is 
catching air with his open mouth”).  The line continues the very beginning of the poem, where 
only silence escapes the mouth.    
While the meaning of the fish as the symbol of Christ has been frequently mentioned in 
connection with Brodsky, there is another, perhaps even more relevant source for this 
metaphor—the ancient Greek philosopher Anaximander. The philosopher offered the first 
Western scientific theory of the origin of human beings, suggesting that animals and humans 
lived in the water first and then came onto the land. Human-beings, he claimed, had to spend 
some time inside the big fish, then came out and lost their scales. This interestingly relevant, 
although extravagant, philosophy plays well into the motif of the fish coming out on the land, 
which is connected, in Brodsky’s works, with immigration: exile is like moving to the milieu 
which is not made for him to breathe. In the major poem dedicated to his arrival in America, 
“Lullaby of Cape Cod,” man comes out of the water like fish. In “Quintet,” the traveler asks for a 
drink similarly to the cod asking to drink for the sake of God in the “Lullaby.” A metaphor of 
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fish in the wrong milieu is echoed in the last stanza of the poem: “Что способен подумать при 
виде птиц / в аквариуме ботаник?” (What could a/the botanist think seeing / birds in an 
aquarium?). The image does not only imply that birds are in the wrong place,94 but also means 
that the fish is out of the fish tank. In this sense, the association of absolute emptiness with air is 
explainable: for a fish, the air is an unbreathable vacuum. The image of birds in the aquarium 
brings together Brodsky’s two favorite animalistic metaphors: a bird for the poet and a fish for 
human condition. Birds (poets), who find themselves in a fish-tank, the space of humanity-fish, 
do not fit in there, similarly to the hawk in “The Hawk’s Cry in the Fall,” they would not be able 
to breathe there.  
The core motifs of Eliot’s Four Quartets—conquering time and salvation through 
religion—are also tackled by Brodsky directly. In the fourth part, commenting on the change of 
seasons, the spring and autumn, instead of embodying the traditional rendition of the cyclical 
nature of life and death, imply the principle of linearity. Alexandra Berlina argues, that in the 
lines, “Осенью ястреб дает круги / над селеньем, считая цыплят" (in autumn, a/the hawk 
circles / above a/the village, counting chickens)  does not produce a deadly effect, since 
Brodsky’s lyric subject is too easily associated with the hawk, due to his programmatic poem, 
“The Hawk’s Cry in Autumn” (168). For the same reason, though, it can be hardly read as a 
triumph: Brodsky’s alter-ego hawk ends up in the stratosphere and crashes. In “Quintet,” the 
sinister sentence about the servant possessing the sahib’s jacket, makes it clear whose 
disappearance it implies.  
                                                          
94 Possibly alluding to the absurdist sculpture of an abstract artist Hans Arp, “Birds in an Aquarium” (Berlina 170). 
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The final lines of “Quintet” explicitly disagree with the idea of abandoning the past: “я 
дрожу, / вцепившись ногтями в свои коренья” (I shiver, / Grabbing my roots with my 
fingernails) is the emphatic response to Eliot’s suggestion to get rid of the past and future to 
partake of timelessness. Eliot states, “Men’s curiosity searches past and future / And clings to 
that dimension. But to apprehend / The point of intersection of the timeless / With time, is an 
occupation for the saint—/ No occupation either, but something given / And taken…” (The 
Complete Poems 136). Eliot’s ultimate pathos is “freedom from past and future.” Brodsky insist 
on clinging to past and future, pointing to Eliot as the source of his passionate and anxious 
reaction.  When Brodsky says, “слыша жжу / цеце будущего” (hearing the zhzhu [of the] tsetse 
of the future), he not only introduces the metaphor of the danger of what is to come, but also a 
direct reference to Eliot, less clear in Russian, but quite obvious for those familiar with Eliot’s 
biography in detail: T. S. Eliot used the pseudonym “tse-tse” for his writings. In the poem, the 
tse-tse fly is metaphorically linked with the singing of the flies in Eastern bazaars, thus 
confirming the association of Eliot’s late mystic transcendentalism with the East in Brodsky’s 
mind. The disease that the fly tse-tse brings, sleeping sickness, results in a neurological condition 
that disrupts the sleeping cycle, leads to confusion, tremor, and paralysis.  
 Abandoning the metaphors of fish, birds and even of a scientist, Brodsky suddenly turns 
into Friedrich Schlegel’s ideal version of the poet, a plant: “неврастение” puns on the words 
“неврастение (neurasthenia) and “растение” (plant). Schlegel, in his “Lucinde,” sees an ideal 
poet as a plant: “the more divine a man or a work of man is, the more it resembles a plant; of all 
the forms of nature this form is most moral. And so the highest, most moral way of life would 
actually be nothing more than pure vegetating” (quoted in Firchow 66). The transformation of a 
naturalist into a plant echoes Brodsky’s other plant metaphors discussed in the other two poems 
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with Eliotic intertext: the commemorating nature in “Verses on the Death of T. S. Eliot” and the 
transformation of the poet into a bush in “The Song of an Empty Verandah.” Calling himself 
“eternally green,” Brodsky hints at ultimate partaking of eternity. The pun on neurasthenia 
returns him to the younger Eliot, his period of The Waste Land. Eliot would mark in his earlier 
poems the diagnosis of “neurasthenia” on the margin, believing himself to be a neurasthenic. As 
Nicholas Jenkins writes in his 1997 New York Times article, “More American Than we Knew,” 
Eliot’s own neurasthenia should be understood as an American phenomenon.95 Brodsky’s 
neurasthenia also turns out to be an American disease: in exile, the emphasis on nerves and 
looking into emptiness become the constant motives of his poems. 
In the English-language version of the poem, “неврастение” is rendered as “neu-roses.” 
This neologism renders the original pun pointing at the nervous condition and the plant, but also 
                                                          
95 Jenkins explains how Eliot employs neurasthenia as an American disease: “‘Nerves’ were also a cultural product 
of the time, and it is this fact that connects Eliot's poetry not just with other poems but with a whole society and a 
historical moment. At the end of his life, Eliot came to feel that although he had become a British citizen in 1927, 
the roots of his poetry and his sensibility were American. As the critic Tom Lutz has explained, at the start of the 
century nerves and nervous disease were understood as a particularly American phenomenon. Neurasthenia, in the 
wake of its most relentless diagnosticator, George M. Beard, was known as ‘American nervousness’—largely 
because the disease and the related manifestations of despair, abulia, depression, fainting and stammering were 
characterized as a reaction toward modern civilization, a civilization that was understood to have reached its most 
advanced and desperate stage in America. Exploring the poetic possibilities inherent in ‘nervous disease,’ then, was 
a way for Eliot not only to circumvent the banalities of officially approved literary modes but also to claim an ironic 
centrality for his writing. To be writing out of and about nervous fragility made him culturally representative. 
The neurasthenic was a modern American everyman, and everywhere one looks in early Eliot, there are quivering 
neurasthenic voices and perspectives. In his famous essay on the metaphysical poets, Eliot wrote disturbingly that in 
writing poetry one had to look deeper into oneself than the heart—like a creature capable of X-raying itself, one 
‘must also look into the cerebral cortex, the nervous system and the digestive tracts.’ And in poetry, Eliot's 
neurasthenic, vacillating J. Alfred Prufrock imagines that a state of full, expressive articulacy would feel ‘as if a 
magic lantern threw the nerves in patterns on a screen.’ For the young Eliot, the pattern made by the frail branches 





keeps an allusion to Eliot alive: the central image of his Four Quartets is the rose.  The last part 
of Brodsky’s “Sextet” is emphatically dedicated to this image as well.  
“Sextet” 
The English-language version of the poem brings out the dialogue with Four Quartets 
even more prominently, logically following the preposition that, for English-language readers, 
the intertextual dialogue and the overall message will be more accessible. This happens primarily 
in the last two lines of the fifth stanza and the additional sixth part.  I quote them below:   
These are the notes of a naturalist. The naughts 
on nature’s own list. Stained with flowerpots. 
A tear falls in a vacuum without acceleration.  
The last of hotbed neu-roses, hearing the  
faint buzzing of time’s tsetse,  
I smell increasingly of isolation.  
  
                                       VI 
 
And I dread my petals’ joining the crowned knot 
of fire! Most resolutely not! 
Oh, but to know the place for the first, the second,  
and the umpteenth time! When everything comes to light,  
when you hear or utter the jewels like 
“When I was in the army” or “Change the record!”  
 
Petulant is the soul begging mercy from  
an invisible or dilated frame.  
Still, if it comes to the point where the blue acrylic 
dappled with cirrus suggests the Lord,  
say, “Give me strength to sustain the hurt,”  
and learn it by heart like a decent lyric.  
 
When you are no more, unlike the rest, 
the latter may think of themselves as blessed 
with the place so much safer thanks to the big withdrawal 
of what your conscience indeed amassed.  
And a fish that prophetically shines with rust 
will splash in a pond and repeat your oval. (Brodsky, Collected Poems 265-266) 
 
The fourth part preserves “time’s tsetse,” but Brodsky takes out the lines about clinging to his 
roots and substitutes them with “I smell increasingly of isolation,” amplifying the meaning of 
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loneliness, alienation, exilic existence. The polemical message regarding time and stoicism is 
transferred to the last part of “Sextet.” 
The first lines of the sixth part, “And I dread my petals’ joining the crowned knot / of 
fire! Most resolutely not!,” directly reply to the pathos of Four Quartets expressed in its finale: 
“When the tongues of flame are in-folded / Into the crowned knot of fire / And the fire and the 
rose are one” (The Complete Poems 145). The fire, in Eliot’s poem, is an allegory of suffering 
rendered as cleansing suffering, Purgatorial fire; the rose is the dantesque allegory of paradise. 
According to Eliot, they will coincide: suffering will become redemption, and “all shall be well.” 
Brodsky’s speaker defies such an attempt at consolation.96  
Speaking about the interaction with God, Brodsky refers to the divine as “an invisible or 
dilated frame,” balancing on the boundary of skepticism, agnosticism and Calvinism. Heaven is 
described as an acrylic painting with the Lord suggested: it is impossible to know the 
metaphysical truth behind it.  
 Brodsky’s English variant, in its polemic concerning the essence of temporality, insists 
not so much on the linearity of time and “keeping to one’s roots” as on criticism of temporal 
repetition as a bad infinity. Eliot’s pathos of finding new meaning through the return to the 
beginning is given at the end of “Little Gidding”:  
We shall not cease from exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time. (The Complete Works 145) 
 
                                                          
96 Brodsky’s treatment of Eliot’s late poetry coincides with the apprehension of several other Western authors. 
Brodsky’s allusions to Orwell also refer to Orwell’s criticism of Eliot’s religious glorification of death. Similarly, 
the whole part of “Quintet”/”Sextet,” derived, as Alexandra Berlina discovers, from Nabokov’s Ada, is likely to 





In Eliot, joining the beginning and the end closes the spiral at a new, more meaningful level. 
Brodsky parodies this idea of return, saying, “Oh, but to know the place for the first, the second, 
/ and the umpteenth time!” Annoyance with repetition comes through the exclamation, “change 
the record!”  
 The poet’s self is included into the joyless picture of humanity, continuing his 
engagement with the idea that man is bad. The last stanza of “Sextet,” applying the generalized 
“you,” returns to the idea of the place and argues that, without this “you,” the world might be 
better, “with the place so much safer thanks to the big withdrawal / of what your conscience 
indeed amassed.” 
 The last two lines of “Sextet” return to the image of fish. It is not particularly 
optimistic—the only prophecy that this Christian fish can give is the promise of “rust”—it is 
important that the poem puts the fish back into the water. The poem ends in the aporia of 
Christian hope, if the fish is read as the symbol of Christ, and hopeless skepticism, if the fish’s 
fate is that of the future dinner (which echoes the image of the roach fish on the newspaper).97 
In his 1993 interview to Bozena Shallcross, Brodsky claims that the way Eliot represents 
the soul of the lyric subject in Four Quartets is alien to him (Kniga interv’iu 646-647). The 
criticism of such a soul is found in the second stanza of the final part of “Sextet” as well. In the 
poem, it is called “petulant,” which implies both immaturity and impudence. Brodsky’s 
recommendation of what needs to be said is formulated as a prayer (“Give me strength to sustain 
                                                          
97 This last fish image seems to be derived from the works of another American poet, Anna Sexton, whom Brodsky 
praised for comparing fish with silver spoons (Volkov 87). He probably means the poem “Water,” where Sexton 
states that fish is of the color of spoons and caramel. Brodsky reformulates this metaphor, in his poems, into the 




the hurt”), but which must be essentially a lyric poem. As in his earlier works, Brodsky’s method 
to pacify the “angst” is to build the poetic monument. He explicitly overturns Eliot’s claim that 
poetry should not take the place of religion: in Brodsky’s works, with all their changing attitudes 
towards the Anglo-American master, this is the point that remains the same.  
The three poems discussed in this chapter reveal the trajectory of Brodsky’s evolving 
attitude to Eliot that speaks, first of all, about Brodsky’s changing attitudes to the most 
fundamental problems that Eliot himself highlighted in his works. “Verses on the Death of T. S. 
Eliot” rejects the world of The Waste Land and “The Hollow Men” and insists on the power of 
poetry, memory, and religion as a metaphysical dimension. “The Song of an Empty Verandah” 
acknowledges the validity of Eliot’s notions of emptiness and starts questioning his more 
religious and hopeful stances, with a hint that more stoicism is desirable. “Quintet” and “Sextet” 
attack the epiphany of Four Quartets, but, unlike the other two Eliotic intertexts, these later 
works follow the poetics of observation prescribed by the early Eliot.  
After “Sextet,” Brodsky’s intertextual polemic with Eliot disappears as an explicit 
metatext. Continuing his “styles of ruin” and “poetics of observation,” indebted to Eliot’s earlier 
modernist works, Brodsky does not address him specifically. I suggest that the reason for this, at 
least partly, is the Nobel Prize that Brodsky received in 1986. He was officially announced 
Eliot’s equal. In his interview to David Bethea, Brodsky specifically comments on this event:  
Тогда только что пришла эта штука из Стокгольма, а я жил какое-то время у 
пианиста Альфреда и его жены Ирен Бренделл. И у нас произошел такой 
забавный разговор на эту тему, почему я, собственно, и вспомнил о нем. Она 
была по происхождению немкой. Она спросила меня: “Кто еще из ваших 
получал Нобелевскую премию?.” Я ответил: “Давай считать: Бунин, Пастернак, 
Шолохов, Солженицын...—Тут я автоматически добавил: ... и я.” Очень 
забаваный был случай. Потом в тот же вечер кто-то говорил что-то об Элиоте, я 
стал спорить и сказал: “У меня, в конце конов, просто есть право говорить о 
нем, да, есть!” (Kniga interv’iu 560) 
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Then that thing from Stockholm just came, and I was staying with the pianist Alfred 
and his wife Iren Brendell. And we had such a funny conversation, the reason why, 
actually, I remembered about him. She was German by origin. She asked me: “Who 
else, from yours, received the Nobel Prize?” I replied: “Let’s count: Bunin, 
Pasternak, Sholokhov, Solzhenitsyn… —and here I automatically added … and me.” 
That was funny. Then, in the same evening, someone started saying something about 
Eliot, I started arguing, and said: “After all, I have the right to speak about him, yes, 
I have!”  
 
After acquiring the official right to criticize Eliot, the impulse to do it, evolving from the 
anxiety of influence, goes away.  
Brodsky’s engagement with the theoretical ideas and poetical innovations of Eliot as one 
of the giants of Anglo-American modernism were of primary significance for the development of 
Russian poetry. It had two distinct developments: one lay along the lines of depersonalization, as 
I will show through the analysis of Dragomoshchenko’s reception of Eliot; the other one was 
associated with religious metaphysics, as it appeared in the poetry of Olga Sedakova. Both 
Dragomoshchenko and Sedakova are poets distinct from Brodsky in many ways, but for both 










 Chapter 3. Exploring the Limits of Depersonalization:  
 Dragomoshchenko, Eliot, Deconstruction 
 In the third chapter I will explore the works of another outstanding Russian poet who 
wrote in a mode of poetics uncharacteristic of the Russian national tradition and who embarked 
on experimentation with the personal dimension of the poetic utterance even more radically than 
did Brodsky. I will discuss Dragomoshchenko’s place in the context of Russian poetry, his 
approach to impersonality as part of his post-structuralist sensibility, and the relation and 
significance of Eliot’s poetics to the corpus of Dragomoshchenko’s works.  
Part 1. After Brodsky: Arkadii Dragomoshchenko in Context 
 
Two Yankees of Russian poetry 
 
At present, there is little critical work on the history of Russian modern poetry treating Brodsky 
and Dragomoshchenko under the same cover, even though Nadezhda Mandelstam’s nickname 
for Brodsky, “a Yankee of Russian poetry” (Kublanovskii 190), can be applied to both. 
Dragomoshchenko, whose popularity in Russia and the West has been a comparatively recent 
phenomenon, is considered to belong to a generation of poets coming significantly later than 
Brodsky in terms of the literary process.  For example, Denis Ioffe, in his review of 
Dragomoshchenko's book of poems and prose, Bezrazlichiia (Indifferences), titled “Slavianofil 
naiznanku” (Slavophil Inside Out), notes: “Драгомощенко—это категориальный middle name 
старо-нового петербургского экспериментального текста, не находившего со времен 
Бродского более последовательного и приметного глашатая” (Dragomoshchenko is the 
categorical middle name of the old-new Petersburg experimental text that has not found, since 
Brodsky, a more consistent and noticeable herald). While Brodsky stands somewhere between 
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modernism and postmodernism (see Li, Lipovetskii), Dragomoshchenko embraces 
poststructuralist epistemology. 
 Juxtaposing these two poets is necessary in order to highlight the main tendencies in 
contemporary Russian poetry boosted by the intercultural dialogue with American poetry that 
provided poetic paths alternative to the national Russian tradition. Dragomoshchenko’s poetry, 
too, gives an alternative to the humanistic discourse prevalent in Russian poetry.  
 Arkadii Dragomoshchenko is just six years younger than Brodsky. He was born in 1946 
in East Germany, grew up in Vinnitsa (Ukrainian Republic of the USSR then) where he studied 
at the philological department of Vinnitsa Pedagogical Institute, then moved to St. Petersburg 
where he lived until the end of his life, 2012.  The major part of his life, as well as the formation 
of his poetics, took place during the epoch of the Cold War.  In broad narratives of the history of 
Russian literature, such as Mark Lipovetsky’s explorations of Russian postmodernism, the 
typological kinship between Brodsky and Dragomoshchenko is acknowledged: they both fall 
into the neo-Baroque branch of postmodern poetry contrasted with the movement of 
Conceptualism. They share the Neo-baroque features (adapted by Lipovetsky from Omar 
Calabrese): redundancy of the text, emphasis on the detail rather than the whole, predominance 
of formless forms, non-regularity and interruptions as the main compositional principles.98  T. S. 
Eliot’s relation to the Neo-Baroque has also been a persistent theme of scholarly research (see 
Kaup 29-66), so all three share typological similarities characteristic of this trend. 
 Dragomoshchenko was, indeed, familiar with Brodsky’s poetry. Brodsky’s name figures 
in one of Dragomoshchenko’s poems (“Нет перемен в кануны октября” (“There are no 
changes in October,” 1976-1977)) and he quotes him in an essay. They share a lot of core 
                                                          
98 See Lipovetskii’s Chapter “Neobarokko: labirinty allegorii” in Paralogii (267-284) 
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imagery (dust, emptiness, photography, sewing, the pupil and other “eye” metaphors), use 
similar genres (elegies and dramatic dialogues) and advocate impersonality in the Russian poetry 
of the 20-21th century. Finally, they both are nourished by the reading of American poetry. 
Mikhail Iampolskii’s recent book on Dragomoshchenko starts with an introduction that can be 
easily applied to Brodsky as well: 
Маргинальность АТД была связана с его радикальным отрицанием тех форм 
художественной легитимации, которые были приняты в российской поэзии. 
Коллеги отчетливо ощущали радикальность его жеста и часто характеризовали 
АТД не столько как представителя русской поэзии, сколько как 
космополитического выразителя на русской почве американской поэтической 
традиции. АТД действительно хорошо знал американскую поэзию и 
использовал ее опыт. (8) 
 
The marginality of ATD was connected with his radical rejection of those forms 
of artistic legitimization that were accepted in Russian poetry. Colleagues clearly 
felt the radicalism of his gesture and frequently characterized ATD not so much 
as a representative of Russian poetry, but as a cosmopolitan conveyer of the 
American tradition on Russian soil. ATD knew American poetry really well and 
used its experience.  
 
Dragomoshchenko is sometimes called a second “breakthrough” in Russian poetry after 
Brodsky,99 and his significance for contemporary Russian poets is enormous. In the 1970s and 
1980s, Dragomoshchenko edited an underground journal The Clock (Chasy) that pursued an 
educational mission and published some of the most influential Western texts. He participated in 
the establishing of the Andrei Belyi Prize that is still functioning as one of the most recognized 
literary awards in Russia. After his death, Dragomoshchenko’s legacy has been sustained, as 
evidenced in the new publications of the poet’s works: the collections of his earlier poems 
Почерк (Handwriting), Великое однообразие любви (The Grate Sameness of Love) have been 
published in Russia recently. The Smolny College of Saint Petersburg University, where the poet 
worked, holds the annual seminar, “Other Logics of Writing,” dedicated to the discussion of the 
                                                          
99 See, for example, a course on 20th-century Russian literature on the popular educational online source, Arzamas 
(http://arzamas.academy/materials/1243) where Dragomoshchenko, Brodsky, and Gennadii Aigi are discussed as the 
three poets who created their own poetic language and entered the international scene.  
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poet’s works; the prestigious Arkadii Dragomoshchenko Award recognizes young writers 
continuing his tradition.  
The description of the award expresses the most important element of 
Dragomoshchenko’s legacy:  
Приоритетными для премии являются авторские практики, отмеченные интенсивной 
рефлексией, заложенной внутри самого поэтического письма. Рефлексивность письма при 
этом не приравнивается к аналитизму (хотя и не исключает его). В основе поэтической 
рефлексии (свойственной и самому Аркадию Драгомощенко), на наш взгляд, лежит 
интенсивный интеллектуальный диалог с культурой и другими видами искусств, а также 
постоянное исследование языка (его границ) и мира, который никогда не дается в своих 
готовых формах, а всегда—в разрыве, в зиянии. В свою очередь такая рефлексия неизбежно 
ведет к обновлению форм, корень которого—в ином понимании поэтической 
субъективности. (Premiia Arkadiia Dragomoshchenko) 
 
For the award, the prioritized authorial practices are those marked with intensive reflexion lying in 
the basis of poetic writing itself. The reflectivity of writing, at the same time, is not equaled with 
analytism (although it does not exclude it). At the basis of the poetic reflexion (characteristic of 
Dragomoshchenko himself), in our opinion, lies the intellectual dialogue with culture and other 
kinds of art, as well as the constant exploration of language (its limits) and the world which is 
never given in its finished forms, but always in rupture, in hiatus. In its turn, such reflexion 
unavoidably leads to the renovation of form, the root of which is in a different understanding of 




 Dragomoshchenko and the Metarealist School of Russian Poetry 
Brodsky’s approach to poetic subjectivity was the first major departure from the model of 
Romantic lyricism in the Russian poetry of the second half of the twentieth century taking place 
in the context of American poetic influence. The later generation of Russian poets, those whose 
peak of creative productivity took place in the 1980s, found a similar poetic challenge since the 
prescriptive norms of the poetic tradition in the Soviet Union did not differ much from the 1960s 
when it came to the ideological norm pertaining to subjectivity.  
Dragomoshchenko has been sometimes associated with the school of “Metarealists” or 
“Metametaphorists,” a group of poets in the late 1970s-early 1990s who received this name in 
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Mikhail Epstein’s essay in 1983.100 In Epstein’s conception, the movement included, first of all, 
such poets as Aleksei Parshchikov, Aleksandr Eremenko, Mikhail Zhdanov, and Olga Sedakova, 
but Dragomoshchenko is also frequently seen as part of it (see Lipovetsky; Severskaia). 
Sometimes, Metarealists have been mentioned as the heirs of Brodsky’s poetic innovations 
(Henry; Kniazeva), and they do resemble him in their focus on the gaze, interest in photography 
and the absence of the standard lyric “I.”  
  The Metarealists started writing in the 1970s, and they had to solve the problems of 
poetics similar to those facing Brodsky. In the 1970s and 1980s, Soviet poetry was still 
organized around the idea of sincerity and expressivity according to the tenets of the Soviet 
version of humanism most famously represented by the sixtiers (Evgenii Evtushenko, Andrei 
Voznesensky, Bulat Okudzhava).  
Yurii Arabov, a playwright, novelist, and a poet who organized in the 1980s a club “Poetry” 
assembling many of the poets of the Metarealist movement describes the struggle against the 
prescriptive Soviet lyricism when he discusses the searches of these poets:  
Мы жили в эпоху управляемого лиризма. Мы—это поэты, вышедшие из тени на 
свет в самом начале 80-х, когда в экономике происходил обратный процесс: она 
потихоньку вползала в густую тень, из которой не полностью выбралась и сейчас. 
Мы засвечивались, как фотопленка, на солнце и приобретали новый облик. Лиризм 
был навязан сверху, от него шарахались . . .  Лиризм охаживали барды. Окуджава 
был почти непереносим. Аккорд ре-минор вызывал судороги. Нужно было 
предпринимать какие-то действия против виноградной косточки, зарытой в землю. 
И они были предприняты. 
 
We lived in the epoch of controlled lyricism. In saying “we,” I mean the poets who emerged 
out of the shadow to the light at the very beginning of the 1980s, when economics was going 
through an opposite process; it was slowly crawling into the thick shadow from which it has 
not emerged completely even now. We were overexposed, like film, to the sunlight and 
assumed a new aspect. Lyricism was imposed from above, we dashed aside from it . . . 
Lyricism was courted by the bards. Okudzhava was almost unbearable. The D minor chord 
                                                          
100 “Тезисы о метареализме и концептуализме” (“Theses on metarealism and conceptualism”), 1983. 
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caused cramps. It was necessary to take some measures against the grape seed buried in the 
ground. And these measures were taken.101 
 
As can be seen from this excerpt, lyricism was felt as an imposition: the insistence of the authorial 
voice in a lyric poem coincided with the insistency of the authoritarian power to determine the 
poetic discourse.   
 Sometimes, especially in American sources, Dragomoshchenko and his fellow-poets have 
been called Soviet poets.  It is noticeable in Lyn Heginian’s book reflecting on her trip to Russia; 
Jacob Edmond also strives to prove that the encounter between Heginian and Dragomoshchenko 
in the 1980s was symbolic of the crumbling bipolar Cold War set up. In particular, he mentions 
that the “Club,” where “non-official” poets would get together under the leadership of 
Dragomoshchenko, was under the patronage of KGB. This approach does not distinguish 
between the poets in the USSR who belonged to the Soviet establishment and those who would 
consciously avoid participating in it,102 downplaying Dragomoshchenko’s primarily underground 
existence as a poet during the Soviet times. It is hard to find someone more alien to Soviet 
aesthetics than Dragomoshchenko.    
Soviet literary authorities also felt an alien component in the poetry of the Metarealists. 
Patrick Henry, in his dissertation Metarealism and the Question of Russian Postmodernism, gives 
a compelling overview of the Soviet critics’ reception of the Metarealists, demonstrating that the 
main stumbling block in reading this poetry was the impossibility to interpret it from the humanist 
perspective—a starting point invariably taken by Soviet critics. For example, a number of 
                                                          
101 The so-called “bards” in Russia were poets-singers who sang their own poems to the guitar, a new popular 
cultural trend in the second half of the twentieth century. Bulat Okudzhava, one of the bards, and his well-known 
song “I will bury the grape seed in the ground” (“Виноградную косточку в землю зарою”) are referred to in this 
passage.    
102 It is hard to imagine that a poet from the underground would be called “Soviet” in Russian, where the word bears 
the ideological rather than national connotation.  
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participants in the Literaturnaia Gazeta debate on “young poetry” that ran from 1983 to 1985, 
made it clear that the official preference at the time was motivational civic literature with a strong 
element of didacticism: Vladimir Evpatov, himself a “young poet,” observed that “today’s youth 
poetry, or the best of it in any case, is a civic poetry with a moral orientation—the poetry of 
fighters” (quoted in Henry 50); Aleksandr Kazintsev wrote that “the poet must be a Personality 
whose dimensions are at least roughly commensurate with the dimensions of the age” (quoted in 
Henry 51).  Henry rightly states, that metapoetry appears “dead” to readers brought up on the 
poetry of previous generations: in place of an acutely sensitive “I” or thoughtfully confident “we,” 
it employs a kind of strange lyric “it” (136).  Henry also connects the metarealists’ subjectivity 
with observation: “vision in the context of metarealist poetry should be understood less as a 
revelation than as careful observation. The “heuristic gaze” “performs measurements and intensely 
examines reality; it is the gaze of a poet-scientist, not a poet-prophet” (21). 
 In spite of the frequent and convenient critical grouping with the Metarealists (Epshtein, 
Lipovetsky, Severskaia), Dragomoshchenko himself persistently dissociated himself from them. 
He said in one of his interviews,  
Меня все же связывают с ними скорее дружеские отношения, чем философская, 
мировоззренческая общность. И мы прекрасно это понимаем. Метареалисты считают, 
что каждое поэтическое действие—это прибавление к тому миру, в котором мы 
находимся. Я же считаю, что нет. Что это создание некоего отсутствия, которое 
втягивает мир со всех сторон. Так был создан мир—Бог ничего не прибавлял, он убрал 
себя. (“Summa otritsanii”)  
 
I am connected with them through friendship rather than philosophic, worldview 
commonality. And we understand it very well. Metarealists believe that every poetic action is 
an addition to the world where we find ourselves. I do not think so. That this is the creation of 
some kind of absence which draws the world in from all sides. That’s how the world was 




Dragomoshchenko’s emphasis on impersonality stands out even on the background 
of the poetry of Parshchikov, Eremenko, and others:  the claim for impersonality is 
programmatic for him.  In the quote above, tzim tzum et atsmo, the Cabbalistic idea that God 
took himself away from the creation, frequently repeated in Dragomoshchenko’s essays, is a 
motto of poetic creation and a conception of language that puts him in a very different 
category of authors—those that do not admit the metaphysics of presence. As Michael 
Molnar notes, Metarealism, like all other kinds of realism, demands “a stable perceptual 
base in a coherent individual subject” while Dragomoshchenko disrupts this connection 
(“The Vagaries of Description,” 87). Dragomoshchenko’s philosophical foundation of 
poetics is the post-structuralist idea of language, according to which his poetry is meant to 
highlight the eternal deferral of meaning, the decentralization of both a psychological and 
linguistic subject.  
Dragomoshchenko is the only poet among those having been associated with 
Metarealism who was able to read in English long before perestroika. As his widow, Zinaida 
Dragomoshchenko, told me, he started studying English as a boy with a tutor; and a look at his 
very extensive English-language library gives an idea of how deeply immersed he was in this 
language.103 His obsession with impersonality is comparable to that of poets he admired and 
translated: T. S. Eliot’s escape from personality, Charles Olson’s “getting rid of the lyrical 
interference of the individual as ego, of the “subject” and his soul” (24), John Ashbery’s fluid 
points of view. Adherence to this alien mode was the reason why, as Michael Molnar correctly 
points out, the poet was not accepted by either official or non-official poetry: both were tied to 
                                                          
103 Dragomoshchenko’s collection of books in English has been preserved in the library of the Smolny College of St. 
Petersburg State University.  
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the idea of a poetic voice and personality while Dragomoshchenko questions subjectivity as the 
principle of the organization of the text (“The Vagaries of Description” 76-77).  
Dragomoshchenko as a Westerner: 
The History of his Familiarity with American Poetry and Eliot 
  
 Similarly to Brodsky, Dragomoshchenko’s interest in American poetry was rooted in his 
infatuation with the trend of impersonality, even though his pantheon of American poets is 
different from Brodsky’s. Eugene Ostashevsky, for example, argued in relation to Alexei 
Parshchikov’s poetic intermingling with the Language Poets that they were opposite to the camp 
of writers admired by Brodsky: poets with leftist sympathies writing in vers libre were of little 
interest to the Nobel Prize laureate.  
 Dragomoshchenko’s affiliations with Western poetry, mostly discussed in the light of his 
personal connections with the poets of the Language School, i.e. poets who work in the avant-
garde, leftist, and vers libre mode, do differ from the neo-classic Brodsky who would 
passionately argue against vers libre and was less than impressed with the poetry of beatniks, 
John Ashbery, and other contemporaries. Their pantheon of figures of American modernism also 
does not coincide: Dragomoshchenko has quite extensive interest in Ezra Pound and Gertrude 
Stein; Brodsky demonstrates profound dislike for Pound (see his essay, “Watermark,” for 
example) and indifference to Stein. Frost, Auden and the poets of the 1930s that were the most 
important for Brodsky did not produce any visible effect on Dragomoshchenko. Nevertheless, 
their libraries of English-language poetry coincide by about 70% in authors. Brodsky had 
collections of poetry by Pound, Creeley, and Ashbery. They would be reading the same books 
but would choose different authors as their inspirations. T. S. Eliot, however, became a poet of 
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serious importance for both poets.  He is the point where Brodsky’s and Dragomoshchenko’s 
interest in American modernist poets intersected. They both were attracted by the concept of 
impersonality and indirectness conceived in the theory of this poet whose poetic innovations the 
subsequent generations of American poets developed in different ways.   
Dragomoshchenko is a poet about whose influences it is not so easy to speak as about 
Brodsky’s. For the latter “being infected with other poets” would become a motto; Brodsky was 
talking about the meaningful figures and moments of revelations happening during his reading of 
foreign authors in his lectures, essays, and interviews with kulturträger enthusiasm. At this point, 
scholars are less lucky with Dragomoshchenko’s heritage: his interviews are not so numerous, 
there has not been a biography written, the materials of his pedagogical activity have not been 
published, and his manuscripts have not been archived. Instead, we encounter the paradigmatic 
story of his teenager’s attempt to become a poet who stumbles against what he calls “literature”: 
<...> получилось, что мне хотелось, именно захотелось написать 
стихотворение, я уже знал, что это должно быть стихотворение, я знал, про что оно 
должно быть, я даже не знал, я просто искал возможность, чтобы оно вдруг возникло и 
вынесло меня в ряд тех, кто управляет ветрилами размера и метра. Я писал 
стихотворение о супе, где были и «суп/пуп», «кориандр/меандр», «голод/холод» и так 
далее. Но в итоге это оказалось оскорбительным, поскольку я хотел написать 
стихотворение о другом, о том, как я краду плоскодонку в конце ноября <…> Ничего 
не произошло, кроме ненавистной литературы, вторгшейся в пределы моего 
воображения, в мою жизнь с этим вот ямбово/хорейным картавым пританцовыванием. 
Мне было 13 лет. Я перестал обращать внимание на литературу. (Tavtologiia 210) 
…it so happened that I felt like, yes, felt like writing a poem, I already knew 
that it must be a poem, I knew what it must be about, I did not even know, I was just looking for 
the opportunity so that it would suddenly appear and bring me into the ranks of those who control 
the sails of meter and rhythm. I was writing a poem about soup, where there were “soup/belly-
button,” “coriander/ meander,” “hunger/cold,” and so on. But, as a result, it turned out to be 
something insulting, because I wanted to write a poem about something else, on how I was 
stealing a flat-boat at the end of November <…> Nothing happened, besides the hateful literature 
entering the limits of my imagination, my life with this iambic-trochaic burry dancing. I was 13. I 




   There exists, however, another childhood story that foreshadows his future 
writing, and as we will see later, this story invokes the name of none other than Eliot, 
the justifier of the method of indirectness valued by this poet no less than by Brodsky. 
From his interview to Natalya Kurchatova, we know that Dragomoshchenko, like 
Brodsky, familiarized himself with American poetry through anthologies that he was able to find 
in second-hand bookstores, starting from the early 1970s: 
На углу Невского и Большой Морской в то время был роскошный букинистический 
магазин, который все называли “у Алисы”—по имени тамошнего товароведа. И там я 
увидел книгу Аллена Гинзберга Howl, с одним стихотворением, которое я уже 
встречал в журнале “Иностранная литература.” Я пролистал, мне многое 
понравилось, особенно совмещенность абсолютно домашнего рассуждения со 
странным пафосом, восходящим, вероятно, к Уитмену и возносящим повседневные 
вещи в какое-то новое измерение. Но это сейчас я так рассуждаю—тогда, возможно, 
было по-другому. И заодно я купил книгу Мэй Свенсон, не самой тоже последней 
поэтессы. С этого момента все и посыпалось—одна моя знакомая дарит антологию 
современной американской поэзии, дальше еще что-то… Это 1970—1971 годы где-
то. (“Summa Otritsanii”) 
On the corner of Nevsky and Bol’shaia Morskaia then there was a wonderful second-hand 
bookstore which everyone called “Alisa’s”—according to the name of the store manager. 
There I saw Allen Ginsberg’s book Howl with one poem that I had already seen in the 
journal Inostrannaia literatura (Foreign Literature). I looked through it, I liked it a lot, 
especially the combination of the absolutely domestic speculation with a strange pathos 
going back, probably, to Whitman and elevating everyday things to some new dimension. 
But this is what I think now—then, possibly, it was different. And, at the same time I 
bought the book of May Swenson, also not the last poetess. From this moment on, it started 
to pour—one acquaintance gives me an anthology of modern America poetry, something 
else… This is about 1970-1971.  
 Further, the poet tells about his experience of translating American authors:  
Первое, что я перевел, был небольшой рассказ Воннегута. Это было начало 70-х, я 
перевел и отнес его в журнал “Нева.” Перевод приняли к рассмотрению, но 
опубликован он, конечно, не был—я по своей наивности тогда не подумал, что в 
журналах такого уровня каждое предложение согласовывается “в инстанциях.” После 
переводил для себя, с тем, чтобы попробовать влезть в чужую кожу,—Элиота в том 
числе. (ibid.) 
The first thing I translated was a little story by Vonnegut. It was the early 1970s, I 
translated and brought it to the journal Neva. They took it to be reviewed, but, of course it 
was not published—in my naivety, I did not think then that in journals of such a level 
every sentence has to get an approval by “the authorities.” After that, I did translations 




This excerpt, although short, describes the hidden antagonism between Soviet cultural 
politics and the poet: after the first encounter with censorship, the poet, even in his 
translator’s capacity, goes into “inner emigration.” Since Dragomoshchenko was trying “to 
get into his skin,” he intended to understand Eliot and make him part of his own poetics.  
This attempt is related to the general motif underpinning Dragomoshchenko’s account of 
acquaintance with American poetry as a lesson: when he writes about his translation of 
Charles Olson, for example, he says that his digging into Olson’s poetics was accompanied 
by the feeling of someone who missed all lessons at school, i.e. that he found something 
that he should have known as an educated person, but did not (“Primechaniia”).  
 The evidence of Eliot’s presence in Dragomoshchenko’s literary world is quite 
extensive. Besides the interviews mentioned above, several essays refer to Eliot’s criticism and 
poetry: “Eksgumatsiia mnimoi sobaki” (Exhumation of the Imaginary Dog), his review of Yurii 
Kolker’s lecture in The Clock (Часы) (#32, 1981), a samizdat journal edited by 
Dragomoshchenko;104 “Mestnost’ kak usilie” (Locality as an Effort); Fosfor (1994), “Mesto est’ 
mesto est’ vmesto” (2001),105 and interviews. The Clock published several translations from 
Eliot: an essay “Religion and Literature” (translator not indicated, #13, 1978), the poem “The 
Rock” (#71, 1988, only the initials of the translator are given—A.K). T. S. Eliot’s Collected 
Poems are part of Dragomoshchenko’s rich English-language library. Dragomoshchenko’s 
inclusion of Eliot’s essay, “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” in the syllabus of the poetics 
                                                          
104 Its archives can be found on the following site: 
http://arch.susla.ru/index.php/%D0%90%D1%80%D1%85%D0%B8%D0%B2_%D0%B6%D1%83%D1%80%D0
%BD%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B0_%C2%AB%D0%A7%D0%B0%D1%81%D1%8B%C2%BB 
105 “Izbrannye esse iz knigi “Pyl’.” Novaia Yunost’ (2001) 51. 
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course that he taught at St. Petersburg university in 2011106 demonstrates that he found Eliot’s 
ideas to be theoretically relevant until the end of his life. It seems safe to suggest that 
Dragomoshchenko was free from Brodsky’s anxiety of influence in relation to Eliot; rather, he 
found him to be a key “ally” in “other logics of writing.”  
Besides Eliot, Dragomoshchenko was engaged with a number of American poets who are 
considered to be the inheritors and developers of Eliot’s agenda of depersonalization: Charles 
Olson, John Ashbery, and poets of the Language School.107 The poets of the Language School, 
the latest wave of the American avant-garde, many of whom became the poet’s friends, occupy a 
special place in Arkadii Dragomoshchenko’s life and writings. Dragomoshchenko and Lyn 
Hejinian developed a long creative collaboration after her visit to the Soviet Union in 1983 with 
a group of American poets. Their “cross-pollution” has been discussed in a number of critical 
works, most importantly, Jacob Edmond’s book called A Common Strangeness. Contemporary 
Poetry, Cross-Cultural Encounter, Comparative Literature, two chapters of which focus on the 
creative dialogue between the poets, the history of their acquaintance, and the shaping of their 
poetry by the themes of their correspondence.  
                                                          
106 His syllabi for the year of 2011 were kindly provided to me by the poet’s colleague at Smolny College, Denis 
Akhapkin.  
107 The Russian poet acknowledged continuity between Eliot and Charles Olson: according to Dragomoshchenko, 
Olson continues, in “Kingfishers,” what Eliot did not finish (Tavtologiia 202). Dragomoshchenko translated Olson’s 
“Kingfishers” twice, first in 1996 and later in 2010, and used the first line from this poem in a  preface  of his book, 
Под подозрением (Under suspicion, 1994), and alluded to  Olson in one of his last poems (“А, это как с девы 
лететь в Симеизе” - “Ah, this is like to fly from the “virgin” in Simeiz,” published in Znamia, 2012, №7). 
Dragomoshchenko also wrote extensive and critically informed notes to his second translation of “Kingfishers” 
published in Novoe literaturnoe obozreniie (2010, #105), he mentions Olson in the essay, “Locality as an Effort.”  
Dragomoshchenko translated John Ashbery—another poet whose fluctuating subjectivities and insistence on 
impersonality continue what Eliot initiated at the beginning of the twentieth century. He edited the anthology of 




Dragomoshchenko had started reading the poetry of American modernism much earlier 
than he met any of the Language poets. Eliot, both as a poet and as a critic, was a constant 
presence for him since the early 1970s. While Dragomoshchenko’s career and his dialogue with 
Eliot go beyond the end of the Cold War, lasting till the Russian poet’s death in 2012, the roots 
of this dialogue go back to the 1970s, to the poetic and philosophical background that unites him 
not only with Eliot, but also with Brodsky. Dragomoshchenko’s engagement with Eliot is less 
persistent than Brodsky’s in its textual manifestation, from what we can find in the available 
materials, but, on the other hand, Dragomoshchenko is free from Brodsky’s “anxiety of 
influence.”  
Arkadii Dragomoshchenko’s intertextual dialogue with other modernist poets—Ezra 
Pound, Gertrude Stein, and Charles Olson, has been discussed, to a greater or lesser extent, in 
scholarship.108 Eliot’s significance for Dragomoshchenko, however, has barely received any 
attention. Olga Severskaia uses Eliot’s famous definition of poetry as “an escape from 
personality” as an epigraph for her book on the language of the Metarealists (Iazyk poeticheskoi 
shkoly: idiolect, idiostil’, sotsiolekt), and associates the whole agenda of the Metarealists with the 
Eliotic impulse:  
Внесенный в эпиграф пародокс сформулирован Элиотом в начале 20 века, но и 
сейчас звучит свежо, так как, затрагивая проблему роли личности в истории 
литературы, отражает “оксюморонность” самого литературного процесса столетия. 
Именно в 20 веке литература проходит путь от индивидуалистической позиции к 
осознанию ценности индивидуального и единичного бытия при одновременной 
социализации всех сфер литературной жизни. (5)  
The paradox used as an epigraph was formulated by Eliot at the beginning of the 20th 
century, but even now it sounds fresh, since, touching on the problem of the role of 
personality in the history of literature, it reflects the “oxymoronity” of the very literary 
process of the century. It is in the 20th century that literature travels the distance from 
                                                          
108 See, for example: on Pound—Petrovskaia, Elena. “Fundament-Pyl’. (Zametki o poezii Dragomoshchenko.” 
Novoe litearturnoe obozrenie 121.3 (2013); on Olson - Korchagin, Kirill. “Raspredelionnaia rech’. Protiazhennost’ i 
drobnost’ v poezii Dragomoshchenko.” Translit 13 (2013).   
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an individualistic position to the realization of the value of the individual and singular 
being with the simultaneous socialization of all the spheres of literary life.  
 
She does not, however, go beyond the description of the Eliotic message as an idea; Eliot’s own 
poetics and its relation to the Russian practitioners of the same tendency remains untouched.   
The Dragomoshchenko-Eliot link deserves to be explored from the point of view of peculiar 
contacts and reading experiences, as well as the features of the poetics that bring the 
impersonality effect into existence.    
 
Part II.   Impersonality as a Metapoetic Discourse in Dragomoshchenko’s Works 
Before I turn to Eliot’s role in Dragomoshchenko’s writings, I will focus on the poet’s approach 
to impersonality in poetry in general. Dragomoshchenko is perhaps the most vivid singer and 
theoretician of impersonality in Russian poetry: impersonality stands as one of the constant 
motifs in his essays on the nature of poetry and poetics, and it has a vast meta-poetical presence 
in his poems as well.  
 The collection, Tavtologiia, the last one published in the poet’s lifetime (2011), includes 
multiple poems focused on depersonalization as a theme, from the earliest to the latest sections 
of the book. The poem, “Сказано лампа” (It was said “a lamp”), from “Небо соответствий” 
(“The Sky of Correspondences”), first published in 1990, has the lines, “Я был отодвинут на 
шаг / от себя, ото всех, в том числе и от Бога” (401) (I was moved a step away / from myself, 
from all, including God”). The poem “Я знаю, ты ненавидишь тех, кто знает француский...” 
(I know, you hate those who speak French), from the book “На берегах исключенной реки” 
(On the shores of the excluded river”), first published in 2005, states “Я ненавижу ‘я,’ сидящее 
в том, что пишется, / как заноза в фарфоровой копии ступни мальчика, / изымающего 
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занозу” (Tavtologiia 249):  (I hate “I” sitting in what is being written like a thorn in the china 
copy of the foot of the boy withdrawing the thorn). It alludes to the famous sculpture, “Boy with 
Thorn,” that depicts a boy withdrawing a thorn out of the sole of his foot and compares 
depersonalization to the process caught in petrification—it is an infinite attempt, never 
completed. Even Dragomoshchenko’s earlier poems written in the late 1970s, more lyrical in 
general, introduce the motif of the absence of self: for example, a poem “Окрестность” 
(Surroundings), from the cycle “Изображение большого дерева” (“The depiction of the big 
tree”)109 depicts “the landscape that does not have you” (“пейзаж, в котором нет тебя”), which 
echoes Brodsky’s “пейзаж, способный обойтись без меня” (“the landscape that is able to do 
without me,” from “Venetian Strophes II”).  
 Dragomoshchenko’s poetry is concerned with the abolishment of the “I” as a self-
identical concept, which occurs along several lines of argument: deconstruction of the dichotomy 
“I”-“the Other” (this example will be seen in the analysis of the “Elegy on the Rising Dust”); 
elucidating of the deictic emptiness of the first person pronoun through writing it in quotes; an 
attack on the concept of “I” as a precedent to poetry, as in “Я”/ “Здесь” / “Сейчас” / “Ты” / 
“Там” / “Тогда” / вероятный процесс / извлеченья себя / из языка / извлекаемого из себя” 
(“I”/ “Here”/ “Now” / “You” / “There” / “Then” / the probable process / of extracting the self / 
from language / extracted from the self).   
 Dragomoshchenko’s poetry and essays are philosophical writings, and his approach to 
impersonality is informed by a range of sources, from Hinduism and Buddhism to post-
structuralism. All of them, however, highlight the familiar posture of a poet looking at poetry 
                                                          
109 Chasy, 1979, #20 
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through the anti-romantic prism. As Aleksandr Skidan puts it, Dragomoshchenko’s poetry is 
principally anti-romantic and anti-lyrical (6).   
Anti-romanticism and Poststructuralist Overtones 
 
Dragomoshchenko’s agenda is in opposition to the Romanic conception of poetic 
subjectivity. For Dragomoshchenko, poetry with the emphasis on the lyric “I” does not reflect 
the essence of what poetry is as language and what “I” is (or, rather, isn’t) as an entity. He states: 
“Также и поэзию следует понимать как поле возможностей именно постоянного перехода. 
Тем более смешно наблюдать угрюмые разговоры о таких явлениях, как, к слову, ‘новая 
искренность,’ где во главу высказывания ставится некое ‘Я.’ (“Summa otritsanii”) (Poetry 
also must be understood as the field of possibilities of the namely constant transition. So, it is all 
the more ridiculous to observe the gloomy conversations about such phenomena as, for example, 
“new sincerity,” where they put a certain “I” at the head of the utterance.) 
 The “new sincerity” Dragomoshchenko refers to originates in Dmitrii Prigov’s 
programmatic essay, “Предуведомлении к текстам "Новая искренность"” (“Introduction to 
the texts “New Sincerity,” 1984) where the Coceptualist poet reclaims the notion of sincerity for 
his conceptualist purposes. Formally, Prigov’s poems belong to the confessional mode, although 
they are constructed within the frames of current linguistic clichés and cultural stereotypes which 
they simultaneously expose. In Prigov’s poems, “I”s have vague statuses; they can be seen as 
ironic masks or conceptualist constructs of stereotypes, but for Dragomoshchenko,  the “I” form 
of the utterance itself distorts the essence of poetic language. In Dragomoshchenko, “I” as such 
suggests the paradigm of the poetic text as an aftermath of the preexisting, whole, subject. When 
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he speaks about “the field of possibilities of the constant transition,” he echoes Charles Olson’s 
ideas in the seminal essay, “Projective Verse” (1950), where the American poet insists on the 
constant change of points of view, which must prevent the traditional construction of 
subjectivity.   
 The concept of sincerity in poetry as a value originating in Romanticism proved to be 
highly sustainable, as evidenced not only in Soviet literary theory, inadvertently emphasizing the 
importance of this quality, but also in a general modern perception of poetry.  For 
Dragomoshchenko, to speak about sincerity is to propose an originally false supposition about 
the nature of poetry, language, and the subject. Sincerity suggests that poetry must be a truthful 
expression of something preexisting—an idea debunked not only by Eliot, but, more famously 
(although later and more in relation to prose), by poststructuralists. For Roland Barthes, also 
admired by Dragomoshchenko (see Iampolski 199), this is one of the biggest distortions of the 
literary text: “Personality is translated into style; this postulate nourishes all judgments and all 
analyses concerning authors; whence, ultimately, the key value, the one most often concerning 
authors: sincerity” (Barthes 21). For Dragomoshchenko, as for Barthes, the form of the literary 
utterance cannot be seen as the expression of the whole, preexisting subject.  
In his essay, “Местность как усилие” (“Locality as an Effort”) Dragomoshchenko 
reframes the poetic keys from traditional (Romantic, pre-avant-garde) qualities to avant-
garde/postmodern, those centered on language itself: 
  ...при смещении точки зрения с оси пресловутых “пользы,” “прекрасного,” “субъекта 
речи,” “реальности,” “искренности” etc. (список можно продолжить) к другим 
координатам, а именно, к природе “агента,” к природе языка, пейзаж тотчас утрачивает 
привычные черты. (Tavtologiia 203) 
...in the shifting of the point of view from the axis of the mentioned before “use,” 
“beauty,” “the subject of speech,” “reality, ”sincerity” etc. (one can continue the list) 
to other coordinates, more specifically, to the nature of “the agent,” to the nature of 




Dragomoshchenko is the Russian poet whose work is probably most saturated with the ideas of 
post-structuralist theories which frequently and noticeably reappear in his texts, but which also 
merge with the general non-Enlightenment approach to subjectivity in poetry. For example, 
Dragomoshchenko parallels the famous conception of the death of the author in Roland Barthes 
with more ancient alternatives to the dualism of “I” and “the Other” in Western philosophy:   
Истоки “смерти автора” в Упанишадах. А у Чжуан-цзы так: “[Каждая] вещь—это “я,” 
[но каждая] это и “не я.” Каждый не видит свое “не я,” но поймет это [лишь] познав 
себя [как “не я”]. Поэтому и говорится: “не я” появляется из “я,” а “я” также— 
следствие “не я.” Учение гласит: “я” и “не я” выявляются в сравнении друг с другом. 
И далее жизнь [возникает] тогда, когда [возникает] смерть”… субьекта речи. 
(Tavtologiia 205) 
Sources of the “death of the author” are in the Upanishads. And Zhuangzi has it so: 
“[every] thing is “I,” but also [every thing] is “not I.”  Each person does not see his “non-I,” 
but will understand it [only] after knowing himself [as non-I]. This is why it is said: “non-I” 
appears from “I,” and I” also is the consequence of “non-I.” The teaching says: “I” and non-
I” manifest in comparison with each other. And further life [appears] when [appears] death” 
… of the subject of speech.  
 Dragomoshchenko’s representation of subjectivity in poetry and proclivity for 
depersonalization reflects his philosophical proximity to what Stefanos Gerulanos calls 
antihumanism, a movement that embraces such philosophers and writers as Levinas, 
Lacan, Deleuze, Maurice Blanchot and Merlot-Ponty (all of them enter 
Dragomoshchenko’s theoretical frame of references). They continue an argument with the 
Enlightenment.  
Poetry, for Dragomoshchenko, is the place where the dichotomy of “I/ the other” must be 
neutralized:  
Известный тезис: “я существую постольку, поскольку существует другой,”—замещается 
иным: “так как мое “я” отстоит от моей существенности, то и “другой” в этом случае 
утрачивает насущность.” Да, панъевропейский диалогизм управляет любым 
повествованием, но не письмом поэзии. “Ты” и “я,” “прошлое” и “будущее,” “и” и т.д. 
могут быть исчерпаны в метафоре раковины, вращающей на одной оси внешнее и 
внутреннее, влагу и песок, присутствие и отсутствие, раковины, бывшей некогда в один и 
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тот же миг инструментом зова и лабиринтом слуха. Определенности не наблюдается. (ibid. 
160) 
The well known thesis: “I exist as long as the other exists” gets substituted by: “since my “I” 
stands apart from my essence, then “the other” also loses its essence. Yes, pan-European 
dialogism organizes any narrative, but not the writing of poetry. “You” and “I,” “past” and 
“future,” “and” and so on can be exhausted in the metaphor of the shell that rotates the internal 
and external, humidity and sand, presence and absence on the same axis, a shell that was once, 
simultaneously, the instrument of calling and the labyrinth of the ear. One cannot observe 
anything definite.  
 
In every poem, Dragomoshchenko looks into the work of language, making sure it does not 
mimic the humanistic discourse and does not let “suspension of disbelief” enter the 
reading/writing experience.   
“I” as a Most Suspicious Word 
In “Death of the Author,” Roland Barthes, one of Dragomoshchenko’s favorite 
authors, according to Iampolski, traces the idea of impersonality to Mallarmé: “for 
Mallarmé, as for us, it is language which speaks, not the author; to write is to reach, through 
a preliminary impersonality—which we can at no moment identify with the realistic 
novelist’s castrating ‘objectivity’—that point where not ‘I’ but only language functions, 
‘performs’ (50). Barthes’ interpretation of the death of the author includes, first and 
foremost, the de-emphasizing of the first-person pronoun.  
  The first-person pronoun becomes a particular point of anxiety for the Russian poet 
obsessed with exposing its conditionality. The wholeness of “I” for him is the main 
symptom of the insistence on the transcendental: “Уши концепции растут из того, что ‘Я’ 
является отражением Блага” (the ears of the conception grow from the idea that ‘I’ is the 
reflection of Bliss).  Like Eliot, who envisioned in his depersonalization theory the prospect 
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of the debunking of the idea of the soul,110 Dragomoshchenko believes that the emphasis on 
“I” comes from its analogy with the divine.  
Dragomoshchenko frequently turns to the linguistic gnoseology of the first person 
pronoun, for example, Jakobson’s article, “Shifters and Verbal Categories,” where the linguist 
traces the acquisition of the “I” by children, noting that they acquire the first person singular 
pronoun the last:  
“Я,” вспомним Якобсона, это последнее слово, “присваеваемое” в языке (во 
всяком случае, в русском). Когда ты произносишь “Я”—всё, язык захлопнулся, 
ты попал в язык. Это приходит к человеку одним из последних, а при афазии 
угасает одним из первых; из чего следует, что “Я”—отнюдь не цельность, не 
зеркало небесной полноты, а сложная, постоянно изменяющая себя структура. 
(“Summa otritsanii”) 
 
“I,” let’s remember Jakobson, is the last word “appropriated” in language (in any 
case, in Russian). When you pronounce “I”—this is it, language has got shut, you 
have fallen into language. It comes to the human as one of the latest things, and, with 
aphasia, it fades from him one of the first; from which it follows that “I” is not 
wholeness, not the mirror of the celestial fullness, but a complicated, constantly self-
transforming structure.  
 
 For Dragomoshchenko, in general, a live language is the language of possibilities as opposed to 
the language of assertion; language living by emptiness and indeterminacy as opposed to the 
language of representation. “Поэзия—это такое состояние языка, которое в своей работе 
постоянно превосходит актуальный порядок “истины” (Tavtologiia 434). (Poetry is the 
condition of language, which in its work constantly surpasses the actual order of “truth”): a poem 
is always in the avant-garde, that is why “every poem is nothing other than a machine of war” 
(“каждое стихотворение есть ничто иное, как машина войны” (ibid. 434)).  
                                                          
110 “The point of view which I am struggling to attack is perhaps related to the metaphysical theory of the substantial 
unity of the soul: for my meaning is, that the poet has, not a ‘personality’ to express, but a particular medium, which 
is only a medium and not a personality, in which impressions and experiences combine in peculiar and unexpected 
ways.” (Selected Prose 42) 
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  The live language is the language of emptiness, ambiguity, paradox: “Язык 
накопленный, язык “сокровище,” не растрачиваемое в утрате, в-ращеньи, умирает” (ibid. 
434) (language accumulated, language “the treasure,” not wasted in its loss, rotation, dies”). The 
idea of language as “treasure,” an object subjected to preservation, distorts its true nature, 
according to Dragomoshchenko: “язык не может быть присвоен по той причине, что он есть 
несвершающееся бытие или Бытие... Поэзия – несовершенство per se. Несвершаемость как 
таковая. Утешения нет. Как не сущестует слова” (ibid. 434) (language cannot be appropriated 
because it is non-completing being, or Being… Poetry is incompleteness per se. Non-
completeness as such. There is no consolation. As there is no word).    
  This non-completeness includes a distrust of the language of statements, logic, and 
syllogisms. For Dragomoshchenko, the subject is one of the most palpable linguistic 
constructions, but not an innocent or an attractive one. As we will see further, unlike Brodsky 
who largely trusts the logic of the traditional structure of language, it is the subject rooted in the 
language system itself that Dragomoshchenko is trying to undermine. The bond of language with 
logic is fraught, since “конгруэнтность S логики не опознает не-тожедства субъекта” (ibid. 
434) (congruency of S-logic does not recognize the non-equality of the subject).111 Language 
free from the traps of logic abounds in holes and stoppages: “Пустота—сердцевина тростника. 
Источник эха, ответа. Она начинается в “не,” в “не-я,” в не-себе/я.  Предписание 
зрению/я” (ibid. 434) (Emptiness is the core of the reed. The source of echo, response. It starts 
in “not,” in “non-I,” in non-self/I). Dragomoshchenko is keen on working with such a language 
                                                          
111 S-logic is the logic based on the subject-object dichotomy characteristic of Western philosophy.  
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that does not subscribe to the S-language logic, which his poems pursue even more vividly. I will 
focus on one of his poems representative in this sense, “Elegy on the Rising of Dust.”   
Signifiers versus Seraphim: “Elegy on the Rising of Dust” 
 “Элегия на восхождение пыли” (An Elegy on the Rising of Dust), written in 1985, is one of 
the earliest poems preoccupied with the focus on impersonality and language: 
        ...восходит медленно,      it rises slowly, 
        течет однообразно.       flows monotonously  
 
Пока, одетый глубиной оцепененья,  While, dressed in the depth of numbness, 
невинный корень угли пьет зимы   an innocent root drinks the coals of winter 
(как серафимы жрут прочь вырванный язык, (as seraphim devour the torn-out tongue, 
                                    стуча оконными крылами),   beating their window wings) 
и столь пленительны цветут—не облаков— and so captivating is the blooming—not of clouds— 
системы сумрачные летоисчислений.  the dusky systems for calculating time. 
Весы весны бестенны, как секира мозга, The scales of spring are shadowless, like the pole-axe of the brain, 
и кровь раскрыта скрытым превращеньям             and blood is revealed in concealed transformations 
как бы взошедшего к зениту вещества,                  of essence that seemingly rose to the zenith, 
 
откуда вспять, к надиру чистой речи,  from where back, to the nadir of the pure speech 
что в сны рождения уводит без конца  that leads to the dreams of birth endlessly 
и созерцает самое себя в коре вещей нерасточимых. and contemplates itself in the bark of unwastable things. 
Да будет так: в скольжении стрижа.  Let it be so: in the gliding of the swift. 
В мгновеньи ящерицы, прянувшей из тени,— In the instant of the lizard darting from the shadow,— 
 
разрыв как вдох тогда, не знающий греха,  rupture is like an inhalation then, innocent of sin, 
двоенья нить пряма, в единство уводима;  the thread of doubling is straight, led into unity; 
разрыв как выдох или различенье,  rupture is like exhalation or differentiating, 
чьи своры означающих, дрожа,   whose packs of signifiers, trembling, 
в неосязаемом и хищном рвеньи   in intangible and predatory ardor 
узоры исключений сухо ткут.   aridly weave the patterns of exceptions.  
Пока все равенство не тронуто громами,  While the whole equilibrium has not been touched by  
thunders, 
червями молний, раздирающими ткани  by worms of lightnings tearing the fabrics 
на рыбьи пряди жажды, камеди и гари  into the fishy strands of thirst, gum and ashes 
у дельты севера дотла прозрачных рек,  at the delta of the north of utterly transparent rivers, 
озер запавшие, дичающие чаши   the sunken, wild bowls of lakes 
извечным сочетаньем капиллярной влаги  with the eternal combination of capillary moisture 
срастили, похищая, знаки дня и дна,   joined, purloining, the signs of day and bottom, 
сосну повергнув в пристальность песка  plunging the pine into the attentiveness of the sand 
и паутиною подобий связав бездонный ветра свод and with the web of resemblances binding the bottomless  
          dome of the wind 
с ресничной колкою войною   with the eyelash prickly war 
в труде скалистом животворной ночи,  in the rocky labor of the life-giving night, 
морские травы чьи издревле проницают  whose sea grasses have been penetrating, from earliest times, 
слои богов, изустные, в смещении стихий, the strata of gods, oral, in the parallax of elements, 
а также бирюзу между огнем и домом,  as well as the turquoise between the fire and home 
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что наваждением восторга вновь томим.  that has been longing for the mirage of rapture. 
 
Весны истории... История весны—  The springs of history … The history of spring— 
куда как дар сей бестолков и скуден,  this gift is so senseless and meager, 
и несмотря на то величием сравним  and in spite of this, its greatness  is comparable 
подчас с могучей статью раскаленной пыли, at times with the mighty stature of the red-hot dust, 
с блистающей, язвящей чешуей   with glittering, stinging scales 
в зеркальных брызгах воскресенья  in the mirror sprinkles of  resurrection 
(признанье следует: элегии... закон... ),                   (a confession follows: the law… of elegy…) 
или со смыслом, пренебрегшим мыслью,— or with meaning ignoring thought,— 
 
в лавине шелеста и жадных величин,  in an avalanche of rustling and greedy magnitudes 
простертых сетью инея, числом неодолимый, spread with the net of hoarfrost, invincible by number, 
он веществу конец догадкою окна,  it is the end to matter through the guess of the window, 
в котором пьяные от зноя облака   in which clouds, drunk from heat, 
стоят в предвосхищеньи темных ливней.  stand in anticipation of dark showers. 
 
В теченьи шелеста, в скольжении стрижа.  In the flowing of rustle, in the gliding of the swift. 
 
"Я не ищу пощады".—Теплится едва  “I do not seek mercy.”—It is barely warm, 
по краю наслаждения строкою,   on the edge of enjoyment with the line 
сшивающей не это и не то.   sewing neither this or that.  
Пусть будет ночь следа, прозрачна как слюда, Let it be the night of trace transparent as mica 
опущенная в ночь. Пусть будет ночь залива, dropped into the night. Let it be the night of the gulf, 
 
как холст, что равновесием расшит—  like canvas that is sewn with balance— 
слюною шелка с коконов умерших,  with the saliva of the silk from the cocoons of the dead, 
 
но тождества весны! Сны языка огромны. but the equalities of the spring! The dreams of language are enormous. 
И пыль, по ним скитаясь вне имен,                  And dust, drifting around them beyond names, 
 восходит медленно простым развоплощеньем,         rises slowly in a simple disembodiment, 
 
неуловима и бессонна, как "другой,"            uncatchable and sleepless, like “the other,” 
в словесном теле чьем "я" западней застыло.         in whose verbal body “I” hardened into a trap. 
 (Tavtologiia 403-405) 
 
The poem follows the genre features of an elegy as a sad, melancholy poem saturated with the 
images of disappearance and decay. However, unlike the dust symbolizing the nightmare of non-
existence in Eliot’s The Waste Land (“I will show you fear in a handful of dust”), in 
Dragomoshchenko it acquires a meaning similar to the Daoist notion of non-being—resourceful, 
non-threatening, and full of existential potentiality. Dust, in this poem, has been discussed by 
Petrovskaia as a primordial, pre-thingish substance existing before language. Reality, if one tries 
to conceive it beyond language, that is “beyond names” and singularizing labels, can be compared 
to dust: a chaotic, non-isolated, non-hierarchical substance: “И пыль, по ним скитаясь вне имен, 
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/ восходит медленно простым развоплощеньем, / неуловима и бессонна, как “другой” (and 
dust, going around them beyond names, / rises slowly with a simple disembodiment, / uncatchable 
and sleepless, like “the other.”).  The “embodiment” is made possible by the labels of language; 
the dust returns to its initial condition, disembodiment.  
The poem presents a strange landscape where the status of reality is ambiguous: it is 
intertwined with the materiality of the text through a number of metaphors and syntactically 
glutinous similes of the poem. All of them put the “natural phenomenon” first and a simile 
involving language or consciousness introduced with “как” (like/as) as a second element. Thus, 
the root is compared to the seraphim, the scales of the spring—to the pole-axe of the brain, 
night–with the canvas. At the same time, the process of metaphorization is so exuberant that it is 
impossible to see where the tenor and the vehicle of the metaphors and similes in the poem are. 
Molnar sees it as a device of destroying the nominality of language: “the noun is de-
essentialized, either metaphorized or activated by its genitive partner, and the originally 
designated object as such disappears into the gap between itself and its attribute” (“The Vagaries 
of Description” 92). The two poles of these comparisons are the zenith of the substance (dust) 
and the nadir of the “pure speech.” The power of reason, the brain is compared with the pole-
axe: this is the brain, reason that intends to separate, violently, what is chaotically inseparable 
before language. 
 The poem is a hymn to interconnectedness and joining: the use of such words as 
“сочетанье” (combination), “сращивание” (joining), “связав” (binding), “паутина подобий” 
(web of resemblances), “сравним” (compare), “пусть будет ...как” (let it be… like), 
“сшивающий не это и не то” (sewing neither this or that) all point at the attempt of “pure 
speech” that would be adequate to dust.   
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  The poem, although in general concerned with the blending of cognitive boundaries, 
touches on two concepts of the poetic language, a Romantic (humanist) and a post-structuralist 
one.  
  The poet invokes the image of Pushkin’s programmatic poem, “The Prophet,” where the 
poet, instead of a human tongue, gets stung by the snake enabling him to burn the hearts of 
people.  “The Prophet” has been a frequent point of deconstruction for Russian postmodern 
literature.112 “The Prophet” tells about the painful transformation of the poet through the divine 
interference represented in the image of the seraphim who descends upon the poet. 
Dragomoshchenko’s poem refers to the part where Pushkin’s seraphim tears out the “everyday” 
tongue of the poet and inserts a poetic one:  
И он к устам моим приник,  And he approached my mouth, 
И вырвал грешный мой язык,  And tore my sinful tongue out, 
И празднословный и лукавый,  gibbering and sly, 
И жало мудрыя змеи   and the tongue of the wise snake 
В уста замершие мои   into my frozen mouth 
Вложил десницею кровавой. (260)  he put with his bloody hand.  
 
 
Dragomoshchenko’s lines “как серафимы жрут прочь вырванный язык, / стуча 
оконными крылами” (“like seraphim devour the ripped-away tongue, / beating the window 
wings”) are the continuation of the plot represented in Pushkin’s poem. 
Dragomoshchenko addresses what happens to the initial tongue torn out of the mouth: it 
turns out, the seraphim took it out to eat it. As Michael Molnar notes, seraphim, in this poem, 
remind one of a brainless griffin devouring a tongue. The emphasis on the bestial features of 
seraphim, originally present in the biblical description, as Lipovetsky recalls (308), goes parallel 
                                                          
112 See Lipovetsky claiming that, in Viktor Erofeev, Aleksandr Eremenko, and Lev Rubenshtein, the intertext of 
“The Prophet” appears as an indication of the rupture with the traditional Russian literary-centered paradigm (p. 390 
and chapters 7 and 8).  
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to the loss of the transcendental in language. The language of poetry, according to 
Dragomoshchenko, is not split into everyday/transcendental, as in Pushkin’s poem; claims for 
transcendentality make the language perish.     
 For Dragomoshchenko, emptiness, absence of stable meaning, folds and slippages of 
language are its essence. Language that pretends to take the role of transcendental discourse 
leads to perishing. As he says in his essay, “Conspect-context”—also written in 1985, “язык 
накопленный, язык ‘сокровище,’ не растрачиваемое в утрате, в-ращеньи, умирает” (434) 
(language accumulated, language as a “treasure,” not wasted in its loss, rotating, dies); “Тень 
мертвого языка переходит в призрак универсального, единого (единственного), теперь уже 
количественно беспредельного: пожирание” (Tavtologiia 436) (the shadow of the dead 
language transforms into the specter of the universal, the sole (the only), now already 
quantitively limitless: devouring.”  
 The alive language is the language acknowledging its own existence between voids and 
indeterminacy. When the language focuses on rightness and determinate meanings, it dies and 
kills: “Слишком человеческое лицо фашизма покрыто татуировками правильного языка. 
Многое не происходило на наших глазах, но неоднократно мы становились свидетелями 
того, как язык умирал и становился убийцей, предаваясь мыльным фантазиям” (ibid. 434). 
(The too human face of fascism is covered with the tattoos of the correct language. Much was 
not in front of our eyes, but repeatedly we became the witnesses of how language died and 
became a murderer, falling for soapy fantasies.) Here, his position is much closer to Western 
poets and thinkers acknowledging the destructive power of language and its role in the 
embodiment of a totalitarian utopia than to Russian poetry, including Brodsky, that praised 
language as a frame bigger than political and historical manipulations. Dragomoshchenko is 
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within the paradigm of Roland Barthes who wrote, “to utter it is to assert it (again, the fascism of 
language)” (ibid. 362).   
The third part of the poem introduces what is a recognizably poststructuralist concept of  
language: “разрыв как выдох или различенье, / чьи своры означающих, дрожа, / в 
неосязаемом и хищном рвеньи / узоры исключений сухо ткут” (rupture is like exhalation or 
differentiating, / whose packs of signifiers, trembling,/ in intangible and predatory ardor / aridly 
weave the patterns of exceptions). Derrida’s différance (likely meant by the Russian word 
“различенье”) conceptualizes the eternally deferred signification in language never arriving at 
the final point of stable meaning, which, ultimately, leads to the poststructuralist understanding 
of language as the play of signifiers. Dragomoshchenko’s signifiers occupied with weaving 
patterns (the transparent metaphor of text) are an alternative to the Pushkinian seraphim from the 
first lines of the poem (and even resemble them a little in their arduousness and avarice), but, 
instead of devouring, they create the text. If in a story with seraphim language turns into an 
object devoured by metaphysics, in this part of the poem, language is able to produce. That is, 
signifiers, differences, ruptures are what create texts. According to Dragomoshchenko, this is the 
nature of language that should come through in poetry. 
  The binary concepts deconstructed in the poem are crowned by the concept of the “I” 
and “the Other” introduced as the final part of comparison with the dust: “неуловима и 
бессонна, как “другой,” / в словесном теле чьем “я” западней застыло” (uncatchable and 
sleepless, like “the other,” / in whose verbal body “I” hardened into a trap). “I” is what deprives 
language of its dust quality: it makes it a trap rather than freedom, which becomes possible due 
to the embodiment with which all language is occupied. The lines refer to one of the basic 
philosophical concepts of Western philosophy, “I versus the Other.” The other is compared to the 
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pre-linguistic nature of the dust, which is sleepless, i.e. not subjected to the dreams of language 
(which is, as we know from Lacan, is structured like dreams), while “I,” on the contrary, belongs 
to the world of language. Hence the other images associating “I” with stuckness, a trap, 
petrification.  
The use of “I” in quotes becomes Dragomoshchenko’s signature feature in many later 
poems embracing speculations on “I” and language. The quotation marks emphasize the 
conditionality of “I” as linguistic construction.   
 Dragomoshchenko’s attitude to depersonalization is deeply concerned with his 
revaluation of what language is. The particular poetic practices he employs can be highlighted if 












Part 3. Eliot and Dragomoshchenko 
Eliot’s Anti-Humanism and Dragomoshchenko’s Argument with Iurii Kolker 
Like Eliot’s, Dragomoshchenko’s emphasis on impersonality springs from distrust in the 
discourse of humanism.  In “Эксгумация мнимой собаки” (“Exhumation of an Imaginary 
Dog,” 1981, #32), a polemical response to Iurii Kolker’s essay titled “Passeism and Humanity” 
(“Пассеизм и гуманность”),113 he reveals his take on humanism based, partly, on Eliot’s essays. 
Kolker’s essay, published in 1981 in the previous volume of The Clock (#31), was inspired by 
the works of the Russian poet Vladislav Khodasevich, but dealt with much broader 
generalizations and offered a poetical credo. 
Kolker argues that novelty in poetry is a deficient quality which, as evident in the modernist 
experimentation with form, believes in progress in art and is prone to destruction that gives rise 
to collectivism and totalitarianism. I will quote a few passages from his essay to give an idea of 
his style and argument:  
Общая идея прогресса имеет своей проекцией в сфере искусства идею новаторства. 
Последовательный модернист всегда является поборником прогресса. Новаторство не 
подразумевает сущностной новизны и не имеет ничего общего с творческим участием 
человека в возобновлении божественного творения. Оно интересуется методами и  
приемами; оно конструирует, а не творит. Его цель—шок, а не катарсис, культурное 
удивление оно противоспоставляет восхищению в его настоящем смысле, т.е 
восхищению души. Сам термин новаторство, конструктивистский по форме, знаменует, 
если отправляться о духовной первоосновы, деструктивную эстетику.  
... 
Важнейшая черта новаторства—коллективизм. Новатор ищет широкого читателя, 
ищет в нем опору своим спекулятивным выпадам, провоцирует его разделить 
авторскую ответственность за произведение. С этой же целью он ищет приверженцев 
среди себе подобных—отсюда групповщина и тенденциозность. И если помнить, что 
новаторство подразумевает коллективную ответственность, то становится совершенно 
понятна та легкость, с которой оно врастает в тоталитарные структуры, иначе говоря: 
                                                          
113 Yurii Kolker is a Russian poet, Dragomoshchenko’s contemporary. Belonging to the unofficial literary circles in 
the USSR, he came to identify as a conservative poet.  
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становится ясен путь от  модернизма к конформизму. Эти два явления находятся в 
кровной, родственной связи.  
The general idea of progress has the idea of innovation as its projection in the sphere of art. 
The consistent modernist is always the defender of progress. Innovation does not imply any 
essential novelty and has nothing in common with the creative participation of man in the 
renewal of the divine creation. It is interested in methods and devices; it constructs, does not 
create. Its purpose is shock, but not catharsis, it opposes cultural surprise to admiration in its 
real sense, i.e. the admiration of the soul. The term innovation itself, constructivist in its form, 
means, if one departs from the spiritual basis, destructive aesthetics.  
 
A very important feature of innovation is collectivism. The innovator looks for the broad 
readership, seeks the basis for his speculative attacks in it, provokes it to share the 
author’s responsibility for the work. With the same purpose he looks for followers 
among the like—hence communality and tendentiousness. If one remembers that 
innovation implies collective responsibility, then the easiness with which it grows into 
totalitarian structures becomes quite clear, in other words: the path from modernism to 
conformism becomes clear. These two phenomena are in blood relationship.  
 
Kolker continues to argue that true humanism can be found only in passeism, orientation 
towards the tradition and classical forms. The ideal model for him is Vladislav Khodasevich, an 
émigré Russian poet of the early twentieth century, rediscovered in the USSR in the 1970s, who 
sustained Pushkinian poetic qualities in the era of modernism. Basically, Kolker, although in a 
very radical form, echoes the opponents of Soviet culture who associate the Soviet with the 
avant-garde and see pre-Soviet values and poetics as an alternative to Soviet totalitarianism 
(Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Tatiana Tolstaia), an approach seen as highly problematic by 
contemporary theoreticians of postmodernism.114 Kolker’s position, however, is interesting since 
he summarizes in his essays in a radical way intuitions about the essence of culture in Russia 
prevalent in the 1960s and later. The nostalgic attitude towards classical,19th-century poetic 
models is not unlike the return to humanism discussed in Margo Rosen’s dissertation on 
Brodsky, Rein, and other sixtiers, all of whom preserved a reserved attitude to the avant-garde. 
As Sergei Zav’ialov puts it, “граница между архаическим и модернизованным сознанием 
проходит не по линии ‘советское’/несоветское,’ а значительно более причудливым 
                                                          
114 This literary line is disambiguated as “fake” postmodernity in Mark Lipovetskii’s book, Paralogii.   
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образом” (the border between the archaic and modernized consciousness goes not along the 
Soviet/non-Soviet line, but in a much more intricate way).  
 Dragomoshchenko, who clearly saw Kolker’s piece first when he was editing the journal, 
felt moved enough to write a sarcastic response. The poets belong to different underground 
camps: Dragomoshchenko, frequently associated with the avant-garde trend in contemporary 
Russian poetry, directly calls Kolker an opponent. To prove the groundlessness of Kolker’s 
views, he uses Eliot’s criticism in a way that testifies not only to Eliot’s high authority for 
Dragomoshchenko, but also reflects his deep understanding of the philosophical roots of the 
Anglo-American poet’s modernism. While Eliot opens his famous essay, “Tradition and the 
Individual Talent,” with a statement similarly rebuking the idea of the possibility of progress in 
art, for Dragomoshchenko, Eliot’s name stands in the list of those who do not fit in Kolker’s 
frame of worthy poets due to their preoccupation with innovation in form. Dragomoshchenko 
first quotes Eliot when he comments on Kolker’s idea that innovation in form is just the mask of 
archaic content: “высказанная как-то Т. С. Элиотом мысль: ‘любое радикальное изменение 
в поэтической форме должно быть симптомом какого-то несравненно более глубокого 
изменения в обществе и человеке,’ начисто исключает из лексикона ‘новаторство’ и 
‘архаизм’”(the thought expressed by T. S. Eliot once: “any radical change in poetic form is 
likely to be the symptom of some very much deeper change in society and in the individual,” 
completely excludes ‘innovation’ and ‘archaism’ from the lexicon).115 Eliot, who is indeed 
famous for reintroduction of the importance of tradition for the poet, is used here as a poet who 
understands the relation between tradition and innovation, form and content in a much more 
                                                          
115 Dragomoshchenko does not point to the source of his quote, but it comes from Eliot’s book The Use of Poetry 
and the Use of Criticism 66-67).    
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complicated way than Kolker.  Dragomoshchenko’s comments testify that the binary simplicity 
of the dichotomy “archaism/innovation” is particularly bothersome for him. Eliot’s approach is 
far from binary: the present is determined by tradition, while tradition is changed by the way the 
present uses and interprets it. Form, for him, is, not an “imposition” on the content, but a 
symptom. 
Most importantly, Dragomoshchenko’s essay passionately polemicizes with Kolker’s 
idea that humanism and traditional form must be the driving force of art. In order to support his 
point of view, Dragomoshchenko quotes Eliot’s essay After Strange Gods: “if you do away with 
this struggle [the “moral and spiritual” struggle between good and evil-NK], and maintain that by 
tolerance, benevolence, inoffensiveness, and a redistribution or increase of purchasing power, 
combined with devotion, on the part of an elite, to Art, the world will be as good as anyone could 
require, then you must expect human beings to become more and more vaporous.”116 In other 
words, the hollow man, in Eliot’s logic, appears when the concept of evil becomes externalized. 
Dragomoshchenko agrees with Eliot who, following Hulme, sees a potential for the totalitarian 
discourse in humanism. For Dragomoshchenko, too, the idea of the human being as the beautiful 
center of the universe does not equal the truth that must be revealed in poetry: “Почему грязь, 
хитроумие, безумие, наконец, полное им [поэтом-NK] непонимание нас и пренебрежение 
нами надлежит принимать за прегрешенье перед истиной с самой большой буквы?” (Why 
must dirt, cunningness, insanity, after all, his [poet’s] complete non-understanding of us must be 
taken as a sin against truth with the largest possible capital letter?) 
                                                          
116 Dragomoshchenko quotes from the collected essays of F. O. Matthiessen, the most significant early scholar of 
Eliot, translated into Russian. In his essay, Matthiessen discusses Eliot’s approach to good and evil. (See “Tradition 
and the Individual Talent” in The Achievement of T. S. Eliot).  
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It must be visible, at this point, that Dragomoshchenko appeals to the concept of man, as 
related to literary practice, in the same vein as Brodsky, Eliot, Babbitt, and Hulme. Even more 
strikingly, Dragomoshchenko’s argument about the groundlessness of Kolker’s hypothesis 
includes a reference to Brodsky’s poem, “Классический балет есть замок красоты...” 
(“Classical Ballet is the castle of beauty,” 1976). In the jocular poem dedicated to his friend, the 
great ballet dancer Mikhail Baryshnikov, Brodsky writes almost a parody on the art of ballet. In 
particular, he ironizes about the clear division of good and evil characteristic of classical ballet 
(classical ballet in Russia, Tchaikovsky, first of all, is the paradigm of Romanticism). The lines 
Dragomoshchenko quotes, “В имперский плющ мы втискиваем зад” (we fit our ass into the 
imperial ivy) and “Мы видим силы зла в коричневом трико / и ангела добра в невыразимой 
пачке” (We see the powers of evil wearing brown tights / and an angel of good in the 
inexpressible tutu) mock the easily visible division of good and evil in the performative art. By 
quoting Brodsky’s poem, Dragomoshchenko not only readdresses its irony towards Iurii 
Kolker’s idea of classicism, but also makes Brodsky part of the poetic tradition which, like Eliot 
and ultimately himself, derives from the common philosophical posture reevaluating humanism 
and its poetic manifestations.   
In Kolker’s insistence on tradition, which basically coincides with the Romantic period of 
Russian literature, Dragomoshchenko sees “the collective embodiment of the only truthful idea 
of individualism,” which goes back to Plato’s view of the poet as a destructive element in 
society: “За этой игрой ума я узнаю знакомые черты идеального государства, из которого 
рано или поздно гонят—аж пыль столбом!—всех поэтов, дерзнувших посягнуть на 
единственно верную идею” (Behind this mind game I recognize the familiar features of the 
ideal state, from which—the air is full of dust!—all the poets who take the risk of encroaching on 
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the only true idea are driven out sooner or later). Dragomoshchenko also addresses the issues of 
“permissibility” in the Soviet literary canon that insists on the traditional forms: “не является 
ли, избранный в качестве альтернативы модернизму, пассеизм (со своим отсутствием 
формальных изысканий)—исключительно разрешенным ныне способом 
сочинительства?)” (Isn’t it that, chosen as an alternative to modernism, passeism (with its lack 
of formal searches) is now the exclusively permitted way of writing?).  Dragomoshchenko 
belongs to the line of the literary opposition to Soviet aesthetics that coincides with the Eliotic 
version of modernism: the Russian poet puts Eliot’s name with Khlebnikov, Vvedensky, 
Ginsberg, Mallarmé, and Celan, poets who cannot be disregarded and who do not fit in the 
“passeism and humanism” model.     
 Coincidentally, the same issue of The Clock publishes the translation of Ortega y Gasset’s 
“Dehumanization of Art” (translator not indicated) where the philosopher defines 
dehumanization as the main feature of the new art after 19th-century realism expired. Not only 
poetry, Dragomoshchenko says, but a poet, as a producer of poetry, is unhuman: “Поэт 
бесчеловечен, как бесчеловечно дерево, облако, цвет, язык, число, вода, народ, камень, 
эротика и т.д.” (The poet is unhuman, as a tree, a cloud, language, number, water, people, stone, 
erotic and so on are unhuman). 
Poetic Theory: Objective Correlative, Escape from Emotions, and Impersonality 
Dragomoshchenko’s kinship with Eliot is manifest not only in their common philosophical basis 
beyond the idea of the necessity of depersonalization in poetry, but also in more specific 
particularities of their poetic theories that coincide in several principal aspects and reveal 
Dragomoshchenko’s attentive reading of Eliot.  
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The two tenets of Eliot’s theory of depersonalization are the definition of poetry as an 
escape from personality and the notion of “the objective correlative.” Eliot’s “escape from 
personality,” the idea that poetry does not equal expressivity and does not have to be 
synonymous with the emphasis on the subjective, is parallel to Dragomoshchenko’s approach. 
Eliot states in “Tradition and the Individual Talent,”  
The point of view which I am struggling to attack is perhaps related to the metaphysical theory of 
the substantial unity of the soul: for my meaning is, that the poet has, not a “personality” to 
express, but a particular medium, which is only a medium and not a personality, in which 
impressions and experiences combine in peculiar and unexpected ways. Impressions and 
experiences which are important for the man may take no place in the poetry, and those which 
become important in the poetry may play quite a negligible part in the man, the personality. 
(Selected Prose 42) 
This non-linear relation between the person who creates a poetic text and the poem is echoed in 
Dragomoshchenko’s theory of poetry. In his essay, “Synopsis-Context,” (“Конспект-
контекст”), the Russian poet exposes the non-viability of the concept of poetry as expression of 
the subject: “Самовыражение требует некое ‘я.’ Требующее выражения, которое взыскует 
‘я’ и т.д.” (Tavtologiia 432) (Self-expression requires  a certain “I.” Requiring expression which 
demands  “I”, and so on…”).  According to him, self-expression and “I” cannot be understood in 
the schematic dichotomy of cause and effect, form and content since there is no poetic “I” 
preceding the act of creation.  
Eliot’s attack on poetic expressivity pays attention to the typical association of poetry 
with expression of emotions. The Anglo-American poet argues that poetry is not “the intensity of 
the emotions… but the intensity of the artistic process” (Selected Prose 41); Dragomoshchenko 
defines it similarly: “Я говорю, что не переживание, не выражение переживания, но усилие, 
открывающее капсулу языка, опрозраченного в представлении, будущему...” (Tavtologiia 
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433) (I say that it is not experience, not the expression of experience, but an effort opening the 
capsule of language,  made transparent in representation, to the future…).  
Eliot’s next important notion in his theory of poetry is “the objective correlative,” a term 
that now circulates in most dictionaries of poetics.117 In Eliot’s definition, this is “a set of 
objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula of that particular emotion” 
(Selected Prose 48) rather than the direct naming of the emotion. In Eliot’s poetics, it grows from 
his professional philosophical speculations on emotion developed in his doctoral thesis on 
Bradley, where the future poet argues that the attachment of emotion exclusively to the realm of 
the subjective cannot be correct: the object and the emotion it provokes are indivisible 
(Knowledge and Experience 15-31).   
Dragomoshchenko mentions “the objective correlative” when he tells about his first 
experience of writing in an interview:  
И тут я вспомнил еще более ранний момент писательского опыта: я был во 
втором классе, зима, наш дом до самой крыши занесло снегом. В нем стоял такой 
холодный, голубовато-зеленоватый подводный свет. Мама с папой пришли с 
рынка, и она принесла мне чудесную записную книжку, новую, она еще 
хрустнула, когда я ее открыл. Я маялся до самого вечера, мне все хотелось в ней 
что-то написать, но я не знал что. В итоге я открыл книжку и продрал твердым 
карандашом по голубоватым линейкам: “На столе стоит зеленая лампа.” Сидя 
над машинкой, я вспомнил этот вечер—холодный свет, меха мамы, на которых 
тает снег, ее подарок… Все ожило, это было как поворот волшебного ключика: 
все заиграло. Это был первый урок так называемой “косвенности”—то, что ты 
пишешь, не значит то, что лежит на бумаге. Много лет спустя я прочитал об этом 
у Томаса Элиота, который называет подобное явление “объективный коррелят” 
—создание условий, в которых возникает то или иное чувство, но не называние 
этого чувства.  (“Summa otritsanii”)    
And here I remembered an even earlier moment of writing experience: I was in 
the second grade, it was winter, our house was buried with snow up to the roof. There was  
such a cold, blue-green underwater light. Mom and dad returned from the market, and 
she brought me a wonderful notebook, still new, it crunched when I opened it. I  
languished until the evening, I wanted to write something in it, but I did not know 
what. Finally, I opened the book and dragged a pencil through the bluish lines: “There is 
                                                          
117 Eg. The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics or M. H. Abrams’ A Glossary of Literary Terms 
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a green lamp on the table.” Sitting over the typewriter, I remembered that evening—cold 
light, mom’s furs on which the snow was melting, her gift… All this came to life, it was 
like a turn of the magic key: everything began to sparkle. It was the first lesson of so-called 
“indirectness”—what you write does not mean what lies on the paper. Many years later I 
read about it in Thomas Eliot who names such a phenomenon “the objective correlative”—
creating the conditions under which this or that feeling appears, but not the naming of that 
feeling.  
             
 As one can see, Eliot is seen as someone who verbalizes the poet’s own intuition on writing.   
 Dragomoshchenko’s vision of Eliot as a poet who embodied the link between 
disappointment in humanism and new poetics can be seen in his mentioning of Eliot’s most 
famous poem, The Waste Land, in “Locality as an Effort” where the Russian poets speak about 
depersonalization as a necessary and liberating poetic quality:     
Я откажусь от кожи, костей, крови, пускай тени, я откажусь от имени, от того, что 
приходит последним—первым лицом единственного числа, я откажусь от “слов,” 
от намерений и воспоминаний. Что останется? “Возможность” быть всем 
перечисленным, нечто вроде цимцем эт ацмо. Вероятно—это первое DA, которое 
произносит гром у Элиота. (Tavtologia 202) 
I will reject my skin, bones, blood, even shadow, I will reject my name, what comes the 
last—the first person singular, I will reject “words,” intentions and memories. What will 
be left? The“possibility” to be all the above, something like tzimtzum et atzmo. 
Probably—this is the first Da that the thunder pronounces in Eliot.  
Dragomoshchenko refers to the final part of The Waste Land titled “What the Thunder 
Said,” where the poem’s desultory and hopeless configuration gets resolved in the quote from the 
Upanishads: 
Ganga was sunken, and the limp leaves  
Waited for rain, while the black clouds  
Gathered far distant, over Himavant.  
The jungle crouched, humped in silence.  
Then spoke the thunder  
DA  
Datta: what have we given?  
My friend, blood shaking my heart  
The awful daring of a moment’s surrender  
Which an age of prudence can never retract  
By this, and this only, we have existed  
Which is not to be found in our obituaries  
Or in memories draped by the beneficent spider  
Or under seals broken by the lean solicitor  




Dayadhvam: I have heard the key  
Turn in the door once and turn once only  
We think of the key, each in his prison  
Thinking of the key, each confirms a prison  
Only at nightfall, aethereal rumours  
Revive for a moment a broken Coriolanus  
DA  
Damyata: The boat responded  
Gaily, to the hand expert with sail and oar  
The sea was calm, your heart would have responded  
Gaily, when invited, beating obedient  
To controlling hands  
  
                                    I sat upon the shore  
Fishing, with the arid plain behind me  
Shall I at least set my lands in order?  
London Bridge is falling down falling down falling down  
Poi s’ascose nel foco che gli affina  
Quando fiam uti chelidon—O swallow swallow  
Le Prince d’Aquitaine à la tour abolie  
These fragments I have shored against my ruins  
Why then Ile fit you. Hieronymo’s mad againe.  
Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata. 
                  Shantih     shantih     shantih (The Complete Poems 49-50) 
 
As Eliot’s notes to the poem explain, the excerpt follows the plot from the Upanishads where the 
father of gods, in the image of thunder, gives them lessons on how to exist in peace: “That very 
thing is repeated even today by the heavenly voice, in the form of thunder, as "Da," "Da," "Da" 
(damyata, datta, dayadhvam) which means: "Control yourselves," "Give," and "Have 
compassion.” Therefore, one should learn these three: self-control, giving and mercy."118  
Referring to the first Da in Eliot, Dragomoshchenko points to datta (give), although damyata 
(“control yourself”) would make more sense since it is placed within the discourse of 
depersonalization and a reference to the Cabbalistic tzimtzum et atzmo, the idea that god removed 
himself from his creation. Damayata comes first not in The Waste Land, but in the Upanishads 
themselves.  Dragomoshchenko also adds a reference to Roman Jakobson’s theory on the child’s 
                                                          
118 The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. http://www.swami-krishnananda.org/brdup/brhad_V-01.html 
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acquisition of personal pronouns: in the essay “Shifters and Verbal Categories,” the famous 
linguist argues that the child acquires the mastery of the first personal pronoun later than other 
grammatical elements, which invites an argument, frequently repeated in Dragomoshchenko’s 
works, that “I” is the least natural word in language.  
 Dragomoshchenko’s essay also contains a somewhat confusing commentary on the order 
and importance of “Da”s in Eliot  which supports my interpretation that this is damyata that 
Dragomoshchenko is concerned about:  
Существует мнение, что Элиот из трех DA избрал последнее. Над чем следует 
поразмыслить. Поскольку в переводе из комм. к Элиоту ему соотв. третье, 
“властвуй собой,” т.е. дамьята. Но дамьята у Элиота идет как третье DA, а не 
первое. Мне это не нравится. Впрочем, оставшиеся два DA остаются за обрезом 
страницы в Брихадараньяка-упанишада.  
There is the opinion that Eliot, from three Das, chose the last one. This requires some 
speculation. Since in the translation of notes to Eliot it corresponds to the third, “control 
yourself,” that is damyata. But damyata, in Eliot, goes as the third DA, not the first one. I 
do not like it. But, in any case, the other two Das are left beyond the edge of the page in 
Brikhadaranyaka-Upanishads.  
 
It is hard to decipher exactly what the Russian poet is dissatisfied with here, but it is true that in 
the Upanishads damyata (control yourself) stands first, but it takes only the third place in “What 
the Thunder Said,” so, probably, the poet does not like it that Eliot switched their order, putting 
the most important invocation in the last place. Eliot, the Upanishads, and the idea of the death 
of the author meet here again in Dragomoshchenko’s comment.  
 Characteristically, Eliot and Dragomoshchenko are both immersed in the Eastern 
approach to subjectivity (as well as is Irving Babbitt, the inspirer of Eliot’s theory of dissociation 
of sensibility). The Waste Land did not escape the attention of Dragomoshchenko (unlike a much 
more indifferent Brodsky), since its fragmentary nature, absence of a consistent point of view 
and ambiguous voices and perspectives are features quite congenial to his own, even though 
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more condensed, changing of perspectives. Called by Ruth Nevo an “Ur-Text of 
Deconstruction,” Eliot’s most famous poem does indeed include the aporias of postmodernity. 
Even though many deconstructionists ignore Eliot, since the development of poststructuralism 
coincided with the attempts to decanonize him, The Waste Land is built on deconstructive 
strategies: “the fundamental categories of literary discourse are dismantled or simply abandoned. 
There is no narrative, there is no time, “whithered stumps of time” instead, and no place—or 
rather there is no single time or place but a constant, bewildering shifting and disarray of times 
and places; there is no unifying central character either speaking or spoken about, no protagonist 
or antagonist, no drama, no epic, no lyric, though there are moments suggestive of these generic 
constellations” (Nevo 455).  
 Dragomoshchenko’s appreciation of Eliot is in tune with the interpretations of Eliot 
which consider him to be the beginning of new sensibility relevant to poststructuralism and, also, 
relevant to the new breath in American avant-garde poetry. In “Locality as an Effort,” 
Dragomoshchenko notes, “сейчас мне кажется, что Олсон в Зимородках косвенным образом 
пытался досказать за Элиота” (Tavtologiia 202) (it seems to me now that Olson in 
“Kingfishers” was trying to complete Eliot in an indirect way). Charles Olson, another American 
poet focused on impersonality, was held in high regard by Dragomoshchenko since he started 
reading and translating him in the 1990s.  He is an heir to Eliot’s tradition: Olson gets engaged in 
arguments with Eliot, but he also inherits much from him. Like The Waste Land, Olson’s “The 
Kingfishers” is based on the polyphonic composition of fragments. Olson goes further than Eliot, 
though: he claims it is necessary to suppress the manifestation of the subject as a textual 
representation, but he also insists that the organization of the text itself should be freed from the 
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organizing will of the author: “the conventions which logic has forced on syntax must be broken 
open…” (21).119  
 The similarity in the theoretical speculations of Eliot and Dragomoshchenko makes it 
necessary to compare their literary practices. The fourth part of this chapter will be dedicated to 
this.  
 
 Part IV. The Poetics of Observation and Other Kinds of Depersonalization 
In his foundational work on postmodernism, Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late 
Capitalism, Fredric Jameson writes that the impersonality of postmodernism, rooted in the 
disintegration of personhood and the waning of affect, differs from the reserve of modernism. 
This is true if we compare Brodsky and Dragomoshchenko: Brodsky is closer to modernism, 
Dragomoshchenko—to postmodernism in Jamesonian logic. It is important, however, to 
emphasize that the distinction between the two is not so clear-cut.  And Eliot himself is 
somewhere in between.   
“The Poetics of Observation” in Arkadii Dragomoshchenko 
Even though Dragomoshchenko’s approach to depersonalization bears a more linguistic 
character than the one pursued by Brodsky, and, in this sense, his approximation to the surrealists 
noted by Marjorie Perloff, shows that he is diverted from the depersonalization of modernism of 
a classicist vein (in Hulmean terms), his poetics still bears the features of what I call in the first 
chapter the poetics of observation.  
                                                          
119 Dragomoshchenko translated Olson ’s “Kingfishers” twice, the second time, clearly doing more preparation, 
reading criticism about him and improving his early translation, and inserting a detailed and critically-informed 
preface to the latter variant. References to “Kingfishers” can be found in many of Dragomoshchenko’s late works. 
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Like Eliot and Brodsky, Dragomoshchenko uses the word “observation” in the titles of his 
poems (for example, “Наблюдение падающего листа” (“Observation of the falling leaf”). The 
verbal signs of seeing, “gaze,” “the eye,” “the pupil,” “the retina” are found in his works 
frequently, as they are in Brodsky’s. In his poetics of impersonality, it is also possible to 
distinguish similar features of the poetics of observation. Moreover, his early poetry, written in 
the late 1960s-early1970s, that has just been published by his widow, Zinaida Dragomoshchenko 
(collections Pocherk and Velikoe odnoobrazie liubvi), demonstrate that his initial approach to 
depersonalization was often identical to Brodsky’s and Eliot’s, as discussed in the first 
chapter.120 In the essay published as a preface to Великое однообразие любви (The great 
sameness of love), “Несколько слов” (“A few words,” 1980s), Dragomoshchenko notes that, 
long ago, he thought poetry to be “registration.” These early poems reflect this notion 
(transformed later). I will cite below one of the earliest poems as an example: 
описание следует за описанием  a description follows a description 
ничто не кончается—    nothing ends— 
день следует параллельно птице  the day follows parallel to the bird 
капля скатывается по скорлупе зноя  the drop rolls on the shell of the heat 
корни вытягиваются в стволы   roots stretch into trunks 
созвездия пьют тяжелую ночь   constellations drink a heavy night 
из неподвижных ветвей   from immovable branches 
добавить: иглы зрачков   to add: the needles of pupils 
пронизывают пелену описания   pierce the veil of description 
и пропадают в пыли    and disappear in the dust 
1968 
           (Velikoe odnoobrazie 8) 
 The poem lacks the first person pronoun, but uses bodily synecdoche instead, employs an 
objective imagery, has very few adjectives, consistently uses the present tense and parataxis as a 
syntactical connection.   
                                                          
120 At the same time, among these early poems it is possible to find some lyrical ones, something he will exclude in 
his mature period.  
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Later, more characteristic poems also echo the pattern offered in Eliot’s early poem, 
“Preludes,” and they also use the poetic techniques characteristic of the poetics of observation. I 
will demonstrate this through the analysis of one of Dragomoshchenko’s “night” poems, “A 
Kitchen Elegy” (“Кухонная Элегия”), that bears some similarity to the features of poetics 
common for Brodsky and Eliot. Below is the poem and my interlinear translation:  
  Догадайся, кто прислал тебе эту открытку!               Guess who sent you this postcard! 
 
                 (текст поздравительной открытки)                 (the text of a holiday postcard) 
  
              Майклу Молнару                                                                To Michael Molnar 
Агония лучистой кости в шипящем снеге,   The agony of the radiant bone in the hissing snow, 
по ветру изогнут полыни куст,    with the wind the wormwood bush is bent, 
он красноват и колок—не слушай звон его,  it is reddish and prickly—do not listen to its ringing, 
вомни в тропу стопой. Рука,    press into the path with the foot. The hand,  
шип повстречав кизила, не в силах "совершенство формы"   encountering the thorn of cornel, is not able 
почтить неспешной каплей крови.                                         to honor “the perfection of form” with a drop of blood. 
Мороз.       Frost. 
И воздух.      And the air. 
 
В блеске и разрывах.     In glow and ruptures. 
Пустырь.      A vacant lot.    
 
И, мнится, небу столь же трудно   And, it seems, it is just as hard for the sky 
изгнать звезду из уравнений света,  to expel a star from the equations of light, 
как вспомнить, сколько зим до лета,  as it is to remember how many winters till summer 
 
или позволить памяти свернуться,  or let the memory  coalesce, 
вернув меж тем ей совершенство формы— returning to it, meanwhile, the perfection of form— 
не ртутной капли—но иглы бессонной,  not of the mercury drop—but a sleepless needle 
что разрешит не требующей нити скользить бестенно, that will allow the non-demanding thread to glide without 
 shadow 
более не встретив всеотражающей и вязкой капли, without meeting all-reflecting and gluey drop,  
как довелось ветвям, руке открывшим пламя as it happened with the branches opening the flame to the hand  
в соединении с разрывом точки.   in the junction of the point with rupture. 
Сера, убога поросль рассвета.   Gray, meager is the verdure of the sunrise. 
 
Чай жил птенцом в узорной клетке чашки, Tea lived like a fledgling in the patterned cell/cage of the cup, 
в окне пустырь кружил—в его оправе,  in the window, the  vacant lot was swirling—in its frame,  
вгрызаясь в холод быстрыми зубами,   gnawing into the cold with quick teeth, 
купались псы в сугробах,   dogs were bathing in snowdrifts, 
плаванье ворон напоминало отпечаток в у́гле, the crows’ swimming resembled imprinting in coal, 
и пепел папирусный медлил падать.  and the ashes of the papyrus were slow to fall. 
Но веял в волосах сквозняк, мешая утренней науке But a draft was blowing in the hair, preventing the  
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           morning science  
зеницы, суженной побегом лучевым,    of the pupil narrowed by the ray sprout 
рот обучать опять терпению предмета,  from teaching the mouth to the patience of the object again, 
узлы вязать и не читать по ним.   from tying knots and not reading them.  
 
   (Tavtologiia 397-398) 
The morning science is connected with vision metaphorized through the pupil (a 
characteristically Brodskian poetic trope which Dragomoshcheko uses in almost every poem): 
this science should teach the mouth to tolerate the object, that is deal with the object instead of 
focusing on self-expression.  
Even the plot of the poem can be guessed, although it is not articulated narratively: 
someone takes a walk, his hand gets pricked by the branch of a bush (the dogwood or 
wormwood) and is bleeding from it. It can be conjectured trhough the disconnected sentences 
and the metaphor of the concetti type: the poem starts with the words “агония лучистой кости” 
(“the agony of the radiant bone”), which in Russian alludes to “лучевая кость” (“radial bone”), 
the bone in the forearm. Further the poem employs twice the image of the drop of blood: “Рука, 
шип повстречав, / кизила, не в силах “совершенство формы” почтить неспешной каплей 
крови” (the hand / encountering the thorn of cornel, is not able to honor “the perfection of form” 
with a drop of blood). 
  The drop of blood is juxtaposed to the pricking instrument—the bush, or the needle, 
both can be a possible alternative of “the perfect form.” The perfect form comes from the 
philosophy of aesthetics: originating in Plato, the notion of the perfect form embodies the 
classical ideal of beauty in art. Dragomoshchenko’s poem, interestingly, connects “the perfect 
form” not with the drop of blood, which seems to respond to the idea of the sphere as a perfect 
form mentioned, for example, in Spinoza, but in the needle. The drop, the sphere, is perfect, 
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completed, and closed in its roundness. The needle is not self-sufficient: contrary to the drop, this 
is a performative tool that creates text-texture.  
The Poetics of Observation in “Kitchen Elegy” 
Following up on the analysis of “Preludes” in the first chapter, it is possible to distinguish 
the following features of the poetics of observation common to Eliot, Dragomoshchenko, and 
Brodsky: 
1) No First Person Singular and Indirect Forms of Expressing Subjectivity: 
  The poem gives away its genre in the title and has the traditional elegiac time-frame, 
night-dawn awakening. The “Kitchen Elegy” applies similar methods to those used by Eliot and 
Brodsky when dealing with the presence of selfhood. Although the title signals the small, 
intimate space, the poem does not include the personal pronoun “I” at all.  
Like Eliot’s and Brodsky’s “night” poems, Dragomoshchenko’s elegy avoids the first 
person singular pronoun and uses indirect forms of expressing subjectivity: it starts with the 
imperative forms semantically close to the generalized second person singular (“не слушай звон 
его, вомни в тропу стопой” (do not listen to its ringing, press into the path with the foot), 
incorporates impersonal sentences (“И, мнится...” (And, it seems…)). Other parts that do not 
resort to grammatically indirect subjectivity switch to objective imagery, for example “Мороз. / 
И воздух. / В блеске и разрывах. / Пустырь” (Frost. / And the air. / In glow and ruptures. / A 
vacant lot).     
In general, it preserves the model of depersonalization assumed by Brodsky and Eliot: the 
indirect “you”—the impersonal “мнится” (it seems) and a switch into an “objective” discourse. 
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2) Like Eliot and Brodsky, Dragomoshchenko frequently uses body imagery and 
bodily synecdoche objectifying the self.  His encrypting of selfhood through the use of body 
parts is very persistent in the whole corpus of his poetry: his is the ultimate sensibility of 
synecdoche. In “Kitchen Elegy,” the foot, the hand, blood, the pupil, and the mouth 
grammatically function as if they are independent essences, although the reader can still get a 
hint that they address the subject. The self, reduced to the image of body parts, plays a passive 
role: “рука не в силах” (the hand is not able), “руке открывшим пламя” (opening the flame to 
the hand) “веял в волосах сквозняк” (the draught was blowing in the hair), “зеницы, суженной 
побегом лучевым” (the pupil narrowed by the ray sprout), “рот обучать” (to teach the mouth). 
In all cases the body is acted upon by the objective world, nature (the bush, the draft, sunrays). 
3)   Objective imagery, indication of the whereabouts through the focus of attention, but 
without narrativity: as in Eliot’s “Preludes” and Brodsky’s “Near the ocean…,” through the 
imagery represented (the bushes, the vacant lot, frost, the sky) it transpires that the initial 
location is the outside, later—the inside. The last stanza relocates the space into the kitchen:  
from the empty spot of the outside, one gets inside, where the vacant lot can be seen from the 
window.      
Dragomoshchenko’s “science” is not as exact as Eliot’s or Brodsky’s: he does not start 
the poem with the introduction of specific place and time, although those can be found further 
in the poem: dawn, vacant lot, kitchen. But Dragomoshchenko does use the device of indicating 






4) Present Tense 
Grammatically, Dragomoshchenko’s poem also includes two types of tenses—the 
predominant present and the past (imperfect). The first part of the poem does not contain any 
active verbs at all, except for the imperatives “не слушай” (do not listen) “вомни” (press). The 
third part does contain active verbs in the past tense. The persistence of the present tense in 
Dragomoshchenko is related to his proclivity for the minimalization of predicativity and 
discursive subjectivity:121 it is the least predicatively charged tense. It seems relevant to 
remember Konstantin Balmont’s poem, “Безглагольность” (“Verblessness”) where the idea of 
stillness and absence of movement, encapsulated as verblessness in the title of the poem, in 
practice contains many finite forms, but almost all of them are in the present tense. The latter and 
verblessness are cognitive relatives, as can be testified to by the Russian grammar allowing for 
the verb “to be” to drop out only in the present.  
5) Weak Predicativity  
Dragomoshchenko uses noticeably few finite verbs in his poems, as can be seen through the 
example of “Kitchen Elegy.” This verbless syntax manifests itself in different syntactic patterns. 
Often, these are nominal sentences, i.e. sentences that consist of a noun in the nominative case, 
such as “Мороз.” (Frost), “Пустырь” (A vacant lot). Other types are sentences with compound-
nominative predicates, where the link “to be” is skipped, according to standard Russian 
grammar, and the predicate is not a verb, but some other part of speech: “по ветру изогнут 
                                                          
121 Natalya Azarova suggests, that Dragomoshchenko’s grammatical tense is the present which she connects with the 
idea of the corporeality of the long line in vers libre. By the end of the article, she herself claims that her hypothesis 
does not work with Dragomoshchenko the way it worked in her analysis of Whitman. It must be hardly surprising 
for the readers of this dissertation, since we know that Whitman and Dragomoshchenko belong in the polar ends of 
the subjectivity/impersonality axis.  
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полыни куст” (with the wind the wormwood bush is bent); or “сера, убога поросль рассвета” 
(gray, meager is the verdure of the sunrise). He also uses impersonal sentences: “И, мнится, 
небу столь же трудно...” (and, it seems, it is just as hard for the sky…). Only the last stanza in 
this poem is predicatively “direct.” As in Eliot and Brodsky, the striving for impersonality gets 
reflected in the nominative syntax. It impedes narrativity, the articulation of the subject as an 
agent as such inherent in the propositionality of the predicative finite.  
 Instead of the finite forms of verbs as predicates, Dragomoshchenko employs impersonal 
and nominative sentences, as well as non-finite verbal forms: imperatives (“не слушай” (do not 
listen), “вомни”(press)),  adverbial participles (“повстречав” (encountering), “вернув” 
(returning), “не встретив” (without meeting), “вгрызаясь” (gnawing into), “мешая” 
(preventing)), participles (“открывшим” (opening) “суженной”(narrowed)), infinitives 
(“почтить” (to honor), “изгнать” (to expel), “вспомнить” (to remember), “позволить” (to let), 
“скользить” (to glide), “падать” (to fall), “обучать” (to teach), “вязать” (to tie), “не читать” 
(not to read)). This is connected with the role of the predicate in constructing subjectivity—the 
logic of language which Dragomoshchenko, like Charles Olson, is trying to undermine.  
Dragomoshchenko’s interest in this dilemma is testified to in the poem about Niuean language 
mentioned by Iampolski in his monograph about the poet: “язык ниуэ, о котором идет речь, 
создает такую конфигурацию связей и отношений, которые делают мир чрезвычайно 
странным для человека западной культуры. Дело в том, что в полинезийском языке ниуэ 
предикация неспособна создать устойчивый статус субъекта.” (Iampolskii 33) (The Niuean 
language that is being discussed creates a configuration of connections and relations that make 
the world extremely strange for  a person of Western culture. The thing is that in the Polynesian 




Parataxis has been frequently mentioned as the characteristic feature of 
Dragomoshchenko’s poetics, for example, by Aleksandr Skidan and Mikhail Iampolski.122 
“Kitchen Elegy” is not exceptional: the clauses in complex sentences are connected without any 
hierarchical conjunctions and the sentences themselves do not bear logically evident connections. 
While parataxis, as such, is an old stylistic feature characteristic of such ancient texts as the 
Bible, in the 20th-century it was a particularly reinforced and deliberate feature of poetics in 
American poetry which belonged to the culture of discontinuity, as Fredric Jameson put it in 
relation to Bob Perelman’s poem, “China” (28-29).123  What Brodsky and Eliot discovered by 
intuition becomes a conscious starting point in the practice and theory of the postmodern poet. 
As Iamploski notes, parataxis is ideal for the text that does not have a singular hierarchical point 
of view (89), i.e. it agrees with the agenda of the author’s tzim tzum et asme.    
The features mentioned above are common for the poetics of depersonalization in all three 
authors: Dragomoshchenko, Brodsky, and Eliot. There are features, however, that are shared 
only by Dragomoshchenko and Eliot, not Brodsky.  
6+1) Tense Switches  
In the first chapter, I mentioned that Brodsky and Eliot predominantly use the present tense, 
or, more rarely, past forms, but avoid the tense forms with the higher cognitive power of 
subjectification. Regarding Dragomoshchenko, the specific insistence on the present tense, 
                                                          
122 “Предикативный синтаксис заменяется сериальностью, рядоположенностью. У Драгомощенко сильна 
тенденция к паратаксису (об этом – Скидан в предисловии к Тавтологии), неотделимая от его интереса к 
фотографии” (Iampolskii 66) (Predicative syntax is substituted by seriality, juxtaposition. Dragomoshchenko has a 
strong tendency towards parataxis (Skidan is writing about this in the introduction to Tavtologiia), inseparable from 
his interest in photography)).   
123 Bob Perelman is one of the Language School poets who also wrote an essay on parataxis.  
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similar to Brodsky’s, is visible when it comes to his earliest poems written in the 1970s, when he 
thought poetry to be “registration”—a view later rejected by the poet. In “Kitchen Elegy,” as 
well as in “Preludes,” it  matters not only which tenses are used, but also how the poem 
fluctuates between them.  
Eliot’s “Preludes” moves freely between the present and the past tense in a not particularly 
motivated way: the present tense of the first two parts switches into the past tense in the third: 
“the morning comes to consciousness” is followed by “you tossed a blanket from the bad, / You 
lay upon your back, and waited…” (Complete Poems 12). Then the poem returns to the present 
tense in the middle of the fourth part: “his soul stretched tight across the skies /  That fade behind 
a city block…” (13). Dragomoshchenko’s elegy, too, uses the past tense in the last stanza.  The 
effect, in both of them, is parataxic: it is not clear what the connection is between the present at 
the beginning and the following actions in the past.  
7) Vers libre. According to Anthony  Easthope, modernist poetry that refuses to 
serve as a place for the transcendental ego, in its use of vers libre accepts the speaking subject 
as effect rather than the origin of discourse: the subject is made up ‘in there’ among the words 
rather than coming to them from somewhere outside (152). While this holds true for both Eliot 
and Dragomoshchenko, there is another interesting aspect that unites their approaches to vers 
libre. Eliot, in his essay, “Reflections on Vers Libre,” insists that it still has the ghosts of old 
meters in it, iambic pentameter, in particular. R. L. Gates, in his article, “T. S. Eliot’s Prosody 
and the Free Verse Tradition,” argues that, in Eliot’s early poems, his approach to vers libre 
differs from Whitman’s, whose prosody follows the intonation of the phrase, or W. C. 
William’s, who uses the division into lines to counterpoint the meaning of the utterance. Eliot’s 
early poetry admits the ghosts of old meters, but does not stick to them with any consistency. 
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This approach leads to a curious effect in his poems: the flexibility of rhythmic fragments in his 
vers libre makes it possible for the rhythm to correspond to the meaning of particular fragments 
within the poem. In “Preludes,” for example, this is the clear predominance of the iambic 
tetrameter, in almost all longer lines, with the incorporation of a few lines of different order. In 
the first part of the poem, for example, the tetrameter of the first two lines gets interrupted by 
the short three syllables of the third one: “Six o’clock”: 
The winter evening settles down 
With smell of steaks in passageways. 
Six o’clock. 
The burnt-out ends of smoky days. 
And now a gusty shower wraps 
The grimy scraps 
Of withered leaves about your feet 
And newspapers from vacant lots; 
The showers beat 
On broken blinds and chimney-pots, 
And at the corner of the street 
A lonely cab-horse steams and stamps. 
 
And then the lighting of the lamps. … (The Complete Poems 12) 
 
   This device is applied in the further text with “the grimy scraps” and “the showers beat.” 
In each case of the shorter line usage, there is a specific effect corresponding to the meaning and 
the tone of the poem: “Six o’clock” reminds one of the cutting-off sharp sound of the clock (a 
similar device is used more consistently in the “Rhapsody on a Windy Night”). “The grimy 
scraps” corresponds to the meaning of fragmentation produced by the shortness of the line; “the 
showers beat” emphasizes, again, the sharpness and insistence of the sound.  
Dragomoshchenko’s vers libre behaves in a manner similar to Eliot’s. It also contains 
“the ghosts” of classical meters, which interact with the content of the passage (see 
Vishnevetskii).  “Kitchen Elegy” has a persistent reoccurrence of the classical meter, iambic 
pentameter. Since the whole poem has comments on “the perfection of the form” with which it 
is ironically engaged, it is quite tempting to look at how the “ghosts” of the meter correspond to 
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the fragments’ purposes: amidst the indefinite prosodic nature of the first three lines, at the end 
of the third, appears a clear iambic structure: “не слушай звон его, / вомни в тропу стопой” 
(don’t listen to its ringing / press into the path with the foot.” The foot, in Russian, as in 
English, refers to both the part of the body and the smallest segment of the meter: pressing into 
the path with the foot alludes to putting the text onto the metrical line.  
Further, fragmented short lines starting with “Мороз. / И...” (Frost. / And…) involves the 
lines of Pushkin’s poem, “A Winter Morning” (“Мороз и солнце, день чудесный....” (Frost 
and the morning, a wonderful day…). Unlike the classical poem with the classical meter, the 
lines switch from “the sun” to “the air.”  Very short lines reflect the idea of fragmentation 
revealed in their semantics as well (the paradigm of rupture). The rest of the poem abounds in 
iambic pentameter lines.  
 As we see, Dragomoshchenko’s impersonality is close to the early Eliot’s: in some of 
them (vers libre, atemporality) Brodsky principally diverges from him. Those common points 
where Dragomoshchenko and Eliot meet betray not only their close connections to French 
symbolism, but also a search for depersonalization that encroaches on linguistic mechanisms 
themselves—something less acceptable for Brodsky who always sees language as the only 
remaining bastion of the metaphysics of presence; for Eliot, anxiously, and for 
Dragomoshchenko, joyfully in a poststructuralist vein, language absorbs all other meaningful 






Dragomoshchenko and Four Quartets 
So far, Eliot’s early poetry has been the main point of discussion in this research, coming 
from the traditional critical point in Eliot’s studies that this is when his revolutionary poetics laid 
its claims in essays and poems. Eliot’s later career, in relation to the problems of poetic 
subjectivity, is more ambiguous. The religious turn that occurs in Eliot’s life and poetry, reshifts 
his approach to impersonality in poetry as well.  
 Four Quartets, written in 1935-1942, belongs to the latest period of Eliot’s poetic 
creativity and reflects his evolving notion of impersonality. Now, impersonality in poetry is 
connected not so much with the refusal of the individual experience and emotions accompanying 
it, but with the universality of a personal experience, placing it within the meta-personal. This is 
the period when the poet, who in his earlier years believed that poetry and philosophy are 
incompatible, changes his views to the opposite: a good poet must be a philosopher.  
Dragomoshchenko’s poetry relates not only to depersonalization practiced in Eliot’s 
earlier poems and what I call “the poetics of observation,” but also to his later philosophical 
poetry.  Four Quartets turns out to be interestingly close to some qualities of 
Dragomoshchenko’s poetry that go beyond the poetics of observation discussed above. 
Dragomoshchenko liked the poem: he used the lines from “Burnt Norton,” “Men and bits of 
paper, whirled by the cold wind / That blows before and after time,” as an epigraph to his series 
of essays published in Novaya Yunost’ in 2001. The common theme of these essays is memory 
and forgetting, as well as ruminations about time and place, the pervasive motifs of Eliot’s long 
poem.   
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Even though Dragomoshchenko mentions The Waste Land as one of the inspirational 
manifestations of poetic depersonalization mediating Hinduist self-control, it is Four Quartets 
with which his poetics has more affiliations. Similarly, while Dragomoshchenko is interested in 
the poetic claims made by Charles Olson and Ezra Pound and the respective theories of the 
“Projective Verse” and vorticism that insist on the rapid change of points of view and the 
openness of the poetic text, it is hard not to notice that Dragomoshchenko’s poems never step 
into the field of the social and historical engagement and dramatic polyphony that characterizes 
most of Pound’s and Olson’s poems. Most of Dragomoshchenko’s works are much closer to the 
philosophical meditation of Four Quartets, which is predominantly concerned with philosophical 
questions and is free from the political science traceable in the authors of “The Kingfishers” and 
Cantos.  
 Four Quartets is saturated with wide paradoxical generalizations and is pronounced by a 
non-attributable voice—techniques Dragomoshchenko often uses. The principal difference is that 
Eliot’s poem, unlike Dragomoshchenko’s works, has an underpinning religious ground and is 
based on the hope for salvation, but, as Miriam Nichols notes, poetry that is prone to follow “the 
bigger than I” trajectory goes hand in hand with religious metaphysical aspirations.  
Four Quartets, written as the culmination of Eliot’s post-conversion poetic creativity, has 
been normally regarded as a poem propagating the religious transcendence of the earthly life, 
history. But in some critical accounts, it is also seen as a precursor of the postmodern trend in 
American poetry. As William Spanos asserts, “Four Quartets has for a long time now been too 
readily assumed to be a logocentric poem, one that, in recuperating presence from absence, 
recuperates the metaphysical/literary tradition, which, as the disruptive work of such exemplary 
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“post-modern” figures as Nietzsche, Freud, and Heidegger makes clear, comes to an end” (524). 
Spanos argues, that Four Quartets,  
whatever its overt intention, is not ultimately a logocentric poem, a poem 
of presence, but an eccentric poem, a poem that discovers—and, I am tempted to 
say, finally celebrates—the absence of presence at the still point of the turning 
world… In so doing it thus points not back to the methodical condensed and 
hermetically sealed metaphysical lyric in the manner of high Modernist poetry, 
indeed, of Modernist literature at large, but forward, in its own curious way, to the 
open, unmethodical projective poetry—the poetry as periplus—of the post-Modern 
imagination, not back to Dante, to Virgil, to John Donne, but forward to Charles 
Olson and Robert Creeley. (526)  
Dragomoshchenko’s relation to this poem lies beyond the religious affiliation: he would 
be hardly interested in the religious epiphany of the text as such (see, for example, his bitter 
criticism of the religious utopia in one of his polemical articles, “Roland Barthes, Devil and 
God” – “Ролан Барт, дьявол и Госполь Бог”  published in Chasy, 1955, №5), but his poetry 
bears a typological resemblance to Four Quartets as a philosophical poem speculating on the 
concepts of time and language; besides, they have common stylistic features.  
Eliot and Dragomoshchenko, as poet-philosophers, demonstrate a strange proximity in 
their approach to language: rhetorical paradoxes and slippages reflect the two poets’ non-
logocentric conception of language. And even though Dragomoshchenko enjoys this 
ambivalence, while Eliot gets tormented by it, the angst of words in Four Quartets anticipates 
Dragomoshchenko’s intention to plunge into the indeterminacy of language. 
Four Quartets is Eliot’s most articulate statement on language. “Eliot’s meditations on 
the language of poetry is ‘at the heart’ of Four Quartets,” writes William Spanos. “He becomes 
aware, that is, of the possibility of a de-constructive/projective (as opposed to his former 
constructive/objective) poetics that acknowledges, indeed, emerges from, the void between 
language and the openness of being—a generous open-ended poetics in which words are 
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ontologically prior to the Word (Form)” (Spanos 551). The second part of “Burnt Norton” 
addresses the trauma of linguistic inadequacy. What, at times, looks like the biblical discourse of 
explaining god through negation and paradoxes, starts to collapse at the frustration of 
inexpressibility: “I can say, there we have been: but I cannot say where. / And I cannot say, how 
long, for that is to place it in time” (Complete Poems 119). Eliot catches the powerlessness of 
deixis, local and temporal, when he finds the nominality of language eclipsed. 
 In the fifth part of “Burnt Norton,” his anxiety about the inability of language to 
correspond to the absolute is expressed in a way that could make poststructuralists envious:  
 Words, after speech, reach 
 into the silence. …  
   Words strain,  
 Crack and sometimes break, under the burden,  
 Under the tension, slip, slide, perish, 
 Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place,  
 Will not stay still. (121) 
  
As can be seen from critical works dedicated to the linkage between Four Quartets and 
postmodern sensibility (Alireza Farahbakhsh, Austin), there is substantial similarity  between the 
views of language held by Eliot and Derrida: “Eliot’s struggle with words, a result of his 
realization that their meanings are continuously to be deferred and there are always new 
interpretations and readings to be added, is basically a postmodern principle that questions the 
structuralist correspondence of word and idea” (74). 
 
Dragomoshchenko’s poststructuralist conception of language is close to Eliot’s late 
vision of language as a tool unable to sustain the transcendental. Eliot chooses to reject the poetic 
language, taking recourse to a leap of faith instead, while poststructuralists choose to reject the 
transcendental. Dragomoshchenko believes that words do not act like the agents of the 
metaphysics of presence. On the contrary, as he puts it in another poem, “говорить о поэзии 
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значит говорить о ничто” (Tavtologiia 355) (to talk about poetry means to talk about nothing), 
even though sometimes he sounds almost as bitter as Eliot: “Слова отвратительны. / Отнюдь 
не празднует встречу с ними душа” (ibid. 356) (Words are disgusting. / The soul does note 
celebrate an encounter with them at all).   
Logofugitive Poetics in Four Quartets and Dragomoshchenko’s Poetry 
1) Paradoxes 
One of Four Quartets’ most striking features is the employment of paradoxes throughout. While 
the paradox, as a stylistic and conceptual textual feature, goes back to the Christian tradition of 
speculation on the essence of God, mysticism and Greek philosophy since Heraclitus (whom 
both Eliot and Dragomoshchenko invoke occasionally), in the 20th-century modernism it 
reappears with a new intensity in the poetry of metaphysical, philosophical strain. Many of the 
paradoxes used in Four Quartets are a basis for the transcendental leap out of the worldly time 
and space into the metaphysical (for example, the beginning of “Burnt Norton” problematizing 
and resolving time present, future, and past). The paradox embraces many basic categories 
discussed in the poem: location (“In order to arrive there… And where you are is where you are 
not”; movement (“at the still point, there the dance is, / But neither arrest nor movement…”); 
suffering and bliss; remembering and forgetting, and others.    
  Dragomoshchenko’s poetics, too, thrives on linguistic paradoxes: “соединение с 
разрывом точки” (joining of the point with the rupture) (Tavtologiia 397), “мир настолько 
просторно сквозит, / что в нем нет ни места, ни смерти” (ibid. 254) (the world is so vastly 
drafty that in it there is neither place nor death); “Oбучение чистоте в смешанном” (ibid. 412) 
(Teaching purity in the composite),  “знание—лишь вращение в оптической точке сходства 
забвения и памяти” (ibid. 249) (knowledge is just a rotation in the optical point of proximity 
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between forgetting and memory).  Paradoxes are a symptom of resisting the dualistic logic of 
reason. They are not only able to launch a leap into the transcendental, or beyond the binary 
logic, they also mix and intermingle points of view and highlight the dependence of any thought 
on language.   
 Eliot’s late speculation on subjectivity takes up an almost daoistic approach to self, 
whose essence is expressed through paradoxes and negations:  
In order to arrive at what you are not  
You must go through the way in which you are not.  
And what you do not know is the only thing you know 
And what you own is what you do not own 
And where you are is where you are not. (The Complete Poems 127) 
 
 For Dragomoshchenko, who said, “Меня больше там, где я о себе забываю” (there is more of 
myself where I forget about myself), the insistence on the paradoxical approach to selfhood is 
more persistent and takes up almost all his career. Both poets are insistent on the reconsideration 
of the Hegelian dichotomy of “I and the Other.” 
 Michael Beehler, in his article, “Semiotics/ Psychoanalysis/ Christianity: Eliot’s Logic of 
Alterity,” also argues, that, paradoxically, these are the texts of Eliot’s Christian period that are 
particularly close to postmodern sensibility and Derrida’s concept of alterity, in particular. 
Beehler summarizes: according to Derrida, “alterity is the condition of general otherness that 
marks any identity with self-division or self-alienation—an essential relation or reference to 
some other that nevertheless determines identity “itself”—that is, the enabling condition of its 
coming into presence” (58). Four Quartets, Beehler points out, is the poetic text that embodies 
alterity best: he gives such examples as the poem’s critique of the fear to  “belong to another” in 
“East Coker,”124 or a speaker in “Little Gidding” who confesses to “knowing myself yet being 
                                                          
124 Do not let me hear 
Of the wisdom of old men, but rather their folly,  
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someone other.” They point to the immanent otherness in later Eliot’s approach to the self that, 
as Beehler notes referring to Julia Kristeva’s theory, negativizes narcissism and dissolves the 
unity of the subject (70). 
Dragomoshchenko, too, has plentiful examples where “I” and “the Other” float into each 
other. As we saw in the previous section of this chapter, this is one of the basic tenets of his 
reconceptualization of subjectivity. Eliot and Dragomoshchenko also employ similar features of 
poetics that relate to depersonalization embedded in language.  
2) Participles 
The syntax of Four Quartets participates in the construction of its voice of unclear origin and 
meditative characteristics. It is worth remembering that Dragomoshchenko became infatuated 
with “the projective verse” of Charles Olson who, as Andrew Ross puts it, “sees the problem of 
subjectivity as rooted in language itself, its syntactic (subject-object) Indo-European structure.”  
Working on depersonalization on the discursive level, addressing subjectivity not only as a 
literary fiction, but the pragmatic effect, is something that, before Dragomoshchenko and Olson, 
was addressed in Four Quartets.  The poem turns out to be quite close to some of 
Dragomoshchenko’s characteristic syntactic features: long sentences, absence (or a minimum) of 
active verbs or predicates in general, an excessive use of participles.  
Below is an excerpt from Four Quartets (“Burnt Norton”) exemplifying these features: 
 
 
                                                          
Their fear of fear and frenzy, their fear of possession,  
Of belonging to another, or to others, or to God.  
The only wisdom we can hope to acquire 




 Here is a place of disaffection 
 Time before and time after 
In a dim light: neither daylight 
Investing form with lucid stillness 
Turning shadow into transient beauty 
With slow rotation suggesting permanence 
Nor darkness to purify the soul 
Emptying the sensual with deprivation 
Cleansing affection from the temporal.   
Neither plentitude nor vacancy. Only a flicker 
Over the strained time-ridden faces 
Distracted from distraction by distraction 
Filled with fancies and empty of meaning 
Tumid apathy with no concentration 
Men and bits of paper, whirled by the cold wind 
That blows before and after time… (The Complete Poems 120) 
 
The passage consists of a very long sentence which, except for “is” in the first line, does not have 
any verbal predicate. It includes multiple present (investing, turning, suggesting, emptying, 
cleansing) and past participles (distracted, filled, whirled). They connect one of the segments of 
the sentence to the other and make the whole chain of agents and characteristics extremely 
complicated. There have been two statements made by scholars in relation to Eliot’s use of 
participles in Four Quartets. Frances Austin explores the function of participles in her article, 
“’Ing forms in Four Quartets,” to prove that Eliot conveys his themes through grammar; her 
opponent, Peter Barry, in “Making Sense of Syntax, Perhaps: A Reply Note to Frances Austin’s 
“Ing’ forms in Four Quartets,” refutes this claim: what he calls semantic syntax, he says, never 
really works. I find serious gaps in both discussions.  
 Austin notes, that the poem has a surprisingly high quantity of ing-forms including 
participles, gerunds, as well as adjectives and nouns that happen to have the same ending. She 
focuses on participles and gerunds, but comments that “the distinction is in practice very difficult 
to make and that the effect of present participles and gerunds in the Four Quartets is virtually the 
same” (24), to prove that the use of ing-forms correspond to the idea of “timeless moment” in the 
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poem.  Similarly, she does not distinguish between present participles as part of the finite verbal 
forms and participles used on their own, in participial constructions—the latter she calls “the 
breaking of the normal syntactical pattern,” which they are not.  
 Peter Barry criticizes Austin’ analysis rightly noting that equaling the semantics of 
the present participle with the semantics of the finite in the present continuous tense is 
incorrect:  
the present participle cannot be said to connote present time in any automatic 
way: it only does so (in a suitable context) when it is linked with a copula in 
the present tense. With the copula deleted, as in Eliot’s lines, the reference can 
be to either past or present time, since present participles without copulae are 
used as often about the past as about the present (as in sentences like ‘Sitting 
on the bench he began to think about his childhood’). (37)   
 
Barry’s comment goes around the characteristics of the participle known to any linguist: the 
participles do not have any independent temporality on their own, they have only relational 
temporality: present participles point to the action concurrent with the action denoted by the 
present, perfect participles denote an action precedent to the action of the verb denoted by the 
predicate, and so on. As a result, the scholar brushes off the finding of Frances altogether, 
saying that “it is difficult to see how, in using it, Eliot can be said to be conveying his themes 
through grammar” (37-38). While the direct connection between the grammatical form and 
the theme of the poem might be a simplification, it does not cancel the fact that syntax, as 
part of style, is a meaningful tool and is used, by a poet, with purpose. Eliot was clearly using 
participles consciously. Frances’ article refers to the observation found in Helen Gardner’s 
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Composition of Four Quartets, that Eliot was clearly aware of the unusual participial density 
of his poem which he consciously created and preserved.125  
 The participle as a form that has its own semantic and cognitive meaning, and it 
should not be confused with the gerund and participle as part of the finite in the present 
continuous tense (see Jespersen 87). The enigmatic quality of Four Quartets (and this is what 
suggests to Frances that something is wrong with the poem’s syntax) is the fact that, in most 
cases, there are no finite verbs to which the temporality of the participle can be attached. In 
this form of usage, they are atemporal, i.e. taken out of the linear progression of the past, 
present, and future. They uncomfortably, rather than triumphally, hang in indeterminacy.  
Such sentences reposition the predicative logic and move the text into atemporality.  
More importantly for our discussion, the absence of finite forms and overuse of 
participles is directly connected to the agenda of depersonalization.  The participle is the form 
whose processing and identification in regard to its antecedent requires a full syntactic picture of 
the sentence (which is connected, no doubt, with the “writerly” use of participles). In Eliot’s 
passage deprived of punctuation it is hard to say, for example, whether “turning shadow” refers 
to “lucid stillness” or to “daylight” or whether “emptying” refers to “the soul” or “darkness.” 
Cognitive Poetics, as exemplified in Peter Stockwell’s analysis of a surrealist poem by Andre 
Breton that has a syntactic structure of a similar type, gives the terminology for the intuitive 
sensation that participles, without a verbal predicate, destroy agency in language (“Surreal 
figures” 22-24). Being a liminal grammatical form, such participles blend the difference between 
                                                          
125  Virginia Woolf  “said she thought too many lines ended with a present participle. ‘That’s a good criticism, 
Virginia,’ he [Eliot] said. Leonard [Woolf] remarked sardonically that, all the same, ‘Tom only made one or two 
alterations.” (Gardner, footnote, p. 5).  
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the agent and background, undermine the idea of the subject/predicate/object structure in the 
utterance.  
In Russian, there are two forms corresponding to the English participle: participles 
(prichastiia) and adverbial participles (deeprichastiia). Dragomoshchenko uses both of them in 
every poem extensively. We saw it in “Kitchen Elegy,” for example.  Frequently, 
Dragomoshchenko uses them in structures that also lack the predicate-finite verb, and with 
intensity similar to Eliot’s. These constructions are actually so wide-spread in 
Dragomoshchenko, that one can find them in almost any poem by randomly opening a page in 
Tavtologiia:  
  
…Горошина боли, пух тополей,     The pea of pain, the down of poplars,  
но также: огромные, ржавые лютни мостов  but also: huge, rusty lutes of bridges 
ведущие фальшивой реки объяснения.    leading the false river’s explanations. 
Языки танцующие фотографического серебра,  Dancing languages of the photographic silver, 
солей граненых, час превращения   of faceted salts, the hour of transformation 
превращения в превращение.      of transformation into transformation 
(Tavtologiia 301)   .  
 
Иероглифов кварцевая воронка,     The hieroglyphs’ quartz  vortex, 
небо втягивающая в своей сверкающий шелест.  pulling the sky into its glistening rustling.126  
 (ibid. 348) 
  
Каждый как придыхание,    Each one like aspiration 
разрывающее парение белки...    tearing up the soaring of the squirrel.  
 (ibid. 353) 
 
Эрос—лишь разнонаправленность   Eros is just multidirectionality 
одной-единственной точки,    of the only one dot, 
позади оставляющей “время”:    leaving the time behind: 
преступающее себя возвращение.   return overcoming itself.  
 (ibid. 352) 
 
The inflective nature of the Russian language allows for a somewhat more confident 
determination of the antecedent to which the participle refers, however it is still cognitively more 
                                                          
126 In these lines, one can see a reference to Ezra Pound who, inspired by Ernest Fenollosa, insisted on the use of the 
experience of hieroglyphic writing in writing poetry and used an image of vortex in his manifesto on vorticism.    
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difficult and requires some effort of processing the pragmatics in comparison with a more regular 
syntactic structure. In such sentences, the representation of the subject as an actant gets broken: 
in their mixed nature of adjective and verb, participles produce the effect of indeterminacy.  
3) Tautology 
Eliot and Dragomoshchenko, whose latest most complete collection of poems bears the name of 
Tavtologiia (Tautology), use tautological constructions that build phrases from the same words 
or words with the same root, such as Eliot’s “Distracted from distraction by distraction,” or 
Dragomoshchenko’s “превращенье превращения превращенья” (the transformation of the 
transformation of the transformation”). While Dragomoshchenko’s  interest in this rhetorical 
device has been associated with Heideggerian notions of tautology according to which it reflects 
language’s hopelessness in naming the thing and “calling” for it (see Iampolski 78), as well as 
Wittgenstein’s claim that “tautology expands meaning without claiming to capture that elusive 
residue of which it is forever in pursuit” (Pavlov 265), the poetic practice and the effect achieved 
is common for Eliot and Dragomoshchenko. Object-subject relations in the utterance are 
undermined by the verbal sameness in them. As seen in both of these examples, the cognitive 
processing of these phrases would require, first of all, to determine which noun (both 
“distraction” and “transformation” are of verbal nature) denotes an action performed on which 
object, which the reader’s mind has a trouble to finally complete, since, linguistically, the verbal 
signs are the same.  
 
 These typological similarities between the texts show that they work from the same 
premises: skepticism in reason, rejection of the positivist notion of language, and 
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Chapter 4. The Resurrection of Metaphysics: T. S. Eliot and Olga Sedakova 
 
Dragomoshchenko’s poetics continues the search for alternative subjectivity in poetry that 
underpinned Brodsky’s interest in Eliot.  The other side of Eliot, the liturgical, religious 
turnaround of his poetry in the later years—the one that caused conflicting attitudes in 
Brodsky—also received its continuation in Russian poetry: for Olga Sedakova,  Eliot as a great 
modernist poet who writes out of the Anglo-Catholic denomination represents a source of 
inspiration.  
Sedakova demands that her poetry should be seen in a European context: “Есть такое 
недоразумение, что всех русских поэтов рассматривают в кругу русских же поэтов. 
Помню, как немецкий исследователь нашел в одном моем стихотворении цитаты из 
третьестепенных русских поэтов, которых я никогда не читала. На самом деле я ссылалась 
на Гейне. Однако ученому и в голову не могло прийти, что в русских стихах будет 
реминисценция Гейне...” (“Nash chitatel’”) (There is a misconception that all Russian poets 
should be regarded in the context of other Russian poets. I remember, how one German scholar 
found, in one of my poems, quotes from third-rate Russian poets whom I had never read. In 
reality, I referred to Heine. But it could not even come into the mind of the scholar that Russian 
poems might allude to Heine…).  
This comment of the poet herself is one of the reasons why the context of Eliot is 
particularly important to interpret Sedakova’s poems. She claims to be an heir of the tradition of 
European modernism from which Russian poetry was cut off. Sedakova’s works have been 
receiving more and more attention in the recent years. Several collections of essays about her 
works have been published recently: Dva venka: Posviashchenie Ol’ge Sedakovoi (2013); Ol’ga 
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Sedakova: Stikhi, Smysly, Prochteniia (2016); in February 2019, a new collection, The Poetry 
and Poetics of Olga Sedakova, is scheduled to appear. But although her links with the poetry of 
Paul Celan, Emily Dickinson, Rilke, and other Western poets have been researched, the place of 
Eliot in her world, however, has never been specifically addressed, while his works illuminate 
her poetic world probably more than do those of any other European modernist poet.    
 
Part I. Sedakova Reading Eliot 
 
Olga Sedakova was born in 1949. She is 9 years younger than Brodsky and 3 years 
younger than Dragomoshchenko. Her site, http://www.olgasedakova.com, informs us that in 
1967-1973 she studied at the Philological Department of Moscow State University, where she 
was the student of Sergei Averintsev, Mikhail Panov, and Yurii Lotman.  Sedakova’s first 
poems are dated 1967; at present she is one of the most famous contemporary Russian poets, 
still productive as a poet, essayist, and a cultural thinker,. She is the recipient of several 
prestigious awards including the Andrey Bely Prize in Literature (1980), the Paris Prize for 
Russian Poets (1991), the European Prize in Poetry (Rome, 1995), and the Vladimir Solovyov 
Prize for Advancement of Culture (The Vatican 1998).  She studied foreign languages for 
reasons characteristic of her and Brodsky’s generation: “Чувствуя, что в эпоху ‘железного 
занавеса’ и информационной блокады возможность читать на других языках насущно 
необходима, Ольга Седакова изучила основные европейские языки” (Feeling that in the 
epoch of “the Iron Curtain” and information blockade the ability to read in different languages 
was indispensable, Olga Sedakova learned the major European languages) (Olga Sedakova 
site). In the 1970s, she started translating from English, French, German, and Italian. As her site 
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states, she translated such poets as Eliot, Celan, Donne, Pound, Claudel, and others for herself 
and her friends, without even thinking to publish the translations. Western poetry gave 
Sedakova an example of searching for resistance to the horrors of history and the crash of 
ethical values embodied in the totalitarian catastrophes of the twentieth century. If poetry had to 
produce a new voice for this sensibility, Eliot was one of the authors who had found it.  As she 
writes, “С 30-х до 80-х годов русская поэзия была полностью изолирована от 
европейской. Таким образом модернизм модели Элиота, новая метафизика или новая 
христианская поэзия вроде Клоделя оставались ей неизвестными” (From the 1930s to the 
1980s, Russian poetry was completely isolated from European poetry. Thus, the modernism of 
Eliot’s model, new metaphysics, or new Christian poetry of Claudel's type, remained unknown 
to it.) Sedakova’s interest in Eliot is part of her attempt to overcome this isolation. “Russian 
poetry tragically lacks Eliot—the most influential post-war poet of Europe” (“русской поэзии 
просто трагически не хватает Т.С. Элиота—самого влиятельного послевоенного поэта 
Европы” (“Poezia-protivostoianie khaosu”).   
 It is hard to reconstruct the exact history and dates of Sedakova’s familiarity with Eliot. 
Like other underground authors, she could not publish her works under the Soviet regime, so 
they surfaced only after perestroika. Before that, she published her works only in samizdat 
(Chasy, 37), the first samizdat collection, The Wild Rose, came out in 1976. Her first book was a 
tamizdat edition, Vorota, Okna, Arki (Gates, Windows, Arches), published in Paris by YMCA 
Press in 1986 without the author’s participation.    
Sedakova mentions that she was happy to find in Eliot certain intuitions that she had 
experienced before. For example, when she explains that her poetry comes from a specific place, 
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not a chronological moment,127 she mentions that she found a similar intuition in Eliot’s 
Quartets:  
На Салтыковку приходилась хрустальная сердцевина зимы, особенно ясная там, 
потому что поселок разбит линиями, как Ленинград. Эта точка зимы всегда казалась 
мне неисчерпаемым источником лирических тем, и я с удовольствием потом узнала, 
что так же ее любит Т. С. Элиот (“Квартеты”). (Chetyre toma, vol.3, 49) 
On Saltykovka (a Moscow suburb where the dacha of friends of Sedakova’s family was 
located-NK), the crystal point of winter fell, it was particularly clear there because the 
village is cut by lines, like Leningrad. This point of winter has always seemed an 
inexhaustible source of lyrical themes to me. I found, with great pleasure, that Eliot liked it 
as much (Quartets). 
Sedakova addresses the intersection of time and place (a point of winter) associated with the 
personal memories of the poets. The “point” she addresses in Four Quartets is likely to be “the 
still point of the turning world” in “Burnt Norton,” an image of the fleeting earthly movement 
and an immobile transcendence still possible within, which appears in her poetry as well. The 
motif of winter is also of great significance for both the poets whose themes frequently revolve 
around the Nativity. Winter is the setting of Eliot’s “Journey of the Magi” and “A Song for 
Simeon” where it constitutes the tension between the dead cold of winter and a promise of 
salvation coming with the Incarnation.     
Sedakova does not have any anxiety of influence regarding Eliot. Unlike Brodsky, she 
does not see him as a fashionable ruler of the minds of contemporary Russian poets. On the 
contrary, according to her, even nowadays the Russians know Western modernism badly. 
Commenting on the existing translations of Eliot in a 2015 interview, tellingly titled “Our Reader 
does not Understand Modernism,” she notes, “Модернизм XX века в нашей стране очень 
малоизвестен. Например, Томас Элиот, хотя и переведен, но переведен практически без 
контекста. Переводчики, не знающие той основы, на которой стоит Элиот, не могли 
                                                          
127 The analysis of her poetry as the poetics of place has been discussed in Groskhol’ts. 
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вложить необходимый смысловой пласт в его стихи.” (“Nash chitatel’ ne ponimaet 
modernism) (Twentieth-century Modernism is known very little in our country. For example, 
Thomas Eliot, even though he is translated, is translated virtually without any context. 
Translators, who do not know the ground on which Eliot stands, could not put the necessary 
layer of meaning into his poems.” 
Sedakova has been working to fix this situation: she translated Ash Wednesday, “A Song 
for Simeon,” “The Journey of the Magi,” “Marina.” Recently she finished the translation of 
“Animula.” She is likely to have been working on the translation of Four Quartets as well: the 
poet mentions she would like to translate this long poem (“Ne tol’ko poeziia mozhet sluzhit’ 
tserkvi”), and many of her essays contain her translations of quotes from Four Quartets.   
What Eliot represented for Sedakova in the 1970s and 1980s can be seen in her comment 
on facebook after the latest election of V. V. Putin as president in March 2018.   On her facebook 
page, she defined the contemporary political situation in Russia as hopeless. When one of her 
facebook subscribers asked whether it was different during the times of Brezhnev and Andropov, 
the poet replied: “Вы знаете, надежда была—неизвестно на что. Читаешь, например, 
Элиота, и оттуда веет надеждой. А этот мрак ложится на все.” (You know, there was hope—
not clear for what. For example, you read Eliot, and there is a sense of hope coming from there. 
But this darkness covers everything) (Eliot as Hope).  
This statement contains two important points. First, in the 1970s, Eliot was perceived as a 
metaphor for a passage alternative to the one offered by the dismal political and cultural milieu 
of the Soviet times. Second, in the current cultural situation, his cure does not work: darkness 
covers the metaphorical Eliot as well.    
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  Sedakova’s memories of Eliot as a breath of fresh air reflect a religious turn in the 
Russian underground of the 1970s, for which her mentor and friend, Sergei Averintsev, a famous 
scholar of Early Byzantine literature, was an icon. An invitation to return to the Christian 
dimensions of one’s experience, expressed in Brodsky’s early poetry as well, suggested a viable 
oppositional alternative to the official atheism of the Soviet state. In her interview to Slava 
Yastremski, Sedakova says about the 1970s: 
 It was also the time of a religious renaissance, which in the 1970s was also the 
expression of protest. … Here in the Soviet Union because the state was atheistic, the 
church itself was perceived as a force of protest and liberation. It was almost a heroic 
deed to go to church because all the churches were monitored and spies informed the 
administration of, say, for instance, your university that you attended a church 
service. You could be expelled from your school for that. We all emerged from some 
kind of a protest movement, which was not so much political as aesthetic or spiritual 
resistance. (“A Dialogue on Poetry” 15) 
 
The mature poetry of Eliot that saw the contemporary civilization as a spiritless desert 
that had abandoned Christian values became symbolic for those who yearned for the rediscovery 
of spirituality in the materialistic ethos of the USSR. 
 Sedakova’s pessimism about the current state of affairs in Russia has to do with the 
radically different place of religion, the Orthodox Church, in particular, in Putin’s Russia.   
Nowadays, when the new merging of the Orthodox Church and state has taken place, it is not 
oppositional anymore. The likeliness of such “soil-bound” revival was foreseen by the skeptical 
Brodsky, who ironically commented on the return of Orthodoxy in the perestroika era in his 
poem “Predstavlenie” (“The Pageant,” 1986): 
Входит некто  православный, говорит: “Теперь я—главный.   
У меня в душе Жар-птица и тоска по государю.     
Скоро Игорь воротится насладиться Ярославной.    
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Someone orthodox comes in, says—now I am the most important. 
In my soul, I have a fire-bird and longing for the tsar. 
Soon Igor will return to enjoy Iaroslavna. 
Let me cross myself—otherwise I will hit you in the face.  
 
Ironizing about the nostalgy for Orthodoxy of a monarchist and nationalist vein, Brodsky caught 
the tendency of what now can be seen in Putin’s Russia. Followers of the Orthodox Church 
frequently play a sinister, oppressive, and vulgar role: the “orthodox activists’” attacks on the art 
exhibitions they find inappropriate, the Pussy Riot case, the issuance of the new law that 
penalizes “the insult to the feelings of believers” tint the official Orthodox Church with 
oppressiveness and vulgarity.  
Brodsky’s lines quoted above can be understood as an ironic gesture about the 
vulgarization of religious belief in contemporary Russia (hitting the face instead of turning the 
other cheek), but it is more than that. These lines manifest the mature Brodsky’s reserved attitude 
to Orthodoxy as a cultural phenomenon. He came to see Russia’s version of Christianity and 
Soviet ideology as cousins born from the same grandparent—the Eastern “genius of place,” 
which the poet discusses in his bitter “Flight from Byzantium.” Russia, according to Brodsky, 
fell off from European history due to inheriting Byzantium's traditions. His essay polemicizes not 
only with Yeats’s mystical attraction to Byzantium, but also with Sergei Averintsev who saw 
Russia’s roots in Byzantine culture as an opportunity to exit the frame of Soviet culture, a 
potential for spiritual resurrection.128 Brodsky plays the heir of Chaadaev in this essay.129 
Sedakova, Averintsev’s follower, emphasizes the split between Soviet atheism and 
Orthodox Christianity: the thought that they might have common anthropological roots would be 
                                                          
128 I suspected the link between Averintsev and “The Flight from Byzantium” independently, but I found that Piotr 
Vail’ also sees Brodsky’s polemic with Averintsev’s view that Byzantium could provide Russia  with useful 
spiritual experience in his essay on Constantinople.   
129 On Brodsky as Chaadaev’s heir and his interpretation of Russian history in “Flight from Byzantium” see 
Ranchin, Na piru Mnemoziny (136); Turoma 131. 
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unacceptable for her.  Her unique agenda lies in opposing both the State-Church oppressive  
bond and religious skepticism: religion and freedom go together. She insists on keeping the 
memory of Orthodox belief as a spiritual opposition to the immorality and spiritual dullness of 
the state and deplores the fact that, nowadays, Orthodox religion has been connected back to the 
times of Monarchy instead of the middle of the twentieth century when religion was sustained in 
the face of mortal danger and severe persecution.  
Now, too, Sedakova, a critic of Putin’s regime, sustains her premise of Christian 
humanism as an alternative.130 This might be the reason why, when asked about comparing the 
current times with the Soviet ones, she answered, that then there was more hope. Soviet tyranny 
prohibited but did not attempt to appropriate metaphysics. The current authority in Russia 
absorbs it. So Sedakova’s philosophical and aesthetical stance is a unique combination: 
modernist aesthetics, Western orientation, political opposition, and belief.  
These cultural and historical speculations should be taken into account when discussing 
Sedakova’s poetry. Religious themes were, naturally, absent from Socialist Realism.131 Religion 
                                                          
130 The uneasiness of this position is reflected in a small and little visible circle of such religious thinkers. From 
Solzhenitsyn to Prokhanov, the Russian writers of religious vein tend to come too close to a nationalism 
approximating the one required by the contemporary Russian state. The memoirs of Renata Gal’tseva about 
Averintsev, too, turned out to be uncomfortable for the moderate liberal worldview.  
  
131 The most friendly spectrum of attitudes to religion in Soviet culture is well represented by Evgenii Vinokurov’s 
poem:  
Крестились готы. В водоем до плеч  The Goths of old at baptism meekly wore 
Они входили с видом обреченным.   A look of doom… But when the holy waters 
Но над собой они держали меч,   Washed over them, aloft they held their swords, 
Чтобы кулак остался некрещенным.   Their fists unbaptized left for ever after. 
 
Быть должен и у кротости предел,  Whatever the commandment’s stern behest, 
Что б заповедь смиренья не гласила...  Humility, like patience, has its limit. 
И я кулак бы сохранить хотел.    Though kind at heart, yet clenched I’ll keep my fist—  
Я буду добр. Но в нем пусть будет сила.    And may there be the strength of metal in it.  
      (Trans. by Irina Zheleznova) 
(Fifty Soviet Poets. P. 116-117) 
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in Soviet time was on the negative side of the officially allowed poetic spectrum: “Всю 
советскую эпоху, вплоть до 80-х годов, страшнее приговора от лица официальной критики 
или собратьев чем жреческая, небожительская, поэзия для авгуров не было” (Chetyre toma, 
vol. 3, 154). (During the whole Soviet period, up until the 1980s, there could not be a more scary 
judgment from the official critique or colleagues than priestly, celestial poetry, poetry for 
augurs).  
The idea of freedom in Sedakova’s poetry has been frequently emphasized as the essence 
of her creativity by the scholars who view her work in the context of resistance to the totalitarian 
experience. Kseniia Golubovich, for example, argues that Sedakova’s poetry was created in a 
conscious conflict with the traditions of Soviet poetry.132    
 When Sedakova speaks about her own poetry, she claims that it is upsetting that a world 
similar to the world of Eliot does not exist in Russian poetry and that she is trying to create it (“V 
slovakh, a ne putiom slov”). This world is the world of Eliot’s later poetry. Sedakova barely 
notices the earliest Eliot, the Eliot of the period of “Preludes” and “The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock.”  Eliot does not interest her as the author and practitioner of the depersonalization 
theory, but as a 20th-century Christian poet.  
 Sedakova’s engagement with Eliot was part of the Cold War cultural milieu. In her   
essay, “Notes and Memories about Different Poems, and also the Praise of Poetry” (“Заметки и 
воспоминания о разных стихотворениях, а также ПОХВАЛА ПОЭЗИИ”), where she 
describes the origins of her genesis as a poet, Sedakova speaks about her generation as one 
immersed in a threatening isolation and stifling existence where all creativity was muffled. The 
                                                          
132 See, also, Stephanie Sandler’s article “Stesnionnaia svoboda: o snakh i ritmakh v poezii Ol’gi Sedakovoi.” 
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demolition of their literary life, she writes, was more bloodless, but in a way, it was more cruel 
than the suppression of literature during the time of terror, since it was creativity itself that was 
murdered. According to Sedakova, during the Soviet period, Russian literature lost connection 
with its own tradition. Eliot’s insistence that literature can exist only in the dimension of tradition 
and his call to fight for it could not but speak to her   contemporary situation, when the link with 
tradition was cut off by force. For her, too, inspiration is not internal, impulsive self-expression, 
but a dialogue with the predecessors. She even explains the servility of official Soviet poetry 
through Eliot’s theory:  
Нетрадиционный поэт—как говорит Элиот—"сознателен там, где следует быть 
бессознательным, и бессознателен там, где следует быть сознательным.” С этим-то 
смещением и связано “рабство и лесть.” Вдохновенный – то есть традиционный поэт, если и 
захочет, не выйдет у него роль раба и льстеца: и сознательность и бессознательность его, 
хорошо поставленные как голос у вокалиста, с равным отвращением отвернутся от заведомо 
фальшивого тона. (Chetyre toma, vol. 3, 76-77) 
 
A non-traditional poet—as Eliot says—is “conscious of where he has to be unconscious, and 
unconscious of where he has to be conscious.” “Slavery and flattery” are connected with this shift. 
An inspired—i.e. traditional—poet, even if he wants to, won’t be able to perform the role of a slave 
and a flatterer: both consciousness and unconsciousness, well trained, like the voice of a singer, will 
turn away from the knowingly false tone with an equal disgust.  
 
In Sedakova’s interpretation, tradition not only gives an aesthetic dimension to the poet, but also 
serves as an ethical compass. A poet nurtured on tradition will not serve ideology, since he lives 
in a bigger context and in a more important scope of references and taste that will not allow him 
to get lost in contemporaneity. Like Brodsky, Sedakova sees Eliot’s theory of the role of 
tradition in poetry as a practical kit in the situation of Russian literature in the twentieth century. 
For her, “inheriting through the abyss” has been the duty of the poetry of the second half of the 
twentieth century that it performed in spite of the challenges amplified by the Soviet history’s 
repercussions of that era.  
 Eliot’s teaching on tradition in poetry, for Sedakova, is connected, first of all, with the 
motif of a new life and revival strongly figuring in her essays and poetry. She discusses 
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Akhmatova, Bunin, Pasternak as authors carrying a genuine Christian background which the 
Soviet times forcefully smothered. The return of the religious voice in the Russia of the second 
half of the twentieth century occurs with a full consciousness of its newness, a new beginning. 
Eliot’s path from the darkness of the wasteland to the Christian doctrine is the model that she 
finds particularly relevant.  The Cold War cultural situation brought out a previously unseen 
isolation from European poetry. Her task as a poet is to overcome the trauma of the absence of 
spirituality that has befallen Russian literature in the twentieth century.  
Eliot’s poetry coming from a Christian, confessionally-specific (Anglo-Catholic), 
devotional perspective, gave her an example of how religious poetry can stand in the secularized 
world. It is important to note that the idea of a common culture behind Christianity becomes 
much more important for Sedakova than the national aspects of Russian Orthodoxy. As in the 
case of Eliot’s Anglo-Catholicism, she sees her Orthodox version of Christianity as a channel of 
communication with European culture.  
 
Part II. After Emptiness 
New Subjectivity and New Humanism 
In the chapters dedicated to depersonalization in Eliot, Dragomoshchenko and Brodsky, we saw 
that their poetics of impersonality was connected with the posthumanist sensibility. Sedakova, 
ostensibly, shares the modernist interest in the poetics of impersonality.  For example, in her 
essay, “Заметки и воспоминания о разных стихотворениях” (“Notes and Memories about 
Different Poems”) she states that she values Mandelstam for indirectness, “sobriety and 
conscientiousness against the vulgar “sincerity,” which, for many, is the essence of the poetical” 
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(“трезвость и совестливость против кабацкой “искренности,” которая и есть для многих 
поэтичность” (Chetyre toma, vol.3, 73)).  
When it comes to Anglophone poetry, she expresses her interest in poets working beyond 
the traditions of Romantic subjectivity: 
Уже не первый год я ловлю себя на том, что мне приятнее и интереснее анонимная или 
близкая к анонимной поэзия—средневековая, фольклорная. Позднейшие авторы как-то 
утомляют. В разных антологиях меня определенно привлекает начало. Так, недавно в 
"Антологии английской поэзии" я с удовольствием читала самых старинных авторов. 
Чем дальше—тем меньше. Мне перестали быть интересны поэты с личной манерой, со 
"своим," что называется, миром. Я их, конечно, люблю, но это не то, чего мне не 
хватает. И чего, мне кажется, не хватает всей современной цивилизации: отвлеченности 
от себя, убежденности в том, что высказывается, в том, что оно важнее, чем говорящий.  
(“Dlia togo, chtoby perevesti odno stikhotvorenir poeta”)   
 
It is not the first time that I catch myself finding poetry that is anonymous or close to 
anonymous (medieval, folklore) more pleasant and more interesting. The latest authors are 
tiresome somehow. In different anthologies, I am definitely attracted to the beginning. So, 
recently, in the anthology of English poetry, I was reading, with great pleasure, the most 
ancient authors. The more recent, the less. I stopped being interested in poets with a personal 
manner, with “their own,” as it is called, world. Of course, I love them, but this is not what I 
miss. And what, as it seems to me, all modern civilization misses: distraction from the self, 
the conviction that what is said is more important than the speaker.  
 
The traditions she mentions are parallel to Eliot’s points of interest in poetry—works that 
precede the Romantic tradition, i.e. before the lyric “I” and the personal world of the poet 
became synonymous with the idea of lyric poetry. On the other hand, in her essay on 
anthropology and poetry (“Поэзия и антропология”), Sedakova treats the idea of the non-
human element in poetry with reserve. It comes, according to her, from our thinking that man is 
not able to create something perfect.    
 Critics, for example, Maria Khotimsky, distinguish impersonality as one of the qualities 
of Sedakova’s poetics: “overcoming of the Romantic “I,” finding the “upward escape route” 
guides Sedakova’s search for an idiosyncratic voice… switching from the first-person narration 
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to plural forms of pronouns and using impersonal constructions in the poem’s final stanzas—as if 
passing the hero’s role to the choir” (Khotimski, “Dancing David” 747).  
 Sedakova’s impersonality, however, is not of the kind that we saw in the poetics of 
observation in Brodsky and Eliot.  She does not suppress the lexical use of “I” through 
objectification and does not turn to the dryness of observation, she is not interested in the 
linguistic destruction of the subject. When she quotes Eliot’s well-known phrase from 
“Tradition and the Individual Talent” about poetry as an escape from personality, her emphasis 
is rather on the second part of the claim—that there must be a personality in order to escape 
from it: “Без личности некому будет и сводить себя на нет! Это отметил в своей апологии 
“имперсонального искусства” Т. С. Элиот: “только тот, кто обладает личностью, знает, 
что такое отказаться от нее” (Chetyre toma, vol.4, 237). (Without personality, there will be 
no-one to get rid of. Eliot noted this in his apology of “impersonal art”: “only the person who 
has a personality knows what it is to refuse it.) 
Sedakova’s own poetry can be compared with Eliot’s later style, where “I” appears, a 
personal experience is discussed, but this “I” becomes part of a bigger philosophical and 
Christian tradition. Its liturgical quality establishes a certain level of introspection, but it gets 
dispersed in the mystical. Such poetry, even when obscure, is much more passionate, mystic, and 
prophetic than the dry stylistics of the earlier Eliot and Brodsky. If it can be called impersonal at 
all, this is the impersonality of a type radically different from the type described in the first and 
third chapters of this dissertation.  
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To illustrate Sedakova’s approach to subjectivity, I will turn to the analysis of a poem 
from the collection “Ворота. Окна. Арки” (“Gates. Windows. Arches,” 1979-1983). It lacks the 
first person pronoun singular, but provides a symbolist and suggestive effect: 
Печаль таинственна, и сила глубока.   The sadness is mysterious, and the strength is deep. 
Семь тысяч лет в какой-нибудь долине   For seven thousand years in some valley 
она лежала, и когтями ледника    it lay, and  
ее меняли и ценили.     was changed and evaluated by the claws of the 
           glacier. 
 
А то поднимется, как полный водоем,—   Or it will rise, like a full body of water,— 
и листьям хочется сознанья.    and the leaves want consciousness. 
И хочется глядеть в неосвещенный дом,   And one wants to look into the unilluminated house, 
где спит, как ливень, мирозданье. (Chetyre toma, vol.1, 224) where the universe sleeps, like a downpour. 
The poem can, ostensibly, be called impersonal since it does not focus on the speaker and 
does not involve her grammatically, but the texture of the poem is very different from the drive 
for depersonalization that we saw in Eliot, Brodsky, and Dragomoshchenko. First of all, the 
center of the poem’s discourse is emotion. It starts with the word “печаль” (sadness). The rest of 
the poem provides a symbolic complex turning the abstract emotion into a personified image. 
This emotion is universal; it is measured against virtual eternity (seven thousand years) and the 
universe (“мирозданье”). The poem objectifies sadness, making it into a living creature, and 
personifies nature (leaves want, the universe is sleeping). The switch between what is supposed 
to be local and personal (sadness, the house) and the global (glacier, seven thousand years, the 
universe) insists on the interconnectedness of the universe with the personal. Emotions are 
abstracted not through dryness, but through the mystical connection with the world.  
 Sedakova also has poems that include “I,” but are not focused on self-expression: they 
recreate a similar, mystical and devotional dimension. For example, the second poem in this 




Ни морем, ни древом, ни крепкой звездой,              Neither with the sea, nor with the tree, nor a solid star, 
ни ночью глубокой, ни днем превеликим—  Nor with a deep night, or a great day— 
ничем не утешится разум земной,   the earthly reason will be comforted by nothing, 
но только любовью отца и владыки.    but only with love of father and lord. 
 
Ты, слово мое, как сады в глубине,   You, my word, like gardens in the depth, 
ты, слава моя, как сады и ограды,                  you, my glory, like gardens and fences, 
как может больной поклониться земле—   how an ill person can bow to the earth— 
тому, чего нет, чего больше не надо. (vol. 1, p. 225) to what is not there, to what is not needed.  
 
This poem works on the tension between the overtly liturgical tone, penetrating the first 
part, and a more personal turn in the second. The first part insists that comfort can come only 
from God’s love; the second addresses the problem of poetry—the word, the glory, modified by 
the possessive pronoun “my” introduce a personal dimension, but do not focus on it. Word and 
glory are compared to gardens, which, in Sedakova’s poetic world, stand for the symbol of Eden.  
On the other hand, they are related to the imagery of nature mentioned in the first stanza (the sea, 
trees, stars, night, days): they symbolize what cannot become a consolation on earth (although in 
Romanticism of the Wordsworthian type, they indeed would be).133    
 The poem glorifies the love of god the father that dominates human existence. 
Frequently, Sedakova’s poems include the motif of disease when they discuss a human condition 
of being located between earth and heaven, skeptical reason and belief. Man looking for divine 
comfort is compared to an ill person in this poem as well. The meaning of “больной” (ill) is very 
wide in Russian: Sedakova’s dictionary of Old Church Slavonic includes a reference on the 
words “болезнь” (illness) with six meanings. In addition to physical suffering, the biblical use of 
this word includes “evil,” “weakness,” “spiritual pain” (Slovar’ 68). “The ill person” makes a 
                                                          
133 Garden and childhood are Sedakova’s persistent images associated with the memory of the paradise, primordial 
harmony, the divine. See Shtal’ on the garden (264) and Groskhol’ts on childhood.  
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choice between earth and heaven: the earth is given its respectful farewell, but, in the face of the 
true consolation by divine love, it becomes something that one does not need anymore.  
 Sedakova’s “I” is normally on the margin of the poem, but it relates to the general, 
metaphysical. Hers is the metaphysics of mystical, religious invocation—not the cold, ascetic 
observation that emphasizes its own restraint and the insignificance of the observer present. 
Sedakova’s approach to subjectivity, different from Brodsky, is connected with her radically 
different attitude to man. She does not accept posthumanist sensibility; instead, she is yearning 
for the revival of religious humanism which seems necessary in the aftermath of the human 
catastrophe in twentieth-century Russia which she often parallels to the horrors of Nazism and 
the Holocaust.134 This hope for a humanist renaissance comes as an aftermath of the poetic vision 
coming from posthumanist perspectives, for which Brodsky is her example par excellence. 
Sedakova writes in her essay, “Поэзия, радость, мудрость: мысль Александра Пушкина” 
(“Poetry, Joy, Wisdom: the Thought of Aleksandr Pushkin) that Brodsky “sees the low, the 
elementary, the rude in the basis of things (“видит в основании вещей низкое, элементарное, 
грубое” (Chetyre toma, vol. 3, 233)). She calls his voice the “courage of despair” (“мужество 
отчаяния” (234)). Courage (“мужество”) is an important positive category in her evaluation of 
poets: this is the epithet that she gives to Eliot himself, as well as to Averintsev and Anthony of 
Sourozh, thinkers who were particularly dear to her.  
 Sedakova shrewdly sees the twentieth-century switch in the poetic mission, undertaken 
by Brodsky, as part of common disappointment in human goodness:  
Кто мы такие, чтобы видеть сны, чтобы петь? Спрашивают современные поэты. Выход из 
платоновской пещеры завален ощущением какой-то сугубой общей виновности и личного 
недостоинства. Поэзия становится скромна, она ограничивется ситуацией condition humana, 
                                                          
134 On Sedakova as an heir of the Russian tradition of religious humanism see Kelly.  
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путь на которой к началу отрезан. На русском языке впервые поэзия вины несовершенства 
(смирения, трезвости) прозвучала в зрелом Бродском. (ibid. 435) 
 
Who are we to see dreams, to sing?—contemporary poets ask.  The exit from Plato’s 
Cave is blocked by the sensation of some ultimate common guilt and personal indignity.  
Poetry becomes modest, it limits itself to the situation of condition humana, where the path 
to the source is cut off. In Russian, for the first time, the poetry of guilt and imperfection 
(humility, sobriety) appeared in the mature Brodsky.  
 
But her own poetic interest lies in the attempt to overcome the sensibility of Brodsky’s type: 
Eliot’s religious bliss that he achieved in his later years can be an answer.  
In her essay, “After Postmodernism,” for example, Sedakova acknowledges the 
epistemological shift that I discussed in the first chapter. She sees the roots of contemporary 
epistemology in the disappointment in the Enlightenment, claiming that the twentieth century is 
characterized by “the recognition of some fundamental fault of man and the fallen world. <…> 
This is the collapse of the Enlightenment picture of man, a creature, in this conception, initially 
kind, who is forced to be evil only by external circumstances. The Enlightenment canceled the 
reality of Original Sin.”  (“...в 20 веке—признание какой-то фундаментальной 
недоброкачественности человека и падшести мира. <…> Это крушение просвещенческой 
картины человека, существа, в этой концепции, изначально доброго, которого только 
внешние обстоятельства вынуждают к злу. Просвещение отменяло реальность 
первородного греха” (ibid. 402)).  In light of the Enlightenment idea of progress, the experience 
of the twentieth century, she writes, became a shock for civilization that, from now on, advanced 
“the knowledge about the inner depravity of man and constant reminding” (“знание о 
внутренней испорченности человека и постояннное напоминание” (ibid. 407)).  
Sedakova’s insistence on the revival of the religious humanist sensibility in poetry 
deserves special attention because she does not so much deny the discoveries of the literary paths 
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of the second half of the twentieth century—we can see that she is compassionate to them and 
partly accepts their logic—but she believes it is time to say a new word after them. The 
disappointment in the Rousseauist conception of man, sustained by Hulme, Eliot and Brodsky, as 
I showed in the first chapter, invited the reintroduction of the idea of Original sin.  In spite of 
religious devotion, this solution does not satisfy Sedakova. Sedakova’s philosophy pursues the 
Christian idea of man created in the image of God instead of an obsession with his fallenness. 
Eliot’s sensibility evolved from the presumption that she described: his very serious anti-
humanist stance can be seen in his essay “Religion without Humanism,” as well as his critique of 
the humanism of Irving Babbitt. In “The Humanism of Irving Babbitt” (1928), Eliot criticizes his 
former mentor’s doctrine of humanism, arguing that humanism should never substitute for 
religion and, at best, can be only “auxiliary and dependent upon the religious point of view” 
(Selected Prose 284). But Sedakova avoids understanding Eliot in the light of anti-humanism.  
Grounded in religious humanism, Sedakova is interested in Eliot exclusively as a poet who 
overcomes the gap of disbelief and skepticism, even though his latest poetry quite corresponds to 
his “religion without humanism” ideology.135  
  If we translate the epistemological concerns into the Hulmean dichotomy of 
classicism/romanticism, we will see that Sedakova would not agree with Hulme that it is the 
Romantic poet, an idealist, who caused the twentieth-century epistemological crisis. Sedakova 
insists on the alternative explanations of reasons behind the humanitarian catastrophes of the 
twentieth century. According to Sedakova, it is the refusal of idealism and culture, manifested in 
the phenomenon of ‘hooligans” or lumpens (low-lifes) that is to blame.  They lack idealism and, 
                                                          
135 Nozomi Saito shows it well in her article “Fare Forward Voyagers’: Arriving at Posthumanism in T. S. Eliot’s 
Four Quartets”  
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henceforth, an ability to resist evil,—this is the reason for the tragic twentieth-century history, in 
her eyes. 
 In her essay, “Нет худа без добра” (“There is No Evil without Good”) Sedakova 
speculates about Brodsky’s claim that еру Russian mentality provides a more relativistic attitude 
to evil than does the Western. She largely agrees with him, noticing the stubborn resistance of 
the Russian mentality to callштп anything evil (Chetyre toma, vol. 4, 443): Russian engagement 
with evil is “not direct honoring of evil, but falling down before it as undoubted reality” (“не 
прямое почитание зла, но припадание к нему—как к несомненной реальности” (ibid. 449)). 
Sedakova concludes that for Russian culture, the true new word would be insistence on the sharp 
distinction between good and evil. At the same time, Sedakova implies that Brodsky himself 
remains closer to what she sees as a postmodern collapse of the hierarchy of good and evil. 
When she quotes his words that life is “neither good nor bad, but arbitrary (ibid. vol. 4, 432-433), 
and that the East offers this wisdom to the West, she expresses her pity over the fact that the 
West might be ripe for this knowledge equal to cynicism. Sedakova’s tone shows that she 
underestimates Brodsky’s irony about this “lesson from the East”: Brodsky calls it “blessed 
news” in quotes (Less 10) and says that the East “has little else to offer.” While Brodsky 
similarly insists on the distinction between good and evil in a non-relativistic way, his means are 
very different, and they are defining for the distinction between their poetics. She insists that 
Russian culture should be more attentive to the moral teachings of Orthodox thinkers, such as 
archimandrite Sofronii.136 She calls for articulated lessons of morality in literature, encouraging a 
                                                          
136 “добро, не добро сделанное, не есть добро” (good that is done not in a good way is not good), “Если нередко 
побеждает добро и своим явлением исправляет зло, то неправильно думать, что к этому добру привело зло, 
что добро явилось результатом зла” (If good frequently defeats evil and corrects evil with its appearance, it is 
wrong to think that evil led to this good, and that good became the result of evil). (ibid., vol. 4, 445). 
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didactic element. Brodsky’s strategy is different. For him, it is more useful for man to see evil in 
himself than be provided with an illusion of his own goodness. The true lesson of the Russian 
ambivalence to the West is found closer to the end of Brodsky’s essay:  
I merely regret the fact that such an advanced notion of Evil as happens to be in the 
possession of Russians has been denied entry into consciousness on the grounds of 
having a convoluted syntax. One wonders how many of us can recall a plain-speaking 
Evil that crosses the threshold, saying: “Hi, I’m Evil. How are you?” (Less 31) 
Brodsky’s “lesson” is not didacticism, but exposure, learning from the discourse of ambiguity 
within which a moral man has to make his own choice.  Sedakova believes that poetry has to 
mimic a stylistic and textual separation of self from evil. Not particularly religious and not a 
humanist, Brodsky’s is an attractive and captivating, but uncomfortable stance for her, since his 
poetics of despair offers only emptiness, but no catharsis. Brodsky’s metaphysics of language 
does not work for Sedakova, as it does not work for late Eliot. Religious metaphysics does not 
allow language to become an absolute.   
Emptiness 
Emptiness, a paradigmatic notion accompanying disappointment in human civilization, is 
one of the main concerns for Sedakova the poet. She has an essay dedicated to emptiness, 
“Пустота: кризис прямого продолжения. Конец быстрых решений” (“Emptiness: the crisis 
of direct continuation. The end of fast solutions”), where she also addresses the problem of 
emptiness and belief in the poetry and the literary consciousness of the twentieth century. She 
discusses this concept primarily through the analysis of Eliot and Brodsky.  Noting that the 
theme of emptiness, the absence of meaning, the negation of the future is the leitmotif of our 
moment of civilization, she argues that the challenge of emptiness is more difficult than any 
other:   
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...отвечать пустоте—задача оссобая. Можно отвечать даже откровенному злу 
или заведомой лжи, но тому, кто понял и утверждает всеобщую пустоту всего 
ответить, по всей видимости, нечего. (Chetyre toma, vol. 4, 478) 
 
…to answer emptiness is a special task. It is possible to answer even open evil or 
a known lie, but to the one who has understood and asserts the overall emptiness of 
everything, there is nothing, it seems, to answer.  
 
Sedakova notes that the notion of emptiness is the phenomenon of our century that has the 
sensibility of “emptiness, meaninglessness, goallessness, the slipping movement to the end, 
which also does not mean anything” (“опустошенность, обессмысленность, бесцельность, 
сползающее движение к концу, который тоже ничего не значит” (ibid., vol. 4, 479)).137  
 She recognizes Eliot as the poet who manifested this sensibility most vividly:  
Об этой опустошенности, о какой-то новой непроглядной нищете говорили 
все большие художники 20 века. Даже конец, к которому идет дело, 
потерял свой катастрофический ореол: он представляется ничтожным и 
бессмысленным, как в знаментом финале поэмы Элиота:  
Вот так кончается свет.  
Вот так кончается свет.  
Только не взрыовм, а хрипом. (ibid. 479)138  
 
All the great artists of the twentieth century spoke about this emptiness, about some 
total misery. Even the end, towards which everything is going, has lost its 
catastrophic aureole: it is represented as negligible and meaningless, as in the 
famous finale of Eliot’s poem:  
This is the way the world ends. 
This is the way the world ends.  
Not with a bang, but a whimper.   
 
                                                          
137 This is the only essay where Sedakova discusses Eliot’s most famous modernist masterpieces which treat the 
theme of emptiness: “Элиот, один из самых суровых диагностов новых времен модерна, свою первую поэму 
назвал The Waste Land (1922)—пустая земля, пустырь и следующую за ней “The Hollow Men”—полые люди. 
Почти век, как цивилизация смотрит на себя как на полых людей, а на свой мир как на пустырь, the waste 
land.” (Eliot, one of the most stern diagnosticians of the new times of the modern, called his first poem The Waste 
Land (1922)—the empty land, a vacant lot, and the following one—“The Hollow Men.” For almost a century, 
civilization has been looking at itself as hollow men and at its world—as at a vacant lot, the waste land.  
138 Sedakova’s translation of Eliot’s famous poem is strikingly different from Brodsky’s more precise translation 
that he used for the epigraph to his “Song of an Empty Verandah.” Instead of “всхлип” (whimper), she has “хрип” 
(rattle) which proves to be more animalistic than the very human “всхлип,” and also renders a connotation of 
“предсмертный хрип” (death rattle). She translates “the world” as “свет,” which means not only the universe, but 
also “light.” It invokes an association with the universe blessed with God’s existence, as well as an allusion to the 




Sedakova sees Brodsky as an heir to the modernist Eliot, addressing the intertextual 
presence of Eliot in Brodsky’s “Strophes” written fifty years later. She quotes the following lines 
 
Это хуже, чем детям  This is worse than a bo-bo 
сделанное бобо.  done to children. 
Потому что за этим  Because after this 
не следует ничего. (ibid.) nothing follows.  
 
Brodsky’s poem, as mentioned in the second chapter, does build on Eliot’s “The Hollow Men” in 
the lines that precede the stanza she quotes: “это хуже чем грохот и знаменитый всхлип”—
“this is worse than the bang and the famous whimper.” In it, Brodsky not only reinforces Eliot,   
develops his apocalyptic statement further, but makes it total, in other words—“nothing” 
(ничего), a logical conclusion to the deterioration of existence and metaphysical emptiness sung 
by Eliot. 
 Sedakova sees a difference between the modernist treatment of emptiness and the 
postmodern outcome. At the beginning of the twentieth century, according to her, the experience 
of emptiness as a loss of basic meanings was extremely dramatic and anxious, in Eliot in 
particular and in modernism in general (ibid., vol.4, 480).  But at the present moment, the 
attitude to emptiness has changed: “отличие нашего момента—удивительное спокойствие по 
поводу как бы узаконенной пустоты бытия” (ibid) (“the peculiarity of our moment is 
surprising calmness regarding the seemingly legitimized emptiness of being”).   
 Sedakova insists that one should reject accommodation to the sensibility of emptiness, 
which, for her, “is the most transparent form of sin and death” (пустота – самая прозрачная 
форма греха и смерти) (481). She explains that this is the difference between modernism and 
postmodernism: “Вот разница времен высокого модерна и сменившего его постмодерна: 
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тревога в виду пустоты—и приспособление к пустоте или, как я когда-то это назвала, 
усвоение отчуждения” (ibid. 480) (This is the difference between the times of High Modernism 
and the Postmodern that came to replace it: anxiety about emptiness—and an adaptation to 
emptiness, or, as I called it some time ago, the internalization of alienation.” She quotes Brodsky 
who states, in several of his poems, that emptiness is worse than hell (ibid. 481). Brodsky accepts 
his stoic discovery, and Sedakova never sees him as an ally in her criticism of accepting 
emptiness. Comparing him with the early Eliot in another essay, Sedakova claims that Brodsky 
offers desert as an exit:  
Но, как и в первой трети прошлого века, речь вновь идет о современном человеке, о какой-
то новой опустошенности в конце “прекрасной эпохи.” Выход, предложенный Бродским— 
выход в пустыню (“Остановка в пустыне”), в  ту бесплодную землю современности, 
которую называли его европейские учителя, Элиот и Оден. Бродский выступает как 
суровый моралист: пустыня (как пишет он в стихотворном послании другу-поэту) лучше, 
чем сладости египетского рабства, фаты-морганы лирических садов, призраки оазисов. 
(ibid. 498) 
But, like in the first third of the past century, one speaks about modern man, 
of some new emptiness at the end of “the beautiful era.” The exit offered by Brodsky— 
is an exit into the desert (“A Halt in the Desert”), into the wasteland of modernity 
that was named by his European mentors, Eliot and Auden. Brodsky represents himself as 
a stern moralist: the desert (as he writes in a poetic message to his friend-poet) is better 
than the sweets of Egyptian slavery, the ata morgana of lyrical gardens, the phantoms of  
oases.  
 
The poem that Sedakova addresses here is Brodsky’s “Letter to an oasis” (“Письмо в оазис,” 
1994) that he dedicated to Aleksander Kushner, a poet of post-acmeist orientation who managed 
to pursue his career in the Soviet Union and became a published Soviet poet. In Brodsky’s poem, 
he is represented as the beneficiary of the Soviet (Pharaoh’s) regime; Brodsky claims that 
accepting the desert (the metaphysics of exile) is a more moral and honest choice. For Sedakova, 
the desert as an alternative for accommodation to the Soviet is not an exit fulfilling enough. 
Brodsky’s ultimate acceptance of the desert as the truth is a frequent aspect of Sedakova’s 
polemic. Her own addressing of emptiness is strikingly different from Brodsky’s stoic, but 
insistent engagement with emptiness as the only reliable outside. 
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 I will analyze her treatment of emptiness and non-being through the example of the 
poem, “Second Stanzas” (“Стансы вторые”) from the cycle, “Stanzas in the Manner of 
Alexander Pope” (“Стансы в манере Александра Поупа”), written in 1979-1980. Below is the 
full text of the poem and my interlinear translation:  
 1 
Что делает он там, где нет его?    What is he doing there, where he is not present? 
Где вечным ливнем льется существо,   Where (a) being is flowing like the eternal shower, 
как бедный плащик, обмывая прах   like a poor little raincoat, washing the dust 
в случайных складках на моих руках,   in accidental folds on my hands,  
не менее случайных. Разве сон    no less accidental. Can it be that sleep/ dream 
переживает душу, как озон    survives the soul, like the ozone 
свою грозу—и говорит о ней    —its thunderstorm—and speaks about it 
умней и тише, тише и умней.    more cleverly and quietly, cleverly and quietly. 
2 
Тогда крути, Фортуна, колесо,    Then turn, Fortune, your wheel, 
тень мнимости, Сатурново кольцо,   the shadow of illusion, Saturn’s ring, 
тарелку у жонглера на шесте    the plate on a juggler’s pole 
в обворожившей сердце пустоте.    in the emptiness enchanting the heart. 
Но даже на тарелке пылевой,    But even on the dusty plate, 
где каждый обратится в призрак свой,   where everyone will turn into their ghost, 
мы будем ждать в земле из ничего,   we will be waiting on the earth from nothingness, 
прижав к груди больное существо.   pressing the sick being to our chest. 
3 
Больное, ибо смерть—болезнь ума,   Sick—for death is a disease of the mind, 
не более. Болезнь и эта тьма,    nothing more. Disease and this darkness, 
в которую он смотрит, прям и нем,   into which he looks, straight and mute, 
Бог знает где, Бог знает перед кем.   God knows where, God knows before whom. 
На твой точильный круг, на быстрый шум,  On your grindstone wheel, on the fast noise, 
исчезновенье! пусть наложит ум    disappearance! Let the mind put there 
свой нож тупой—и искры засвистят,   its blunt knife, and the sparks will whistle, 









Вращаясь, как Сатурново кольцо,—   Turning, like Saturn’s ring,— 
о горе. Кто кому глядел в лицо?    oh, grief. Who looked into whose face? 
кто знал кого? к тому, что за спиной,   who knew whom? turning to what is behind 
       the back 
оглянется—и образ соляной    —and the image of salt 
останется. Мужайся, жизнь моя:    will remain. Take courage, my life: 
мы убегаем из небытия     we are running away from non-being 
огромной лентой, вьющимся шнуром,   like a huge ribbon, a twisting cord, 
гуськом предвечным над защитным рвом.  in the eternal single file above the protective moat. 
5 
Но если бы с обидой или злом    But if they came 
они являлись! колотым стеклом                                            with offence and evil! throwing the broken glass, 
кидая нам в глаза—и в тот же миг   into our eyes—and at the same moment 
живые слезы вымывали их!    the live tears washed them out! 
Ну, поднимись! Лежать в уме ничком   Well, get up! To lie face down in the mind is 
немыслимо; держаться ни на чем,   unthinkable; to hold onto nothing, 
не быть ничем, крошиться, как слюда,   to be nothing, to crumble like mica, 
катиться, как шеольская вода!    to roll like Sheol water! 
6 
галактика? воронка? водопад?    The galaxy? The funnel? The waterfall? 
рассыпанный и распыленный клад?   The scattered and diffused treasure? 
но что-то там болеет: бедный путь,   but something is ill there: the poor path, 
как ящерка, мелькнувший где-нибудь,   like a lizard, flashing somewhere, 
среди камней, быть может, мировых,   among the stones, may be, worldly, 
бесценных, славных. Только что нам в них.  priceless, glorious ones. But what’s in them for us? 
И нужен облик, видимый, как снег:   And one needs an image visible as snow: 
он колыбель, качающая всех.    it is the cradle rocking everyone.  
7 
Живое живо в глубочайшем сне,    The living is alive in the deepest sleep/dream, 
в забвении, в рассеянье, на дне    in oblivion, in dispersion, at the bottom 
какого-то челна: не дух, не плоть,   of some boat: neither spirit nor flesh, 
но вся кудель чудес Твоих, Господь.   but all the flax of Your miracles, Lord. 
Оно признанье—собеседник Твой.   It is recognition/confession—Your interlocutor. 
Оно сознанья ливень проливной.    It is the shower of consciousness. 
Под шум воды на крышах шумовых   To the noise of water on the noisy roofs, 








Грядущее—как степь, как решето.   The future is like the steppe, like a sieve. 
Не бойся и не жалуйся: ничто    Don't be scared and don't complain: nothing 
здесь все равно не будет больше слез.   will be here more than tears. 
Все остальное пусто, как мороз    Everything else is empty, like arctic 
арктический. А он себя сомкнул,    frost. And he closed himself, 
и холмик смерти быстро обогнул,   and swiftly turned around death’s little hill, 
и побежал, словно увидел цель.    and ran, as if he saw the goal. 
И в эту шерсть уходит взгляд, как в щель.                And the glance is going into this fur, as into a crack. 
9 
И все пройдет, и все летит, как снег:  And everything will pass, and everything is flying like snow: 
изнанка зренья, оболочка век,   the inside of vision, the cover of the eyelids, 
пустого сновиденья вещество   the substance of the empty dream 
или измученное существо—   or an exhausted creature— 
неважно. Все уйдет из глаз моих   it does not matter. Everything will leave my eyes 
по образам и по ступеням их,   on the images and their steps, 
все катится, как некий темный шар,  everything is rolling, like some dark ball,  
разматывая имени пожар.   unravelling the fire of the name. 
(Chetyre toma, vol. 1, 279-282) 
The poem is a representative example of Sedakova’s speculation on non-existence, metaphysics, 
and spirituality.  It has a subtitle, “on the death of a kitten” (“на смерть котенка”), and it 
embraces the classical theme of speculation on death, existence, and emptiness through the 
discussion of the death of an animal, or an insect, a living creature whose life span is shorter than 
human. The subtitle, however, points to a nuance of this topic: the object of the dedication is a 
kitten, not an adult cat, which implies that he has passed away before his time. As a pet, the cat is 
additionally humanized, but, as a non-human, in Sedakova’s poem, it represents its own kind of 
mystery.  As Elena Aizenshtein explains, a cat, in Sedakova’s poetry, symbolizes love, 
associated with Christian love, but also renders the motifs of loss, memory, poetic creativity.139  
The poem starts with a paradoxical question, “Что делает он там, где нет его?” (what is 
he doing where he is not present?), which probes the dilemma of non-existence on which the rest 
                                                          
139 The “cat” poems that Aizenshtein analyzes in Sedakova are “Кот, бабочка, свеча” (“The Cat, the Butterfly, the 
Candle”), also dedicated to the dead cat, and “Взгляд кота” (“The Glance of the Cat”).  
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of the poem elaborates. The leitmotif of the poem is the encounter of existence with emptiness, 
something with nothing. The word “существо,” repeated several times, has two major meanings: 
“a creature” and “essence,” “being”; etymologically, the word is connected to the verb 
“существовать” (to exist). It goes back to Church Slavonic “существо,” which, as Sedakova 
explains in her dictionary of paronyms, means “nature” (Slovar’). Sedakova’s poem invokes both 
meanings:  the link between “creature” and “existence” transpires as eternal in some 
metaphysical reality: “где вечным ливнем льется существо” (where, like an eternal shower, 
the creature/being is pouring). It is juxtaposed to nothingness (“ничего”); the two notions meet 
in the rhyming positions of the second stanza: “мы будем ждать в земле из ничего, / прижав к 
груди больное существо” (we will be waiting on the earth from nothingness, / pressing the sick 
being/creature to our chest). Nothingness appears in the poems also as emptiness, disappearance, 
non-being, death. All the imagery clusters of the poem suggest location between the poles of life 
and death, being and non-being and imply the Christian poet’s metaphysical and emotional 
response on how human beings can approach the phenomenon of death.  
 Sedakova’s poem questions what death is to reason, and what role human reason plays in 
the apprehension of what life and death is:  
 Больное, ибо смерть—болезнь ума,   Sick—for death is a disease of the mind, 
не более. Болезнь и эта тьма,    nothing more. Disease and this darkness, 
в которую он смотрит, прям и нем,   into which he looks, straight and mute, 
Бог знает где, Бог знает перед кем.   God knows where, God knows before whom. 
На твой точильный круг, на быстрый шум,  On your grindstone wheel, on the fast noise, 
исчезновенье! пусть наложит ум    disappearance! Let the mind put there 
свой нож тупой—и искры засвистят,   its blunt knife, and the sparks will whistle, 





Death, she states, is the sickness of the mind since it is human reason that invents death, but it is  
up to God to know what there is in that seeming darkness (“god knows where”); this is not up to 
humans to know. In the fifth stanza, the poet claims that even though our mind slips into the idea 
of nothingness, it is unthinkable, paradoxical for our reason as well:  
Ну, поднимись! Лежать в уме ничком   Well, get up! To lie face down in the mind is 
немыслимо; держаться ни на чем,   unthinkable; to hold onto nothing, 
не быть ничем, крошиться, как слюда,   to be nothing, to crumble like mica, 
катиться, как шеольская вода    to roll like Sheol water 
 “Sheol,” being the Hebrew name for the country of the dead, is associated with the pre-Christian 
hell, the hell of the world before the possibility of resurrection.  Sedakova’s argument here 
responds to the speculations of Alexander Pope’s “Essay on Man,” his most famous work which 
Sedakova’s cycle of poems echo in some way (“The First Stanzas” also bears an epigraph from 
Pope’s “Essay on Man”) (see Medvedeva). The poems use iambic pentameter and rhyming 
couplets, as does Pope’s poem; but most importantly, they associate with him as a Christian 
author who addresses the problems posed by the increasingly secularized epistemology of the 
Enlightenment from the religious point of view. In “Essay on Man,” the split between human 
dissatisfaction with the earthly order of things including misery and death and the presence of 
god as divine love is solved through the statement that man is not able to see the whole picture, 
and, even when it seems to him that things go wrong, it just means that he is not as omniscient as 
God: for “Whatever is, is RIGHT” (Pope 249). Death as Mind’s disease in Sedakova’s text 







As man, perhaps, the moment of his breath 
Receives the lurking principle of death; 
The young disease that must subdue at length, 
Grows with his growth, and strengthens with his strength: 
So, cast and mingled with his very frame, 
The mind’s disease, its ruling passion came; 
Each vital humour which should feed the whole, 
Soon flows to this, in body and in soul: 
Whatever warms the heart, or fills the head, 
As the mind opens, and its functions spread, 
Imagination plies her dangerous art, 
And pours it all upon the peccant part. (254) 
 
Pope also connects the apprehension of death with the faculty of human reason, which appears 
when the person is born and increases with age and the development of reason. Sedakova applies 
the notion of disease not only in this context, but also when she speaks about the dead kitten: he 
gets named “a sick creature,” which probably reflects the realistic situation of why the kitten died 
before his time, but also somehow refuses to accept the reality of the kitten’s death and returns 
the reader to the idea of death as “the disease of the mind” rather than transcendental reality. 
Pope directly attributes it to the power of imagination as well (“imagination plies her dangerous 
art”). Sedakova’s poem too is engaged with the idea of imagination in ‘Second Stanzas,” but, 
being connected with the role of poetry, it gets a more complicated orchestration than in Pope’s 
more didactic oeuvre.  
 In Sedakova’s poem, the theme of imagination, poetry implicitly comes when the motif 
of “the image” (образ) appears. The first time it occurs is in the third stanza quoted above. The 
blunt knife of the mind (a wordplay undermining the power of reason in Russian, since “тупой” 
means both “blunt” and “stupid”) and the grindstone wheel sharpening the mind against the fear 
of disappearance produce, paradoxically, immortality – “образы бессмертные” (immortal 
images)—the version of immortality that is embodied by the classical role of poetry. The fourth 
stanza uses “image” in a different configuration: “к тому, что за спиной, / оглянется—и образ 
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соляной / останется” (turning to what is behind the back—and the image of salt will remain). It 
evokes the biblical myth of Lott’s wife. Sedakova’s poem, rich in religious overtones, implies 
both that the imagination attracted to the past can produces art (images), but also, that it can be 
dangerous to life and salvation. In the sixth stanza, the value of the monument (including a poetic 
monument of Horace’s type) is denied:  
среди камней, быть может, мировых,   among the stones, may be, worldly, 
бесценных, славных. Только что нам в них.  priceless, glorious ones. But what’s in them for us? 
 
Finally, the tenth stanza incorporates “images” as well: “Все уйдет из глаз моих / по образам и 
по ступеням их” (Everything will leave my eyes / on the images and their steps). Imagination, 
poetry is acknowledged to have a therapeutic function.  
Sedakova consistently associates non-being, emptiness with the circle in her poem 
(the Wheel of Fortune, Saturn’s ring, the magician who is spinning the discs, the dust plate, the 
grindstone wheel, rolling of Sheol water, rolling of the dark ball). It first appears as the Wheel of 
Fortune in the second stanza (“Тогда крути, Фотуна, колесо, / тень мнимости” (then turn, 
Fortune, your wheel, / the shadow of ostensibility”). This image is also found in Eliot’s play, 
Murder in the Cathedral. Clifford Davidson explains that the Wheel of Fortune is “a ubiquitous 
medieval emblem that was universally regarded as illustrative of life in the world where 
ambitions and secular rising might precipitate a quite different effect from the one desired”; 
“because it is constantly turning, the wheel itself is thus symbolic of the flux of time—the 
process of temporal transformation—and is hence impossible to control by anyone within time” 
(163). “Peace can be found only at the center of the wheel” (ibid. 164). 
  Sedakova strengthens the semantics of the wheel as transient temporality by comparing it 
to Saturn’s ring in the second and fourth stanzas. Saturn, in mythology, is associated with 
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Chronos, the concept of time. Its rotation transpires as grief (“Вращаясь как Сатурново 
кольцо,— о горе” (Turning, like Saturn’s ring,—oh, grief)). The poet is interested in the 
realization of transcending the circularity of non-being. Unlike Brodsky, who noted in his 
“Strophes” that it is impossible to jump off Saturn’s ring,140 Sedakova, on the contrary, insists on 
the possibility to break the circle and run away from the non-being of time:  
  Мужайся, жизнь моя:       Take courage, my life: 
мы убегаем из небытия     we are running away from non-being 
огромной лентой, вьющимся шнуром,   like a huge ribbon, a twisting cord, 
гуськом предвечным над защитным рвом.  in the eternal single file above the protective ditch. 
  
As noted before, the theme of courage (мужество) is frequently addressed by Sedakova in 
connection with turning to Christianity: she lives in a moment when, it seems, it is easier to be 
immersed in skeptical despair than religious hope, and the latter requires courage.  
The images of linearity in the poem, on the contrary, represent the hope for salvation. 
Abandoning the circular model of thinking as a bad return is likened to the biblical myth of Lot 
and his wife who were not allowed to look back. The proper choice is running away, which 
emphatically evokes the images if lines: a ribbon, a shoe-lace, a chain. She calls them 
“предвечный”—an archaic Russian word that means “having no end and no beginning,” “before 
time.” Eternity becomes salvation not through circularity, but through breaking away from it. 
                                                          
140 …здесь—не Сатурн, и с круга   here—it is not Saturn, and from the circle, 
не соскочить в нее.    it is impossible to jump into it.  
               XV       
С той дурной карусели,    From that bad carousal  
что воспел Гесиод,     that was sung by Hesiod, 
сходят не там, где сели,     they got off not where they sat, 
но где ночь застает. (Sochineniia, vol. 3, 184) but where the night falls on them.  
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The image of the moat works in a similar way: it invokes the image of the castle with moats 
surrounding it, from which they managed to get away.  
The poem addresses the posthumous life of the souls not as an emptiness but as a 
different form of existence, something unknown, like a dream, or a miracle. The temptation of 
emptiness, however, is also present in the text.  Speculations about emptiness can enchant one’s 
reason and heart: “в обворожившей сердце пустоте” (in the emptiness enchanting the heart), 
“все остальное пусто, как мороз / арктический” (Everything else is empty, like arctic frost). 
Salvation is alluded to more explicitly through the image of the necessary cradle, a transparent 
allusion to Nativity: “И нужен облик, видимый, как снег: / он колыбель, качающая всех” 
(And one needs an image visible as snow: / it is the cradle rocking everyone.” The light, 
whiteness, come with the miracle of the divine birth.  
  The poem ends with a new and unexpected image of the fire of the name that stands in 
opposition to the water and snow imagery. The name invokes the divine logos. “The fire of the 
name” brings out more palpably a biblical and Eliotic reading of salvation—the fire of Pentecost. 
Sedakova in her other works also addresses the moment of resurrection and the rise of Christian 
faith through metaphors associated with fire: Dante, she tells us, gives a story of “second 
burning” (второе возгорание). Sedakova’s fire normally focuses not so much on the idea of 
suffering (the purgatorial fire), with which Eliot’s poetry is obsessed, but on the confluence of 
light and life. But the Russian word she uses in this poem, “пожар,” is more menacing, since it 
means destructive, uncontrollable fire—the type that destroys houses and woods. In the finale of 
the poem, “the fire of the name” is compared to a ball which gets unreeled. It seems to point to 
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the ball of wool with which kittens are traditionally imagined playing: the ball of wool gets 
unwound; the circle turns into a line.141   
 The poem thus offers the paradigm of overcoming the suffering and grief provoked by 
the death of an innocent creature, a kitten. If we compare this poem with Brodsky’s “Похороны 
Бобо” (The Funeral of Bobo), where the butterfly itself embodies emptiness and the fragility of 
existence, we will see that Sedakova’s poem operates on a very different ground. It is certainly 
much closer to the poetics of consolation in Eliot’s Four Quartets.    
 The epigraph to “The Second Stanzas” introduces lines from Johann Sebastian Bach’s 
church cantata BWV 26, based on the Lutheran hymn composed by Michael Franck in 1652, 
“Ach, wie nichtig, ach wie fluchtig” (Ah how fleeting, ah how insubstantial). The cantata speaks 
about the transience of life, switching between impersonal “man” and “we,” an approach that 
Sedakova similarly uses in her poem. The cantata speculates about the transience  of human life:  
Ach wie flüchtig,   Ah how fleeting, 
ach wie nichtig    ah how insubstantial 
ist der Menschen Leben!   is man's life! 
Wie Ein NEBEL bald enstehet  As a MIST soon arises 
und auch wie der bald vergehet  and soon also vanishes again, 
so ist unser LEBEN sehet!               so is our LIFE, see! 
 
 The cantata ends in the apotheosis of God’s eternal kingdom as the only eternal absolute 
possible for man:  
Ach wie nichtig,     Ah how insubstantial 
ach wie flüchtig    ah how fleeting 
sind der Menschen Sachen!   are mankind's affairs. 
Alles, alles, was wir sehen,   All, all that we see 
das muß fallen und vergehen.   must fall and vanish. 
Wer Gott fürcht', wird ewig stehen.  The person who fears God stands firm forever.  
(Both the original and translation are from Bach Cantata Translations) 
 
                                                          
141 In the seventh stanza, she addresses this image more directly, as metaphysics of miracle: “кудель чудес Твоих, 
Господь”: “кудель” is an archaic word for wool prepared for looming.    
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The death of the kitten served as an invitation to speculate on our handling the notion of mdeath. 
The poem sustains the legacy of Christian worldview, even though it exists within the dimension 
of conflicting ideologies that also enter the text of the poem—atheistic denial of afterlife and 
belief in poetry as the only immortality. But ultimately, the poem does not succumb to their 
temptations and reinstates belief in God.  
Poetry and Belief 
 
 Sedakova calls the twentieth century the renaissance of Christian poetry (Chetyre toma, vol. 3, 
130), and Eliot becomes one of its main proponents. Sedakova’s Eliot, along with Reiner Maria 
Rilke and Paul Claudel, is a pillar of new, modernist poetry grounded both in Christian faith and 
in modernist aesthetics. The combination of these two elements—modernist poetics and 
religion—is problematic due to the tension between two systems of values—the aesthetic and 
ethical, creative and religious.  The Russian poet acknowledges that this is historically an uneasy 
joint. 
Eliot, for Sedakova, is the model of a poet who embodies the meaningful link between 
poetry and belief, which results in liturgical poetry of a high aesthetic order. In one of her 
interviews, Sedakova explains why Eliot and Claudel are particularly important to her:  
Я имею в виду сложность соединения двух этих начал: конфессиональной 
религиозности—и вдохновенной поэзии, поэзии, так сказать, первого ранга. Уже с 
девятнадцатого века повелось так, что религиозная поэзия—второго разряда, она как 
бы прикладная по отношению к доктрине, душеполезный досуг, ее пишут дилетанты. 
Клодель, как и Элиот (его я тоже переводила), переменили это положение. В русской 
поэзии минувшего века мы не найдем аналогичного автора. Библейские стихи 
Пастернака? Но в них он вернулся к традиционному письму, а Клодель и Элиот—это 
высокий модернизм. (“Dlia togo, chtoby perevesti…”) 
I mean the difficulty of combining these two elements: confessional religiousness—and 
inspirational poetry, poetry, so to speak, of the first order. Since the 19th century religious 
poetry has belonged to the second order, as if it is secondary in relation to the doctrine, an 
edifying pastime, it is written by amateurs. Claudel, as well as Eliot (I translated him too), 
changed this situation. In the Russian poetry of the past century we will not find an 
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analogous author. The biblical poems of Pasternak? But in them he returned to traditional 
writing, while Claudel and Eliot are High Modernism.  
It is interesting that Sedakova, while acknowledging that Pasternak’s return to the biblical 
themes coincided with his departure from his early avant-garde aesthetics, does not see Eliot’s 
development in the same vein—even though many contemporary critics, such as Virginia Woolf 
and Ezra Pound, saw his poetic career after conversion as a betrayal of modernist energies, 
judging that he “swapped modernism for medievalism” (Sharpe, “Always Present” 370). It is 
also true that there is another wave in more recent criticism that considers Eliot’s later career as a 
mode of aesthetics that opens into the poetic experiments of the second half of the twentieth 
century (see Spanos). Sedakova seems to never address the first point of view: for her, Eliot is 
the paradigm of successful confluence of the aesthetics of High Modernism and the religious 
substrate. The emphasis on the joining of these two elements, belief and modernism, both 
opposed to the doctrine of atheism and Socialist Realism, characterizes Sedakova’s poetry as 
well.   
 Sedakova’s formal religious confession is Russian Orthodoxy, but she does not focus on 
the split of the Russian branch of Christianity from the Western Christian movements. On the 
contrary, in the context of Soviet atheism, Orthodox Christianity was perceived to be a link with 
the West. “On several occasions she met Pope John Paul II, who read and was impressed by her 
poetry, and exchanged collections of poetry with him. In 1998 Sedakova was the recipient of the 
Vatican’s inaugural Vladimir Solovyov Prize for the advancement of culture” (Yastremski 25). 
In this, she is also reminiscent of Eliot’s Anglo-Catholicism close to pan-European Christianity. 
His ideas about Christianity as the basis for European civilization in Notes towards the Definition 
of Culture and The Idea of a Christian Society appeal to the Russian poet.  
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 Sedakova’s linking of the fate of Russian Orthodoxy in the twentieth century with Eliot’s 
religious approaches becomes especially evident in her introduction to the collection of essays, 
T. S. Eliot Lectures, written by Anthony of Sourozh, Metropolitan of the Russian Orthodox 
church in London. In her introduction, titled “Почему Элиот?” (“Why Eliot?”), she answers the 
question of how Eliot informs the writings of the Russian Orthodox thinker whose sermons and 
conversations she started reading in the 1970s in samizdat.  Sedakova explains that the essays 
bear the title of T. S. Eliot Lectures not just because they became part of the regular memorial 
lecture series, but also because of the symbolic connection between Anthony of Sourozh and 
Eliot. In particular, Anthony tells how a priest gave him Eliot’s play, Murder in the Cathedral 
with the words that Anthony’s devotion will likely coincide with the fate of the protagonist of the 
play, Thomas.  
 Anthony of Sourozh himself tells this anecdote very briefly, but in Sedakova’s 
introduction it becomes the focus. Murder in the Cathedral addresses the fate of Archbishop 
Thomas Becket who died, resisting the order of the king to recognize him as the head of the 
Church in the 12th century, and thus became a martyr for his belief. The parallel between 
Thomas and Anthony of Sourozh invites comparison with the cultural fate of Russian 
Christianity in the time of religious persecution by the state. The play was first performed in 
1935, and the resistance of the Christian martyr to the state was seen as a metaphor of resistance 
to the totalitarian oppression in the context of fascism. Evidently, the drama speaks to the 
Russian poet in the context of persecutions of clergy by the Soviet authorities. But Sedakova 
takes this antagonism even more broadly, when she interprets Eliot’s works as the epitome of the 
religious stance in the contemporary atheistic or agnostic epistemology: 
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Зрелый Т. С. Элиот—в отличие от большинства своих творческих современников и в 
полемике с ними—поэт христианского и, больше того, церковного вдохновения.... В 
эпоху, когда “высокая современная культура” и агностицим почти открыто становятся 
синонимами, открыто принять позицию конфессионального автора—большой вызов. 
Он требовал мужества. (“Pochemu Eliot?”) 
 
The mature T. S. Eliot—unlike the majority of his creative contemporaries and in polemic 
with them—is the poet of Christian, and, moreover, Church inspiration… In the epoch, when 
“high modern culture” and agnosticism almost openly become synonyms, to 
openly accept the position of a religious author is a big challenge. It required bravery. 
 
The association with courage is a frequent motif of Sedakova’s discourse on belief in a post-
Christian era. She treats Eliot’s turn to religion in a way completely opposite to Brodsky’s 
interpretation of Eliot’s conversion as the abandoning of stoicism, an act of weakness that cost 
him his poetic talent.142 For Sedakova, on the contrary, it is agnosticism that prevails and can be 
taken for granted. According to her, the essence of religious art has been often misinterpreted 
because of the wide-spread point of view that deep faith cancels the tragic. She explains that this 
position comes from associating Christianity exclusively with medieval art  which, “in the most 
general way can be called psalmody, or, after the word fitly found by Dante, theody: the Song to 
God, glorifying, thanking, or repentant” (“его самым общим образом можно назвать 
псадомией или, по удачно найденному слову Данте, теодией: песнью Богу, славящей, 
благодарящей или покаянной” (15)). But the Christian art of the twentieth century, she insists, 
has a different spirit: it identifies with the tragic flame of the liturgic services of the passion week 
and addresses the tragic in sainthood.  
 In the introduction, Sedakova speaks about Eliot’s applicability to the Russian cultural 
context quite specifically, but this is a topic that occupies her in many other essays as well. In her 
essay, “В целомудренной бездне стиха. О смысле поэтическом и смысле доктринальном” 
(“In the Chaste Abyss of the Verse. On Poetical and Doctrinal Meaning”), where Sedakova is 
                                                          
142 Brodsky mentions that he, of course, does not like Murder in the Cathedral (Kniga Interv’iu 592).   
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busy with “the spiritual justification of poetry,” she singles out the law of free art: it should be 
written from the initial objectivity of the artist. It is this requirement, she states, that makes the 
dimension of belief in free art seem paradoxical: 
Творение из смыслового “ничто,” из личностного “ничто”—категорический императив 
свободного искусства—делает как будто немыслимой возможность творчества религиозного и 
догматически определенного. Многие так доныне и полагают, но примеры великих поэтов 20 
века заставляют передумать эту “невозможность.” Примеры ревностных католиков Поля 
Клоделя и Шарля Пеги, строгого англиканина Т. С. Элиота, нашего Б. Пастернака— поэтов, 
которые в совершенстве исполнили законы свободного искусства и при этом говорили об 
истинах веры, причем веры вполен конкретной, доктринально определенной, церковной. 
Минувший век действительно был веком возрождения большой христианской поэзии Европы, 
какой не бывало со времен Данте. (Chetyre toma, vol. 3, 130) 
Writing from the conceptual “nothing,” from the personal “nothing”—the categorical imperative of  
free art—makes the possibility of religious and dogmatically defined art unthinkable. Many still 
think so, but the example of the great poets of the twentieth century force us to reconsider this 
“impossibility.” The examples of the zealous Catholics Paul Claudel and Charles Péguy, the strict 
Anglican Eliot, our Boris Pasternak—the poets who completely fulfilled the laws of free art and 
simultaneously talked about the laws of belief, a belief that is quite precise, doctrinally defined, 
liturgical. The past century was really the century of the resurrection of Europe’s great Christian 
poetry, which had not happened since the times of Dante.  
 
The reconsideration of the impossibility for doctrinal faith to underly poetry, on which 
Sedakova insists in this paragraph, does not quite explain how religion fits into the 
requirements of depersonalization (personal “nothing”) and transcendental indeterminacy 
(notional “nothing”) that free art is supposed to follow. Does she mean that Eliot, along 
with Pasternak and Claudel, negates these laws since his religious poetry still belongs to 
high art, or does she mean that religious feeling can somehow meaningfully coexist with 
these two requirements?  
  
 Sedakova seems to take the second path on this matter, which becomes possible in the 
new historical context. She notes that for many centuries, the genre of “praise for poetry” had to 
justify poetry against the view that poetry is something daemonic, incompatible with religion. 
But in the 20th century, civilization steps away from both poetry and religion, so the 
phenomenon of poetry can be newly understood. Both religion and poetry, as she writes in her 
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essay on Zabolotsky (“О Николае Заболоцком”), are the matter of relationship with purity, 
depth, secret, and an exciting momentary presence. Poetry is a means that is able to sustain this 
sensation. 
  For both the later Eliot and Sedakova, Dante becomes the model of the relationship 
between poetic creativity and belief. For both, characteristically, it is not so much the Dante of 
the Inferno, but the Dante of the Purgatory. Sedakova sees Eliot as Dante’s true heir, noting that 
Eliot was justly called “Dante of the 20th century”:  
Многие черты поэзии Элиота чрезвычайно близки письму Данте, в частности — особая, 
“латинская” сила его слова, особая взыскательность к душевному опыту и точности его 
выражения, литургичность ритмов. Принято распределять поэмы Элиота по трехчастной 
лестнице “Комедии”: так, “Пустая земля” и “Полые люди”—некоторое соответствие 
“Аду”; “Пепельная среда”—"Чистилищу,” а “Четыре квартета”— “Раю.” Мне же 
представляется, что и музыка “Квартетов” (во второй части последнего из которых, “Little 
Gidding”) появляется гость из мира Данте, тень, говорящая терцинами,—и это тоже 
музыка “Чистилища.”  (“Perevesti Dante,” footnote 19) 
Many features in Eliot’s poetry are extremely close to Dante’s writing, particularly— 
                a special, “Latin” power of his word, a particular insistence on spiritual experience and the 
                precision of its expression, the liturgical quality of rhythms. It is generally accepted to distribute  
 Eliot’s poems according to the three-part ladder of The Comedy: so, The Waste 
 Land and “The Hollow Men” are a kind of equivalent to Hell; Ash Wednesday—to 
Purgatory, and Four Quartets—to Paradise. But it seems to me that the music of Quartets  
(in the second part of the last of which, “Little Gidding”) comes a guest from Dante’s world, a  
shadow that speaks in terzines,—this is also the music of Purgatorio.  
 
 
It is hard to say which particular critics Sedakova means in relation to seeing Four Quartets as 
Eliot’s Paradise. It is true that the garden of “Burnt Norton” has been compared to the entrance 
in Dante’s Paradiso (Ellis 104), but, ultimately, most scholars dealing with Dante and the 
religious underpinnings of the Four Quartets see its larger message as insistence on purgation 






Sedakova on Brodsky and Eliot 
 
Sedakova’s interest in Eliot is intertwined with her response to Brodsky: they both appear 
in her essays on poetry and culture very frequently, but, more, importantly, they often are 
represented as the voices of two positions with which she is engaged in a constant dialogue. 
Brodsky’s sensibility is of great importance for her, and many of the claims she makes come in 
dialogue with Brodsky’s perspective, as we could see in this chapter’s section on emptiness. At 
the same time, her attitude to Brodsky is quite critical. In her interview to Valentina Polukhina, 
she dissociates herself from Brodsky’s influence. Even when it comes to their common interest 
in Anglophone poetry and Eliot about whom Polukhina asks specifically, Sedakova is reluctant 
to acknowledge a direct connection (Iosif Brodskii glazami sovremennikov 252).143  Sedakova 
and Brodsky admire different Eliots, but her discussion of Eliot necesserily includes Brodsky.   
 When Sedakova speaks about Brodsky, she always mentions Eliot.  In her essay, 
“Кончина Бродского” (“Brodsky’s Death”) a tribute written on the death of the poet, she starts 
with an epigraph from Eliot’s Four Quartets, “In my end is my beginning.” The choice is 
interesting, taking into account Brodsky’s polemical attitude to the later Eliot, manifested, 
particularly in his drastic criticism of Eliot’s conception of time represented in Four Quartets. As 
I showed in the second chapter, Brodsky’s anti-Eliotic grudge aims to debunk, in particular, the 
pathos of the lines that Sedakova quotes (hence Brodsky’s early statement, “соединять начала и 
                                                          
143 “—Английские метафизики и Т. С. Элиот – это еще один общий источник к вас с Бродским. Тем не менее 
вы считаете, что невозможно между вами провести прямую линию? – Наверное, только косвенную. Или от 
противного (от Евтушенко, скажем).” (—The English Metaphysicals and T. S. Eliot, this is another common 
source for you and Brodsky. Nevertheless, you think it is impossible to draw a direct line between you? —Probably, 
only indirect. Or, from the opposite (Evtushenko, let’s say)). 
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концы—занятие скорей для акробата” (to join ends and beginnings is an occupation for an 
acrobat)). Sedakova, however, tries to apply Eliot's line to Brodsky:    
Тема начала и конца, о совпадении которых говорят и старинный  
французский, и новый английский эпиграфы этих заметок, в отношении  
Бродского принимают другую форму. То, что имели в виду Машо и Элиот, 
 —таинственное присутствие всего времени, всего протекания в каждой его  
точки целиком. Начало и конец у Бродского различаются 
 как две предельных точки траеткории маятника. (Chetyre toma, vol. 3, 484)  
 
The theme of the beginning and end, about which both the French and  
the new English epigraphs of these notes speak, takes a different form in relation 
to Brodsky. What was meant by Machaut and Eliot is the mysterious presence 
of all time, of all its duration in its every point as a whole. In Brodsky, the  
beginning and end differ as two extreme points of the trajectory of the pendulum.  
 
Attempting to reinterpret Brodsky’s temporality through Eliot’s terms, she finds an analogy in 
Brodsky’s image of the pendulum that characterizes the semantics of non-being through the 
absences of pre-beginning and post-end. But in Brodsky the proximity of these two non-beings, 
past and future, does not imply that the circle of time can ever be completed. Sedakova herself is 
aware of her acceptance of Eliot’s idea of temporality versus Brodsky’s elegiac mode: his time, 
as she explains in her essay “On Time. On Tradition. On the written and unwritten law” (“О 
времени. О традиции. О писанном и неписанном праве”) is the feeling of time as catastrophe, 
unstoppable loss, and death (224-225):  
 при элегическом понимании времени искусство мыслит себя как противостояние 
его ходу, как великая и едва ли не единственная возможность выхватить хоть что-
нибудь из этого беспощадного потока и спасти в надвременном пространстве языка 
и холста. Именно так выглядит язык—и служители языка, поэты—в мысли 
Бродского и Одена. (ibid., vol. 4, 215) 
with the elegiac understanding of time, art thinks about itself as resistance to its passing, as 
a great and almost the only possibility to catch at least something out of this merciless 
stream and save it in the supertemporal space of language and canvas. This is how 
language—and the servants of language, poets–look according to Brodsky and Auden. 
Sedakova explains that her link between language and temporality goes a step further.  In 
the face of the inevitability of non-being, she chooses to focus not on the horror of absence, but 
on the miracle of presence: “временное обыкновенно противопоставляют “вечному,” 
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непреходящему—но еще радикальнее оно противопоставлено тому, чего вообще не было” 
(225) (the temporal is normally juxtaposed with “eternal,” imperishable—but it is juxtaposed 
even more radically to what has not existed at all).  
Sedakova’s attitude to language is different from Brodsky's too: “я иначе отношусь к 
языку, чем Бродский: у него язык замещает не только Музу; это едва ни главное 
действующее лицо истории, что-то вроде античного Фатума. Кроме того, Бродский 
противопоставляет поэзию, искусство языка, музыке и другим искусствам.” (ibid. 217) 
(I approach language differently than Brodsky: in his case, language replaces not only the Muse; 
it is almost the main character of history, something like the ancient Fate. Besides, Brodsky 
juxtaposes poetry, the art of language, to music and other arts). She characterizes her attitude to 
the word in the following way: “Я бы сказала: это слово любующееся, обводящее, как 
кистью, свой предмет” (ibid. 219) (I would say: this is the word admiring, painting, like a 
brush, its subject).  
 Sedakova points out that something makes her keep a distance from Brodsky (ibid., vol. 
3, 486), even though she rarely pinpoints it in words. She understands well his sensibility of the 
human condition, but his principal and conscious lack of the leap of faith puts him on a different 
plane in her poetic system nourished on Christian culture. Benjamin Paloff, in his article, “God 
Function in Joseph Brodsky and Olga Sedakova,” quotes Eliot’s later words about John Donne, 
that his skepticism restrains him from truly great poetry, a religious perspective on someone who 
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is full of doubts, and mentions that these words can be applicable to how Sedakova feels about 
Eliot.144   
 In her other essay on Brodsky, “Воля к форме” (“The Will to Form”), Sedakova gives 
what can be seen as an answer to the question of one of her critics, Emily Groshoz, about why 
Auden appears in her essays much more rarely than Eliot.145 Sedakova, actually, expresses regret 
that Brodsky preferred Auden over Eliot:  
Бродский каленым железом выжигал в себе всяческий романтизм, всякую 
сентиментальность и мелодраматизм. Холод и дистанция—эти навыки он хотел привить 
русскому стиху. И здесь, конечно, этос английского стиха, отстраненный и ироничный 
даже в своих  метафизических образах, был очень кстати. Мне жаль, что другая 
возможность английского стиха—не сдержанность, как  у Одена, а страстная прямота, 
как в “Квартетах” Элита—в дикцию Бродского не вошла. Но таков его выбор. (495) 
Brodsky burned away all Romanticism, all sentimentality and everything melodramatic in 
himself with red-hot iron. Cold and distance are the qualities he wanted to implant into Russian 
verse. And here, of course, the ethos of English verse, distanced and ironic even in its 
Metaphysical images, was very suitable. But I feel it is a pity that another possibility of English 
verse—not restraint, like Auden, but passionate directness, like Eliot’s Quartets—did not enter 
Brodsky’s diction. But this is his choice.  
 
As we saw in the second chapter, the passionate directness of Four Quartets could not enter 
Brodsky’s poetics since they were a major irritation for him; Brodsky has his own Eliot that he 
admires, but this Eliot is completely different from Sedakova’s, who is interested in him largely 
as a liturgical poet.  
                                                          
144 “In ‘Conceit in Donne,’ Eliot notes that ‘passion unless it is of astounding simplicity and ingenuity, or unless it 
be sustained by a high philosophy which interprets it to something else, must always fade out. In Donne it fades into 
the play of suggested ideas; and Donne is the great ruler of that borderland of fading and change. It is only one more 
step in metaphysical poetry, to the conscious irony of conflict between feeling, and the intellectual interpretation 
which feeling wishes to give itself, and reason. One could quite easily revise the same passage into a critique of 
Brodsky in the spirit of Sedakova’s own.’ (727) 
145 “Меня удивляет, почему Оден не появляется чаще в эссе Седаковой, например, как Элиот” (Groskhol’ts 
138-139). (I wonder why Auden does not appear in Sedakova’s essays more often, like, for example, Eliot). 
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 Sedakova rightly emphasizes that the metaphysics of Brodsky’s poetry is overestimated. 
She understands metaphysics, first of all, as doctrinal commitment accompanied by religious 
ecstasy and mysticism, which are truly absent from Brodsky’s works.  For her, there is a sharp 
distinction between poetry that uses religious allusions and has a wide repertoire of religious 
plots and poetry that writes from within the religious feeling. As Benjamine Paloff observes 
about the presence of the Infinite in Brodsky and Sedakova, “for Brodsky, this problematic has 
an austerity that need not be disturbed by the poet’s meddling, and thus the burden placed on the 
poet is to represent the problem as faithfully as possible, as an image or scene. Sedakova follows 
a different practice, implicating the reader in a mystery in which our own existence consists” 
(733)). The difference between these two approaches can be seen if we compare three poems on 
the same biblical plot about the old prophet Simeon, all of them interconnected: Brodsky had 
read Eliot when he was writing it, and Sedakova knew both Eliot and Brodsky when she was 




Part III. Three Simeons: Candlemas Poems in Sedakova, Eliot, and Brodsky 
 
 Eliot’s “A Song for Simeon” and Olga Sedakova’s translation 
 
All three poets whom I discuss in this chapter wrote a poem that addressed Candlemas: 
Eliot wrote “A Song for Simeon” as part of his “Ariel Poems” in 1928, Brodsky wrote his 
“Candlemas” in 1972, and Olga Sedakova wrote her “Candlemas” in 1976-1978. The three 
poems represent the poets’ respective interpretations of the encounter with Christianity and 
address the integration of poetry and faith.  
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Candlemas is a holiday that commemorates a significant event in the Christian narrative 
telling about the coming of Christ into the world, from the second chapter of Luke: the 
presentation of Jesus at the Temple. Following the Jewish tradition, Mary brought the Infant 
Jesus for the first time to the Temple, on the 40th day after his birth. In the temple, they were met 
by Simeon, an elder who had received the prophecy that he would be able to see the Savior 
before he dies, and the prophetess Anna. Holding the infant in his hands, Simeon gave the 
prophecy about the coming Christian era—it later became a canticle, “Nunc Dimittis,” or “A 
Song of Simeon,” that is used in both Anglo-Catholic and Russian Orthodox Liturgy.  The 
biblical plot is symbolic of the encounter between Christ and humanity. The encounter has been 
often depicted in icons and in Renaissance paintings.  
Eliot’s “A Song for Simeon,” is the earliest among the cluster of the three poems. It was 
written as part of Ariel poems, Eliot’s Nativity cycle where he indirectly addressed the 
experience of his recent conversion. Below is the text of the poem: 
Lord, the Roman hyacinths are blooming in bowls and 
The winter sun creeps by the snow hills; 
The stubborn season has made stand. 
My life is light, waiting for the death wind, 
Like a feather on the back of my hand. 
Dust in sunlight and memory in corners 
Wait for the wind that chills towards the dead land. 
  Grant us thy peace. 
I have walked many years in this city, 
Kept faith and fast, provided for the poor, 
Have taken and given honour and ease. 
There went never any rejected from my door. 
Who shall remember my house, where shall live my children’s children 
When the time of sorrow is come? 
They will take to the goat’s path, and the fox’s home, 





Before the time of cords and scourges and lamentation 
Grant us thy peace. 
Before the stations of the mountain of desolation, 
Before the certain hour of maternal sorrow, 
Now at this birth season of decease, 
Let the Infant, the still unspeaking and unspoken Word, 
Grant Israel’s consolation 
To one who has eighty years and no to-morrow. 
According to thy word, 
They shall praise Thee and suffer in every generation 
With glory and derision, 
Light upon light, mounting the saints’ stair. 
Not for me the martyrdom, the ecstasy of thought and prayer, 
Not for me the ultimate vision. 
Grant me thy peace. 
(And a sword shall pierce thy heart, 
Thine also). 
I am tired with my own life and the lives of those after me, 
I am dying in my own death and the deaths of those after me. 
Let thy servant depart, 
Having seen thy salvation. (The Complete Poems 69-70) 
   Eliot’s poem examines the encounter between the pre-Christian and Christian era, 
similarly to “The Journey of the Magi.”  Having gone through the experience of conversion, the 
poet is interested in Simeon as a person who stands on the boundary between the civilization of 
the Old Testament and the New Testament. 
 Similarly to “The Journey of the Magi,” the encounter with the new era does not come 
painlessly, and, while anticipated and accepted, it symbolizes the soon coming of death. The 
whole imagery of the poem works within this life-death dichotomy: the winter, snow, the chilling 
wind represent traditional Eliotic metaphors for death; hyacinths stand for a rebirth and spring. 
The poem emphasizes the fragility of life: the speaker, Simeon, is about to fly away like a 
feather. The poem addresses the biblical situation, including quotes from the Bible. Below is the 
passage from Luke that describes the encounter, with the phrases that Eliot borrows directly 
emphasized in bold:   
25 Now there was a man in Jerusalem called Simeon, who was righteous and devout. He was waiting for the 
consolation of Israel, and the Holy Spirit was upon him. 26 It had been revealed unto him by the Holy Spirit that he 
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would not die before he had seen the Lord's Christ. 27 Moved by the Spirit, he went into the temple courts. When 
the parents brought in the child Jesus to do for him after the custom of the Law required, 28 Simeon took he him in 
his arms and praised God, saying 
29 Sovereign Lord, as you have promised,  
    you now dismiss your servant in peace    
30 For mine eyes have seen thy salvation,  
31Which you have prepared in the sight of all people;  
32 A light for revelation to the Gentiles and the glory of your people Israel.  
33The child’s father and mother marvelled at what was said about him.  
34 Then Simeon blessed them and said to Mary, his mother: “this child is destined to cause the falling and rising of 
many in Israel, and to be a sign which shall be spoken against, 35 so that the thoughts of many hearts will be 
revealed. And a sword will pierce your own soul too.” (Luke 2: 25-2:34, The Bible, pp. 1567-1568)  
 
Eliot’s text includes direct or very close quotations from the bible and sustains the high 
style. Being called “A Song for Simeon,” the poem also relates to the canticle, “Nunc Dimittis,” 
called otherwise “Song of Simeon,” which is based on the direct speech of Simeon represented in 
Luke’s Gospel. Karen Romer insists, in her article “T.S. Eliot and the Language of Liturgy,” that 
here Eliot is preoccupied “not with the Bible as the authority or doctrine per se, nor with the 
declaration of a new-found personal faith, but rather with Christianity as expressed through 
Anglican liturgy” (120), liturgy as the language of Christianity that build relationships between 
the past, present, and eternity. Repeating “Grant us thy peace” twice, it invokes the tone of the 
prayer. 
Eliot’s Simeon responds to the biblical depiction of a venerable old man and a good 
citizen: “kept faith and fast, provided for the poor, / have given and taken honor and ease. / There 
went never any rejected from my door.”  This enumeration of one’s own merits has a double 
meaning: on the one hand, it depicts the image of an honorable man; on the other, its tone of 
lamentation becomes clear only when the poem expresses Simeon’s concern for the future 
suffering of posterity: “the time of scourges and lamentation,” when his children will be 
homeless.  Simeon also predicts the “hour of maternal sorrow,” prophesying crucifixion: “And a 
sword shall pierce thy heart, / Thine also”—which is borrowed from the biblical text. Simeon’s 
biblical prophesy is put, by Eliot, in the context of the prophesies coming from Isaiah and 
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Lamentations: “rejected” refers to “despised and rejected of men” (Isaiah 53:3), “the fox’s 
home” to “Because of the mountain of Zion, which is desolate, the foxes walk upon it” 
(Lamentation 5:18) (see Ricks and McCue 766-767). Eliot enhances the Christian prophecy of 
suffering through embracing the more ancient perspectives on the fate of Israel, which, in 
Christianity, is understood as the presentiment of the Christian era.  
Like the biblical text, Eliot includes the motif of consolation and salvation coming with 
the infant Jesus. The child symbolizes the future: this is the Word of potentiality, still unspeaking 
and unspoken. But the theme of martyrdom predominates in the poem, reflecting Eliot’s late 
preoccupation with the idea of partaking of sainthood and suffering:  
They shall praise Thee and suffer in every generation 
With glory and derision, 
Light upon light, mounting the saint’s stair.  
 
At the same time, Simeon excludes himself from this path:  
 
Not for me the martyrdom, the ecstasy of thought and prayer,  
Not for me the ultimate vision. 
 
The awareness of non-participating fully in the business of Christianity has been compared to the 
position that Virgil keeps in Dante’s Purgatory in The Divine Comedy, but, more evidently, 
Simeon, just like Eliot’s Magi, stands for the old world-order that is doomed to disappear with 
the coming of Christ. The image of the stairs alludes to the dantesque imagery, hence “mounting 
the saint’s stair” (see Cavallaro, “A Song for Virgil”).   
Eliot’s title, “A Song for a Simeon,” points to the oral tradition rather than Scripture or 
painting. The title of the poem reflects Eliot’s thought about how a poet can enter Christian 
religion: the preposition “for” shows that the poet writes a piece for Simeon, but it is not clear 
who is to sing it: Simeon himself or someone else. The dramatic “I” seems to belong to Simeon, 
which, the same way it worked in “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,” imbues the speaker 
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with both the shadow of the author’s personal experience and a necessary dramatic alienation.   
Eliot’s poem extends the biblical story about Simeon, interpreting it with an emphasis on the 
eschatological message.146  
By now, Sedakova has translated all the Ariel poems, “A Song for Simeon” being one of 
her earliest translations. As with many of Sedakova’s translations, it is hard to say exactly when 
they were conceived, since during the years when she started reading foreign poets and 
translating them, it was impossible to publish them. Sedakova mentions that, in general, she 
started translating in the 1970s (“A Dialogue on Poetry” 18). Like Sedakova’s other works, the 
translation was published after perestroika, after she wrote her own “Candlemas,” part of the 
cycle “Дикий Шиповник” (“The Wild Rose,” 1976-1978). It is important to analyze this 
translation to see how she interprets Eliot’s original text, which she undoubtedly knew when she 
was writing her own poem on Candlemas.  
 Sedakova acknowledges that Eliot is hard to translate because the Russian poetic 
language does not have equivalents for his diction: “когда ты видишь, что в русском языке, в 
русской поэзии, в самой русской идее поэтического нет такого речевого строя, который 
может передать беспощадное к себе письмо Томаса Стернза Элиота.... все это создается 
вместе с переводом” (when you see that in Russian, in Russian poetry, in the very Russian idea 
of the poetic there is no level of speech that can render Eliot’s writing which is merciless to 
himself) (“Poeziia—protivostoianie khaosu”). Sedakova’s most complete, four-volume 
collection of works contains three translations from Eliot’s later works: Ash Wednesday and two 
Ariel poems, “The Journey of the Magi” and “A Song for Simeon”; later, she posted the 
translations of “Animula” and “Marina” on her site and Facebook page. All of the poems reflect 
                                                          
146 On the eschatological message of Ariel poems, see Kennedy. 
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Eliot’s experience of conversion and touch upon the theme of primary importance for Sedakova: 
the occurrence of Christian belief where it was non-existent before.  For Sedakova, the biblical 
plot is important for the same reason, but it protrudes more sharply against her national and 
historical context: in the USSR, where the atheist dogma attempted to cut religion out 
completely, the dissident religious revival felt like the new coming of Christianity, with its own 
Christian martyrdom.  
 Below is Sedakova’s translation of Eliot’s poem:  
Господь, римские гиацинты цветут в горшках и раз- 
Гораясь зимнее солнце ползет по зимним нагорьям; 
Упорное время года загостилось у нас. 
Жизнь моя легка в ожиданье смертного ветра, 
Как перышко на ладони около глаз. 
Пыль, кружась в луче, и память в углах 
Ждут, когда остужающий ветер, смертный час 
понесет их в землю умерших. 
Даруй нам мир твой. 
 
Многие годы ходил я перед Тобой в этом городе, 
Храня обычай и веру, не забывая нищих, 
Принимая и воздавая честь и дары. 
Никто не ушел от дверей моих с пустыми руками. 
И кто вспомянет мой дом, и где дети детей моих 
найдут себе крышу, 
Когда настанет время скорбей? 
Они изучат козьи тропы и лисьи норы, 
Спасаясь от чужеземных лиц и чужеземных мечей. 
 
Прежде времени бича и хлыста и сокрушенья 
Даруй нам мир твой. 
Прежде стоянок на горах запустенья, 
Прежде верного часа материнского вопля, 
Ныне, при нарожденье болезни 
Пусть это Чадо, это еще бессловесное, непроизнесенное Слово 
Покажет Израилево утешенье 
Тому, у кого восемьдесят за спиной и ни дня впереди. 
 
По глаголу твоему. 
Они будут петь Тебе и терпеть в каждом роде и роде, 
В славе и униженье, 
В свет из света восходя по лестнице святых. 
Не для меня дела исповедника, не для меня исступленье 
ума и молитвы, 
Не для меня последнее виденье. 
Даруй мне мир твой. 
(И меч пройдет твое сердце, 
И твое тоже.) 
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Я устал от собственной жизни и жизней тех, кто за мной. 
Я умираю собственной смертью и смертью тех, кто за мной. 
Отпусти раба твоего, 
Ибо видел я твое спасенье. (Chetyre toma, vol. 3, 445-446) 
 
Sedakova translates the title of the poem as “Песнь Симеона” (“Simeon’s Song”), so in Russian 
it receives the traditional name it has as part of Orthodox liturgy. Eliot’s title differs from the 
analogical Anglican liturgy where it figures as “Song of Simeon” or the “Canticle of Simeon.” 
Eliot’s “for” signals the more prominent presence of the author in the poem: he does not pretend 
that the song belongs to Simeon, but rather reveals that this is another textual addition to 
Simeon’s story.  
 Sedakova’s translation is attentive to the prosodic organization of Eliot’s poem, although 
it does not repeat it literally. In the first stanza, one can see that rhyme pattern is a priority for the 
translator. Eliot rhymes the first, third, fifth, and seventh lines (and-stand-hand-land). Sedakova, 
in order to keep the rhyme scheme, breaks the adverbial participle “разгораясь” into two 
phonetic parts: the prefix “раз” remains on the first line, and the rest of the word goes to the 
second line.  
 In the second stanza, Eliot’s phonetic rhymes get less regular: the finale of the first and 
fourth lines rhyme “peace” and “ease,” the other rhymes are eye-rhymes: “poor” and “door” in 
the third and the fifth lines, and “come” and “home” in the seventh and eight lines. Sedakova’s 
translation transfers the rhymes to lines seven and nine (“скорбей”-“мечей”). She does not 
render the eye-rhymes, which are far less spread (and possible) in Russian than in English, to the 
same extent: there is only one pair, “дары” and “норы” in the fourth and the eight lines.  
 In the third stanza, Eliot rhymes “lamentation,” “desolation,” and “consolation” in the 
first, third, and seventh lines, and then “sorrow” and “tomorrow” in lines four and eight. 
Sedakova’s translation rhymes “сокрушенья” (lamentation) and “запустенья” (desolation) in 
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the first and the third lines, sustaining Eliot’s points of phonic emphasis on exactly the same 
words, although not all of them.  In the last stanza, Eliot rhymes “generation” and “salvation” in 
the second and the last lines, “derision” and “vision” in the third and sixth, “stair” and “prayer” 
in the fourth and fifth, and “heart” and depart” in the eighth and twelfth. Sedakova keeps just one 
set of rhymes: “униженье” (derision, line 3), “виденье” (vision, line 6), “спасеньe” 
(“salvation,” the last line). Like Eliot, she rhymes “big” words with the suffixes that betray the 
high-style order of the words emphasized by rhyming. The Russian poet does not keep the rhyme 
scheme precisely, but she renders the acoustic structure of the poem with a loose meter and 
occasional rhymes. The rhythm of specific lines does not coincide with Eliot’s, but she recreates 
the prosodic image of what the Anglophone poet is doing in his own poem: in the first stanza, 
she even adds an extra line.  
  When translating Eliot’s quotes and pariphrases from the Bible and the canticle, 
Sedakova turns to the standard Russian version of the Bible, such as “утешение Израелево,” 
Sedakova’s “И меч пройдет твое сердце” (cf. with the biblical “И Тебе самой орудие 
пройдет душу”). Other parts come from the “Nunc Dimittis” canticle, which, in Russian culture 
exists both in Russian and in Church Slavonic:  
Ны́не отпуща́еши раба́ Твоего́, Влады́ко, по глаго́лу Твоему́, съ ми́ромъ; 
я́ко ви́деста о́чи мои́ спасе́нiе Твое́, 
е́же еси́ угото́валъ предъ лице́мъ всехъ люде́й, 
светъ во открове́нiе язы́ковъ, и сла́ву люде́й Твои́хъ Изра́иля. 
 
Ныне отпускаешь раба Твоего, Владыка, по слову Твоему, с миром, 
ибо видели очи мои спасение Твоё, 
которое Ты уготовал пред лицом всех народов, 
свет к просвещению язычников и славу народа Твоего Израиля.  




As a translator, Sedakova has to make a choice about which version she will follow: unlike 
Russian/ Old Church Slavonic, English biblical language does not fall into two languages, sacred 
and profane, when it comes to liturgy. Sedakova, interestingly, resorts to both versions:  her “По 
глаголу твоему” comes from Old Church Slavonic, but “ибо виделе очи мое спасение Твое” 
is closer to the Russian version. “Отпусти раба твоего” also becomes simpler than the famous 
beginning of the canticle. As a translator, Sedakova therefore oscillates between keeping the 
memory of the transcendentalism of the text through the incorporation of Old Church Slavonic, 
but also sustains Eliot’s dramatic lyricism through following him in simpler Russian.  
 There are elements in Sedakova’s translation that reflect her original interpretation of 
Eliot’s poem. The most striking one is the word “разгораясь” (burning brighter), which is 
broken into two parts in two different lines—an avant-garde trick with a Russian word that does 
not have an equivalent in Eliot’s original. This rupture emphasizes the word whose inner form 
the poet purposefully discloses in order to highlight the meaning of Eliot’s original. One of the 
reasons for this seems to be purely euphonic: Eliot’s poem is allophonic (“blooming”-“bowls,” 
“sun-snow-stubborn season-stand”). Sedakova’s second part of the word, “гораясь,” echoes 
“горшках” (flower-pots) in the first line and phonetically invokes two other important words: 
both the first and the second lines now start in the same sounds and letters, “господь,” 
“гораясь.” In the second line, an important semantic emphasis occurs: “гораясь” speaks to the 
last word in the second line, “нагорьям” (hills), emphasizing it and absorbing its semantic 
meaning into itself. “Нагорье” is a word that is not very frequently used in modern Russian; it 
evokes, more than anything, an association with the Sermon on the Mount (“нагорная 
проповедь”), Christ’s main message for the Christians.  
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Eliot’s original just states, “the winter sun creeps by the snow hills,” it does not construct 
an allusion to the Sermon on the Mount or any “burning” associations. Sedakova’s emphatic 
interpolation of “разгораясь” is part of her insistence on the coming of Christianity as a new life. 
She calls Dante’s poem a history of the second burning (“второе возгорание” (vol. 3, 234)). 
Simeon’s revelation is part of the first burning in Christian history. It reflects Sedakova’s 
message about Christian belief as freedom and a new life rather than pure martyrdom—the 
favorite motif of the more pessimistic Eliot.  While it echoes Eliot’s persistent image of fire 
symbolizing salvation and redemption, that he uses in Four Quartets, its specific meaning in this 
poem is palpably Sedakovian: she speaks about the emergence of the Christian faith on the desert 
of non-belief in terms of a spark, an arising fire.  
Another addition that Sedakova makes is in the fifth line: “около глаз.” In her Russian 
version, the life-feather is scrutinized by the eye, and it is also located in the palm (“на ладони”), 
i.e. purposefully observed, while Eliot’s feather is “on the back of the hand”—almost accidental 
and about to be flown away. The eyes are not mentioned in Eliot at all. Sedakova somewhat 
mitigates “the dead land,” Eliot’s trope par excellence from his earlier works: she translates it as 
“земля умерших” (the land of the dead, but not the land that is dead itself—the wasteland), 
which makes it more personalized and open to the idea of resurrection.  
 Eliot’s poem is based not only on the biblical plot per se, but it also incorporates 
liturgical motifs and liturgical language. As Jamie Collison notes, Eliot’s line “Grant us thy 
peace,” takes the Simeon story out of the immediate biblical plot and opens it to the world of the 
Book of Prayers, to the canticle. Sedakova follows Eliot’s liturgical subtext: when he uses the 
visibly liturgical phrases, syntax, and lexis, she finds the equivalents in Russian for this: “Grant 
us thy peace” becomes “Даруй нам мир твой.” 
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 Among the other semantic shifts that can be found in the translation, one can see that 
“faith and fast” are rendered as more general “обычай и вера” (custom and faith). Sedakova 
does not emphasize fasting and renders it more generally, as a custom. “There were never any 
rejected from my door” is translated as “Никто не ушел от дверей моих с пустыми руками” 
(no one left my doors empty-handed): Eliot’s original implies a more general kind of acceptance, 
perhaps even not so much gifts as giving shelter, which is echoed by the perspectives of 
homelessness engrained in the text of the following stanza.  
 At the same time, the hour of the coming grief, a central emotion of Eliot’s “Song,” in 
Sedakova’s translation slightly shifts towards the wilderness of emotion, its intensity: Eliot’s 
“lamentation” is translated as “сокрушенье” (crushing), which implies not only  extreme 
sadness, but also destruction; “mother’s sorrow” is rendered as “материнский вопль” 
(“mother’s howl”).  
One of the central motifs of Eliot’s later poetry is focus on the martyrdom of Christian 
believers.   Sedakova translates the phrase “not for me the martyrdom” as “не для меня дела 
исповденика.”  “Исповедник” would be rendered, more precisely, as a confessor, or Confessor 
of Faith, in English: it denotes an early Christian who sustained the faith in the face of 
persecutions, but did not suffer the death of a martyr. Although, in the context of Simeon who 
provisions the trials that the Christian believers are soon to go through, Sedakova’s historical use 
of a confessor seems possible, for Eliot himself it is a more general term that matters: Eliot is 
prone to speculate on the nature of martyrdom as such. As can be seen in his play, Murder in the 
Cathedral, martyrdom constitutes for him an existential part of Christian belief. For Sedakova, 
however, the moment of early Christianity is the most fascinating aspect that she sees 
reincarnated in the times of Dante and the twentieth century: belief as a personal freedom and an 
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ethical system that goes against the general norm dictated by the state. The sustaining of 
Christian faith in the Soviet atheist society is seen as kindred in spirit to what was experienced 
by the early persecuted Christians.  
 
Joseph Brodsky’s “Сретенье” (“Candlemas”) 
 Brodsky’s “Candlemas” was written in 1972, 40 years after Eliot’s “A Song for 
Simeon.” The link between Brodsky’s “Candlemas” and Eliot’s “A Song for Simeon” has been 
mentioned before in term of similarities.147 My comparative analysis intends to show that the 
poems represent quite different approaches to this Christian plot. Below is the text of Brodsky’s 
poem and my interlinear translation:  
Когда Она в церковь впервые внесла  When She brought into the church, for the first time, 
дитя, находились внутри из числа  the Child, there were inside, from the number of  
людей, находившихся там постоянно,                 people, who were constantly there, 
Святой Симеон и пророчица Анна.  Saint Simeon and the prophetess Anna. 
 
И старец воспринял Младенца из рук  And the elder took the Infant from the hands 
Марии; и три человека вокруг   of Maria; and three people around 
младенца стояли, как зыбкая рама,   the Infant stood, like a shaky frame, 
в то утро, затеряны в сумраке Храма.  that morning, lost in the dusk of the Temple. 
 
Тот Храм обступал их, как замерший лес.  That Temple surrounded them, as a frozen forest. 
От взглядов людей и от взоров небес  From the glances of people and from the eyes of the sky 
вершины скрывали, сумев расплататься,   the tops hid, being able to sprawl, 
в то утро Марию, пророчицу, старца.  that morning, Maria, the prophetess, and the elder. 
 
И только на темя случайным лучом  And only on the top of the infant’s head, with a random ray, 
свет падал младенцу; но он ни о чём  light fell; but he knew nothing 
не ведал еще и посапывал сонно,   about anything yet, and he was snuffling sleepily, 
покоясь на крепких руках Симеона.  resting in the strong hands of Simeon. 
 
А было поведано старцу сему   And it had been announced to that elder 
о том, что увидит он смертную тьму  that he would see the mortal darkness 
не прежде, чем Сына увидит Господня.   not before he sees the Son of God. 
Свершилось. И старец промолвил: “Сегодня, It happened. And the elder said: “Today, 
 
реченное некогда слово храня,   keeping the word once said, 
Ты с миром, Господь, отпускаешь меня,  Lord, you let me go in peace,  
затем, что глаза мои видели это   since my eyes have seen this 
дитя: Он—Твое продолженье и света  infant: He is Your continuation and the source 
                                                          




источник для идолов чтящих племен,  of light for the tribes honoring idols, 
и слава Израиля в нем.” —Симеон  and the glory of Israel is in him.”—Simeon 
умолкнул. Их всех тишина обступила.  became quiet. All were surrounded by silence. 
Лишь эхо тех слов, задевая стропила,  Only the echo of those words, touching the beams, 
 
кружилось какое-то время спустя   was circling for some time later 
над их головами, слегка шелестя   above their heads, slightly rustling 
под сводами Храма, как некая птица,  under the vaults of the Temple, like some bird 
что в силах взлететь, но не в силах спуститься. that is able to fly up, but is not able to descend. 
 
И странно им было. Была тишина  And it was strange to them. The silence was 
не менее странной, чем речь. Смущена,  no less strange than speech. Confused, 
Мария молчала. “Слова-то какие...”  Maria kept silent. “The words are such…” 
И старец сказал, повернувшись к Марии:  And the elder said, turning to Maria: 
 
“В лежащем сейчас на раменах твоих  “In the one who lies on your shoulders now— 
паденье одних, возвышенье других,  there’s the falling of some, the rise of the others, 
предмет пререканий и повод к раздорам.  the object of arguments and a reason for quarrels. 
И тем же оружием, Мария, которым  and with the same weapon, Maria, with which 
 
терзаема плоть его будет, твоя   his flesh will be tortured, your 
душа будет ранена. Рана сия   soul will be wounded. This wound 
даст видеть тебе, что сокрыто глубоко  will let you see what is deeply hidden 
в сердцах человеков, как некое око.”  in the hearts of men, like some eye.” 
 
Он кончил и двинулся  к выходу. Вслед  He stopped and moved to the exit. After him,  
Мария, сутулясь, и тяжестью лет   Maria, stooping, and Anna, bent with the weight of the years, 
согбенная Анна безмолвно глядели.  silently looked.  
Он шел, уменьшаясь в значенье и в теле  He was walking, decreasing in meaning and body 
 
для этих двух женщин под сенью колонн.  for these two women under the shadow of columns. 
Почти подгоняем их взглядами, он  Almost hurried with their glances, he 
шагал по застывшему храму пустому  was walking through the frozen empty temple 
к белевшему смутно дверному проему.   to the vaguely whitening doorway. 
 
И поступь была стариковски тверда.  And the elder’s gait was firm. 
Лишь голос пророчицы сзади когда           Only when the voice of the prophetess sounded from behind him, 
раздался, он шаг придержал свой немного: he slowed his pace a little: 
но там не его окликали, а Бога   but it was not he who was called there,  
 
пророчица славить уже начала.   the prophetess already started glorifying God. 
И дверь приближалась. Одежд и чела  And the door was approaching. The clothes and the face  
уж ветер коснулся, и в уши упрямо were already touched by the wind, and into the ears, stubbornly 
врывался шум жизни за стенами храма.                  the noise of life entered from behind the walls of the temple. 
 
Он шел умирать. И не в уличный гул  He went to die. And not into the street noise 
он, дверь отворивши руками, шагнул,  he, opening the door, stepped, 
но в глухонемые владения смерти.  but into the deadmute dominions of death. 
Он шел по пространству, лишенному тверди, He was walking through space deprived of firmness, 
 
он слышал, что время утратило звук.  he heard that time had lost sound. 
И образ младенца с сияньем вокруг  And the image of the infant, with the glow around  
пушистого темени смертной тропою  his fluffy head,  




как некий светильник, в ту черную тьму,   like some kind of a lamp, into that black darkness, 
в которой дотоле еще никому   in which noone, so far, 
дорогу себе озарять не случалось.   had managed to lighten the path. 
Светильник светил, и тропа расширялась.  The lamp was burning, and the path was widening.  
 
Brodsky wrote his “Candlemas” in March of 1972, although some collections indicate the date as 
February, i.e. the actual date of Candlemas holiday in the Orthodox Christian tradition (Losev, 
“Kommentarii,” vol. 1, 571).  As Brodsky said himself, there are a lot of intentions mixed here, 
including Pasternak (ibid. 573). In the later editions, the poem is dedicated to Anna Akhmatova: 
the name of the prophetess, Anna, adds an additional substantiality to this link. Lev Losev notes 
in his commentaries, the poem has a personal, biographical dimension: it was included in the 
collection of poems dedicated to M. B., the addressee of many of Brodsky’s love poems.  
 Like Eliot, Brodsky is interested in the encounter of the world of the Old Testament with 
the New. David MacFadyen quotes Brodsky’s words about the poem: “What I like in the New 
Testament are those things which develop the Old Testament’s ideology. That’s why I wrote [a] 
poem about [the] transition between these books (Brumm, 239).” If Eliot’s concern is the 
blissful, but painful break from the pre-Christian world, Brodsky’s point is their continuity.  
Brodsky’s “Candlemas” has a different set of characters from Eliot’s. In addition to 
Simeon, the Infant, and Maria, he introduces the prophetess Anna. Like Eliot, Brodsky does not 
include Joseph, but the absence of Joseph’s figure in the text aims to avoid a too obvious 
association with the name of the author (ibid. 573). The result, as Losev points out, is that the 
poem can be perceived as told by Joseph—the poet or the husband of Maria. In this sense, 
Brodsky builds a bridge between the biblical situation and his own, however, he does it in a way 
different from Eliot’s. 
 Brodsky’s poem, unlike Eliot’s, does not focus specifically on Simeon, but rather 
addresses the whole event of Candlemas.  I will quote below the transposition of Brodsky’s 
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poem on the Bible, given in Losev’s commentary to the poem, that shows how closely the poem 
follows the Gospel of Luke: 
22 А когда исполнились дни очищения их по закону Моисееву, принесли Его в Иерусалим, чтобы 
представить пред Господа (в церковь впервые внесла дитя), 23 Как предписано в законе Господнем,  
чтобы всякий младенец мужеского пола, разверзающий ложесна, был посвящен Господу; 24 И чтобы 
принести в жертву по реченному в законе Господнем, две горлицы и двух птенцов голубиных. 25 Тогда был 
в Иерусалиме человек, именем Симеон. Он был муж праведный и благочестивый, чающий утешения 
Израелева; и Дух Святый был на нем; 26 Ему было предсказано Духом Святым, что он не увидит смерти, 
доколе не увидит Христа Господня (А было поведано старцу сему о том, что увидит он смертную тьму не 
прежде, чем Сына увидит Господня). 27 И пришел он по вдохновению в храм. И когда родители принесли 
Младенца Иисуса, чтобы совершить над Ним законнй обряд, 28 Он взял Его на руки (и старец воспринял 
младенца из рук Марии), благословил Бога и сказал (И старец провмолвил): 29 Ныне отпускаешь раба 
Твоего, Владыко, по слову Твоему с миром (Сегодня, реченное слово храня, Ты с миром, Господь, 
отпускаешь меня); Ныне отпускаешь раба твоего, Владыко, по слову Твоему с миром (Сегодня, реченное 
некогда слово храня, Ты с миром, Господь, отпускаешь меня); 30 Ибо видели очи мои спасение Твое (затем 
что глаза мои видели это дитя), 31 Которое Ты уготовал (он—Твое продолженье) перед лицом всех 
народов, 32 Свет к просвящению язычников (света источник для идолов чтящих племен), и славу народа 
Твоего Израиля (и слава Израиля в нем). 33 Иосиф же и Матерь Его дивились сказанному о Нем (Смущена, 
Мария молчала. “Слова-то какие...”). 34 И благословил их Симеон, и сказал Марии (и старец сказал, 
повернувшись к Марии), Матери Его: се, лежит Сей на падение и на восстание многих в Израиле и в предмет 
пререканий, (В лежащем сейчас на раменах твоих паденье одних, возвышенье других, предмет пререканий) 
35 -  И Тебе Самой оружие пройдет душу (И тем же оружьем ... твоя душа будет ранена), —да откроются 
помышления многих сердец (Рана сия даст видеть тебе, что сокрыто глубоко в сердцах человеков). 36 Тут 
была также Анна пророчица (находилась внутри... и пророчица Анна), дочь Фануилова от колена Асиров, 
достигшая глубокой старости, прожившая с мужем от девства своего семь лет, 37 Вдова лет восьмидесяти 
четырех, которая не отходила от храма, постом и молитвой служа Богу день и ночь. 38 И она в это время 
подошедши славила Господа (Бога пророчица славить уже начала) и говорила о Нем всем, ожидавшим 
избавления в Иерусалиме. (571-572) 
 
22 And when the days of her purification according to the law of Moses were accomplished, they brought him to 
Jerusalem, to present him to the Lord (She brought into the church, for the first time, the child); 23 (As it is written 
in the law of the Lord, Every male that openeth the womb shall be called holy to the Lord;) 24 And to offer a 
sacrifice according to that which is said in the law of the Lord, A pair of turtledoves, or two young pigeons. 25 Now 
there was a man in Jerusalem, whose name was Simeon, and this man was righteous and devout, looking for the 
consolation of Israel, and the Holy Spirit was upon him. 26 And it had been revealed to him by the Holy Spirit that 
he should not see death before he had seen the Lord’s Christ. (and it had been announced to that elder that he would 
see the mortal darkness not before he sees the Son of God) 27 And inspired by the Spirit he came into the temple; 
and when the parents brought in the child Jesus, to do for him according to the custom of the law, 28 he took him up 
in his arms (and the elder took the Infant from the hands of Maria) and blessed God and said, (and the elder said) 29 
“Lord, now let your servant depart in peace, according to your word; (Today, keeping the word once said, you let me 
go, Lord, with peace) 30 for my eyes have seen your salvation (since my eyes have this Infant) 31 which you have 
prepared (He is your continuation) in the presence of all peoples, 32 a light for revelation to the Gentiles, (the source 
of light for the tribes honoring idols) and for glory to your people Israel.” (and the glory of Israel in it) 33 And his 
father and his mother marveled at what was said about him; (Confused, Maria kept silent. “The words are such…” 
34 and Simeon blessed them and said to Mary (And the elder said, turning to Maria) his mother, “Behold, this child 
is set for the fall and rising of many in Israel, (In the one who lies on your shoulders now there is the falling of some 
and the rise of the others) and for a sign that is spoken against (and a sword will pierce through your own soul also), 
(and with the same weapon … your soul will be wounded) that thoughts out of many hearts may be revealed.” (this 
wound will let you see what is deeply hidden in the hearts of men) 36 And there was one Anna, a prophetess, (there 
were … the prophetess Anna) the daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Aser: she was of a great age, and had lived 
with an husband seven years from her virginity; 37 And she was a widow of about fourscore and four years, which 
departed not from the temple, but served God with fastings and prayers night and day. 38 And she coming in that 
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instant gave thanks likewise unto the Lord, (the prophetess already started glorifying God) and spake of him to all 
them that looked for redemption in Jerusalem. (Bible King James / Luke) 
 
 
Brodsky’s poem closely follows the narrative of the biblical text. Eliot’s poem includes the 
biblical quotes too, but, unlike “A Song for Simeon” Brodsky does not pursue theatralization. 
Eliot’s Simeon gets his voice and perspective in the lyrical form: the biblical plot is transformed  
into a song. Brodsky, instead, writes a panorama. One of the critics of this poem, Ruslan 
Izmailov, who criticizes the text from the position of a believer, notes that Brodsky’s poem 
follows the model of Renaissance painting in its representation of the biblical plot in a down-to-
earth setting relatable to the particular historical moment. It is also quite harmonious—focusing 
on the first Christian death, it emphasizes the redemptive aspect of the Incarnation, not so much 
the agony of the religious feeling that Eliot emphasizes in his poem.    
The elements of Brodsky’s “Candlemas” that do not come from the biblical text can be 
traced back to Renaissance paintings: the play of light and darkness and visual perspectives make 
the poem picturesque. The text of the poem itself hints that this is a painting through the 
comparison with the frame: “три человека вокруг / младенца стояли, как зыбкая рама” (three 
persons around / the Infant were standing, like a shaking frame). The prophetess Anna is not only 
a tribute to Anna Akhmatova, but also the reflection of Rembrandt’s treatment of the theme: he 
created three paintings on the plot of Candlemas, with Simeon as a central figure: “Simeon’s 
Prophecy to Mary” (1628), “Simeon’s Song of Praise” (1631), and “Simeon’s Song of Praise” 
(1669). The first and the last painting include the prophetess Anna (the second does not). The 
latest does not include Joseph. Rembrandt’s focus on Anna in one of his later works dedicated to 
the presentation of Christ in the temple (also written, like Brodsky’s, in the context of the family 
situation), strengthens this connection. Eliot’s poem does not allude to the artistic tradition of 
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Candlemas at all, and in this sense, Brodsky’s words about his Nativity poems, that they started 
with a picture rather than with Eliot and Pasternak, can be applied to this poem as well.     
 Brodsky’s poem is focused on the space, describing the temple visually: “затеряны в 
сумраке храма” (lost in the dusk of the temple), “Тот храм обступал их, как замерший лес” 
(The temple surrounded them like a frozen forest), “сень колонн” (the shadow of columns). 
Losev points out that the comparison of the temple with the forest originates in Baudelaire’s 
“Correspondences,” and Mandelstam’s echo of Baudelaire. This comparison has two additional 
associations. First, the words “сумрак” and “лес” that appear in the neighboring lines allude to 
Dante’s selva oscura in Lozinskiy’s translation (земную жизнь пройдя до половины, я 
очутился в сумрачном лесу). An echo and the word compared to the bird also add to the 
naturalizing metaphors that delineate the space of otherness. Second, the depiction of the temple 
is likely to be derived from the painting as well: Rembrandt’s 1631 “Simeon in the Temple,” 
shown below, for example, represents columns as a shadowy, forest-like mass. The comparison 
of the temple to the wood invokes the depiction of space that belongs to the non-human, non-lay 
world: the space of mystery. The liminality of the temple is emphasized, additionally, when 
Brodsky speaks about the door and the path: Simeon leaves through the door of the temple right 
into the other world. 
 
Figure 3. Rembrandt, “Simeon in the Temple” 
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The metaphor of the temple as a liminal space is sustained through the metaphors of sounds, 
which, as Losev notes, are associated with life, while silence is linked with death: “глухонемые 
владения смерти” (daeadmute dominions of death), “время утратило звук” (times lost sound).  
 The biblical narrative of the encounter between Simeon and Christ is laconic, both Eliot 
and Brodsky extrapolate on it in the poems. But they extend quite different aspects: Eliot adds 
the elements pertaining to Simeon’s personality—we know more details about his life and more 
about his emotional condition; indeed, it is very focused on martyrdom to come that is professed 
by Simeon. Brodsky’s poem extrapolates on the context of the encounter: the space, 
approximating the poem to the painting, and the sound/silence. The very arrangement of 
personages in the poems by Eliot and Brodsky—Eliot’s dramatic “I” allowing for introspection 
and lyricism, and Brodsky’s third person pronouns pertaining to Christ, Simeon, Anna, Maria— 
betray the different purposes that their poems pursue.  
The central event in Eliot’s “A Song for Simeon” is a revolutionizing beginning in 
history coming with the Incarnation. Brodsky is interested in the Incarnation as the paradoxical 
combination of word and silence, embodied in the image of the Child who is the Word 
incarnated, but cannot speak or understand language yet. It is clear that Brodsky’s investment in 
the biblical plot is supported and, probably, counterweighted with his interest in language as the 
main absolute.  
  The last stanza of Brodsky’s poem brings the story up to the metaphysical dimension 
more openly: like Eliot, he approaches the issues of life and death. But for Brodsky, this is, first 
of all, the story that speaks about the first Christian death. Although Brodsky pays attention to 
the prophecy of future suffering when he reiterates what the biblical Simeon said to Maria, the 
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main emphasis is not martyrdom, but the light of Christian salvation, a new conception of life 
postmortem that stops being complete darkness and partakes of light:  
 И образ младенца с сияньем вокруг  And the image of the infant, with the glow around  
пушистого темени смертной тропою  his fluffy head,  
душа Симеона несла пред собою, was carried by the soul of Simeon before itself on the death path, 
 
как некий светильник, в ту черную тьму,   like some kind of a lamp, into that black darkness, 
в которой дотоле еще никому   in which noone, so far, 
дорогу себе озарять не случалось.   had managed to lighten the path. 
Светильник светил, и тропа расширялась.  The lamp was burning, and the path was widening.  
 
Brodsky’s poem interestingly combines several stylistic registers. He introduces strikingly 
conversational phrases: “посапывал сонно” (was snuffling sleepily), “слова-то какие” (the 
words are such) among the high-style Old Church Slavonic: “реченное” (said), “рамена” 
(shoudlers) “око” (eye), “твердь” (firmness). This mix of the conversational and high style 
brings the story down to earth.  The title of the poem itself, “Сретенье,” as Barbara Longuist 
points out, coveys the conversational name of the holiday shortened from the full “Сретение” 
(58).   
 Finally, Brodsky’s poem, unlike Eliot’s vers libre with a complicated system of rhymes 
that come in unpredictable spots, follows a firm structure of quatrains rhyming in couplets, with 
a consistent four-feet amphibrach. The latter, as Barbara Longuist comments, has the semantic 
aureole of Anna Akhmatova’s poems written on biblical plots in the same rhythm. But this is 
also the meter of one of Pasternak’s evangelic poems, “The Miracle,” which, as Sedakova shows 
in her article “Четырехстопный амфибрахий или ‘Чудо’ Пастернака в поэтической 
традиции” (“Amphibrach tetrameter, or Pasternak’s “Miracle” in the poetic tradition”) goes 
back to the long tradition of Russian verse (starting with Zhukovsky, Pushkin, Lermontov) that 
relays the human encounter with God in this meter (Chetyre toma, vol.3, 206-224). Brodsky’s 
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poem, therefore, is an heir not so much of the canticles as the cultural response to religion in art 
and poetry.   
 
Olga Sedakova’s “Сретение” (“Candlemas”) 
Sedakova’s poem, “Candlemas,” part of her collection of poems written in 1976-1978, also 
addresses the event of Candlemas and Simeon’s story. Below is the text of the poem and my 
interlinear translation:  
Пророков не было. Виденья были редки.   There were no prophets. Visions were rare. 
И жизнь внутри изнемогла,    And life within was exhausted, 
как в говорящей, пробующей клетке   as if in a speaking, trying cell— 
непрорастающая мгла.     infertile darkness.  
 
 —Еще усилие—и всё, что возникает,   Another effort—and all that appears, 
   я всё, как руку, протяну,    I will stretch out all, like the hand,      
    весь этот сон о том, как время протекает  all this dream about how time flows 
    через враждебную страну.    through the inimical country 
 
 И время движется, как реки Вавилона.   And time moves, like the rivers of Babylon. 
 Неразделенную длину,     Undivided length, 
 огромные года, их сон уединенный—   huge years, their lonely dream— 
  я всё, как руку, протяну.    I will stretch out all, like the hand. 
 
Я руку протяну, чтобы меня не стало.   I will stretch out the hand in order to disappear. 
И знаю, как она пуста—     I know how empty it is— 
растенье пустоты, которое теряло   the plant of emptiness, which was losing 
все, что впитала пустота.     everything that emptiness absorbed. 
 
Да, время движется, как реки Вавилона,              Yes, time is moving like the rivers of Babylon, 
но тайну рабства своего,                 but the mystery of its slavery, 
но сердце рабства—музыкальным стоном               but the heart of slavery—with a musical groan— 
не выдаст плачущее существо.                will not be betrayed by a crying creature. 
И будет плакать молча и влюбленно               And it will be crying, silently and lovingly, 
 там, где заставили его:                 there, where it was forced: 
 
  —Прости, что эта жизнь не значит ничего—  —I am sorry that this life does not mean anything— 
   она не знает о значеньи:    it does not know about meaning: 
   в живом волнении терпенья твоего   in the live excitement of your patience 
   удержанное утешенье.     deterred consolation. 
 
       И забывая, и не зная как,    And forgetting, and not knowing how, 
       по тьме египетской участья    through the Egyptian darkness of partaking 
       она несет тебе неповторимый мак—   it brings you an unrepeatable poppy— 





Я вижу по земле, что вещи и значенья   I see on earth that it should translate/transfer 
 она должна перевести:     things and meanings: 
так, как дитя глаза—на смелое растенье,   like a child, his eyes—on the brave plant 
уже решившее цвести.     that has already decided to blossom. 
       Да, время движется, как реки Вавилона,  Yes, time is moving like the rivers of Babylon, 
       но есть в безумии его    but there is, in its insanity, 
       лицо, полюбленное легионом   the face that was loved by the legion 
       чудес, хранящих вещество,    of miracles, preserving the matter, 
 
       и каждый человек во сне неразделенном  and every man in the undivided dream 
       искал и требовал его.    was looking and demanding him.  
 
—Я выхожу из времени терпенья,   —I emerge from the time of patience 
я выхожу из смертных глаз.    I emerge from the deathly eyes. 
     Ты руку протяни, спускаясь по ступеням  Stretch out your hand, going downstairs 
     в последний из мильона раз!     the last of a million times! 
 
      Как медленно по шлюзам долголетья   How slowly, on the sluices of longevity,  
         из ослепляющего сна    from the blinding dream, 
     к нам жизнь спускается и, как чужая, светит,                   life is descending to us, and, as if  
               it is someone else’s, gives light, 
 
уже не зная, где она,                  already without knowing, where it is, 
               как засыпающие дети,    like children  falling asleep,  
                 невероятна и одна...    unbelievable and alone… 
 
     И на руках была,     And it was on the hands, 
и на воде держала,     and kept on the water,  
и говорила, как звезда.     and talked like the star. 
 
И молодая мать слезами умывала    And the young mother washed with her tears 
лицо, которое единственно стояло,   the face, which the only stood,  
когда все вещи, как тяжелая вода,   when all the things, like heavy water, 
по кровле скатываясь,     rolling on the roof, 
     падали туда…     fell there... 
 
                  Приписка      Postscript 
 
Теперь молчи, душа, и кланяйся. Как встарь  Now, be silent, soul, and bow. Like in the old days, 
списатель чудесем, вообразив тропарь—   the writer of miracles, imagining the troparion— 
светящий, радующий дом,    a gleaming, gratifying house, 
   из рук взлетающий легчайшим голубком  flying from his hands like a light dove 
         внимания и осязанья    of attention and sensation 
         через пустые времена—    through empty times— 
   рыдая, просит наказанья:    weeping, asks for punishment: 
как зимний путь, так ты, душа, темна,   like the winter path, like you, soul, are dark, 
как странствие без оправданья.    like a journey without justification. 
Ты тени тень,      You are the shadow of the shadow,  
ты темноты волна,     you are the wave of darkness,  
   как, плача, прочь идет она,    how, crying, it goes away,  
     когда свеча нам зажжена    when we have the burning candle  




When Sedakova was writing her poem, she had to take into account the experience of Eliot’s 
poem that she had translated, and Brodsky’s poem with the same title: it is quite remarkable that 
two “Candlemases” appeared in Russian poetry within five years. The fact that she gave the 
poem the same title as Brodsky’s points to the possible polemical reintroduction of the theme. To 
start with, Sedakova’s poem gets the full phonetic version of the name of the holiday in Russian: 
“Сретение,” not “Сретенье.” Like its title, the poem does not pursue the down-to-earth 
rendition of the theme, but remains in a metaphysical, mystical sphere and evokes the poetics of 
liturgy. As Sedakova explains in her essay, “К поэтике литургической поэзии” (On the Poetics 
of Liturgical Poetry), its main focus is praise: “стоит помнить, думая об особенностях 
православной традиции, где в замысле “знать” и “славить”—одно” (one should remember, 
thinking about the peculiarities of the Orthodox tradition, where the concept “to know” and “to 
praise” is the same). The other important feature of liturgical poetry is that it attempts to express 
the inexpressible, hence the apophatic and paradoxical constructions. She claims, its imagery is 
not descriptive, but intellectual. Finally, praise suggests an addressee. These features can be 
found in her own poetics.  
 The “postscriptum” of the poem relates, perhaps, even self-names the poem as the 
troparion, the original element of Orthodox liturgy. Its initial function was to serve as a musical-
poetic commentary on the sacred text. One of the most famous troparions in Orthodox liturgy is 
a Candlemas Troparion (Kern). Sedakova’s poem, therefore, follows Eliot’s steps in approaching 
the plot of Candlemas as part of liturgy rather than exclusively as a biblical plot. But she 
associates it with the original Orthodox liturgical tradition, which adds peculiar qualities to her 
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poem. Its tone is definitely more elevating than that in Brodsky’s or Eliot’s text: “vision and 
happiness,” “a gleaming, gratifying house” promise salvation and joy. 
               The nature of the speaker, in Sedakova’s poem, is loosely defined. The poem starts with 
the author’s words, the description of the situation, and then it switches pronouns, starting with 
“я” (I), then “ты” (you), then “мы” (we). The final lines before “Postscriptum” again become 
descriptive, with the use of verbs in the past tense. The subjective structure of the poem is close 
to Eliot’s introspective approach: Sedakova’s “Candlemas” has loose syntax that does not 
specify to whom the words of the poem belong. While her poem is not emphatically dramatic, it 
definitely has glimpses of Simeon’s experience that are somehow transposed to the universal 
religious feeling given through “I,” similarly to how the “Nunc Dimittis” prayer works. “I” might 
stand both for Simeon and the lyric voice; they are conflated.    
Sedakova’s poem does not offer a consistent narrative in contrast to Brodsky’s emphatic 
narrativity and descriptiveness. It is also less narratively specific than Eliot’s “Song.”  
Sedakova’s “Candlemas” does not reproduce the story given in the Bible, but recreates its 
symbolic, almost mystic plane. While it has recognizable elements coming from Luke’s original 
parable, such as consolation, longevity, the presence of the child and the young mother, the dove, 
it does not communicate Simeon’s words of prophesy—something that both Eliot and Brodsky 
do in their poems. Besides, it catches Simeon in a completely different moment from Brodsky’s 
and Eliot’s poems where they capture how Simeon holds the baby Jesus, prophesizes to Maria, 
and accepts that he can leave this world now. Sedakova’s Simeon is shown before he takes the 
child, hence the motif of the hand that the “I” of the poem is about to stretch out. It also reflects a 
different emotional message—the anticipation and happiness, consolation that is about to happen 
when he holds the infant. Importantly, this moment reflects the Orthodox approach to Candlemas 
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in painting: in the Western rendition of the plot, in Renaissance paintings, Simeon is commonly 
depicted holding the baby on his hands; Russian icons often depict Simeon with stretched out 
hands, ready to take the infant from Maria (see, for example, Nefedova). If Brodsky is readily 
associated with Rembrandt, Sedakova’s “Candlemas” is rather linked with the Russian icon.  
 Although the elements of the biblical plot can be guessed 
in her text, Sedakova does not intend to recreate a picturesque 
description of the biblical scene, as Brodsky does, opening up 
into the philosophical, metaphysical, and historical implication of 
the biblical event. The only picturesque element in Sedakova is 
the steps—“ты руку протяни, спускаясь по ступеням /  в 
последний из мильона раз” (stretch out your hand, going 
downstairs / the last of a million times!). Simeon is frequently 
depicted on the altar, intending to take the steps down to accept 
the child from Maria’s hands in Russian icons (for example, see  
Figure 4. 15th c. “Candlemas.” Novgorod    Figure 5. 
historical-architectural and artistic museum. 
 
Stairs are also found in Eliot’s poem, “A Song for Simeon,” but there they represent the 
ascending of the soul, similarly to Dante’s climbing the mountain of Purgatory, as it was shown 
by Cavallaro. For Sedakova, the ladder is also symbolic. In her essay on liturgical poetry, she 
explains, that such poetry tells “that planned before any time happens in time; that between the 
fleshless world and the world of things (heaven and earth) the ladder is set up, and a bridge is 
arranged” (“о том, что задуманное до всякого времени происходит во времени; о том, что 
между миром бесплотным и миром вещественным (“небом и землей”) устанавливается 
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лестница и прокладывается мост”). This bridge is akin to the function of liturgy that unites the 
historical and eternal, a present human life and the eternal story of Scripture.  
Capturing the symbolic significance of anticipating holding the Messiah in one’s hands, 
Sedakova’s poem moves into metaphysical and historical biblical depths. It does not start with 
the prophecy that Simeon received about his chance to see the Savior before he dies as does 
Brodsky’s; on the contrary, its beginning is dedicated to the negation of all prophecies: 
“Пророков не было. Виденья были редки” (There were no prophets. Visions were rare) and 
infertile darkness. This beginning is parallel to Eliot’s “A Song for Simeon,” whose first lines 
give the contrast of the infertile winter and the hyacinth which, as Olga Ushakova comments, 
represents the promise of the new life given by Christ (“Bibleiskie i liturgicheskie alliuzii”). In 
Sedakova’s poem, the motif of the plant growing out of non-existence, penetrates the whole text: 
from the darkness that is not able to produce anything to the metaphor of the plant growing out 
of emptiness given in the fourth stanza:    
Я руку протяну, чтобы меня не стало.   I will stretch out the hand in order to disappear. 
И знаю, как она пуста—     I know how empty it is— 
растенье пустоты, которое теряло   the plant of emptiness, which was losing 
все, что впитала пустота.     everything that emptiness absorbed. 
 
Then, it becomes “смелое растенье, уже решившее цвести” (the brave plant that has already 
decided to blossom). It is hard to say which particular plant Sedakova implies, but the analogy of 
the blossoming plant with the acceptance of Christian faith is given in the parable about the 
sycamine, which was cursed by Christ for having no fruits, and which represents Israel refusing 
to accept Christ’s teaching. Hence, the moment of revelation through which Simeon is going can 
be paralleled to the blossoming of the plant. The poem itself mentions another plant, the poppy, 
which represents, in Christian symbolism, the death and resurrection of Christ. But also, being 
associated with sleep and dreaming, it alludes to Sedakova’s traditional imagery of sleeping, 
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dreaming, vision as a liminary state. This plant, like the Incarnated word, the visage (“лико”) is 
salvation from the emptiness which is always close: the motif of the abyss appears at the end of 
the main part of the poem. 
The second stanza of the poem introduces the theme of dream that prophesizes travels 
through an inimical country, transferring the focus to the history of the people of Israel relayed in 
the Old Testament.  The poem alludes to Psalm 137 that tells about the Jews captured by the 
Babylonians: 
By the rivers of Babylon we sat and wept 
    when we remembered Zion. 
2 There on the poplars 
    we hung our harps, 
3 for there our captors asked us for songs, 
    our tormentors demanded songs of joy; 
    they said, “Sing us one of the songs of Zion!” 
4 How can we sing the songs of the LORD 
    while in a foreign land? 
5 If I forget you, O Jerusalem, 
    may my right hand forget its skill. 
6 May my tongue cling to the roof of my mouth 
    if I do not remember you, 
if I do not consider Jerusalem 
    my highest joy. 
7 Remember, O LORD, what the Edomites did 
    on the day Jerusalem fell. 
“Tear it down,” they cried, 
    “tear it down to its foundations!” 
8    O Daughter Babylon, doomed to destruction, 
    happy is he who repays you 
    for what you have done to us— 
9   he who seizes your infants 
    and dashes them against the rocks.    (Study Bible 939-940)             
In the psalm, the Jews refuse to sing their songs and prayers to entertain the Babylonians. 
Singing, the psalm implies, cannot happen in slavery and exile, it would be equal to the loss of 
self. Sedakova’s poem addresses this motif in the fifth stanza:  
Да, время движется, как реки Вавилона,              Yes, time is moving like the rivers of Babylon, 
но тайну рабства своего,                 but the mystery of its slavery, 
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но сердце рабства—музыкальным стоном               but the heart of slavery—with a musical groan— 
не выдаст плачущее существо.                will not be betrayed by a crying creature. 
 
 
The crying creature cannot perform music (which would be a musical groan). Slavery has its 
heart, its mystery that belongs to silence. 
 The psalm comes from the Old Testament, but it received its interpretation in Christianity 
as well. The New Testament sees the captivity in the psalm as a parable of separation from God, 
the tyranny of one’s vices and passions. In Russian poetry, this psalm was used as a metaphor for 
political unfreedom in the nineteenth century. Fyodor Glinka, in his poem “Lamentation of the 
captive Jews” (“Плач пленных иудеев”), also invokes Psalm 137. It similarly speaks about 
Jews, captured by the Babylonians, who refuse to sing their religious songs for entertainment. 
Glinka uses the psalm as an allegory for the fate of the Decembrists’ who found themselves in 
exile after the unsuccessful coup in 1925. Like Sedakova, Glinka states, that “slaves, dragging 
shackles, do not sing lofty songs” (“Рабы, влачащие оковы / высоких песней не поют”).     
Sedakova combines this psalm-parable with another reference to the Old Testament. She 
mentions Egyptian darkness, which alludes to the Jews’ earlier captivity by the Egyptian 
pharaoh. The Egyptian darkness, reiterating the motif from the beginning of the poem, is one of 
the ten punishments inflicted on the Pharaoh in order to force him to let the Jews go. Sedakova 
implicitly compares the captivity by the Babylonians to the human condition before the coming 
of Christ. The cage and the darkness at the beginning of the poem become the metaphor for the 
non-Christian modern condition of civilization as well. These motifs imbue the poem with 
political implications, emphasizing that non-Christian times were the times of imprisonment, non 
freedom, while the sacred encounter provides what man needed (“и каждый человек во сне 
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неразделенном / искал и требовал148 его” (and every man in the undivided dream / was 
looking and demanding him). Like Eliot, she connects the event of Christ’s presentation in the 
temple to its prehistory in the Old Testament, but, as we can see, she addresses very different 
plots: Eliot’s Simeon quotes the prophesies emphasizing the danger and suffering coming with 
the salvation; Sedakova addresses the stories about the Jews’ temporary unfreedom that was 
ultimately ended. Her invocation of Psalm 137 can also be an allusion to Eliot’s own reference to 
it in The Waste Land in “The Fire Sermon” (“by the waters of Leman I set down and wept…”): 
the hopelessness of Eliot’s famous masterpiece was followed by the later acceptance of faith; 
Sedakova’s “Candlemas” implicitly contains the memory of this development.  
 One of the main motifs of Sedakova’s poem is time. She associates time with the rivers 
of Babylon, exile (“время протекает / через враждебную страну” (time flows through the 
inimical country)), emphasizing it as an alien entity. The pre-christian darkness of exile life finds 
its resolution in the encounter of Candlemas. This encounter brings freedom from exile and 
death: “я выхожу из времени терпенья, я выхожу из смертных глаз” (I leave the time of 
patience, / I leave the deathly eyes). “Deathly eyes” that did not see the promise of salvation are 
left by the soul that finds consolation that came when the infant was brought into the church.  
Speculating on life and death, Sedakova’s poem, more than Eliot’s and Brodsky’s, 
focuses on life: her Simeon is not concerned with the perspective of approaching death or harsh 
prophesies at all. Her “Candlemas” frequently repeats the word “жизнь” (life) in different 
meanings: life as an opposition to the repression from the outside; life as a new beginning 
symbolized by an Infant; life as a philosophical concept in opposition to death.  For example, the 
initial “жизнь внутри изнемогла” (life inside was exhausted) metaphorizes an encaged life. 
                                                          
148 “Требовать” (demand) is here likely to be used in its Old Church Slavonic sense that Sedakova mentions in her 
dictionary of paronyms: not so much “demand” as “need, require.”  
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Further in the poem, life as an abstract notion, freedom from death, coincides with the image of 
the new life appearing in the image of the baby Jesus. The poem states, “прости, что эта жизнь 
не значит ничего—/  она не знает о значеньи” (I am sorry that this life does not mean 
anything—/ it does not know about meaning), pointing to the paradox of an infant whose high 
mission is written in heaven, but of which the child itself is unaware (in this she echoes both 
Eliot and Brodsky). The coming of the Infant as life and Savior is compared to the Egyptian 
darkness which, ultimately, serves as a liberation. It brings “unrepeatable poppy—a box of vision 
and happiness” (“неповторимый мак—коробку зрения и счастья”), an ability to see the 
Christian salvation. These two meanings of life are brought together further:  
      Как медленно по шлюзам долголетья   How slowly, on the sluices of longevity,  
      из ослепляющего сна                  from the blinding dream, 
      к нам жизнь спускается и, как чужая, светит,                   life is descending to us, and, as if  
               it is someone else’s, gives the light, 
 
               уже не зная, где она,    already without knowing, where it is, 
               как засыпающие дети,    like children  falling asleep,  
               невероятна и одна...    unbelievable and alone… 
 
 
The longevity points to the age of Simeon, who, in some Orthodox interpretations, is considered 
to be as old as 300 years old. A child stands for the new life for humanity.  
The last section of the poem called “Postcriptum” (“Приписка”) invites the reader to 
speculate on what it means to write and read liturgical poetry. Self-nominating itself as a 
troparion, it also mentions the Old Church Slavonic, “спасатель чудесем” (a person who writes 
the lives of the saints) in the second line. It reinterprets the prayer as a glowing house that makes 
one happy, and speaks about the repentance of the dark soul that asks for punishment. But the 
gloomier aspect goes away with the ultimate pathos of the poem that marks the encounter with 
Christ as light.   
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In Sedakova’s poem, the association with visuality is somewhat similar to Brodsky’s 
poem, playing with darkness and light. The Egyptian darkness hints at the necessity and potential 
of darkness before the light of spiritual freedom comes in. But while Brodsky’s light-darkness 
orchestration comes from the Renaissance paintings which always work with the effect of light 
on the Infant and darkness on the surrounding figures, metaphorizing the biblical idea of God 
giving light, Sedakova’s poem brings the reader to the light of the ritual at the finale of the poem: 
the candle of the improbable encounter incorporates both an allusion to the celebration of 
Candlemas and the metaphor of fire implicating, in Sedakova’s poems, the divine. The last word 
of the poem, “свиданье” (encounter, meeting), is the synonym of “сретение,” which means 
“encounter” in Old Russian.  
  The role of poetry in Sedakova’s text is approximated to that of hagiography. Its very 
existence, however, is conditioned by finding a metaphorical home in Christianity: the famous 
psalm on the Rivers of Babylon addresses the function of art as she understands it: art does not 
happen in the condition of unfreedom, but this freedom, in the Christian context, is the freedom 
of belief. The pronouns in “The Addition” point to how Sedakova sees the place of religious 
poetry: it starts with “you,” an address to one’s soul, but turns to “we” at the end, embracing  
humanity. Like Eliot, Sedakova is doing in her “Candlemas” what Brodsky, according to 
Izmailov, does not do in his: she opens it to the mystery of the ritual that has both a personally 
spiritual and civilizational significance.  
Sedakova does not include the quotes from the bible as Brodsky does, but, similarly to 
Eliot, positions the poem in the discourse of psalms and canticles. Like Eliot, Sedakova does not 
include the prophetess Anna in her poetic story. Like in Eliot, her focus is on Simeon. She only 
passingly mentions Maria as a young mother (“молодая мать”), emphasizing the idea of new 
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life, but not her pain and sacrifice to come as both Brodsky and Eliot do. Even mentioning 
Maria’ tears, Sedakova does not extrapolate on her future suffering. Her emphasis is on 
consolation. None of the three poets mentions Joseph, but only in Brodsky’s case does this 
omission acquire a particular significance, since he purposefully takes Joseph out of the picture 
to avoid an association with himself. The comparison of the prayer to the flying dove in 
Sedakova’s poem echoes Brodsky’s dove in his “Candlemas”: Joseph brought the doves to the 
temple for sacrifice, but, for Brodsky, they signify the Word.  Like Sedakova’s poem, Eliot’s “A 
Song for Simeon” is obsessed with the idea of new faith to come, but he stresses the coming mix 
of salvation and martyrdom required for it. Sedakova’s poem reemphasizes the brightest points 
of Eliot’s argument. Her song is that of salvation.  Eliot’s and Sedakova’s poems are both 
introspective: they represent the inner world of Simeon—Eliot in a more dramatic way, 
Sedakova—in a more metatextual way.  Eliot’s Simeon echoes the poet’s experience, and 
Sedakova’s speaker, even more so, exists somewhere between Simeon and the self, and the 
experience of Simeon becomes the metaphor for the soul meeting Christ.     
 Sedakova never interacts with the biblical plots as “paintings,” in the manner of Brodsky. 
Her liturgical poems partake of the religious experience that is relived through her texts, in an 
indirect and mystical vein. Russian poetry required a different poet to complete the path that 
Eliot explored. Sensing the depersonalization of secular art as too heavy to bear, it embraces the 
submission of personality to religion, which, paradoxically, returns the lyric, although mystical 
and metaphysical, “I.” The logic of Eliot’s evolution is reflected in the development of Russian 
poetry of the second half of the twentieth century that embraces such different poets as Brodsky, 
Dragomoshchenko, and Sedakova. The impulses and tensions found in his poetic theory and 




  The 2010s have become the Renaissance of Eliot studies in the West. With the 
publication of The Complete Prose, the volumes of his letters (forthcoming), and Princeton 
archives soon to open in 2020, we anticipate knowing much more about the poet’s life and 
criticism. In Russia, too, all of Eliot’s poems and most important critical works are now available 
in translations, including the 2018 annotated edition of poems and plays in Russian prepared by 
Ian Probstein. But the encounter between Eliot and Russian poetry in the second half of the 
twentieth century remained unexplored before. 
 Brodsky, Dragomoshchenko, and Sedakova read T. S. Eliot in the era when he was 
deemed to be the rhetorical and political enemy of the USSR. Attractive as a forbidden fruit, he 
offered a poetic alternative to the dominant Russian and Soviet poetic tradition: his 
depersonalization theory and the idea of modern liturgical poetry became two important trends 
for these three poets. Since they are among the most influential literary figures in Russia, this 
impact is of great significance for Russian poetry in general. 
 These poets saw in Eliot the poetic innovations which they themselves felt compelled to 
use to address new epistemological concerns. The main was the new idea of poetic subjectivity 
processed through Eliot’s theory and practice of depersonalization. While the experiments with 
lyric subjectivity and the crisis of representation were spread among many avant-garde 
movements of the twentieth century, it was Eliot’s specific version that became seminal for 
Brodsky and left its trace in Dragomoshchenko as well. Like lyric subjectivities, lyric 
impersonalities have different origins, agendas and poetic techniques. This research offers a 
detailed study of the Eliotic version.  
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 Eliot’s metaphysical concerns also lie at the core of the poetics of the works of Olga 
Sedakova. With the help of Eliot, she finds new meaning in Christian poetry in an era that, on the 
one hand, has internalized Nietzsche’s assertion that “God is dead,” and on the other, is trying to 
reestablish the bonds of church and state. Eliot offered her the path of religious poetry as an 
opposition to both.  
 The dialogue between Anglo-American and Russian literature in the twentieth century is 
still a subject very sparingly explored. This study has aimed to demonstrate that in order to 
understand what happened in Russian literature in this period, we should be attentive to 
Anglophone literature: this is where many Russian authors looked for alternative interlocutors 
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